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ABSTRACT

Designed for use in Pennsylvania secondary school
science classes, this guide is intended to provide fundamental
information in each of the various disciplines of the earth sciences.
Some of the material contained in the guide is intended as background
material for teachers. Five units are presented: The Earth, The
Oceans, The Space Environment, The Atmosphere, and The Exploration of
Space. The course is organized so that students proceed from the
familiar, everyday world to the atmosphere and the space environment.
Teaching geology in the fall takes advantage of weather conditions
which permit field study. The purpose of the Earth and Space Science
course is to encourage student behaviors which will be indicative of
a broad understanding of man1s physical environment of earth and
space as well as an awareness of the consequences which could result
from changes which man may effect. (PEB)
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Preface
This teaching guide is not intended as a course of study to be taken by the teacher and
taught to students, but rather, as a true guide which places emphasis upon the basic fundamentals in each of the various discipiines of the earth sciences. Some of the material in the
guide is for the background information of the teacher and is not necessarily appropriate for
secondary school students.

The committee which produced the guide feels that the Earth and Space Science course
has been, and should continue to be, a course for all students. Throughout the guide every
attempt has been made to indicate the relevance to man of the material being studied. The content of the course, however, must be adapted to the ability levels of the students if any semblance of interest in science is to be achieved. Nothing is ever gained by teaching a too rigorous
course which is beyond the grasp of most students and then basing success on the fact that a
high percentage of pupils are unable to pass the course.

Experience has shown that the grade placement of the Earth and Space Science course
need not be fixed at any particular level. Schools have successfully taught the course as a
preparatory offering, laying the foundation for more advanced courses, and as a terminal science
course for the general student. A number of schools also offer Earth and Space Science II as
an advanced course in the junior or senior year.
The order of the units may be varied at the discretion of the teacher; however, the sequence
of the units in the guide is based upon the assumption that students should begin their study of

the earth-space sciences with the familiar, everyday world which they see around them and
then proceed to the less tangible areas of the atmosphere and the space environment. This procedure also allows the teaching of geology in the fall, which is the most desirable time for field
trips; Oceanography next, in the hope that this rapidly developing and important discipline will
be included instead of omitted as is often the case when it is scheduled last; astronomy in the
winter, when darkness comes early and the familiar winter constellations are in the night sky;
meterology in the spring, at a time when weather patterns show a great variety of changing
conditions; and the exploration of space last because of its interrelationships with all the other
earth sciences which have been previously taught.
Recommendations as to the time to be spent on any one unit would be extremely difficult
due to the variation in length of class periods, the number of times the class meets per week,
the extent of laboratory exercises, the ability levels of different groups of students and the
training and interests of the teachers. It is strongly recommended, however, that no single discipline of the earth sciences be given a disproportionate share of time and that no discipline
be omitted entirely. The quantity of material in the guide is such that only the most advanced
classes will be able to proceed through all of it in a single school year. The teacher must exercise judgment as to what is essential with respect to the objectives of the course, for students
of lesser ability. However, a portion of each of the units should be taught in each class.
There has been no attempt to approach the comprehensiveness of the materials produced
by the National Science Foundation funded science projects such as PSSC, CHEMS, CBA,
BSCS and ESCP. It is hoped, however, that this guide will suggest some additional activities
and approaches which will make it a useful additional reference for both teachers and students
as they explore the realm of the earth sciences.

Paranrz..

Introduction

GENERAL PURPOSE OF THE COURSE
The practical application of the basic concepts in the earth sciences is of vital importance
to everyone if mankind is to continue to enjoy an environment which will sustain life on this
planet. If man is to survive on earth, major problems such as air pollution, water pollution,
thermal pollution, the disposal of industrial and human wastes, the proper handling of pesticides
and wise conservation of natural resources must receive serious attention. All citizens must be
aware of the necessity for directed scientific investigation of these problems if we are to solve,
or alleviate, the conditions which, if permitted to continue, could mean the end of human life
on the planet Earth.
With the increased exploration of space, and the placing of men on the moon, it has become
vitally important that all students know more about the earth on which they live and the realm
of space toward which their lives will become increasingly oriented.
The purpose of Earth and Space Science is tr bring about those student behaviors which
will be indicative of a broad understanding of man's physical environment of both earth and
space together with an awareness of the consequences which could result from changes which
man may effect.

THE SCOPE OF THE EARTH AND SPACE SCIENCES
Obviously, Earth and Space Science as a distinct discipline does not exist. The specific scientific fields of geology, oceanography, astronomy, and meteorology all deal so closely with the
immediate physical environment of man that they readily lend themselves to an interdisciplinary
course of study on the secondary school level. An excellent example of the interdisciplinary relationships would be the Hydrologic Cycle. Water from an ocean current ( oceanography) is evap-

orated into the atmosphere (meteorology). Blown over the land the moisture laden air condenses, falls as rain, and in flowing in a stream to the sea, erodes the land (geology).
The earth and space sciences also rely heavily upon basic concepts of physics, chemistry
and biology. In replacing general science this course places new emphasis upon the principles
of the basic sciences. For example, the ability to identify fossils requires a knowledge of biology, meteorology is primarily concerned with the physics of the atmosphere and oceanography
involves much chemistry, physics and biology as we l as geology. In addition, the tremendous
accomplishments of the space program show excellent interrelationships among all the scientific
fields.

Teachers are urged to stress the interdisciplinary nature of the earth and space sciences to
the best of their ability and to the degree that their students can understand these interactions.
While student involvement is certainly recommended, caution is also suggested in regard to lab-

oratory exercises that consume large amounts of time and have questionable educational
outcomes.

The posing of pertinent questions, and the ensuing class discussion, also involves the student and is an excellent teaching method. The guide contains many questions which can be
used to start students thinking and moving toward greater understanding of concepts they are
studying. The questions are designed to arouse student interest by creating a desire to know
more about their environment, as well as to increase their powers of observation.
As long as teachers must deal with wide range of student abilities the stimulation of interest

is a prime concern. To achieve a degree of success the teacher may have to present a less
quantitative, less complete, less integrated course. However, when a course is presented on too
high a mathematical, conceptual or verbal level the interest of the student is quickly killed.
vii

Another important phase of the course is field trips to localities of geologic interest, weather
stations, observatories, planetaria and marine science centers. Such trips are extremely valuable
in stimulating and maintaining student interest in addition to the experiences which result in
greater understanding of a particular field of knowledge.

INDIVIDUAL AIMS OF THE COURSE
A.
B.

C.

D.
E.

F.
G.

Teachers should insure that the basic principles of geology, oceanography, astronomy
and meteorology are learned and the interrelationships of these fields understood.
Students should become aware of the intellectual challenge, and the demand for trained
personnel, in various earth and space sciences.
Students shou:d be guided toward applications of the concepts and principles learned o
the interpretation of environmental problem:. and phenomena encountered in daily life.
Teachers should encourage students to go beyond memorized descriptions of phenomena and to probe for explanations.
Students should develop a general understanding of the vital economic and deep esthetic
significance of their physical environment together with an attitude of responsibility for
nataral resource utilization and wise use of land.
Students should have the opportunity to work individually upon a problem which will
give them experience in the utilization of the scientific method of problem solving.
Students should be made to realize that science is not a su.iic body of knowledge, but
is constantly changing as new facts are discovered.

APPROACH
The guide treats the areas of Earth and Space Science by beginning with the obvious and
seeking answers through a series of pertinent questions. Emphasis is placed upon the relevance
to man of the material being taught. This new format might be referred to as a "Man-NatureProblem Solving" relationship. The observable phenomena and recognizable problems which
confront man in his physical environment form the initi l introduction and impart interest to the
development of various topics throughout the guide. The student thus approaches this study at
his or her own intellectual level of interest. The ability of the student should, in part, determine
the degree and Cc?th of refinement the teacher attempts to achieve in dealing with any particular topic.

When any new course is initiated, a phase of the development must include, on the part of
the teacher, a review of the scope of the disciplines involved in order to decide what objectives
should be developed and what useful information should be learned by the student. Once this is
determined the most effective teaching methods must be decided upon. This guide is intended
as an aid for teachers in the carrying out or the above processes.

viii

The Earth
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INTRODUCTION
The importance of other earth science fields and
their interdisciplinary nature can be illustrated in

Major Topics Explored

many ways, one of which is weathering. This process
not only involves geology with the parent material,

Different Landforms

but meteorology with the mechanisms of climate
change and chemistry with the molecular changes

Surface of the Earth
Landform Characteristics

that result in soil genesis.

Looking out the school room window or driving

Geology's importance to mankind is often overlooked in the teaching of this course, but it is so obvious and necessary that it should be brought to the
students' attention whenever practical. How landforms and rivers often dictate transportation routes,
how cities develop at junctions of these routes and
near mineral resources, and how these mineral resources themselves affect man's daily life should be

through the country, what does the surface of the
earth look like?

emphasized.

Answers pointing out the irregularity of the surface
of the earth should be encouraged; also, the idea that
these irregularities give rise to landforms.
What different landforms have you seen locally or
in travelling?

Students should give the names of a number of

FIELDS OF STUDENT INVESTIGATION
The Landscape
Rocks and Minerals
Weathering
Mass Wasting
The Work of Ground Water
The Work of Streams
The Work of Glaciers
Structure of the Earth
The Geologic History of the Earth
Environmental Geology and Man

THE LANDSCAPE
It is possible to introduce students to geology in a
number of different ways. Because the landscape and
the landforms comprising it are the part of the earth
most familiar to students, we suggest that the teacher
use the different landforms students can see around
them as the vehicle for introducing them to geology.
The following sequence of questions about landforms
leads from a description of what the student sees to
a consideration of the geologic reasons for the difference between them. In this one example, many of the
fields of geology are introduced.

laniforms such as hill, valley, plain, plateau, mountain, beach, or sand dune (see Plate 1-1). Definitions
should be asked for. Clarity and preeision of observation should be stressed as an important aspect of science. The location of different landforms should be
emphasized.

OM:

Plate 1.1

,,,,440144

Brush Valley in Centre County. Typical scene
in the Valley and Ridge Physiographie Province.
1

How do landforms differ from one another? Are
there different scales or magnitudes of landforms?
Through these questions, a realization that there is
a great variation in the size of landforms from moun-

tain chains, plains and plateaus on the one hand to
valleys (Plate 1-2), individual hills, floodplains (Plate

1-3), or offshore bars on the other. The discussion
should begin to move toward a consideration of the
reasons for these differences.

Plate 1.3 Appals,
2

Plate 1.2

Folded mountains at Cowans Gap State Park,
Fulton County.

m Plateau, Clearfield County, along Interstate 80.

Why do landforms differ from one another? Why
is the surface of the earth not monotonously the
same everywhere?
Since the answer to these questions is geological,
the questions should lead directly to a consideration
of the different fields of geology. Differences in the
Landforms are due to differences in:
a. Rock typeMineralogy and Petrology
b. Active geological processesWeathering, Mass
Wasting, etc.
c.

Rock structure -- Structural Geology, Tectonics

d. TimeHistorical Geology

Major Topics Explored
Rocks
Resistance
Composition

Texture
Methods of Formation
NIinerals

Properties
Structure
Benefits to Man

Why do rocks vary in resistance?
Every student either consciously or unconsciously

has noticed that there are high places such as hills
and mountains and low places such as valleys. A discussion based on this idea of uneven topography may

References, Films, Filmstrips
Cotton, C. A. (1969), Volcanoes As Landscape Forms,
Hafner, 416 p.
Davies, J. L. (1969), Landforms of Cold Climates,
M.I.T. Press, 200 p.
Easterbrook, D. J. (1969), Principles of Geomorphology, McGraw-Hill, 462 p.

ESCP, Stereo Atlas (1968), Hubbard Scientific Co.,
Northbrook,

Shimer, J.
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(1959), This Sculptured EarthThe

Landscape of America, Columbia Univ. Press, N. Y.
10027.

Strandberg, Carl H. (1967), Aerial Discovery Manual, John Wiley and Sons, Inc., N. Y.
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Upton, William B. Jr. (1970), Landforms and Topographic Main, John Wiley & Sons, Inv., 148 p.
Wan less, Harold (1969), Aerial Stereo, Dept. Geol-

be a way of drawing the student's awareness to the
differences in the resistances of rock in particular,
and to the differences in rock in general.
If the teacher wishes she or he may start with the
following question:

Can you name some building material derived
from rocks?
This introduction might be most appropriate in
urban schools where the students are more familiar
with buildings and their materials than they are with
a scenic landscape. A class discussion on building
materials will undoubtedly bring forth some of the
following materials with their sources:

brickclay and/or shale
glassquartz sandstone (Plate 1.4)
cementlimestone
plastergypsum
steeliron ore

ogy, Univ. of Illinois.

Life Filmstrips, The Face of The Land, #203 "The
World We Live In" Series, Life Education Program, Box 834, Radio City P. 0., N. Y., N. Y.

ROCKS AND MINERALS
Rocks and minerals are the building blocks of which

the earth is constructed. The treatment of rocks and
minerals in this section is in keeping with the treatment of the guide by beginning with the obvious and
seeking answers through questions.

Plate 1.4 Ilighsilica sandstone being quarried for glass
sand near Mt. Union, Huntingdon County.

building stoneslimestone, granite, marble, quartzite (Plate 1.5)

1.

Sedimentaryformed from accumulations
sediments, both elastic and chemical.

of

IMINI11111.neleIL

conglomerate, breccia, shale, sandstone, siltstone (Plate 1.6)

a. elastics:

b. precipitaWs and evaporates: limestone, hal-

ite and gypsum

s'

c. organic:

coquina and coal (peat, lignite,

bituminous)
Film:

EBF-AGI 16 mm. Rocks that form
on the earth's surface

--A
Plate 1.5

Quartzite quarried for building stone at Avondale, Chester County.

The list can become lengthy and you may have to
limit the discussion. It may be advisable to direct

the discussion toward such materials as bricks and
glass that are produced from silicates, as a lengthy
treatment of the silicates is given in this section.

How do rocks differ?
There are numerous ways in which rocks differ
from each other, and the way or ways in which the
rocks in your particular locale vary would be a logical way to begin the study.
This might be a good time to conduct a field trip
in which the students may collect local rocks to examine in the classroom. If a field trip is impractical,
you might collect samples of local rock for the students to examine.

2. Igneousformed from the cooling of a magma
(melted rock).
small crystal:

a.

rhyolite, trachyte, andesite

and basalt
b. large crystal:

granite, syenite, diorite and

gabbro

combination of small and large crystals: any
of the porphyrys

c.

In addition to the above, samples of vesicular
basalt, obsidian, tuff, scoria and pumice would
help broaden the scope of discussion on the origin of these rocks.

.-

.

L.'''.

.

;Av.

Hand lenses (3x to 10x) or low power microscopes

(5x to 20x) would be beneficial for the students to
examine the specimens. Through their own discovery,
or through class discussion, the students should recognize differences such as color and texture.

71e.

Are all rocks formed in the same manner?
Either by independent study or class discussion the

students should conclude that rocks are formed in
different ways. The student should be made aware of
the three methols of formation. The methods of formation along with representative rocks which the students might examine are as follows:
4

Plate 1.6

Red conglomerate exposed in northeast corner
of French Creek State Park. Chester County.

3.

Metamorphtcformed from the heat and pressure that results from diastrophism and volcanism, without melting.
a.

banded: any gneiss ( Plate 1.7)

b. layer-like:

any schist or phyllite (Plate 1.8)

A suggested method to introduce students into
kinds of rocks would be to give the students a group
of random rocks labeled with letters or numbers for
ease in discussion. The students should then decide
two things. One, what criteria should be used to separate them and two, which rock formed in a similar
manner?

SUGGESTION: Another exercise in showing the
relationship between rate of cooling and crystal size
in igneous rocks is as follows:
Have the students place a small quantity of salol
(phenyl salicylate) in a watch glass or other small
container and heat the salol until it just melts. The
student should then remove the container and let it
cool at room temperature. In a few minutes crystals
should be seen forming, if not, add a crystal or two of
salol to the melt to start the action. After the first melt
has crystallized, have the student remelt it as before
only hasten the cooling by placing the container on
ice water. The crystals from the first melt should be
much larger than those from the second melt. This
procedure can also be carried out in a Petrie dish on
the stage of an overhead projector.
Plate 1.7 Gneiss quarried at Glen Mills, Delaware
County.

Are all rocks derived from the same materials?
When the students detect particles within the rocks
that have different colors, sizes and shapes, it is hoped
that they will conclude that these different appearing
particles are composed of different materials. It

should also be emphasized that composition is one
of two main methods for classifying rocks.

How do these materials (minerals) differ from
each other?
The learning of mineral properties may be accomplished by either having the students learn the properties from a text and then applying them to mineral
samples, or by having the students study an assortment of minerals exhibiting numerous properties and
identifying these properties for themselves, followed
by class discussion to tie the loose ends together. For
the identification of some of the common minerals
through their properties, see the identification key on
the following pages.
Plate 1.8 Schist in road cut along 1-83, York County.
c.

uniform: quartzite and marble

d. plate-like:
e. organic:

Film:

slate

anthracite coal

16 mm.
underground
EI3F -AGI

Rocks that form

What produces different properties in minerals?
The students should not find it difficult to understand how chemical composition (different elements)
can produce different properties in minerals. Molecular structure (how atoms fit together), however, may
not be so obvious to them. The next four topics may

be used, if desired, to help create an understanding
of molecular structure.
5

Why use models?
Here is an opportunity early in the course to develop an appreciation for the usefulness of models
(Fig. 1.1). Here in particular, models help us to visualize how atoms, that would otherwise be too small
to see, fit together to form molecules.

How and why are silicates different from each
other?
This topic can be presented either by a demonstration, in which you would have to proceed very slowly
to insure student comprehension, or by permitting the
students to work in groups of two or three. If
sufficient time and materials are available the second
method is recommended. Before beginning this
exercise, the students should have a general knowl-

edge of atomic structure and that bonding forces
which hold atoms together are determined by the
charge (valence) of the atoms and the distance
between them, which is dictated by the size of the
atoms. In assembling the different silicate models
it should be stressed that the availability of silicon
and oxygen will determine the structure of the minerals. As each model is made, it should be brought
to the attention of the students that some properties

such as shape, cleavage and hardness are largely
determined by the molecular structure.
Figure 1.1
Halite crystal mode!.

Painting the spheres can be done simply by placing
a number of spheres in an empty shoe box and spraying a light coat of paint onto the spheres. Next place

the lid on the box and shake the contents. Remove
the spheres for drying.

Why are different size spheres necessary?
Even though atoms are so small that they are measured in angstrom units, students should not be left
with the idea that atoms are all the same size, or that
because they are so small that any difference in size is
meaningless. It is primarily this difference in size that
dictates how the atoms will pack together.

Most minerals are silicates; what is a silicate?
Before discussing this topic, it might be advisable
to review the states of matter with the students. The
students may find it difficult to comprehend how
oxygen, which they normally think of as a gas and a
vital part of the atmosphere, can make up 46.6 per
cent of the weight and 93.8 per cent of the volume
of the earth's crust. Most of the minerals of the earth
are silicates which accounts for the large percentage
of oxygen present in the crust. Silicates are a large
group of minerals that contain silicon and oxygen
along with other elements in a variety of combinations. For this reason the molecular structure of the
silicates is presented next.
6

Probably the most logical place to begin constructing silicate models is with the silicon-oxygen tetrahedron (Figure 1.2). This molecule is the least complex
of the silicates and can be represented by the mineral
olivine. This mineral is typical of minerals that form

under conditions of abundant oxygen. The oxygen
spheres should be from three to four times larger
than the silicon spheres. Four of the oxygen (larger)
spheres will fit together nicely to give an external
form of a tetrahedron, as shown in the figure below.

By squeezing a silicon (smaller) sphere into the
center of the tetrahedron, between the atoms of oxygen, a silicon-oxygen tetrahedron is produced. Since

the silicon atom has a +4 valence and each of the
four oxygen atoms has a 2 valence, the tetrahedron as

a whole will have a 1 charge. This charge must be
neutralized by cations that are available such as iron,
magnesium, calcium, potassium, etc. The individual
tetrahedron link together by sharing cations, and as
a result this group of silicates usually exhibits poor or
no cleavage. Because the oxygen atoms fit together so
tightly in each tetrahedron, this group also tends to
have rather hard minerals.

SILICON

OXYGEN

Figure 1.2

SiO4 Tetrahedron.

If two similar tetrahedra arc joined together by
removing one oxygen from one of the tetrahedron
and each of the tetrahedron share one oxygen atom,
as shown in Figure 1.3, it becomes apparent that less
oxygen atoms are required to produce a structure of

this type. This type of silicate may be produced if
oxygen atoms become less plentiful than in the previous type. This method of joining tetrahedra together results in a smaller unsatisfied charge in the
molecule, thereby requiring fewer cations. Atoms
may link together indefinitely to form a zig-zag

A lateral sharing of chains can be continued in
two dimensions to produce sheets (Figure 1.5). No
doubt many of the students will be familiar with the
minerals of this group, which are the micas (Plate
1.9.). The unusual cleavage of the micas should be
easily understood from the sheetlike appearance of
the model. These sheets are held together so poorly
by potassium ions that the sheets can be peeled apart
with a finger nail.

pattern. Molecules formed this way are called single
chain silicates, of which the pyroxene group of minerals is representative.

Figure 1.5
Sheet.

Figure 1.3
Single chain silicate.

Two single chains can be joined together, by further

sharing, to produce a double chain (Figure 1.4).
Double chains result in increased sharing of oxygen
atoms thereby requiring less of them. As was pointed

out before, the cation requirement is also reduced.
The mineral hornblende is typical of this group.
Looking at the models of these last two groups from
each dimension gives a good impression of the crystal

shapes and cleavage planes of these minerals.

Figure 1.4 Single to double chain.

Plate 1.9 "Books" of muscovite; found near West Chester, Chester County.

Finally the point may be reached where all of the
oxygen atoms are shared resulting in a stable mineral

with no surplus charge to be satisfied with cations
(Figure 1.6). In other words this mineral may be
all silicon and oxygen. The cost representative mineral from this group is quartz which because of its
tight packing tends to be one of the most resistant
minerals in nature (Plate 1-10).

Figure 1.6
Complete sharing.
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the rocks of the earth," then a summation based on
this earlier discussion would complete the unit.

If any other method of introducing rocks and
minerals has been used, it would be beneficial to
enter into a discussion of the student's environment
based on man's technology and use of earth materials.
In addition to the minerals mentioned, other materials
such as berylium, gold, silver, manganese, selurium
and less common elements should he brought to the
student's attention as they apply to space technology,
communications, transportation and electronics.
Pt
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TABLE OF COMMON SEDIMENTARY ROCKS
GRAIN SIZE

NAME

KIND OF FRAGMENTS
USUALLY PRESENT

Course (fragments

Pebbles and boulders of hard,
resistant rocks

CONGLOMERATE

grains visible)

Quartz usually dominant, may
have much feldspar, mica, and
other minerals.

SANDSTONE

Fine (separate grains
not visible)

Chiefly clay minerals

easily visible)
Medium (separate

SHALE
vo

MINERAL
COMPOSITION :

CHEMICAL

co no

NAME

COMPOSITION

5A
(.1

m

C71 0

Calcite (separate
grains not visible)

Calcium Carbonate CaCO3

LIMESTONE
M

171 0

n
ROCKS FORMED

COAL, LIMESTONE

2

possibly some

FROM

ORGANIC MATTER

IRON ORE

}

m

TABLE OF COMMON METAMORPHIC ROCKS
TEXTURE

MINERALS COMMONLY PRESENT

Mica or Hornblende
Quartz

Medium -grained

Uneven surfaces
Grains visible

Feldspar

Grains easily visible

Medium grained

SCHIST

Often Feldspar

Medium -to - course
Grained
Banded

Medium - to - course

NAME

GNEISS

Quartz
Mica or Hornblende

alcite
Calcite

MARBLE

Quartz

QUARTZITE

TABLE OF COMMON IGNEOUS ROCKS
CHEMICAL
COMPOSITION

COLOR
COURSE-GRAINED
FINE

Silica High

Iron and Magnesium
High

Light-colored Minerals
Predominate

Dark-colored Minerals
Predominate
I

GRANITE

RHYOLITE

I

DIORITE
ANDESITE

I

I

GABBRO

I

BASALT*

I

I

:c)

05

''
I

I
I

I

I
I

I

MINERAL
COMPOSITION

I PERODITITE
(very rare)

s`'''''

GS\ ix..
''' N'''
I

)ock0\-1P''
.,1),\...5
14\\
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IDENTIFICATION KEY FOR COMMON MINERALS

Shows

Cleavage or
Parting
Nail will

not scratch.
Scratches
glass

Black; pale green streak, hardness, 5-6;
cleavage 2 surfaces almost at right angles

A UGITE

Black; pale green streak, hardness, 5-6;
planes at about 60° and 120° cleavage 2
Light to dark gray; hardness 6; cleavage
two directions almost at right angles.
Sometimes shows striations on cleavage

HORNBLENDE
(amphibole)

(pyroxene)

PLAGIOCLASE

faces

(hard).

No

Cleavage

NONMETALLIC
DARK COLORED

1

glass (soft)

Hexagonal (six-sided) crystals; hardness,
gray, brown, or blue-gray color,

CORUNDUM
(corundum)

Red to red-brown; hardness, 6.5-7.5;
Equidimensional crystals

GARNET

Cleavage faces visible. Resinous to
adamantine luster; yellow-brown, hardness
3.5-4; streak-white to pale yellow

SPHALERIT5:

Brown to black; one perfect cleavage,
thin elastic plates

Shows
Cleavage

Nail will
scratch.
Does not
scratch

9:

BIOTITE

Dark green; one direction of good
cleavage, flexible

CHLORITE

Yellow-1.own to dark brown, may be
hardness, variable, streak-

LIMONITE

almost black:
brown
No

Cleavage

Red to red-brown streak; earthy
appearance; red or silvery coior

HEMATITE

Hardness 5, hexagonal crystals with fused
pyramid, vitreous luster green, brcwn,
blue-purple color

APATITE

Usually green or yellow green; mottled
(spotted); dull luster; smooth to greasy
fef,I on smooth surfaces, ranges from
woody to asbestiform

SERPENTINE

Black; octahedral crystals; strongly

magnetic; hardness, 6, black streak
Lead-pencil black; smudges fingers; hardness, 1, one direction of cleavage

Black, green-black, or

dark green streak

Brass yellow; hardness 3-6.5; cubic or
octahedral crystals, black streak
Greenish coppery-yellow, may he
tarnished purple; hardness, 3.5-4; duller
than pyrite.
Italics = nost diagnostic properties
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MAGNETITE
GRAPHITE
PYRITE

-------METALLIC
LUSTER

Shiny gray; very heavy; cubic/cleavage;
hardness, 2.5; black streak (crystals and)
Yellow, brown, or
white streak

Copper color and streak, tarnishes to

Has
Cleavage

I

GALENA

- -- -----

green; 11:3 high specific gravity, hackly
fracture

NATIVE
COPPER

White or flesh-colored; 2 cleavage planes
at right angles; hardness, 6

ORTHOCLASE

Nail will
not scratch.

Glassy luster;

Scratches

hexagonal (6 sided) crystals; hardness,
7: conchoidal fracture. Commonly milk

glass (hard)

transparent to translucent;

white
No

Cleavage

Classy to sub-glassy luster; various shades
of green and yellow; hardness, 6.5-7;
sugary texture

White to gray; conchoidal fractures H:7
black variety called FLINT
Green or pale blue, six-sided (hexagonal)
with flat termination, H:8

NONMETALLIC,

Colorless to white; salty taste; cubic
crustals and cleavage
White, yellow, colorless; hardness, 3;
rbotnbchcdral cleavage: (3 directions, not
at 90° ); effervesces with dilute HCL

LIGHT
COLORED

White to transparent; hardness, 2. Small
pieces are flexible. Some varieties may
he transparent, or fibrous with silky
luster

Green to white; .soupy feel; hardness of 1
Nail will

Colorless to light bronze; transparent;

scratch.

in thin sheets which are very elastic.; one
direction of perfect cleavage

Does not scratch
glass (soft)

QUARTZ

OLIVINE

CHERT
BERYL

HALITE
CALCITE

GYPSUM

TALC

MUSCOVITE

White, yelliiw, purple or green; octa-

hedral (8 sided) cleavage; hardness, 4

FLUORITE

..1z-fire blue; 11:3g-4.

Effervesces with dilute acid

AZURITE

Bright green.

Effervesces with dilute acid. H:33i-4

MALACHITE

Italics -=....- most diagnostic properties
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WEATHERING

the size of chemical ions. The formation of soil over

Weathering is an agent of landscape development.
Weathering is regarded as a passive agent in that

a parent bedrock is an example of t::: aspect of

it does not provide a means of transport to distant
Ihe weathering poceNSOS (mechanical disintegration and chemical decomposition) act continuousl MI S0i15 ;Old bedrock that are close to the
places.

surfaLe of the earth. The student should become
familiar with the nature anti role of weathering, types
of weathering. and special eases of weathering.

Major "Fopics Explored
Evidencr of \Veathering
Types of \VeatheringNlechanical Chemical
Soils

%veathering.

Weathering may also involve the change in chem-

ical composition of some minerals by the reaction
of the mineral with acids and water. The change
often results in the formation of new minerals that
will remain stable without further change. The students may nwntion rust forming on iron as an
example of this aspect of weathering.

What are s
physical processes that exert
mechanical stresses upon rock to break it?
These processes are the first breakdown of the
bedrock into fragments.

What is the most common evidence of weathering

Frost ActionAlternate freezing and melting

you see around the school or home?
The weathering processes may be thought of as

of water in joint planes, bedding planes, folia-

tion planes, and other Openings in the rock

the breaking up of hard strong bedrock into smaller
loose rocks or boulders ranging in size down through
the many size grades to sand and silt and finally to

constitute a strong mechanism of rock breakup
because water expands when frozen approximately 10% (Fig. 1.7 and Plate 1.11).

t.
ON.

Figure 1.7
Rock breakup by frost action.
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Plate 1.11

of sandstone at
Hickory Run State Park in Carbon County.
"Joint-block separation"

B.

It'citing-and-DryingClay minerals often swell
considerably when wet causing many shales

and other rocks containing clay minerals to
disintegrate. Some shales break up into tiny
pencil-like fragments (see Plate 1.13). This
process is called "slaking". Soil cracks and
muderacks are formed in soil by this process.

C.

Volume ExpansionThis is the process of rock
break up or rupture when it is relieved of
the confining pressure of overlying rock (Fig.
I.8). In large diabase (parries in Pennsylvania
the rock breaks loose in great slabs and sheets.
Sometimes this happens with explosive force.
Granite domes like the ones found in Yosemite

National Park or Acadia National Park
Clay soils tend to expand or swell when wet
and contract when dry.

in

Maine are excellent examples of rock sheeting.
Forest fires also split rocks.

t.

*145;
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Plate 1.12

Exfoliation of diabase boulders, Dauphin

County.

Plate 1.13

Shale "break-up" during weathering; exposure along Route 22 at Mt. Union, Hunting.

don County.

Figure 1.8

Rock breakup by volume expansion (exfoliation).
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Tree or Root WedgingRoots exert pressure on

Lab Investigation: Have students bring rock speci-

the walls of cracks in soil or rock causing

mens to class, break them, discuss the differ-

further break up (Plate 1.4).
These are all Mechanical processes of weathering.

ence between the fresh inner surface of the

D.

rock and the weathered outer surface. Diabase
usually shows this weathered zone exceptionally good.
Films:

The Face of the The Earth (EBF)
Wearing Atvay of the Land (EBF)

How deep are our soils? Does soil vary in
thickness throughout Pennsylvania?
Before answering these questions, a general discussion of soil formation and soil profiles should take
place. As the students become more familiar with

the formation of soil from bedrock, the answers to
these questions will become evident.

An excellent approach to this topic would be to
locate an excavation or stream-cue bank where a
Plate 1.14

Tree root wedging of diabase at French Creek
State Park, Chester County.

Do you see any other results of weathering?
There arc the Chemical processes of weathering.
A.

typical soil profile exists. Show the students the four
zonesHumus, Leached Zone, Subsoil (enriched)
Zone, Weathered bedrock and the Unweathered bedrock (parent material, or discuss whatever features

are present and relate them to the typical profile
(Figure 1.9).

HydrationThe chemical reaction of a mineral
with water. One of the most common examples

of this process in nature is the reaction of
feldspars with water.

13.

Feldspars in granite

in the presence of water will decay causing

HUMUS

the rock to weaken and eventually disintegrate
into individual minerals.
OxidationThe chemical reaction of a mineral
with oxygen. Ferromagnesian minerals in igneous and metamorphic rocks yield iron
through the process of hydrolysis. The iron

ELUVIATED ZONE

ILLUVIATED ZONE

WEATHERED
BEDROCK

then combines with oxygen and water to
produce the minerals hematite and limonite.
The rusting of a nail is a common example of

UNWEATHERED

oxidation.
C.

CarbonationThe chemical reaction of a mineral with carbonic acid. Carbonic acid decomposes many minerals but its effect with
the carbonic rocks, limestone and dolomite. is most dramatic. Carbonic acid com-

bines with calcium carbonate to form a highly
soluble salt, calcium bicarbonate. The calcium
bicarbonate is Chen carried away in solution.
Deep ground water circulation allows carbonic
acid

to react with limestone or dolomite to

produce a variety of features; caves, sinkholes,
disappearing streams, etc.
14

BEDROCK

(PARENT MATERIAL)

Figure 1.9

Typical Soil Profile.

Have the students bring in some soil samples. Examine these under a microscope. Ask them to distinguish the various components; humus, individual
minerals, rock fragments, vegetation.
Have the students describe the overall characteristic; of the samples and estimate where in the soil
profile the sample came from.

What factors make soils different?

Crawford

The parent rock adds different minerals to the
soil; i.e. a schist will develop an overlying soil
that is high in the mineral muscovite and/or

A.

biotote, a granite will impart excessive amounts

of feldspar and quartz to a soil, a shale will
develop a soil high in clay minerals and shale
fragments, a sandstone will develop a soil that
is high in quartz (sandy soil).
Topography affects soil characteristics. Welldrained soils occurring on slopes will be different from those that occur on uplands or valleys.

B.

C.

Climate affects the weathering of the parent
rock and hence the formation of soils. Limestone in an arid climate weathers very little
and the soil developed from limestone in an
arid climate is thin and almost non-existent
whereas a limestone in a semi-humid or humid
climate weathers extensively and a thick, clayey
soil is developed.

D.

Vegetation adds to the soil decay products.
As the amount of vegetation available increases, the amount of organic matter in the
soil also increases, making the soil quite different from one without this material.

E.

Time is a factor that is most important. The
formation of a thick, rich soil takes considerable

geologic time. This concept can be discussed
here at some length.

The student should learn how the soil scientist
classifies soils by the above factors. Any soil survey
of Pennsylvania's counties will explain this classifica-

tion and the soil groups present in our Commonwealth. The following soil surveys are available:
County
Adams
Armstrong
Bedford
Berks
Blair

Bradford
Bucks

Cambria
Carbon
Centre
Chester - Delaware

Clarion
Clearfield
Clinton
Columbia

Date
1905
1939
1913
1911
1917
1913
1946
1917
1962
1910
1963
1958
1919
1966
1967

Cumberland (Map)
Erie
Franklin
Fulton
Greene
Huntingdon
Indiana
Jefferson
Johnstown
Juniata (Map ) ..
Lancaster
Lehigh
Lycoming
Mercer
Montgomery
Montour-Northumberland
Northampton
.

Perry (Map)
Potter

.

Snyder (Map)
Tioga
Union
Venango
Washington
Wayne
York

......

.

1954
1956
1960
1938
1947
1925
1944
1936
1964
1909
1954
1959
1963
1928
1919
1967
1942
1966
1951
1958
1957
1929
1946
1966
1966
1938
1963

The answer to the questionDoes soil vary in
thickness throughout Pennsylvania?now becomes
evident. As each factor discussed above varies, so

would the soil vary. The climate, rock type and time
are probably the most important factors affecting the
depth of weathering.
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MASS WASTAGE
Although most students in Pennsylvania are aware
of erosional agents like rivers and wind transporting
sediments and eroding the landscape, few realize the
importance of mass wastage the dOWI1S1011C movement of rock debris by gravity-in leveling the earth's
surface.

Major Topics Explored
Downs lope Movement of Rock Debris
Slow

Creep
Fast
Rock falls
Slump
Landslides
Mass Wastage Problems
Man's alternatives

Plate 1.15

Some may recall seeing signs saying "Caution
Falling Rock", or noticed a slump of earth along a
road cut or stream hark. They may have seen tilted
fence posts on a steep slope or read about a recent
landslide. A gross example of mass wasting was the
downhill movement of parts of coastal California
including houses into the Pacific Ocean in early 1969.
After discussing some of these examples, the teacher

may ask, how can these movements be separated
into categories or can these movements be separated
into categories?
Hopefully the answer "slow" and "fast" will emerge.

Under slow downhill movements in the latitude of
Pennsylvania, the principle process is creep (Plate
1.15). This process accounts for the tilted fence
posts, and slow downslope movement of stones in
fields,

Classical example of "creep"; shale outcrop at intersect'
County.

1(3

Ask the class if they can think of any examples of
this process at work.

of Traffic Routes 230 and 72 in Lancaster

Fit

movements include: rock falls forming talus

if

piles at the foot of chits (Hate 1.16), slumps and
tand.,./ides which may be mudllows if the moving

.eS1L4'4"

A

iN predominantly fine grained and the moistore content k high ( Plate 1.17).

What conditions favor mass wastage as against
no downhill movement of weathered rock debris?
titcep

slopes,

a

high moisture

content in

the

weathered material, bedding Planes tilted downhill
beneath the regoliththd e;irthquakes are four favorable factors.

What can be done to halt this downhill movement

or offer protection arainst it?
Along roads. the highway department at some
places has built retaining' walls, or planted vegetation
whose roots stabilize the soil on steep road cuts.
Cliffs along Iiittliway are often cut back or terraced

so that falling rocks will not drop onto the roadbed.

Plate 1.16

Rorkfall along Interstate 80 in Columbia

County.

Railroads erect fences along the tracks in rock gorges

which turn the signals red stopping trains, if the
fence is broken by falling rocks or a landslide.
In other cases, drainage pipes have been put info
the moving mass to ciirry away the excess water,
increasing the internal friction and stopping the movement.

For students wanting to pursue the subject further,
college geology textbooks describe the great importance of this process in the Arctic' where the frost
action is more intense and permafrost (permanently
frozen groi:nd 1 underlies a thin thaw zone which in
sinnmer reNlil moves downhill. In Pennsylvania,
13111e Rocks near Y. S. Route 22 east of Hamburg
and Hickoi y Run Boulder Field in Hickory Run
State Park ( Plate 1.18), Carbon County, are examples

of arctic features of this type preserved from the

Plate 1.17
Landslide along Route 322 in Lebanon County.

tune when the northern part of the state was being
glaciated.
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P.ale 1.18
Hickory Run Boulder Field, Carbon County.
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THE WORK OF GROUND WATER
Did you ever look at a creek flowing along on a
fine SWIM' day and wonder \vlierc the water comes
from? You may answer that this water (AMR" from
rain, hut where has it been all the time since the last
rain?

This water has been in the ground. It is thus
necessary for the student to know how it got in the
ground, how it moves from where it entered the
groin
to the place where it .gets into the stream,
how long it takes to travel from one place to another,
and what landforms are the result of moving ground
water.

The movement of water within the rock involves
two forces: capillarity and gravity. Both of these
forces nioye water downward. Capillarity moves

downward into dry

soil below

the wetter

portion. where the soil particles are very fine. However, where these particles are coarse, perhaps pebbles
or large sand grains, water tends to move downward

more or less freely through the spaces around the
grains by gravity. The larger die spaces the more
rapidly the water can move.
All aquifer is an underground zone or layer which
is a relatively good source of water. An aquifer may

be an underground zone of gravel and sand,

a

formation of sandstone, a zone of highly fractured

Major Topics Explored

rock, or a formation of cavernous limestone.

Infiltration and Runoff
Movement in SoilCapillarity
Gravity

How deep will water go?
Water moves underground through pores, holes,
and cracks which are often found in surface rocks.
Many of these openings are the result of weathering

AquiferDepth
Watcr TableZone of Saturation
Ground Water Nlovement
Ground 'Water QuantityPorosity
Permeability

of the rocks.

Specific Yield

Artesian Water
Ground-Water QualityEffects of Different Chemical Elements
Origin

These cracks, seams, and minute spaces between
particles of weathered rock become fewer and fewer
as we go deeper in the earth. At varying depths,
depending on rock types, these openings are no longer
present except infrequently, and the movement Of

ground water does not exist.
Ground water may also occur at great depth in
natural pore spaces between the grains of the rock

Solution Features
Depositional Fettires
Nfan's Search for Water

Water in the Future
What is an aquifer?
When water strikes the ground, part of it sinks
into tile soil and part runs off the surface. The
process of water sinking into the soil and rock is
called infiltration. 13y taking this word, infiltration,
:(part war fill(' that "lilt" is similar to the word "filter"

and that "in." means "into" or, in other words, the
process is one of passing into. In this ease, water
passes into the rocks (Figure 1.101.

itself. A common example of rock with natural pore
space is sandstone. Porous rocks, through folding
and other mountain building forces during geologic
time, may occur many thousands of feet deep, but
underneath these aquifers everywhere at some depth
is rock that is impervious and watertight.

THE WATER TABLE

What is it? Where is it?
Rain falls on the snrfacc of the ground and wets
the soil and rock materials to varying depths depending upon the duration of precipitation. Somewhere
at depth is an impervious base. Above this impervious
base free water collects, and the top of this zone of
free water (zone Of SatIlrat;011) is the water table
(Figure 1.1 1). 1)o laboratory experiment on "Rela-

RIVER

P(

.111101'41--

water in the channel flows.

A".

Figure 1.10

Is

Preeipitat'

tionship of water table to unsaturated soil".
\\Then the water table is high enough to emerge
as a free water surface in a stream channel. the

-Runoff-Infiltration.

In a Innuid climate there is enough precipitation
to raise the water table high enough for even the

Figure 1.11

11:.pothetical cross section showing the "zone
" and "water table".

of saturar

small rivulets and creeks to 11111 \vater much of the

In a :.11% (Innate. lio\vever the small chantuls
are dry bet\veen rains and only the large deeply cut
river channels carr% seater the \ ear around.
veal.

depth underground, but it cannot tell us how much
\vater can be obtained from the underground reservoir.

1:11()UN1) WATElt 11()VElIENT

1)oe,1 ground water move?
Thy \valcr table is seldom completely flat

and

lioritomal lint it is ;Iii undulating, surface. The zone
s thiation is (ontiollons and has \l'iltAT in it that
Is 0/11NtaIll
11.011 tilt' high places tlikVati
tilt'
I

\ l's1 pi ICC. IVater ///11/CgrMilui /lute's
'lc(' Fit.011.1 1.1.3 in the direction .vhic.11 represents

the steepes, sli,pe of the \vater surtae.
\I cav suriate streams runtime hr flov even during
'ug period6, 1,1 Iry %%cattier. You %ill note, ho vever.
that the ..,trc,m, ;Jets Inver and lower as vater in the
ground is 1...;!iiallv drained a \V;11. alld the Nvater
talde appromlies .1 flat sorface.
Surface ,treauts ono closch related to water in the
Li,rouild. The water involved in both is the ,aim s
and the\- both have the sain source.
To find out more about ,runnel -water movement
visi' torn 11)( .11 library and ;tsk about vow State
(;cological !Survey (;round-\Vater reports. Talk to

lik'al well drillers to find out
about gromHkvater conditions in your area. I 111;1

heal "(9/111'rkt ;Mt!

()rat(

('

tin

SURFACE OF

TABLE

/

WATER1

\

#

I

I

i111.11:R04414.1.WS
SHOW
F

FLOW

1,)Verliellt of Ground \Vater-

also recommended.

flow

much water van he obtained front the

ground?
kvali

table can be found ,nivwhee at some

Figure 1.12

Ground water flows downhill.
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LABORATORY EXPERIMENT

LABORATORY EXPERIMENT

Relationship of water table to unsaturated soil

Movement of ground water

Fill alI transparent container with sand. Slowly
pour water into the container and observe the water
being absorbed in the sand. seeping down through
the spaces between sand grains until it comes to
the watertight or impervious bottom of the container.

(A blue coloring :aided to the water will help the
students see the desired effects.) The sand becomes

thoroughly moist before any free water collects of
the bottom. As more water is introduced, a water
surface rises until it reaches the surface of the sand.

At a point in time when the bottom half of the
sand is saturated, the student can find the level of
the free water surface by punching a trend i .1(.0)55
the sand with his finger. This trench will tern out
to be partly filled with water, and the water level in
the trench %vill be the same as the level of the free
water surface throughout the sand. This level, or
surface, is called the water table.

Crimnd water is the water that completely fills tin.,
pore spaces and other openings in soils and rocks
beneath the surface of the earth. Replenished by
rain and melting snow, it furnishes the flow in streams
in dy-weather and is the perennial source of supply
to springs and wells.
Cround water moves through the ground from areas
of recharge to areas of discharge. Knowledge of the
rate at which it moves is important to those interested
in developing water supplies from wells. The rate
of movement 5 governed by the hydraulic gradient
or slope of the water table and by the permeability
or capacity of the rock materials to transmit water.
The permeability varies with the size and interconsection of pore spaces or openings in the waterbearing material, being higher for gravel than for
sand or silt.

The relative permeability of different earth macan be demonstrated with the apparatus
illustrated in Figure 1.14, by separating sand into
its grade sized with a set of sieves.
terials
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RECHARGE
TOP OF SATURATED ZONE

WATER TABLE

DISCHARGE

MEASURE
SAND, NOT SATURATED

Relay
.20

Figure 1.13
hip of water table to unsaturated soil.

Figure 1.14
Relative permeability of different earth mateement of water through each.
rials and the

. \f ter the la\ ers of gravel and s:ind have been

placed in the container, fill the container \yid' \vater
and continue to introduce water (recharge) so that
there is a continuums overfloxv. This maintains a
constant pressure \yithin the container. Nleasiire the
vertical distance (10 bet\Yeen the water surface in
the two tales at the 'title. and measure the yolonn
water iliscirdr2:0(1 (()) during a specific time interval
( try I or 2 minutes). Next remove the sand and
replace it \\ ith a finer sand or silt and again measure
(Q) and (If ) for the same Hine interval. A ompaison Of the quotients of Q/11 \yill show the relative
permeability of the t\vo materials. Go through the
same process using, different mixtures of silt and

AREA OF RECHARGE FOR SANDSTONE AQUIFER

OUTCROP AREA OF

BED OVERLYING
AQUIFER

sand of various sizes.

The pore space, cracks, and joints

in

the rock

in wino (mbry) anti sin beta ern dur,,,t
rock types. If we drill into a rock that has a great

annnnft of pore space or many fratlires that are
saturated with water, then larre amounts of \VatCI'
ntay 1)(' aVallable to the
Tint if the rock has only a small amount of pore
space or very few fractures. a well may become dryafter only small volume of water has been removed.
The amonat of pore spare araitabfe is one of two
principal factors \\hid' determine whether one rock
will be a good solircc of water for a well. This first
factor is called porosity.
The second factor governing how a rock will act
as a source of water is called pcaseaLa/iti. This
1, for has to do with how readily the pores arc able
;Wow the water to move. The pores
to II.,111*illit
most he la".u. ;Intl connected so the water can flow:
this rock Olen has a hiL,,11 permeability.

What is Iht meaning of artesian water?
(:rotund

water under natant

pressure is called

Nt)t all artesian \veils thaw above the
swim(' of the land. A \\ ell is an artesian one if its
water rises above the aquifer from \yhich the water
comes. Figure 1.15 sho\vs .t sanctstone aquifer coming
not to Ike land .;111.1,1ce at the top of a hill. Overlying

ininiter and sliumal on the three sides of the
him k diagram is a 'watertight Liver of shale that
colihnes the water in the sandstone aquifer. The
water in this sandstone is tinder pressure. If a \yell
is drilled at print .1 or 13, 'water would rise in the
tell and might flov out onto the surface. 'Ibis dethis

pends oil the amount of pressure.

AQUIFER SANDSTONE

Figure 1.15

A Sands'

Aquifer under artesian condi-

t

Is all ground water the same quality?
It is the dissolved chemical compounds called salts
that give water its taste and that made it either hard
or soft.

The chemical nature of water is important to man.
\\'e do not waft the water we drink to taste salty or
of sulfur or iron, nor do we want it to taste like distilled water. We also want 't to be soft enough to
lather easily.

The presence of calcium and magnesium copounds makes water hard because the calcium and

magnesium combine with soap to form insoluble
matter.

Sodium is an element that causes trouble on irrigated farms. Sodimn salts tend to make a soil sticky
when wet and to form clods when dry. It also affects
plant growth in some cases.
Boron is one of several mineral constituents that is
very small amounts for plant growth. In
large amounts boron is poisonous to plants.
needed

Small amounts of fluorine in water tend to prevent
cavities in hildren's teeth, hilt in excessive ammmts
it mottles and discolors the tooth enamel.

Salts in natural waters may be harmful or beneficial, and so it is important to know the amount and
kind of salts in our water supply and how they affect
the use of water.
21

What factors affect ground-water quality?
!low do these salts get into our water?
11,64,111 is nearly pure \vater. \\lien rain strikes the
m;,\ kinds of soluble
ground it conies in contact
materials. Hocks are composed of minerals and given
Lvcat amounts of time, much Of these minerals are dissolved. The stilt, ent action of the \vater is increased

by the carbon dioxide absorbed from the air in the
soil. Ilann chemical elements are then taken bit°
throtwit the ocks%
whition In/ ilic (11(1'
IA11( .11t.V1(

EX 1'1A( I 11.:Vi

at( 1111111Ity 111111

its ffet 011 aquatic life

Perbtps ion have wondered how quality of \vater
affects the growth of vegetable and animal life about
reillOVe the ions,
its. It is known that alillatit.
its
gro..th,
from
solution. One
that art' CNSIItial to
interesting, study is to observe the variations in chemical composition of aquatic plants t_ir,ro\vii in different
kinds of water.
It is not difficult (I) (10(.1'1111M'

\V,ttr l/V IiSiltg an ineXpeilSiVt testing kit available from a chemical laboratory
supply house. Elements such as calcium, magnesium,
chloride, sulfate. nitrate, iron. and hydrogen-ion concentrations i pll t can be determined readily. .Nppritxintate sodium and potassium content can be

the difference bt\een
determine, I )V Ca 1(
t it
total casinos 1 ntetuls ) Mid total ,minus linninetalti ).
11

the quality of river \\.ift'rs and Public supplies
\ out. State Library.
asailable to \
If fa( ilities for f Ilenlie.d .fifahses arc available, the
alithlitt,

studies 11111(1 he I:\ I ,illth'(1

10 2t)

slid) as
grams per liter 1/1 WW.I' of ilii110r
boron. cobalt. or nickel, etc. 'rids will determine the
Abiliiv of the plants to use these chemical substams
in (heir growth.

Sonic rocks arc mole soluble than ufhen. Lim\cr% soluble. mid \\lien they
toll(' and dolomite
In. c\pused to OR. action of tti)vint-t vate they dissolve and Ow.; arc a source of calcium and inag,nesiiiiii

;II the sate(. Solution of Oleic carbonate rocks forms
hi( II I !Rh" Ech() anti CfA'Sta) Caves are
cvtfliples of the fantastic shape and size ) 11411 may
result front solittion.
011 11111111' St11111 !01111

features produced by

_round water?
Figure I.1(i \% ill bete) lm illiistrate the features.

ati slight flepics,ion in the land
especially one having no millet (see Plate
1.11) !: one of the Ifollms in a limestone region often
avcrn or subterranean passage so
onUee toil in
`Sim.;

sink holy

,1111,,fe.

(hat %s alt'( running into it is lost.

(tire a natural cavit. reuess. chamber, or series
;Hui ".:thicrics beneath the y111;1:

nii

iff the

earth.

from t\yo or three sources
in your ,crest, such as your city supply, a domestic
\VanT

yell, or Irons the \\Ater supply of a nearby town.
.1fter the chemical content of stater is detrmini,(1,
aquatic plants, obtained from an aquarium in a
nearby store selling pet supplies. \Yould he added to
\vater and allowed to gro.v lot- a period of sev-

COLLAPSE SINK

FCLAY MANTLE WEATHERED FRO

ral weeks. 'Tice containers, such its a large fish howl

or aquarium, should he covered with sheet polyethylene to prevent evaporation. After g,rmving for
several )treks. in hill sunlight during the day and
artificial light at night. samples of the aquatic plants
from math type of vvater \you'd be dried, \veighd..
burned, and the ash dissolved in \Vide?* with the' aid
of a solvent soil' is nitric acid. The ion concentra-

tion of the chential elements would again he determined. These results when compared with the
chemical composition of the original plant will re-

SOLUTION CAVITIES

LONG JOINTS

Figur'. 1.16

Cerill.1.:1111 /..(1

reg'

.('d t

through a

111111,

features:

\lechanicsInirg

II)o the plants slow chemical composition that relate to the amounts or kinds of
s in the water
in which they grew?

Carlisle 71,.i"

.11

er(11...
.

I)isappearing Stream a surface stream that disappears undergrolind in .1 Sink. ( Plate 1.20 and 1.21)
Pennsylvania topographic maps illustrating solution

veal the effects of the different kinds of water used.

The publications of the U. S. Geological Survey on

SOLUTION ALONG
BEDDING PLANES

map ( sink holes)

tiffil) (sink holes)

Fleetvood 7'.:!" map (disappearing streams)
Norristo\vit
map ( sink holes, disappearing
streams. -karst- topography)

14(
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Crio,--.1.etion of itikkole ; ..xpo.ed along 1-80
in Centre Count,
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4
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Plate 1.20
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(:ati you name -nine depositional etttures produed by ground scaler in a cave?
Sir/tart/h :t conical depo,it of calcium carbonate,
L.;encrail calcit or aragonite, hair4ituz, from the roof
.

of a cave ( Plate 1.221.

St(//aLzuntea calcium carbonate ridu,-( rising from
a limestone cave floor. and formed bv \cater charged
with calcium carbonate drippin,4 from the stalactites
abo\..e. Sta lielanites and stalitciite, often meet and

I

IL,

then forn, a column from floor to roof I Plate 1.22 1.
lotuqww--deposits of caliinn carbonate accumulated inizainst the \valls of limestone caves \viler() \ater

trickles from the rock and rims over a section of the
wall or other irre...)ailitrities. /lib/tons. sheets, and curtains In variations of flo\sfon t Plate 1.231.
itetictite- are depositions of calcium carbonate

that build out horiiontallv on the \vans of the cave.
or on the ;ides of stala(titc; and staliu4mites. They
represent deposition at the level of the water table,
and h(sne formed \\lien the \vater table was hither
than its present level.

a
('late 1.23

Indian Echo
f/atinkin (:0111n,

( :ace

near

lIttin11111.1.1onn,

W %TER IN THE HAVRE
The demands on ()In ground-water supply are becominu; critical in !NUM(' areas of l'enusyl\ iolia and

the nation, ;Ind this trend still continue. Urban expansion and industries usitt(2; lart;e quantities of water

her emplme will be disoura).4ed from loc,itiou. ill
\vafrr-poor itrcAs 0111)1101 better urban al n iodotrial
phomilvz,. ( )tic of the t.9(.;itct problems fac itm. man
in devclopuez, future \vater supplies is the Mereasine;

;16.a._ .4111111

poll'itton of ground water.
\vist.

our A(1r resources s\ ill he ens osn,I ii1
imd eventually will be 1(.4islitted. Nluch of Pennsyl-

vanias sorhue \valet ;old some of her u:rolnd water
is already controlled by local :ind reLtional re!,,tilations.
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THE WORK 4)F STREAMS
flaill %%Ater that Aril; 110t evaporate or soak into
file tz,romid comhines
ill'
\valet. that
(onies to the surface in the form of sproy_.stml drains

all and Ilms to the sea. Spriptzs and small rivulets
join to form small stream..
ones

streams joitl 1,, form

11 l form 1;\\(.1., that /1,1\v 1111(1

sea.

(tit' /WO/Milt/ //if' MOS/ iMpOil101t

St/T(ONS

)(filit'Oti011 Of hind:WOO'
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110.011.1Z110111

Why is it that -once Sire:1111S possess more energy
than others?

There are t,) basic

I i,ie,t

Ilaj4)t.

iullueuce

aii.i. is

hich a !art,.

,Ire;ult in

point

1).1',I a

tain IllOrc
III iv:der.

110,0,111g

sired not of HMV, 5vill consmall
a trickle

1

111;111

The tither Iit.1)Ir is the slope of the stream. The
steeper the slope, die faster the \valet. \yin move.

(fene,

the

the

kinetic energ the tvater

possesses.

These factors
easily be discovered b the student, or demonstrated by volt in the classroom by
the follm% int!, laboratory investii4atimi or :I modi-

fication of it. One other point should be kept in mind
\On dr,twite-4 conclusions to this activity. The speed
ul till' \viter is tipi11,2; til
crosSseutional dlape of the streaie lied. A stream Willi a
small hod and ;t
(liaffililv of `vat". ('110110(11

1.:x11(o.1.(1

Stream', Enert.,: lloquirements
stream Tr ttisport
1)eutosition
.11irasion

vithin the bed is

Stream Vtatures
.\liraded Streams
t' (cod I'lains

fo be forced to flow more

rapidly. than the sartie voltime of water that is flowing
in .1 larger streim channel.

a streint does not possess sufficient

II

-SIKIT(.(1 Valleys

etter,..,,y

lers

evcr, if the Inryin,, \vilr possesses talerLry above that

I )(lull it ic

necessar\ to moi,t the 10,1(1, it will be capable (I lullhilt: illad \Villl'il Will
tl lade Oh. ,i(11' s 11111 1141.1)111 Of till: Stle:1111. This

Trellis

Peueplintition

of till'

ca O,(.

it that tine sti.t.atit IIZly Itr liteitinlei.i14

oila11111.1,

hark and forth :tri.tIss it- 411:1111141 ,.bruit, :lllll
..Ie;111

lti.

t,)

1)1011
t;1, 1;

nis

(,II.r.zy.

tli

III if N
t

11

ternlint flu 4ohilit.
II

,1)1111.

die s'rt am is

leme ,ak,
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`h ner,,

r

I
I

111(1' \

Strcall"
O11 Ow
I;

i!i

III tiny 1),11;

nptnl it,
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total

111Ial

()I"

it
1,111'

IlVc

If

to

"II t", I I.ds. tht I;
it ill III c .In,ill, the ,ln ,1111 to 1111 Index

\yitll the

it 0.,iscd

is

fits

i

"1

post ,, Imir kinetic uncy.41
,.11).LI)!,.

sc
lo see
example of this
ill the Inil HI a stream. The outside
il! 11,1114 he hid\ steep and

IP'st plal

1111111 a ailey.!

41111111U

\II\ 'Lift:
.1

to

ntoyr nittoriils. the stream will not be capable of
cutting its thannel: instead it will deposit or just
barely trite,p)rt the load that it is Carrying% liO\V-

litkes
Stream Titter!),

i..

die

amonilt ul cticr.ls a stream Will possess. One is tile
of the \viler in the stream. A
5'0111nle, or rate of

Ilu tf011a. Stroallls ;11'e rospolhahic fur the picking' Oil

atiti Caffhl" 111,1tOrlak that will ibrade and modify
the lindwipc ,t, they are transported to thcs sea.
They nia deposit
re-transport miterials numerous time, (ludic, their journey to the st a. The shape
of the strcims is iffy( led by the type and structure
of the ruck ))\ cr \vhich they floss, ,alit also by the
load whit h tilt y earr.

lak.lors that

(I(.( 1),.1 ,Aattaint

),

r

1

) .,k

t,,Witt,

\\ ill be closest to this hank. The
ben I will lit"2elitly slopite, And
old\ or line matcriil, that the

see relitre 1.17). This asvoinictriI al tntlyld ,1 i ;111.1i I cttilyz, can lee described to
\l'\\
;Hof 1-n \vhicli states that "all object
in motion tends In Nix. III motion and in .1 straight
,tre

nne

inlis

lei

1.:.

)

,

.

\\lien

imparIs clicroy to
al..am II, nls.
ollisidt h.IUk caosilit2" loos! of the 111Th1011 IO lie perlormed
The inner portion of the kink \vill posIII

ses, the leist cocr,, null hence deposition

result.

For the first relationship the rate of flow of the
water entering, the trough must he kept constant and

only the slope (angle of tilt) should be changed. At
least two or three different slopes should be used to
determine this relationship.

The influence of rate of flow to velocity can be determined MI the Sallie appMittle; Iry keeping the slope
constant and changing- the rate of flow for each of
two or three sets of trials. The easiest wav to control
the rate of flow is to rim a hose from a faucet to the
apparatus. If :1 tauret is not available, siphons can he
used from a bucket to the trough. The rate can be

controlled by the number of siphons in operation.
Caution: the water level in the bucket reservoir must
be kept constant or the pressure :alerting the water
thrimgh the siphons will vary.
The teacher 5110111(1 assure that floe students can re-

lat the velocity of a stream to its kinetic energy and
hence, its ability to erode its banks or bed and to
transport its load.

In comprehending the energy balance of a stream
and its load. the shapes of the stream valleys and the
streams themselves :ire better understood. A stream
that possesses energy in eNetiti of that necessary to

carry its load. will be able to impart' this energy into

the load itself so that the stream bed may be cut
do\. As the ,f,,,a, bed is can down, the valley walls
mill he steepened. Gravity and mass \vastiwg trill
ontintiousl\ feeding more material into the

stream so that the material may he picked up and
carried further down stream. This will result in rather
steep \'-shaped valleys (see Fignre LISA 1. \Vile') the
2-,railient or slope of the .stream is reduced. the stream

trill not cut (1011 as fast as before and the valley
walls will slowly diminish in steepness. In some textbooks, steep sided valleys are referred to as 3,.oling

rier vallrts.
Fignre 1.17

Bend in a stream
du
1 erns. section.

diffrnees in

11..%13()RATf)11). EXI'EltINIENT
Wit 11 the rase el a semi -rive idar gutter spout or a
strcarti table with a piece of plastic laid overt straight
channel formed in the sand, the students rail deter)

As the stream gets closer to ill.. sea. the slope of
the stream heroines less and the load increases. The
valley walls trill be considerably wider and there may
he
flood plain spreading m.er the valley floor (see
Figure 1.ISC). Thu flood plain is composed of sediments that the stream drposited (hiring, high waiter.

the velocity of water to:

\s the stream m.erfloed its hanks, the veloit of

the stream and 2.. the rate of flow 01 a sfreairi.

the water on the banks was suddenly reduced resulting in the deposition of sediments. This is typical of
many large streams such as the Nlississippi 'liver and
all those having :t large volume fhihiation during the
course of a year.

Min the relationship
I

Caution 010111(1 he exercised as these

connotations only refer to the valley's present active
state and not to its evolutionary stage.

of

light objects ran he
floated doxii the trough aid timed over a meltPieces of (.01-1, Or oth) r small.

sored distance to determine the speed of the %vater
distance

time

speed ).

LOCAL BASE LEVEL

ULTIMATE BASE LEVEL

Figure 1.19
'A'

Loral and ultimate base levels of surface
streams.

flow are materials transported in a stream?
Materials are transported basically in three ways.
The largest particles will be rolled and bounced
(saltated ) ;citing the bottom, depending upon their
size and the available energy in the stream. Some

materials will be small enough to be carried suspended in the water \vlle certain other materials
B.

such as calcium carbonate. gypsum and other soluble
minerals, may be carried as a dissolved load. The dis-

solved load must be deposited by chemical means
whereas the deposition of the suspended and bed load
is deposited by loss of energy.
The enemy that a stream possesses will be reduced
in proportion to the amount of sediment it is carrying,

as some of the energy will be used in the transport

Figure I. Ili

The energy balance of a stream is related
N) the shape of the stream

of the load.
Once a particle has entered a stream it is not necessary that this particle make one continuous journey to
the sea. It is likely that it will be carried more freely
during periods of greater energy ( periods of greater
flow ) and he dropped at a time when the energy decreases. .1 particle may remain practically stationary

for a considerable length of time until the stream
.1 emonion misconception is that the xvater does
most of the ()roiling. .1etually most of the abrading
dmvti eottintg in a stream is done by the load which

the stream is carrying. The individual particles are
constantly critidinci iivay it the stream bed.
flow far do\vti a stream can erode its bed is controlled by its base level. That is. the lowest level to
which a stream
cut its bed. The ultimate base
level is sea level. however there are local base levels
such as resistant ridges of rock cutting across a
stream. 1).ints built by matt and animals can produce local base levels. Ilih actually halt dinynitttint; above the point of the obstruction (see Figure
Iff)wever, the rate of downeutting below, ;,
1.19)
local ba.e level is unaffected. Oer an indefinite peiod of tittle. these local base levels will be destroyed
by the dovrictittitv...; blm then: and sveakening of the
structure causing the tipper local base level.

again ;iquires sufficient energy to pick it up and continue its journey toward the sea. This may result in
a trip composed of many -ups and downs".

Where is the sediment (load) of a stream
deposited?

The ultimate area of deposition in a stream is at
its mouth. If the body of water into which the sedi-

ment is being, deposited is relatively calm, a delta

may result similar to that formed at the mouth of
the Nile or Mississippi River. However, if there is a
current in the receiving body of water, such as a long
shore ciirent, the sediments gill be constantly carried
away from the mouth of tin stream and moved along
the shore. This is one of the major sources of sand
along our beaches.
.1 topographic feature similar to the delta and
funned in a similar way is the alluvial fan, which is
produced in arid regions by streams discharging their
27

10,1(1 on the Valley Side,: ,Is tlieV (ult..rge from adjacent
mountains. The water generally spreads Out and

evaporates in a relatively short period of time allmving the sediments to accumulate to Ions fait -like features. They are fairly common in places like 1)eath
Valley.

What is a levee? What awe natural levees?
As a stre.un O\'edit

its banks, energy is suddenly

reduced ;don., the hank and a part of its load

is

dropped quickly, resulting in a natural kVall or levee
beyond the hank.
Sometimes flooding arross meanders may result in
a meander being cut off and the stream may actually

If there are tilted sedimentary nicks or other layers
of tilted! sedimentary rocks or other layers of tilted
rock that would have carving resistances. the stream
\Oil develop in the least resistant layers producing
valleys that .ire basically parallel to each other (see
Figure 1.21 ). The long axis of the stream will parallel
the rocks strata and the short segments will cut across
the more resistant layers probably in zones of weakness such as major joint planes. .\ trellis pattern is
developed.

\Viten this happens the energy
vithin the meander is curtailed and deposition begins vitliiii the isolated segment. \Vhen these seg-

change its course.

ments art. fairly recent II leV still contain water and
are called oxhow lake,. ks time goes On these lakes
fill in. leaving, scars that are still evident in aerial
pluttographs.

1)o streams fort!' a pattern?
about the structure
It is pussibIe to tell
of the tintlerl\ing, rock, from the pattern that the
,tream develop... . \s erosion take, place the stream
may cut down into it, bed.

Figure 1.21

stream should cut into

the less resistant rocks more rapidly than into the
more resistant rocks. fletic.t., if there is inure than
one rock t\ pt. present. the rocks %Oil probably have
v,frvill'2, resistance, and the st roa ins will cut into them
\\ Alt van, ing dei,rees of rapidity.

Trellis Stream pattern developed on tilted
sedimentary rocks of varying resistance.

structural dome (see Figure 1.22) will show itself
readily as the streams radiate outward from the center. Sometimes the streams will follow a circular path
as they encounter less resistant strata in the dome.

If the la.d.rs ,ire sediment:Iry and horizontal, the
he hasie,111y of a homogeneous
expitsed laNer
nature. In this instance the ,treams \vill not cleN.elop
any particular orientation. instead the stream will
flov in ,t random Milliner. The pattern produced by
,treani, aml their trilmtaries lioxving in this manner
is called dendritic. (see Figure 1..20).

Figure

1.20

Stream pattern developed on sed.
horizontal rocks.

ntary,

Figure 1.22

Stream pattern developed on a structural
dome.

The ii)ilit structure of rocks can also influence a
stream pattern. joints and faults produce weak zones
in

the roll along which the streams tend to follow.

The pattern nia\ resemble the trellis XS SII(1\111 in Vit4tire 1.21. If more than one set of joints are present,
the angles formed by the stream 1)ends may resemble

the :nigh.; niado by the joint sets.

How much temperature change would be required to cause ice sheets like the Pleistocene
to form again? (Not more than 9°C or FPI).
Is there any record of substantial temperature
change during the last century.?
5, Weather Bureau recYes. Aucordinv, to the
ords, the temperature increased 2 1: between 1880
and W.50.
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How do we know there it. ..re four glacial ages during the Pleistocene?

ch() City 1'. 0,, N. Y., N. Y. 10019.

Some of the evidence for distinguishing stages of
glaciation include the following criteria:
l'opog.raphie Erideoc Wisconsin glacial topography is better defined and landforms possess

Life liepriuts

(

\lorisava, \larie

190S1. Streams., Their l)nnande.s.
and .11eapholo,m. \Ic.Gralv-hill K., Inc.

1.

betr form

than topography resulting front
older glacial ages. The older deposits are more

OF GLACIERS
chciers tmlav, exc,t in high latitudes and at high
.lobules. are of minor importance in the present-day
shaping of the earths topography, but those that existed during the Ice 12,V ( Pleistocene Epoch) left
their imprint upon millions of square miles of the
earths surface and thonsands of square miles of

weathered, eroded, mid many forms such as
moraines are difficult to identify. Older deposits :Ire also mon. patchy and not as uniform
as the \Visconsin material.

.

2.

Weatherhoi Phenomenahree methods of distinguishing, glacial ages by using weathering
phenomena include:

northern Pennsylvania's surface.

comparing depths of leaching,oldr deposits
show greater leaching depths of soluble mineals
b. depth of oxidationgenerally deeper in older
;1.

About Itri of the earth's surface is covered by ice
today. however, during the Pleistocene perhaps as
much as
of the earth was covered by ice and
snow.

the Pleistocene Epoch consisted of at least four
glacial ages separated by interglacial ages of much
greater duration. In the United States, each glacial
period is named for the state where deposits of that
period were first studied or where they are best exposed: from oldest to youngest: Nebraskan, Kansan,
Iiliuoi,ut, and \'isconsin.

Major Topics I:Aplored
The Pleistocene Epoch
Evidences for Glacial l'eriods
Topographic
callwrinY,
liadioc .whoa I) iting
Inteiglacial deposits

(Phut- \letlio(ls
\Vorfl-NVide 1)istribution of Ice anal Snow
Theories of (daci;ttion
1:111.m.ttii 01 And \1u'.( wont ,if Clitc icr.

Gluier; in Pennsylvania
Effects of Glaciation i"pon \Ian
Importance of Glaciation lielative to \Ian

deposits
c.

more rotted boulder, cobbles, and gravel in
older deposits

:3.

4.

liarlinearlam Dating,of organic material only
applicable to later substage of the Wisconsin
Interglacial Deposit-13nried soils, peat, forests,
loess, sands, ontwash, and lake deposits found
between two till deposits indicate multiple
(glaciation

Other Methodspollen analysis and paleontologic evidence

What areas of the earth are covered by ice and
(.14w today?

If we consult a world physical mat) Or globe, we
notice that snow and ice are found primarily on two
continents, Antarctica and Greenland, and lesser and
more restricted amounts in the mountainous areas of
most continents (Alps. Himalayas. etc.). From this
then we iniolit divide oar present day distribution of
glaciers into two groups, namely, the continental
glaciers or ice caps and the mountain or alpine type
glaciers. The .1rctic "Ice Cap- is merely frozen sea
water.
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How does ice in a glacier differ from ice on a pond
and under what conditions do glaciers form?
ice is 111,1111, From 511(155' that has accumulated up to more than 100 feet thick, is packed tight,
the air between the fallen snow flakes has been exice forms
pelled, and has been recrystallized,
when the animal ' now fall exceeds summer inciting.
causing great thicknesses of snow to accumulate and
be transformed into ice,
'Elle snow tine separates the zone of perennial snow
and ice from lower altitude regions where the snow
melts each year.

gions as might be expected, but did occur in the latitude of Hudson Bay (Lanrentide Ice Sheet) and the
molintainous region of western Canada Cordilleran

Glacier Complex). When the magnitude of Pleistocene glaciation is fully realized, the teacher might
ask the question: What possibly could have caused
this great extent of ice over North America less than
12,000 years agog

NN hat is the altitude of the snow line?
It varies from sea level in the polar regions to approximately :30,000 feet between latitudes 20 and 30
(arid regions 1 to around '20,000 feet in the equatorial

zone (tremndous snowfall compensates for higher
temperatures ).
Note: At this point in the discussion it might
be worthwhile to have students plot on 0 world

outline map the distribution of ice and snow,
the climatic elements ( precipitation, temperature, wind and pressor(' patterns). and the patterns of oceanic circulation particularly in the
ice cap regions (Greenland and Antarctica):
After the patterns have been studied the question might be asked: Win/ aren't there ice and

In NE BRASKAN
NsAN

Figure 1.23

ILLINOIAN
WISCONSIN

Areas of Eastern North America covered by
ice invasions of the Ice Age.

snoulielas in «ll sirrcilar areas of high latitude
altitude?
The ;tsv 01: northern Canada being devoid of

glaciers even though temperatures are cold
enough can lead to a discussion of moistorc,
one of the primary requirements for glaciation.

What was the distribution of ice and snow during
the Pleistocene?

ILLINOIAN GLACIAL DEPOSITS

!fere we should begin to delimit our analysis of
glaciation to North Ameri( a, the L'ilited States, and
l'ennsvIania t sec Fioires 1.:3 and 1.2.1). ',laity glacial maps (. 5vall size arc available from most major
map companies and smaller desk nmps can be found
in atlases .1,1(1 textbooks. From these sources students

can plot the boundaries of Pleistocene glaciation. A
detailed map of the glacial deposits of North America
is available.
NVitli additional map study the students can determine the directions of ice in,)5-nient by mapping the

end moraines and plotting the direction of glacial
striae. From this work the student can Sec that the
centers of ice did not originate in the high. polar re-

AISCONSINGLACIALDEPOSI TS

Figure 1.24

Areas

of Pennsylvania

covered

by

*an and Wisconsin ice advances.

the

\limy hypotheses have been presented by geologists
and meteorologists concerning the cause of glaciation.
The classification of such hypotheses can be divided
into two groups. geologic and astronomic.
Geologi Theories
Astronomic Theories
uplift; highlands
earth-sun relationships
volcanic dust; shutting
variations in solar output
out solar radiation
continental drift
polar wandering
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Plate 1.24 Marshalls Creek Mastodon bones insitu before

being removed from John Leap's peat bog
one mile northwest of Marshalls Creek,
Monroe County. The skeleton is partially
exposed with foot rule near center of photo.
Rear limb bonesbottom of photo, pelvis
venter; with the vertebrae, ribs and front
limb bones at the top of the photo. The skull
and mandible were re ved before the photo

was taken. The exceptionally large bone at
the bottom center 15 the left femur. Radiocarbon date for Marshalls Creek Mastodon
was 12.000 years before present. Photo courtesy. of Pa. Ilistorical

Museum Commission.
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\Vhatever the real canse of glaciation the climatic
elements most be considered in a search for the answer.

\lore snow twist tall than melts so moisture

bet tanes a critical factor. Glacial temperature:; on the
other hand do not call for drastic changes over present
temperature tanges hut cooler summers seem almost

tt necessity sitie the snow toot he retained throughout the Veal..

lie member also that the glacial periods were followed by warmer interglacial episodes thus adding
greater collipli\ it\ to die problem. For any logical
hypothesis must explain the occurrence of the four
glacial and three interglacial stages. It is on this point

that many theories break down with insufficient data
to explain the wax IQ: ;.ind waling 141itial cycles,

How 110I'S a glacier form and move?
Glaciers originate ill SHOWlieldti where yearly acumulation is constantly building up. The lower limit
of the snowfield is ;narked by the snowline. As the
snowficld thickens the older snow becomes more compacted into ne ve through transformation of snow into

ice. This transfermation is similar to the clauses that
take place when sediments are altered into sedimentary rocks. Stratification is evident in the intermediate
stage. often called fire, since compaction increases the
density of the snow throagh the expulsion of air.

NN lint effects did the moving ice have in l'ennsyll%ania?

Although mountain glaciation was active in the
United States, northern Pennsylvania was
covered b csttinental ice sheets moving southward
from Canada. These moving ice masses dragged
western

along beneath them a mass of fragmented rock which
smoothed and scratched (striated) the mountain tops
they crossed and widened and deepened valleys they
occupied,

As they melted, they left a thick accumulation of
glacial drift ( rock debris) in the valleys and thin deposits on the uplands. There depositional features are
the most obvious glacial features of the Pennsylvania
landscape in northern counties. Some of this rock
debris was laid down directly by the ice while others

was deposited by meltwater &cams which transported glacially eroded debris from within or beneath
the ice.

The most prominent ice formed landscape features
are called moraines. consisting usually of ridges of un-

sorted till extending across the landscape. North of
the glacial border there are also areas of low hummocky ground moraine, made of till (Plate 1.25).

Also aiding in the crystallization of snow is the
process called suluto. :ion and recrystallization.

It

critical thickness of the snowfield is needed
before thiise processes can fully operate. This is
thought to he about 150 feet thick.
seems .1

Glacier movement is not very dramatic, typically
;tidy a few inches per day. A glacier moves down the
slope by gravity ;Is does a stream with the greatest
velocity being reached toward the center and near
the top of the ice advance. It seems that two types
of movement :tne evident in glacier although there is
much debate concerning glacial advanci.

One type is a fracture and shear ( fault type motion net erring primarily in the upper zeta' of movement 100 to 200 feet thick where there is a gliding
and meltimr-refreezing of crystals. Ilene the he reacts
as a britde substance.

second type of movement is enemintered at
greater depths where the ice under great pressure
front overl.,iter material will flow by plastic yield like
squeezed front a tithe. As a result
toothpaste he
of the i1ifferential tut tenitint taking place between
these two /Ames Hipper brittle Z. n and the lower
plastic zone) the upper zone fractures giving rise to
.\

faults .tial crevasses.

Plate 1.25

Till deposit in

Erie County.

road cut north of Albion,

The dominant meltwater deposits north of the glacial border art kamvs, kettle holes, karate terraces, and

valley trains, or ontwash plains. A few eskers have
been reported in Pennsylvania. The origin of these
features is described

in any geology or earth sci-

Below are listed a series of topographic maps illustrating glacial features found in
ence textbook.
Pennsylvania.

An excellent description of glaciation in Pennsylvania has been published by the Pennsylvania Geological Survey, Harrisburg, "Pennsylvania and the Ice
Age", by V. C. Shepps, Educational Series #6, 1966.
Other booklets on glaciation in Pennsylvania pub-

lisped by the Pennsylvania Geological Survey are:
Bulletin G-7, "Glacial Deposits Outside the Wisconsin
Terminal Moraine in Pennsylvania" and Bulletin G-9,
"The Geomorphology of the Wyoming-Lackawanna
Region".

Feature

U. S. Geological Survey Topographic Quadrangle Map

END MORAINE

Sandy Lake 7%'
Pocono 15'

Bangor 15', just north of Bangor along the base of the mountain
VALLEY TRAIN

Brodheadsville 7%", Pohopoco Creek valley floor
Pittston 7%', Wyoming Valley floor
Milford 15', along Delaware River valley as terraces
Beaver Falls 7%', terraces along Beaver River especially at Koppel

LAKE DEPOSITS

Cambridge Springs 15', flat valley bottom north of Cambridge Springs on lake
deposits

Swanville 7%", beach ridges just about 700 and 750 foot contour lines; lowest
is beach of ancient Lake Arkona; highest is beach of Lake Maumee
KAMES

Conneaut Lake 7%', east of Conneaut Lake; east of West Vernon; and west of
Stony Pointnorth of Jackson Run
Milford 15', just south of Milford at the valley edge, base marked by 500 foot
contour line

ESKERS

Mercer 15'

KETTLE LAKE

Conneaut and Hamonsburg 7%' quadrangles, Conneaut Lake and Clearwater
Lake are kettle lakes
Cambridge Springs 15' Edinboro Lake is a kettle lake
Brodheadsville 7%', small lakes in valley of Pohopoco Creek are kettle lakes

DRUMLINS

Wattsburg
spoon-shaped hills are drumlins. Note also lineated topography;
This has been called in other areas "corrugated topography" because of its resemblance to corrugated cardboard

Can You Name One Or More Glacial Lakes In Pennsylvania? (see Figure 1.25)

OTHER EFFECTS OF GLACIATION
1. Eustatic Change of Sea LevelMany estimates

have been made of how much sea level has
risen (interglacial) or fallen ( glacial) during

the Pleistocene Epoch but the most popularly
quoted figure seems to be about 300 feet.
Topics for investigation:
Strandlines, glacial terraces

(Atlantic coast),

2.

drowned valleys, effects on plant and animal life.
Drainage ChangeMany drainage modifications

occurred throughout the Pleistocene as meltwaters from the glaciers flowed away from the
ice fronts. Four major existing river systems
were greatly influenced by and show dramatic
effects of glaciation; Missouri River, Ohio River,
Mississippi River, and Columbia River.
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Topics for investigation:
Trays River Valley, "through valleys'', Columbia
Plateau scablands, River and associated terraces.
Glaio-Lansfrine Features---It is undoubtedly
true that glaciation has heel' responsible for the
formation of more lakes than all other geomor-

r7Z ss iesel betels*
\*

phic processes combined (Thornbury, 1954).
The origin of glacial lakes is very complex and
diversilled.

Glacial lakes form as a result of

clamming by moraines, ice blocked basins, glacial scouring, deposition of till, kettle lakes, and
where topography slopes toward an ice sheet, to
mention a few.

Topics for investigation:
Varve deposits. History of the Great Lakes, The
Finger Likes, Lake Agassiz, Lake Souris.

4. Nur Ml Climates in Arid RegionsPhivial climates characterized by increased rainfall and
decreased evaporation that affected nonglaciated areas (luring the Pleistocene.
During the glacial periods large sections of western
United States were covered with extensive lakes while

in the interglacial ages the land became arid and
shrinkage of the lakes took place.

Topics for investigation:
Lake Bonneville (Great Salt Lake). Lake Lahontan, Lake Riissell. Dead Sea.
5.

Migrations of Plants and AnimalsThere is
much evidence throughout the Pleistocene

Epoch of repeated mass migrations of plants

Figure 1.25

Glacial deposits in the Conneaut Lake area.

and animals as the climate fluctuated from glacial to interglacial stages.
All living species, both plant and animal, have certain climate tolerances within which they can live and
reproduce. Certain plants and invertebrates whose
tolerances are highly restricted by the critical factors
of moisture and temperature provide rather accurate
indications of past climatic patterns. From these
paleoclimatic

studies paleontologists have pieced

together rather clear evidence of large population
shifts correlating, with the shrinking and expanding of
the glaciers.

Topics for investigation:
Trace the evolution and migratory routes of the
horse, camel, rhinoceros, elephant, carnivores,

and primates; land bridges: carbon 14 dating:
G.

biotopes; pollen analysis; oxygen-isotope ratios.
Other Topics for Inre.stig,ation
a. Teri glacial phenomena
h. Pre-Pleistocene glaciations
c. Periodicity of climatic change
d.
e.
f.

II

Distribution of loess and rolian deposits
Effect of glacial loads on the earth's crust
Contemporary deglaciation

Plate 1.26

Glacial lake deposit adjacent
Monroe County.

to 1-80 in

Of what practical importance to man have been
glaciers and glaciation?
Glacieys eroded
deposited large amounts of
rock debris filling in valleys, displacing streams, and
creating unique landforms, These deposits by glaciers

-

are important sources of sand and gravel for road
building and fill as well as prime underground
storage areas for ground water.
In addition, the study of minerals in glacial drift
has revealed buried mineral deposits crossed by the
ice.
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STRUCTURE OF THE EARTH
Major Topics Explored
Principles of structural geology
Structural axioms
Tectonics
Practical applications of structural geology

What is structural geology?
Most of the surface of the earth is covered by
layers of sedimentary rocks. In a few areas such
as Central United States the sedimentary rocks are
mostly flat lying. However, here in the East, particularly in the Appalachian Provinces, we find these
rock layers contorted into many shapes. These rocks
have been subjected to many forces that have drastically altered them from their original horizontal atti-

graphic relationships appearing freluently in the
earth s crust and depicted on geologic map:, and
cross-sections.

Structural geology may be taught In' presenting
the student with thi4 series of axioms and related
block diagrams
When the student becomes familiar with these
axioms, lie will he able :0 interpret almost any geologic neap and cross-section.

Before you engage in any structural analysis of
the following diagrams, the student should become

familiar with a few general mapping terms and
symbols.
BLOCK

DIAGRAM

tude.

Through observation and measurement the structural geologist attempts t, reconstruct partially eroded

and often puzzling geometric rock forms. From a
study of the existing evidence, he tries to draw a
three dimensional picture of the area. This drawing
illustrates each layer's position in time and space and

each layer's relationship to the entire sequence of
rock he is studying.
Structural geology is important to man in locating
valuable mineral deposits and is a necessary tool in
understanding earth history.
TEACHING STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY
An analysis of earth structures involves an understanding of forms and three dimensional spacial relationships. Erosion has modified and altered almost

all original rock structures so that the problem is
first to identify and recreate the original structures
in their proper perspective.

The next few pages provide a set of axiomatic
statements regarding common structural and strati-

Plan View: A top view of the view you would get if
flying over the structure looking down
on it.
Section View: A side or structure view looking into
a cut of the block.
Longitudinal View: A view along the side of the block
at a right angle to the section view.

Strike: The compass direction of a horizontal
line formed by the intersection of a
rock surface with a horizontal plane.

Strike of Bed 2

Dip: The acute angle measured between o rock
surface and a horizontal plane.

Dip is always measured at a right angle to the strike.
Lowered numbered (1) rock units are older than higher
numbered (3) units, and so on. This numbering system is
important later when the student is studying the axioms.

Plunge of Axis

Plunge: When the axis of a fold is tilted from
the horizontal plane.
Axis A line determined by the intersection of the two limbs of a
fold on any given bed at the crest or trough.

Axial Plane: A plane that intersects the crest or trough of a fold
in such a manner that the limbs of the fold ore
more or less symmetrically arranged with
reference to the axial plane.

AXIAL PLANE

Geologic Map Symbols
BEDDING

Strike and dip of beds (number indicates dip in degrees)

_ Strike and dip of overturned beds

17;

--

--40

Strike of vertical beds

2 Horizontal beds
FOLDS

Anticline, showing trace of axial plane and bearing
and plunge of axis.
Syncline, showing trace of axial plane and bearing
and plunge of axis.

Overturned anticline; ( no plunge of axis)
Overturned syncline,

(no plunge of axis)
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Faults
Fault, showing relative movement

U

High angle fault, movement U, up,
and D, down (plan view only)

Thrust or reverse fault, barbs on side
of upper plate shows direction

(plan view only

of dip.

STRUCTURAL AXIOMS ON FOLDED BEDS
IN A NORMAL SEQUENCE OF ROCKS

1. OLDER BEDS DIP TOWARD (UNDER) YOUNGER
BEDS.

CROSS

YOUNGER

SECTIONS

OUTCROP WIDTH

2.

THE OUTCROP WIDTH OF A BED IS INVERSELY PROPORTIONAL TO ITS DIP.

:38

OUTCROP SHIFT
F'AI1LY

3.

EROSION SURFACE 1

!ATM
EROSION SURFACE 2

THE OUTCROP PATTERN OF DIPPING
BEDS MOVES IN THE DIRECTION OF
DIP AS EROSION OCCURS.

4.
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SYNCLINES ARE FOLDS IN WHICH THE
ROCK LAYERS DIP TOWARD THE
AXIS.
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6.

OLDER BEDS ARE EXPOSED IN THE CENTER OF AN ANTICLINE.

CROSS

S:..11 ON
7.

YOUNGER BEDS ARE EXPOSED IN THE CENTER OF A

a

Plate 1.29

40

J)f Pocono standstone,
northern Dauphin County.

Plunging anticline

Plate 1.30

Syncline in southern Anthracite Field of
Schuylkill County.

FOLDS WITHOUT PLUNGE HAVE STRAIGHT AND PARALLEL OUTCROP PATTERNS.

THE DIRECTION OF PLUNGE IN A SYNCLINE IS TOWARD
THE OPEN END OF THE CURVED OUTCROP PATTERN.

PLUNGING FOLDS HAVE HORSESHOE OR
OR CURVED OUTCROP PATTERNS.

at*

It

_Vo
Plate 1.31

Anticline
County.

in

Catskill

Formation,

Carbon

Plate 1.32

Overturned folds in Eshleman's Quarry, Lancaster County.
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THE DIRECTION OF PLUNGE IN AN ANTICLINE
IS TOWARD THE CLOSED END OF THE CURVED
PATTERN.
12.

ALTERNATING PLUNGING ANTICLINES AND SYNCLINES OUTCROP IN A ZSHAPED PATTERN.

13.

WHEN THE LIMBS OF THE FOLD ARE DIPPING
IN THE SAME DIRECTION, THE FOLD IS OVERTURNED.

14.

IIIIIM80

i/sratE
M

1111111111111111410100111"Pr
IF ONE LIMB OF A FOLD DIPS MORE STEEPLY THAN THE OTHER, THE FOLD
IS ASYMETRICAL.
.12

CAL

IS A DOME IF THE DIP
WHEN THE ERODED OUTCROP FORMS A CIRCULAR PATTERN THE STRUCTURE
A COMMON CENTER.
AND
A
BASIN
IF
THE
DIP
IS
TOWARD
IS AWAY FROM A COMMON CENTER;
S.

DOME

BASIN

STRUCTURAL AXIONS FOR FAULTED ROCKS

NORMAL

17.

6.

FAULT

INTERRUPTED OUTCROP PATTERNS MAY

THE HANGING WALL APPEARS TO
HAVE MOVED DOWNWARD IN A NORMAL
FAULT.

INDICATE A FAULT.

FAULT.
THE HANGING WALL APPEARS TO HAVE MOVED UPWARD IN A REVERSE
18.

1

1

1 1 1 11111 1111 1 1

ITTITTT17

REVERSE FAULT.

gOVOWSTOWAVOWP,'"'"
A.A.A.A.AWA"A.A."Alli11111111111M11111111M
HANGING

WALL

FOOT WALL
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THE DISPLACEMENT IS HORIZONTAL BETWEEN
OPPOSITE SIDES OF A STRIKE -SLIP FAULT.
1 cl

OLDER BEDS EXPOSED

20.
2

A. BEFORE FAULTING

Plate 1.33' Normal fault.

OLDER BEDS ARE EXPOSED ON THE
UPTHROWN SIDE OF A FAULT.

B. AFTER FAULTING

Plate 1.34 High-angle reverse fault, exposed along Interstate

near Hazleton, Luzerne County.

22

(A)

WHEN THE FAULT LINE AND STRIKE OF THE BEDS ARE PARALLEL, SOME OF THE BEDS MAY BE MISSING
WHEN
WHEN THE DIP OF THE BEDS ARE TOWARD THE DOWNTHROWN SIDE OF THE FAULT.

OMITTED HERE
O.

0

.)

0.

AFTER EROSION

.

.

(B) WHEN THE FAULT LINE AND STRIKE OF THE BEDS ARE PARALLEL, SOME OF THE BEDS MAY APPEAR TWICE
WHEN THE BEDS DIP TOWARD THE UPTHROWN SIDE OF THE FAULT.
0

0

AFTER EROSION
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A SURFACE OF EROSION OR NONDEPOSITION THAT SEPARATES YOUNGER ROCKS FROM OLDER ROCKS
IS CALLED AN UNCONFORMITY.

23.

5

X
4

3

4

2

XX'= UNCONFORMITY

24.

IN A NORMAL SEQUENCE OF ROCKS, THE YOUNGEST BEDS ARE TOWARD THE TOP OF THE SEQUENCE
(SUPERPOSITION).

5 YOUNGEST
4
3
2
1

OLDEST

YOUNGER

25.
IN A COMFORMABLE
SEQUENCE OF BEDS, THE
TOP OF EACH BED IS IN
THE DIRECTION OF THE
YOUNGER BED.

WHEN ONLY ONE FORMATION OUTCROPS OVER A FAIRLY EXTENSIVE AREA, THE BEDS ARE
RELATIVELY FLAT-LYING OR EXTREMELY THICK.

SURFACE

PRESENT
26.
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-------'---

--,

-.---------------- Sh

----

S

Sh

Ls
A PERIOD OF DIASTROPHISM IS YOUNGER THAN ANY OF THE BEDS THAT SHOW ITS EFFECTS.
27.

PRESENT SURFACE

6

LAST BED
TO BE

FOLDED
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Plate 1.35

Unconformit between Triassic red sand(top) and Beekmantown dolomite
(bottom).

stones

Plate 1.36

.

Unconformity between Ordovician Martins.
burg shale (left) and Siluriai. Tuscarora

quartzite (right).
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28.

THINNING EDGES

---1Th

A SEDIMENTARY ROCK LAYER MAY CHANGE IN CHARACTER (FACIES) LATERALLY AS A RESLLT OF THE
NATURE OF THE DEPOSITIONAL ENVIRONMENT ( I.E. THINNING OF ROCK ON EDGES OF A BASIN).

CONFORMABLE IN AGE AND POSITION

29.

IN THE CASE OF A PINCH-OUT OF BEDS ALONG THE MARGINS OF A DEPOSITIONAL BASIN, TWO
DIFFERENT ROCK UNITS (I.E. SANDSTONE AND SHALE) MAY BE CONFORMABLE IN AGE AND POSITION.
30.

A FAULT, INTRUSION, OR UNCONFORMITY IS YOUNGER THAN ANY ROCK THAT IT CUTE.

GEOLOGIC
COLUMN
GEOLOGIC
COLUMN

X- X

DIKE

REV. FAULT

5

4

4

3

3

3

2

2

2
1

1

PROBLEM

is

ANSWER

PROBLEM

ANSWER

\ow that we have studied structural geology "',

the sides. anal descends along the outer edges.

%hat Iw tecturrics"'?

The currents normally occur in pairs so that
where two cells upwell and diverge the crust
is under considerable tension and the basic
material of the mantle is displaced upward

lectonics deals \Oh major structures in the earth's

(111,t and tbt forces inv"ivcd in tilt shaping of the
continents and ocean basins. It is therefore a phase
of structliral geology dealing with the largesale
Inonework of the earth's crust.
Advances in tectonics depend on a knowledge of
the geological structures of large regions. There have
been great advances in this scientific area but many
problems go unanswered because of insufficient geologic and geophysical data. As a result, the science
of tectonics deals mostly with speculations rather
than scientific tact. This field is wide open for personal theorizing and interpretation.

toward the crust. Where the cells converge and
descend the crust is dragged downward under
compressional forces.

Suggestions for study
a. Investigate nature of the material in

b. On a world relief map attempt to locate
possible sites of converging and diverging
convectional cells.
Investigate convectional cell theories (i.e.,
Grigg's, Pekeris, etc.).
d. Demonstrate convectional movements using
different mediums (i.e., water, glycerin, etc.).
c.

The following outline is provided for the teacher
as a guide to stimulate class discussion and student
investigation of sonw of the most interesting and

contemporary topics of earth tectonics.
1.

e.

Continutal DriftThe Theory of Contintal
Drift was first formalized by Alfred Wegener,
an Austrian meteorologist in 1912. He envisioned
a single vast continent consisting of all dry land
(Pangaea
During late 'Mesozoic time the landmass broke up and began drifting into the pres-

ent positions of the existing continents. Today
there is renewed interest in the drift concept
0.s a result of recent studies in convectional
currents and paleomagnetism.

Suggestions for study
a.

b.
C.

A :400d way to introduce the topic of continental drift is by observing the shapes of
the continents on a world map and literally
fitting the continents together (i.e., South
America fits into Africa).
Investigate Wegener's Theory of Continental

the

earth's mantle.

:3.

Investigate the time factor and cyclic occurence of convectional cells.

Sea Floor Spreading Recent geological evidence
has indicated that mid-oceanic ridges are marked

by normal faulting, high seismic activity, high
heat flows, and an absence of a sharp Mohorovie discontinuity.
The Mid-Atlantic Ridge could represent an area
of upwelling mantle and divergence of a paired convectional cell system. In this way, the normal faulting
and horizontal extension of the ridge at right angles to

its length is brought about. Surveys in Iceland show
that the country is being pulled apart at the rate of
about 3.5 meters per year per kilometer of width. The
Atlantic continents thus move apart as new oceanic
crust forms.

There seem to be enough areas of folding and

Drift.

compression at and near the borders of continents to
compensate for the expansion postulated at the mid-

investigate evidence in support of continental

oceanic ridges. Perhaps in these zones of compression

drift ( i.e., paleomagnetism, Paleozoic glacia-

the convection current is descending.
4. IsostasyThe Theory of Isostasy from the Greek

tion. fossils, paleoclimates).

Investigate evidence against the theory of

equal standing" states that different portions

continental drift (i.e., Gondwanaland, fossils,
etc.).

of the earth's crust are in balance or equilibrium

Cmireet lona! CurrentsThe possibility of con-

gravity. Gravity surveys have proven that mountain masses do not exert as much gravitational

d.

vectional ciirrents in the earth's mantle have led
to many exciting and interesting controversies

regarding their relationship to mountain building. continental drift, isostasy, and Ithers. This

as a result of difference in mass and specific
attraction as they should if they were loads
resting on a uniform crust. One feasible explanation of this phenomena is that the mountains

convectional TM/V(1114a is analogous to the move-

are buoyed up by a more dense plastic layer

ment of water when heated in a beaker. in each
convection cell. the semi-1411141 material of the
mantel rises in the middle, curves outwards to

beneath the mountain masses. A mountain system such as the Himalayas rises over five miles
above sea level. To compensate for this excess
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volume the lighter sialic Liver of the cnist is
thicker than the more dense simatic layer. Thus

\lap the past and present positions of geosynclines and look for correlations between

the mountains have roots of lighter material

them and mountain systems.

extending deeply into the crust. Conversely, if
surface features have negative topographic ex-

e.

pression the sialic laver is thinner and the simatic
layer proportionately thicker.

f.

Suggestions for study
a. Investigate the different theories of isostasy
( i.e., Pratt, Airy).
h.

Investigate the nature of the earth's crust.

c.

Investigate the forces involved in the establishment of isostasic equilibrium ( internal

d. Terminology: geoid, spheroid, gravity anomaly, plumb line, sial, sima.

Demonstrate isostasy by floating materials
of different densities in different mediums.
Fold Mountains and GeosynclinesMost of the
major mountain systems of the world such as
the Rockies, Appalachians, Alps, Andes, and
Himalayas are examples of folded type mountains consisting of anticlines and synclines that
are commonly faulted. Folded mountains contain all types of rocks with various fossil ase.

semblages but the common element of all folded

mountains is that they contain extremely thick
deposits of shallow water sedimentary rock
strata. Since these strata are not typical of deep
ocean sediments another explanation is required
for their accumulation, namely a geosyncline.
A geosyncline is defined as a large linear-shaped

trough continuously downwarping while contained sediments are accumulating.
Below is a partial list of generalizations regarding
geosynclines:

(i.

Geosynclines form (luring sedimentation rather
than afterwards.
h. Geownclines commonly occur along the margins
of continents.

Pacific belt of islands such as the Aleutians,
Deep Sea TrenchesLong narrow depressions
typically over 20,000 feet deep with steeply
sloping sides typically found adjacent to and on
the ocean side of the island areas. Many of the
ocean depths represent areas of negative gravity anomalies or portions of the earth's crust that
are deficient in mass due to an excess of light
crustal rocks pulled down to great depths.
Ridges and RisesRidges are narrow steep-sided
submarine masses elevated high above the ocean
floor. Rises are large, broad topped swells rising
from the ocean floor and sometimes appearing
above the surface as islands ( Azores). The
rises frequently represent positive gravity ano-

malies, an indication that the denser rocks of
the lower crust are closer to the surface than
usual.

Suggestions for study
a. What is the relationship of the oceanic
features and gravity anomalies to convectional currents?
b.

\lap the position of Island Arcs, Trenches
and Ridges and study their geographic distribution.

Subsidence of the crust in a geosyncline must
he related to internal forces underneath.
d. A geosyncline is a mobile belt.
e. Geosynclines represent surface expressions of
c.

deep crustal structures.

Suggestions for study
a. Investigate the various theories of geosynclines ( i.e., Hall, Dana, Kay).
h. What was Appalachia?

c. What is the relationship of earthquakes and
volcanoes to Island Ares and Trenches?
d. Taking into consideration all of the above
structural features (one to five), list the
correlations and discrepancies that exist
among them.
The following texts provide additional information

concerning the list of topics discussed under this

miogeosyncline,

heading and should provide greater understanding

engeosyncline, Craton. tectonic lands, fore-

without getting into the technological and quantitative
aspects of tectonics.

Geosynclinal

terminology:

land, hinterland, shield.
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Investigate other types of mountain building (i.e., fault, block, volcanic, upwarped).

Oceanic Features: Island ArcsA system of
arcuate-shaped volcanic ridges rising from the
ocean floor and separating shallow seas from
the open ocean. Among them are the Circum-

a.

c.

Explain how mountains can form from geosynclinal basins. Crustal shortening?

Japan, Philippines, etc.

and external ).

5.

d.
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Figure 1.26

above the denser water. Gas, less dense than
oil, is present above the oil.

Can yon name sortie practical applications of
structural geology?

flow can a knowledge of structural geology help
man?

(A) The Dome Trap. Oil and gas are often
found in folds in rock strata. Oil "Boats"

0/4

The structural geologist is concerned with many
man-related activities which might be interesting for
the student to investigate, Below arc some suggested
questions and topics for student involvement:

1. How does man locate oil deposits? Ore deposits? etc.
Oil being lighter than water tends to migrate upward through rock pores as a result of buoyancy.

(B) The Fault Trap. When a fault occurs,

\Alien the passage of oil is halted, usually because of
comae) with an impermeable rock layer, the oil begins

present at the other side of the fault.

movement takes place. If oil-bearing rocks
are present, oil is trapped by impervious rock

to accumul,ae to form economically significant deposits called nil traps.
Sonic of the most common types of oil traps ( Figure
1.26

are produced by folding and faulting of rock

Layers. Anticlines and domes represent common types
of structural traps in whih the oil y: ill migrate op-dip

aloie, the limbs of the fold and form a pool in the
crest of the fold beneath the impervious aprock. An
oil trap can also Ins produced through faulting by
bringing a reservoir rock in juxtaposition with an impermeable bed thus producing an oil pool adjacent to
the fault plane,
2.

Coal mining problemHow might structural

geology he used in coal mining?
44 the cht.apst and most desirable methods
of coal mining in the C nited States is by open pit
age scoop is employed to
strip mining \Olen,

remove the undesirable overburden (soil and rock)
and mining the coal with a power shovel. In order to
mine coal by this method the geologist must be concerned with both the economic and geologic aspects
of the deposit.

The ammint of overburden to he removed before
stripping operations can he carried out is an economic
factor that must be considered since it is a cost factor
in any mining operation. If the overburden removal
cost exceeds the value of the coal the company would

be in the red'". Frequently coal beds are found to
be slightly dipping which presents the problem of
detenni»ing the depth of the overburden to be removed and still operate with a profit (overburden/coal ratio). As the scooping operations continue
down dip the amount of overburden increases and
at some point the removal of the overburden (cost)
will exceed the value of the coal (earning.)
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Example

company.

A coal bed 5 feet thick strikes north-south and
dips 10 west. The top of the bed outcrops along

as long as the overburden/coal ratio does not exceed

the eastern edge of the property owned by the mining

profitably carried? (See Figure 1.27.)

lime coal can be strip mined at a profit

How far west can stripping operations be

20:1.

N.

Vs.

600'

SURFACE
E.

W.
100 dip

OVERBURDEN
1;2

Top of

"GI

be

SCALE 1" = 100 feet

ANSWER = 600 feet

Figure 1.27

S.

Graphic solution to mining problem.

3. Can you name other ways structural geology
helps man?
There are many, but the following questions and
topics will point out some of the more important.
a. What is the relationship of rock structure to
ground water, artesian springs, city wafer
supplies?

b. Why is a knowledge of rock structure important in the construction of highways,
c.

dams, airfields, and housing developments?
Examine selected ore deposits in the United
States and study their structural implications
and significance of the deposits.

(1) Mesabi Range, Minnesota (iron)
(2) Keweenaw Peninsula, Michigan (copper)

(:3) Black Hills, South Dakota (gold)
(4 ) Salt domes, Gulf of Mexico (salt)
(5)

Oil fields, Gulf Coast

d. How does geologic structure influence and
control the evolution of landforms?
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e.

Study the topography that developes upon
folded and faulted rocks. Consult "Principles
of Geomorphology", by NV, D. Thornbury,
2nd Edition, _john Wiley and Sons, 1969.
Also consult U. S. G. S., "Set of One Hundred
Topographic Map Series".
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THE GEOLOGIC HISTORY OF THE

that the distribution of carbon 14 around the

EARTH

world is almost constant.

Its abundance is
independent of longitude. latitude, altitude, and

The students should be familiar now with the

the type of habitat of living matter. There is,
then, a certain small amount of carbon 14 in
all living matter. And when the organism,
whether it is a plant or animal, dies its supply

important geologic features and with the
physiographic aspects of the United States and Pennsylvania. At this point, the teacher may turn to a
more

discussion of how these features came to be.

of carbon 14 is, of course, no longer replenished
by life processes. Instead, the carbon 14 with

Major 'Topics Explored

of about 5600 years, begins the
change hack to N". The longer the time that
a half life

NIcasurint.; geologic time
Uniforinit;trianism
Nlet hods of unraveling- the past
Get ilogif time scale

has lapsed since the death of the organism, the
less the amount of carbon 14 that remains. By
comparing the amount present (i.e. in a buried

Geolog,i history of Pennsylvania
The fossil record

piece of wood or a bone), with the modern
abundance a value is worked out for the amount
of C" remaining.

Can Anyone Tell l's How We Might Measure
Geologic Time?

This

lie lative Timewhether one event in the history
of the earth came before or after another event.
a few thousand years ago, a billion years ago,
or at some specific date in geologic history.

Absolute 'rime

RadioaticityThe nuclei

of certain elements
spontaneously emit particles, and in so doing
produce new elements. This process is known

s radioactivity.
Uranium 23S (U ') will yield helium and lead
as end-products. The rate at which U23" decays
is

he deposited.

Varrea pair of thin sedimentary beds, one

constant, unaffected In' any known physical

coarse and one fine. In glacial lake areas (best
examples in Scandinavian Countries) where in
slimmer lakes were not frozen, and water turbulent, finer particles are held in suspension while
heavier particles settled out and are light colored.
In winter, lakes are frozen so that finer particles

or chemical agency.

The rate at which a radioactive element decays

is expressed in terms of its half life (time required for half of the nuclei in a sample of the
eleuwitt to decay ). The half life of U2"" is 456

x HP years, which means if we start with an
there will be only half an ounce
ounce of U
left :titer 4,560 million years.

Potasinm-Aron is more simple and reliable
than
Potassium becomes argon, by One

now settle out and are of darker color. Both
layers represent a Year's deposit (lamination).

3. Growth Rings on Trees (Dendrochronology)
Oldest tree ( Sequoia) dated 4600 years.
Retreat of Fa //s Niagara FallsFalls emitting
back about 3 feet per year. Has cut back 7
miles. About 12,000 years when ice covered
area and with retreat falls started cutting.

transformation. Half life is I billion, 310 million
years.

Rribidium-Strontiionthe half life of

118"7

is

ibolit 6 billion years and is useful in old rocks.

Carbon 14Neutrons from outer space (cosmic
rays ) bombard nitrogen and knock a proton
out of the nitrogen. Carbon 14 combines with
oxygen to form a special carbon dioxide C'10,
which circulates in the atmoshpere and even-

for organic

SedimentationAbsolote dates for some sedimentary rocks can be established by determining the rate at which they were deposited.
Certain sedimentary rocks shows a succession
of thinly laminated beds. Various lines of evidence suggest that in some instances at least,
each of these beds represents a single year of
deposition. So by counting the beds, we can
determine the total time it took for the rock to

Absolute Timewhether a geologic event took place

1.

isotope can be used only

material that is 50,000 years old or younger.

Salt in Salt Lakes

Relative Time
I.

Law of Superposition

tually reaches the earth's surface, where it

;t series of sedimentary rocks has not been
overturned, the topmost layer is always the

is absorbed by living matter. It has been found

youngest and the lowermost is always the oldest.

If
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. Correlation of Sedimentary /locks.
Since we cannot find sedimentary rocks that
represent all of earth time neatly arranged
piece together
in our convenient area, we
the rock sequence from locality to locality.
i'hash al Correlation
emit

it.

the lied,- geologic mapping

out of surface otitcrips.
b.

c.

Lithologi Similarity rocks with identifiable

110% dues

the geologist decipher the history of

The historical geologist performs duties very similr to that of a detective solving a crime. Ile begins

borings,

concretions,

and

are too small to see in the field. \lust he
examined in the lab by dissolving. sanples.
..ross-ciitting relationships--a rock is vournfer
('
than ans. rock that it cuts across.

Index Fossil:--requirements: short life span,
sside distribution. easily recognized, moderately
abundant, well preserved. Example: Fustilitm-Penna. Periinl.

Similarity of Fauna lf von have 25 to 0 per
cent of all species in two rock layers, this method
is practical.

Mid-point liangesinust have large fauna, 50
species or more.

4.

environments.

Sedimentary F.eatures-iniideracks, ripple

Paleontologic Methods

:3.

Ilistoric.d i4cology is the studyof the history of the

pLuici Earth. It is the study of the development of
the physical world, its life forms and its past natural

the Earth?

d. Topographic Expression-- forming, ridges, depr,ssions. valleys. i see Plate 1.1 1.
e. fleas's. \linerals---( garnet, irmg,netite,
minerals high in speifi:. gravity). Traces

1.

M hat is historical geology?

characteristh.s such as color, texture, etc. can
be correlated.
marks, worm
nodules.

f.

solidify them into rocks, we can learn how sedientay rocks were formed in the past. Thus the old saying, The Present is a Key to tla, Past.

General F,uival SuccessionThe broad over-all
evolutionary development has resulted in the
major groups of organisms reaching the scene
of their developments in different periods of
time.

Other Methods of Relative Dating
Electric Well Loggingmeasures resistance of flow
of current through rocks.
Radioactivity Well LoggingUses neutron curve.
reflects amount of hydrogen in rock.
Caliper Logs-size of hide variations measured.

Drilling Time LagIfow many feet drill through
in given period Of time.

Have you ever thought that the geologic processes

we see in action today were active throughout
geologic time?
Geologists feel that this is
true assumption and
have been able to decipher geologic history in this
way. 13v studyin, present-da processes which produce sediments. transport them, deposit them, and

by gathering all of the :wadable facts (as Seen in the
rock .ind fossil record he then begins to work backward piecing together all the possible events that
eindd have occurred: takes into consideration all
available clues and finally arrives at a correct or near
c,irrect solution,

\\ hat is a fossil?
.\ fossil is the es idence of a once-hying owanism
plant or animal] preserved in rocks. Fossils range
iii site from microscopic single-celled organisms to
structures is large as dinosaur skeletons.

A fossil need not be it whole animal; broken frag,melds or naturally separated pieces are also fossils.
In fact. many types of imimals :Ind plants are rarely
round ,ts complete specimens. \lost plants are inadc
lip of many easily separated pieces such as seeds,
leaves. stems. itild branches. \lanv animals have bony
skeletons held together by fleshy material: decay of
the fleshy material allows the hard parts to be scattered by various natural processes.

How do fossils form?
Certain types of environments are conducive to the
preservation of organic materials. Those conditions
that typically favor preservation include: 1) hard
parts such as bones, shells. teeth, scales: 2 quick
burial such as in sand, mud, quicksand, volcanic ash,

snow burial.
\larine environments represent the best regions for
preservation of fossils. Marine life is abundant and

sedimentation is rapid and constant. The best records of past life are therefore derived from rocks that
represent past oceanic environments.

What are the different types of preservation?
Petrifaction refers to the hard parts of fossils that
change to stone. This process is accomplished by:
1. Pmincrali:ation -If the original structure is
porous. as bones or shells. mineral matter may
be added from underground water to fill up the

voids without altering the original substance.

This makes objects more compact and protects
them from air and solutions that would destroy
them.
2.

lirplarrmentThc substitution of mineral matter Irnrtl ground water for the original organic
material. Silica or calcite replaces original cell

structure retaining, the internal parts of the animal t see Plate 1.37).

Trail -Marks produced by organisms lacking discrete feet moving through soft sediment; commonl prodticed by invertebrates.
Biarou.- Cavity produced in soft sediment by organic activity such as in feeding or habitation.
BoringCavit produced in hard sediment or other
material by organic activity usually for the purpose of habitation ( see Plate 1.3S ).

CoproliteClidigestible residue that

has

passed

through the alimentary canal of an organism and
preserved in sediment.
GastrolithSmall polished stones found in the stom-

achs of dinosaursused in their digestive processes.

Plate 1.37

:3.

Pyritized gastropod fossil.

Distillation ( Carbonation ) The volatile (gaseous ) elements of organic material are distilled
away leaving a residue of carbon on the fossil.

Other Methods of Preservation
1. Burial in quicksand, peat bogs, and asphalt
bogs.

. Burial in caves and underground caverns.
3. Quick freeze burial in avalanches of snow and
ice.
-1.

5.
6.

Falls of volcanic. ash.

Burial by dry wind-blown sands in deserts.
Preservation in amber (particularly insects).

Fossil Terminology

Plate 1.38

Worm boring in Chickies quartzite, near
Columbia, Lancaster County.

How are fossils classified?

External AloldAn impression of skeletal hard parts
in adjoining rock, showing the shape of the outer
sides of fhe hard parts. formed by the close pack
lug of solimcnts :wound the preserved hard parts.

Because there are so many kinds of plants and animals, people who are concerned with their study and
description have established a system of classification
that gives names ( other than the common name) to

Internal MoldImpression of skeletal parts in ad-

each and every living fossil plant and animal. The

joining rock revealing the form of the inner

most commonly used name in scientific writing which
concerns animals and plants is the generic and specific

surfaces.

Imprint--A very thin mold lacking any evidence of
original organic material.
CastFilling mineral matter of a cavity formed by
the solution and removal of skeletal hard parts
by ground water.
Trakhidividual impression made in soft sediment
by the foot or locomotory appendage of an organism. Commonly produced by vertebrates.

name.

For example, you may be familiar with the

scientific name for Wall, which is Homo sapiens, or of
the scientific name for dogs, which is Canis familiaris.
The first name is the genus, the second name is the
species. Homo sapiens refers to all men: to refer to
ui individual it is the custom to use a familiar name
such as John Jones. Referring to dogs, we might call
an individual Fido.
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What do fossils tell us and of what value are
they?
1.

2.

Record of life from age to age.
Sea animals found on land tell us where sea

S.

originally was.
Tell former existence of land-ridges ( elephants
found in N. A. after they developed in Eurasia).
Evidence of climatic. changes.
Tell us evolutionary steps in different species.
Index Fossil provides its with a chronology,
Economic value in locating oil deposits.
Dispersal of plants and animals in the past.

f.).

Aesthetic. value.

:3.

I.

5.
6.
7.

Can you name some of the methods or features
we use in deciphering the past?
I. The

RocksRocks can be the pages of our geo-

logic history hook. The composition and charac-

State was the scene Ior volcanic activity in the form
of extrusive lava flows. .\ few explosive VOIC11110eS
prObahlV existed also as indicated by limited expomires of volcanic breccias and tuffs found in the area
of South Mt.
PALEOZOIC HISTORY

During much of Paleozoic time the general relations of land and sea in the eastern part of the United
States were nearly opposite to those of today. Southeastern Pennsylvania was then part of the border of
a great, eastward-extending, continental land mass,
Appalachia, composed of Precambrian metamorphic
and igneous rocks. Its western shore crossed southeastern Pennsylvania: and, westward thereof, a vast
sea spread into the interior of North America. Along
the coast of Appalachia in Cambrian time were sandy
beaches (see Plate I.:39). Farther out from shore (to

:vs.

teristics of the rocks give us clues as to conditions of the environment at th time rocks were
formed. Some examples follow:
a.
h.

Basalt = a volcanic environment.
Black shale = a reducing environment on

sty_

the sea floor.
Red sandstone = a strong oxidizing environment, probably a land surface exposed to the
atmosphere.
d. Coal = a subtropical climate suitable for the
development of swamp forests.
e. Coral limestone = clear, warm, shallow seas.
c.

f.

r

Gneiss = dynamic change involving heat

told pressure.
Information from a sequence of beds of rock.

Clues derived from a sequence of beds have
been studied in detail under a previous section
on the structure of the Earth.
:3.

Fossils.

4.

Structural features. Folds and faults indicate
periods of mountain building, unconformities
represent periods of erosion or non-deposition,
dikes show a cross - cutting relationship with

rocksindicating the dike is younger than the
rock it cuts across. These Features have been
discussed in detail in the section on the Structur of the Earth.

THE GEOLOGICAL HISTORY OF
PENNSYLVANIA
PRECAMBRIAN HISTORY
Very little is known about the Precambrian history

of Pennsylvania hecanse of the scarcity of the rock
record. Precambrian rocks are found in parts of
southeastern Pennsylvania. These rocks scent to indicate that atlnnist one billion years ;Igo this part of the
:56

Plate

1.39

Cambrian cryptoz
s found in the Millbaeh
Formation near the village of Sheridan, Leh,

County.

the west) were laid down muds and limy oozes. In

Ordovician time the sea spread farther eastward,
overwhelming the earlier Cambrian beaches and covering many of the areas of ancient crystalline rocks
of Appalachia (see Plate 1.40). Thousands of feet of
lime carbonate now seen in the great limestone val1,.vs were deposited. The limy beds were followed by
hundreds of thousands of feet of mud destined to become shale and, in part, the slate of eastern Pennsylvania. The Ordovician ended in time of change. The

ancient land rose and the seas withdrew northwestward. The Ordovician and Cambrian sediments were
squeezed by a force exerted from the southeast. The
,hales, limestones and sandstones suffered chainr,es
and, in the east, were folded. Upon these beds were
spread it thousand or more feet of debris washed into
the borders of the sea from the newly raised land to

Plate 1,10

Orthnieian starfish fossil from Swatara Cap,
Lebanon County, in the Martinsburg Formation.

the east. These coarse sediments became the Silurian
sandstotws and conglonwrates of Kittatinny Nlountain
and other ridges of central Pennsylvania ( see Plate
1.11 and 1.12). After the first uplift comparative quiet
continued during, Silurian and 1)cvonian times. Nluch
of southeastern Pennsylvania probably remained dr
land, while over the test of the state a thick succession of sandstones, shales and an Occasional thin lime-.
stone accumulated.

most of these beds formed in shallow water. Because their aggregate thickness is thousands of feet.
we asstime that the ocean bottom gradually subsided
as the sediments accninulated.

Plate

1.42

Silurian trilobite f

the Rose 1 MI Forma-

tion. Perry County.

Toward the end of the Devonian came renewed uplift of the eastward land-mass, Appalachia, so that the
quickened (steepened) streams of that region, flowing

westward to the interior sea. carried in a tremendous quantity of material which brought the ocean
bottom up to sea level and created much dry land
lsee Plate 1.13). The coarse-grained sediments of this
time formed massive sandstones that later became the
basis of our mountains and the high plateaus of northern Pennsylvania. During the Mississippian Period
that followed, the seashore extended across western

Penusylyahia so that most of the deposits were laid
down upon a broad coastal land area. This deposition was interrupted lw long periods in which part
or all of the state was subject to erosion. Then came
the coal beds of the Pennsylvanian and Permian Periods. with most of the state alternately just at or a
little above or below. sea level, so that cycles of beds
were repeated Illail tunes (see Plate 1.-14). Part of
the time vast swamps spread over the state and later
became coal beds.

The Appalachian Revolution closed the Paleozoic
era and great pressure from the southeast folded tlw
thousands of feet of rocks as one might \crinkle a pile
of blankets by pushing On one end. At the southeast,
the rocks were pushed into an indescribable jumble;
between Harrisburg and Altoona, !treat folds miles
high were formed. This folding left some rocks of

A

Mete
Plate

1.11

v.30441111

Ceologie Time sign located near lit. Unit lll
Ilunfin don County.

central Penu,A Iyania standing, more or less vertically.

!fere and then' the folds broke and one side was
shoved across the other side. In western Pennsylvania folding became gentle and died out.
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Plate L43 Devonian Fossils.

NIESOZOIC HISTORY

When the pressure was rlieved, the crust at the
east under the old land mass collapsed or subsided to
form a long trough across southeastern Pennsylvania.
Into this fault-ent lowland streams brought sedi-

ments, which piled up thousands of feet in thickness
in Triassic time. Eventually, outpourings of lava cut
through these strata, forming the trap rocks of southeastern Pennsylvania.
For .1 long time after the folding, Pennsylvania was

part Of a great land mass slowly wearing down. At
first, during the Triassic and Jurassic periods, the land
mass included most of North America. In Cretaceous
hill(' the ekes of this !arid mass subsided and sediments were deposited on its eastern and southern
edges. Whether any of Pennsylvania was at one time
covered by such sediments is not certain. Probably
as sinking took place on the edges there was some
uplift in the center.
(1.:INOZOIC IIIS111111.

C:retaccons time, the last of the Age of Reptiles,
was followed by the 'Tertiary Age of NUMMI-MIS. Daring
of this time, Pennsylvania was probably a

Lou! of low relief, rising steadily as the edges of the
land mass still subsided, and received sediments of
'Tertiary Age to the cast and south. Only small traces
of these sediments remain in Pennsylvania, capping
the divides in the Philadelphia area.
In late Tertiary time the streams began to deepen
their channels. Uplift centered across the State in a
north-south line through Altoona. As uplift and channel sinking continued. the belts of softer rocks were
etched out into valleys. The main streams kept their
courses down the slopes of the rising land, cutting
deep notches across the harder .strata. During the
5S

Plate 1.44

Pennsylvanian fern fossils from the Southern
Anthracite Field, Schuylkill County.

process, a struggle between different streams for

supremacy set in, some streams being favored by,
shorter distance to the sea, or in having fewer or narrower hard strata to cross. As a result, the whole system of drainage has been modified. Regions of both
folded and flat-lying rocks, through uplift and erosion,
have been carved into mountains and valleys, plateaus
and ravines. The final result is the surface of today,
with flat-topped mountains cut by deep, picturesque
water gaps, and deeply dissected areas of generally
accordant upper level. In the last minute of geologic
time, as it were, ice which had been accumulating in
I,ahrador and west of Hudson Bay, advanced to cover
large areas in the northeastern and northwestern parts
of the state, widening some valleys, filling others with
debris, leaving a mantle of till over the whole surface,
and forming moraines and other hilly deposits where

the edge of the ice stood still for a time. Many
changes in drainage occurred and when the ice
melted and retreated, choked valleys created lakes,
and streams diverted from their former channels often
produced waterfalls .(Figure 1.28).
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Laboratory Excreise: A problem in the identification aml interpretation of folds and faults might he
iltI'C 10 help the students interpret the

geologic history of an area. The students should be
asked to list the steps in the geologic history of the
region described in Figure 1.29.
GLACIAL DRIFT
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Figure 1.29

A Hypothetical Cro..--re

Answer: The following is a list of the geologic formations and events from oldest to youngest stating
the criteria used to determine each relationship,
1. The Gabbroic. Gneiss is the oldest of all the
rocks: it is older than the gabbro because the
galihro intrudes the gabhroic gneiss.
2. The ..!,abbro is older than the Cardiff Conglonwrate because of the law of superposition.
:3.

Erosion is ()lifer than the (:ardiff (:origlonierate
because of the iim.onformable relationship be-

Through Southeastern Pennsylvania.
9.

(:ardiff (:onglonierate.

5.

The Cardiff' Conglomerate is older than the
g'rallite because the oindomrate is -itruded
by the granite.
Cardiff Conglomerate is also olc ar than
the Peach liottom Slate because of t1 law of

I 1.

Bottom Slate is ride than the
Pt,o
granite also because it ton is int, .tied by the
Tanite.
7. Folding of the ori,rinaliv liat-lying Cardiff Conglomerate and Peach Bottom Slate formations.
S. The Tailite is older than the Bryn \lawr Forbe,ause it the, out intrude it but

than the folding and the slate onglomerate folinaticnis because it intrudes than
after they were folded.
:0,11,1L.,,,er

fill

The Pennsauken Formation is older than the
Cape \fay Formation because of the law of
superposition but younger than the Bryn Mawr
Formation because of the same law.

12. Cape May Formation is older than the serpentinite because the serpentinite intrudes it
but younger than the Pennsauken Formation
1:3.

soperposition.

6. Tlu.

Erosion is older than the Bryn Mawr Forma-

tion because of the unconformable relationship
between this formation and the granite.
M. Bryn Mawr Formation is older than the Pennsauken Formation because of the law of superposition but younger than the granite because
the granite does riot intrude it.

tween the gabbro, the gabbroi gneiss. and the
1.

/

11.

because of the law of superposition.
Tilting of the originally flat-lying Bryn Mawrs,
Pennsauken. and Cape May Formations.
Serpentinite is older than the glacial drift bethe SeriThntillif(' does not intrude the drift

hilt is younger than the Cape May Formation
and the tilfin heranse it intrudes the tilted

Cape \la Formation.
Pi.

Erosion is older than the glacial drift because
the drift is deposited upon the eroded surface
of many of the formations and it is younger
than the serpcntinit because the serpcntinite
is also eroded.

Students should learn how to interpret the geologi,
history from a geologic map and legend. This is especially trile of each school's area. Students should be
encouraged to investigate the structure and geologic

histor of the rocks near their school and home.
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ENVIRONMENTAL GEOLOGY AND MAN
Major Topics Explored
Definition of Environmental Geology
Importance of Environmental Geology to Sian
Usefulness of Environmental Geology to Sian
Environmental Geology Factors
'Topography
\Vater Resources

/ ngineering Characteristics of Rocks
\lincral Resources

What is environmental geology?
Environmental Geolog is the application of geologic principles to the \vise use and improvement of
environment.

By the late 1960's the interrelationship of topograplm, soil, rock, water resources, and iiiincru/ revolirres
(11i,,ilICIVC! in (q",l111,1611:1; amy portion of
our natural cm-iron/Ill.:it. The applicattinn of all

principles to the \vise use- as \\all as improvemnt of this environment. became known as
''l :uyirtmmetst,tl Geology

1-,,(!a\ the enlm,ists .ili mid should make ,t significant contribution to the .rener,il over-all %vise utilization .1.11(I iiiiprovenit'llt 4)1 111:11i.,, total enviriminent.
Thcy are inakityr this 11,'w lisciplime function in all
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segments of our society, metropolitan areas, the suburbs, rural areas, and even in remote mountain areas.
They :ire combining their talents with those of other
scientists,

sociologists,

architects, and

community

planners to build for the future.

Why is environmental geology important?
In the very near future, an increased population
will accelerate land utilization and the people-to-land
ratio will compound man's problems and his wise use
of the land.

The need for ground water will grate throughout
the world, especially in those areas where surface
water is in short supply or where space and economic.
limitations prevent development of surface water
storage.

The costs of constrnetion in or on rock are directly
related to the strength of the rocks, relative saturation by ground water, weathering, characteristics of
the rocks arid other geologic criteria. if a foundation
fails. these costs soar.
The stability of slopes (lit into rocks for highways
:old other engineering structures is a very important
element in cou,iderite, feasibility :Ind the economics
of a project.
It has been estimated that in Pennsylvania alone.
12 minimn residents produce arid discard 60.000 tons
61

of solid waste a day. The safe disposal of this solid
waste is a problem for every community. FIR better the community undcrstands its geologic environment, the more assured it is of proper solid waste
management.

Tunnels through monntains or under rivers, soaring bridges or towering dams reflect the role of
geology in determining their safe location, design,
,and construction.
Safety consciousness is particularly important in
conummities where pressure and competition for land

has resulted in construction on unstable slopes, in
known landslide areas, over active faults, and in flood
plains.

!lo mac environmental geology he used?
A thorough understanding of the topography allows a high. scenic vista overlooking an urban area
to be used for something appropriate and not for a
junk yard. .1 detaded flood-plain map and report
spells out the danger of locating a housing subdivision on a flood plain and properly advises its use for
agriculture or recreation.
Certain rock units are very susceptible to rock falls
and luulslides. Before ,inel during, the excavation for
highways, schools. and other Lage buildings, geological studies are needed. The conclusions and recommendations developed by the geologist are utilized by

tin engineer in the design of the road or building.
Environmental geology can he utilized to solve existing problems concerning man-made features or
natural features or to rehabilitate additional land that
is presently unsuitable. This stay involve Ow restoration of abandoned cord mine strip pits ti..zrebv releas-

ing waste land for recreational or other use as well
IS abating water pollution. Special hazards such as
landslides and land subsidence can be recognized
and :We viated or eliminated. It may mean the use of
abandoned quarrie., for sanitary landfills, swim clubs,
or for a thousand and one other uses.
In many urban ,areas it is import,mt that the locations .ind depths of subsurface coal mine workings he

accurately known to insnre that certain precautions
are taken in industrial site selection. Construction
with proper modifications may then be made in these
potentially haiardous subsidence ,arras.

quall!it. iplality, and illiinediate

rob creeks of their water, destroy farm and commercial land, damage buildings, and endanger lives. All
construction contemplated in the limestone-dolomite
areas should have extensive foundation studies made
prior to building in order to eliminate pw-ible failures
and added costs.
ENVIRIINMENTAL GEOLOGY FACTORS

Topography
Natural features are probably the most stable part
of our total environment, since the social and economic aspects of it are changeable and subject to the
moods and desires of society. The only hope is to be
good managers of our own actions by living in harmony with your natural environment.

Slope maps are extremely useful to the builder,
construction engineer, planner and others. The construction, economics and engineering feasibility of
certain projects may be strongly dependent upon the
degree of slope in a particular area. On-lot sewage
disposal may be adversely affected by steep slope
conditions. Some local governments have already
developed on-lot sewage ordinances where slope conditions play a major role in determining the aeptability of a soil for the disposal of sewage.
A topography map is used in the determination of
the slope of the land. Slope may be computed directly
from the topographic map by noting the relationship
between vertical elevation and horizontal distance. A

stove map may be drawn showing areas of equal
ranges of slope in percent.

Flood plains, or areas adjacent to streams which
arc subjected tet Ilooeling IA' periodic high water flow-

ing in the stream bed, are important to the farmer,
builder ;end flood control engineer as well as the

planner. Land use for a flood plain area is usually
limited because of the pnblic safety factor and the
economics of property loss during flooding. If a flood

plain area is to be utilized for construction, agriculture or recreation it should be recognized and developed accordingly.
Flood plain topography may be obtained by inspection of :1 toph.4raphie map. A flood plain map may easily be constructed by outlining known flood areas On
topographic mai) and noting (he high -water elevations and Ole frequency of flooding to these elevations.

of local industrial mineral deposits should be consid-

It ES( )1 !ICES

ered by the community. The nearby extractieu of

NV VII:

construetion minerals has definite effect on tile coinmimity's ippearate e. futur."-r.rowth..md co,t of build-

is estimatcd that by die 'ear 2000, xvithdrawal of
smile c at,- will total 900 billion gallons per clay mahout So percent of as ailable stream floss.. In order

he!. programs.

Sinkholes !nay occur wherever limestone ;nod dolomite are the bedrw k. Sinkholes have been known to
(12

It

to meet this demand. storage In ilities will have to

increase and be located in strategic plaes. In addi-

tion,

the use of groend water will increase and
artificial recharge of subsurface aquifers will be

mass, and the porositypermeability of the rock all

widespread.

vating it ( Plate 1.45).

contribute to the degree of difficulty involved in exca-

Surface Water
Our supply of surface water may seem relatively
constant over a long period of time, but this supply
is subject to sharp curtailment, yearly by drought; or
for extended periods of time by pollution.
The first key to good water management is the collection of specific data on the surface water. Surface
water data is published annually in two volumes;
Water Resource Data for PennsylvaniaPart 1. Surface Water Records, and Part . kVater Quality Records.. The information contained in these two volumes

may be used in three principal ways: 11 the calcula-

tion of discharge or total volume of surface water
available in .1 specific area, ) determination of water

quality in reference to use of water and potential
health hazards of water. and 31 in the determination
of flood frequency and flooding potential of a stream.

i
Plate 1.45

It

Excavation for 1-80; Juniata Formation exposed west of the Loganton Interchange in

lnion C

t y.

Ground Water
The reserves and quality of ground water present
in the rocks are important. This vast, relatively untapped water supply is a valuable asset to a communit that anticipates population and industrial growth.
Every region. and each rock formation within the
region, have special characteristics that must be de-

Based on these same rock characteristics (degree
of weathering, mineral composition, structure, and
porosity-permeability), the geologist is able to pre-

dict the relative drillabilit of a rock unit, thereby
allowing others to better estimate time and costs of
drilling operations.

fined that will ultimately provide the clues to the
quantity and quality of ground water available.

ENGINEERING cHARAcTERIsTics OF ROCKS
\lost construction takes place on or into rock.
Where structures are placed and how they are designed, built, and maintained should depend in part
on the engineering characteristics of the surrounding

Foundation Conditions
Again, certain rock characteristics are essential in
determining the stability of any foundation. The
depth to bedrock, estimates of volumes and direction
ground-water movement, location and depth to water
table, strength of the rocks, degree of weathering,
and composition of the rock are critical aspects to be
considered in a foundation site elevation (Plate 1.46).

rocks.

Ilow will the rocks involved react when they are
wet or dry, when they freeze and then thaw, when
the dip of the rocks is flat. gentle or very steep, or
when they are subject to earthquakes or large-scale

1111111m.

subsidence?

Few who travel through the white-tiled tunnels
Pennsylvania Turnpike and on soaring
bridges over the Allegheny and Delaware Rivers
realize Low the details of geology affected the loaalong the

tion. design, amyl construction of these engineering
works.

Fvcaration of Rocks
Certain characteristics of rocks relate to their ease
of excavation. The degree of weathering, the mineral

composition of the rock, the structure of the rock

Pilaw

I.46

Sinkholes encountered in building Interqatc
80 in Centre County.
63

flock lithology.

tore of the rock mass ( descrip-

tion and orientation of bedding, joints, and faults).
quantity and direction of ,round-\vater flow. 1)105
other minor g,eological factors contribute to the development of a stable or unstable rock mass on any manomile slope ( Plate I. V; 1,
detailed geoloc,,ical investigation is inwortant in
deicriniffilw: the stability of the rock mass about to be
altered by luau.

plate 1.18

i

Dauphin,

County.

Plate

1.1.7

liokfall

and .41,toties near

1)11114,k,

The environmental geologist \vith his experience in
physiography. general geology, ground-water availability, and the engineering characteristics of rocks, is
ideally suited to the illeStigail011 and evaluation Of
possible SallitaVV landfill sites. liecognizing that the
site disposal of this solid \vast(' is a problem for every
community, the geologist and the community \vorking
together to better understand the natural environment
\vill assure a \vise solid waste management program.

St/ini(iellre
The location of 1.11CI) and SlIffaCC, illaCtiV1' and

ItESII'ItEKS

11111)Ortallt to those (1111CCHIC(1
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s ii1,idcntr III snrtace cnn,tructino, \VAC!.

1)1)1111ti011

111(1

.1

C1)1011111111.1, S111)1)IV of fresh surface

\VatC1' in areas \\ here mining, has or is
prone to take place.
It is particularly vital to 1.timv the types of mined
mmcr,,I.,, the eumpn,ifioll of the xvaste rock stored at
mined sites. the (pialit\ of the \cater in strip pits. the
possillihn of strip pit leak,ere to surface and growl('
\vater reservoirs. and tile root thickuess over the
111111Cd-out

Solid 11.(1.51e /)fsiiasyi/

solid \\ ash. disposal is owl' of the principal cinierns
1.1cing the municipal official amd the planner Of tinl,iy

Plate LI',
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I lealth.
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\Vitll his applii.ttion.

In earlier years the 1111/St valuable mineral resources

extracted \yene metals. lint in recent time industrial
( nonmetallic) minerals have greatly increased in in-lportatice. The current gross value of all industrial
mineral products annually exceeds that of metallic.
ores.

These industrial mineral resources consist of solids
alld shale, or liquids
as
such a; oil. or gases as in till' case of natural gas. Most
of these deposits are abundantly distributed but their
to list' the ra\v
valoc often depends on the

suet

material !War its SOlIrCe.
The 11111
mineral resources should
lie considered in developing a community's econmny
.out oft( willies consideration should be given to actually promoting this litili/ation (Plate 1.-19).
.\ mincra/ rrwitrcc map as produced by a geologist.
defines du ..act limits of the mineral deposit as well
Is its c\act location \vithiri a political arca. This map,
\\ ith a descriptive legend, describe; the rock formatmlis ol the area in detail and points out those formations most likel\ to be of Valli(' to the community and
\yhat
potential use mav be.

Plate 1.19

11) Clay tile products and ovens located near
excellent source
Brockway, Jeffers

quarry near PalA) High-calcium I'
myra, Lebanon County.

Mittrrai EXtratiOn and Urbanization
It is important to know the reserves of anv given

mineral deposit. If these reserves are not kuown, urban and sliburban developments may be allowed to
expand to the very limits of active quarrying and before the community realizes it. the operation most
chose. This closing of a mineral producing operation
not only na ions the loss of valuable minerals, boot also
a loss of construction materials to the community, pos-

sible loss of jobs and revenue to the area, and higher
costs for the sauce materials from farther avvay.
One answei. to the (growing shortage of land is multiple use wherever possible. Mineral deposits can be

quarried; the land can Olen be made available for
industrial parks, housing developments, recreational
sites, or joist plain greenspace.
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The Oceans

INTRODUCTION
Oceanography is one of the most active fields of
scientific exploration at the present time. Foreinot
among,. the agencies engaged in investigating the
problems of the oceans and estuaries an. the 1.". S.
Coast ,ind Geodetic Survey and the U. S. Naval Oceanographic Office.
Oceanography is not itself a science. If is the appli-

cation of the basic sciences to the study of the marine
environment. Since this is the ease, there are four
branches: I L:C0/0 iCU1 weanoizraphy which ranges

the origin of the ocean basins through
the origin of sea floor tindionns to interpreting the
past history of the oceans and estuaries and their
fauna and flora from the sediments on their floors:
from Ntuclyin

phyira/ oceanography invoking studies of the temperature and circulation of oceanic waters: 3 ) chemical oceanography which involves the analysis of sea

Major Topics Explored
Oceanographic vessels
1 nst nunent a tion

Difficulties of man exploring the ocean to any depth
have hampered exploration of the seas. Scuba divers
and hard-hat divers can penetrate only shallow depths,
submarines a little deeper and specially designed
vessels like bathyscapes have reached 13.284 feet.
These vessels can descend to the deepest parts of the
ocean but their lateral mobility is very limited.
For the most part, special instruments must be used
to explore the oceans and most of this exploration is
carried out from an ocean-surface research shi.p.
Nansen bottles ;ere used to bring up water samples.
Special thermometers take ocean temperature measurements. Echo-sounders record depth data. Submaine cameras take ocean bottom 1,ictures. Coring

tubes and scoops are used for gathering sediment

water to determine its mineral content and salinity;
and .11 bio/0,,ia/ oceanography which focuses on the

samples and now special (frills are operated from ships

organiqs inhabiting the water, their primary productivit. etc.

and rock from the sea floor.
In general, however, gathering data about the

The study of the oceans is one of the best integrators

oceans is more difficult and costly than studying the
continents and hence much more has been learned
about the land.

in the Earth Sciences because much that is taking
place in the oceans is related to meteorology, astronomy and geological processes on the land. For example, the relation between oceanic currents. such as
the GulF Stream. and the planetary wind system: the
fact that the air is the medium whereby water is trans-

ported from the oceans to the land: the correlation
between the amonnt of solar radiation received and
the salinity of the sea water; the coastal changes
wrought by Marble erosion; the relation between
temperature and organic life in the water; and the
changes in sea level brought about by glaciation and
deglaciation show that none of the earth sciences is
a field of stmly unto itself but is related to all of the
other sciences.

FIELDS OF STUDENT INVESTIGATIONS
Oceanographic. Surveying, and Research at Sea
Waves, Tides and Oceans
Geoll)gy of the Oceans
Physical Properties of Sea Water

Chemistry of Sea Water and Its Importance to Man
Iliolog,ical Oceanography

Conservation and the Importance of the Sea to Man

OCEANOGRAPHIC SURVEYING AND
RESEARCH AT SEA
Three quarters of the Earth is covered by water,
why is. .51) much more known about the land than the

oceans?

or drilling platforms to bring up cores of sediment
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WANES. TIDES AND CURRENTS
.1 iliselission akait the oceans, vs" suggest
teachers ask: /Ion aunty of i/a. ,'n./t'/ll. bare

1.1) 11( "_!:i I 1

fact.

lilt )(Fall? And
(lid it look like.-

OWN(' %%110

'hut

1),.Tiption, \vtll almost certainly include \vaves
thIs and perll,rp, tlic (dm. of the mean.
Major 'Fopies Explored

\\,ivs

imoining breaks rs. fliptides are capable of carrying
..\\ limners olle-iptarter of a mile onshore. If it s\vitnmei. Ice!, hiulselt in a riptide. 11(' d111111l1 \\'1111 1).11a11(.1

tit till' s11(111' ;111(I.
111l c'urr'ent is usually narrow,
\\ ill soot' find himself hilt of its dangerol s path.

-1)(1,11

\\ .1\ es-

.trta ti

\\

ire 11.11,11:\

1)\

1)efinition
'sill lace \\ a\ es origin :mil characteristics

Breakers and slat
1)estilietRe waves

1111(,

1111

tsunamis
or extremely high
not t (111111'(1 with tides fait

.111'

Thl

ti

t51)

1)11)11

011)(1 of .1 `Oil/11E11in'. t
/1)1)V1. at MO) til)(.1/1 ,1)1111and it Itic heights in 1111'11(1

Ialpd 1),t\ s of as much as 00

1 ides

Tide-pridneing forces
Astr.,,,,,Imal tides
\leteorologieal tides
Tidal bore
Currents
1.arre ',CAN. currents

Currents related to the distribution of density
Effects of \dials on currents
Tidal currents

What causes saes at sea?
()crank.. ,0(.r is almost al\yays in motion. NV.ives
are iiirined b\ the wind blo\viier on the surface of
the \vater. \VIa'I a rope attached to a po,:t at one
end is 'held in your hand ,Ind snapped, it \\.1V(' pat-

almve sea level.

AN hat causes tides in the oceans?
beach alma.; the
1." 11.1 spent lisle on
E`cr."1111'
I...est

Coast

his lalti(ed

the t\\'1C(

(1,111V

Ill OVenlellt

of the vater's edge between big!, and /on. ti(i. This
movement is due to the gravitatiimal attraction of
the moon and snit on the water, of the earth. The
hiLdiest tides. -spring tides- occur \\ hen the moon
111(4)ii are located on the
is new .111(1 Ole `OM
same side of thi. Earth. -Neap tides, which have
\\lien the Earth is at right tingles
less ratare. oc(
to the moon and sun. Th/d/ currnt..; are very strong
\vhere the ebbing itnd flooding tides enter and leave
lagoons behind inirirr hot( hr 1)v the +',IY 1,1 narrow'

tern moves aline, the rope. Another example of waves

may be seen when you drop it stone in a pool of
\vater. So it is in deep \\ ater. the wave pattern moves
alon., the surface but the individual water particles

tend to linwe in a circular pattern, forward on the
crest of the \vates, haek\vards in the troughs.

hat 4.'11".'' the height of "ayes?
The height of \VAV('S depeads on the wind velocity.
its 11111%011Th, tlIt'
,1111" depth ',111(1 the (list;111('(. (1V(.1'
xis

1\111(1111 1)1()\Vs: (11'1(111.

What causes the surf or breakers?
\\ ave ,lppro;u

the shore. the \vitter depth
becomes less which tends to push the \vave height
up\vard until the top falis bir\vad forming a breaker.
ks

The water in the breaker crashes do\vilard and
rushes up on the bech.

\\ hat is a riptide and what do volt do if ezttight
in one?
Haim
\vac, in thp,c
(1.'011)11 Ine,lk on .1 beach. ',1) much ',rater accumulates

on the bead' that
11.11,111\-

narrmv.

it

gathers into it shade stream.
111(wes out to sea through the

Figure 2.1

High and how titles are tine to the gravitational
attract'
of the
and sun on the waters
of the earth.

What 11144S

the gulf stream tunl other oeezttli

currents?
\lost of the students should be aware of the Gulf
Stream located off the east coast of the United States.
For the most pirt it is a very shallo\v current ( I,000
et deep moved northeast across the Atlantic ()( can

by the prel..itiling westerly winds which bloxv towad
the southeast. There is in general a movement of

titer Iron) the equatorial regions toward
the polar regions \ellen. this water is cooled and
be«unes denser. The ;der then sinks :ind returns
Nmitli\val along the ocean bottom. This denser
water carries life giving, o\g,en to great depths.

\%ainer
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in different parts of the oceans where the

earths crust is unstable. Flat-topped scamowa rising
from the sea floor some 5,00( feet below sea level are
also of special interest.
The Mid-Ada/die Ridge is a mountain chain running
(low)) the middle of the Atlantic Ocean between North
.ind South America on One Sidi' and Europe and Africa

on the other. The Azores and Iceland are parts of
this ri,h4,, that extcml above sea level.

( :arson. Riche). Under the Sca Wind, Signet. N. Y.
Chapin. II. and Smith. F. (. W.. Ocean Ricer, Sribnails. Knopf, N. I.

lreru foes

How: The Tides of
Of \fichigan Press,

.1nn .1rbor. \Bch.
\funk. Walter ( 1955). Ocean Currents, Scientific
American. Sept.
Stommel. Henry 1938 1, The Gulf Stream, University
Of California Press, Berkeley.
S. Navy IIydrographic Office, Sea and Swell Obserrations, I I. 0. Pub. No. 606-e.

Vs hat are continental shelves?
Bordering the east coast of North America and
other continents are submerged portions of the continental margin. In the Atlantic Ocean bordering the

Fnited States. the coniincnia/ helf is a thick accumulation of sediments derived from the land. Off the
coast of New jersey, it is about 80 miles wide and
the water depth at the outer Margin is only (300 feet.
Extending to the true floor of the ocean basin from
the edge ()I' the continental shelf is the continental
dole'. These slopes average about .100 feet per mile
(.\ tending to a depth of 6,000 feet. Off the coast of
Great Britain, the slope drops sharply from 650 feet
to 1:3,120 feet.

The average depth of the oceanic

basins is approximately 12,000 feet.

What are submarine canyons and how did they
form?

GEOLOGY OF THE OCEANS
now does man explore the ocean bottom?
Formerly water depths were determined by dropping a sounding line with a lead weight on the end.
Now it k determined by continuously recording echo
.soundes which measure the time it takes for sound

waves to trave! from the hull of a ship to the sea
floor and bac!..: converting this time into water depth.
Nlanv contininms depth profiles across all the oceans
have been made by this method.

Major Topics Explored

Nature of the Sea FloorOhl ideas and recent
discoveries

Methods of measuring and representing relief
Sediinews in the ocean

The mantle and crust under the ocean

What does the bottom of the ocean look like?
Topographic profiles of the sea floor made by echo
sounders show that virtually all the landforms found

on the continents also occur beneath the sea. In
other words there are plains, plateau's, mountains,
valleys, basins. volcanoes and many other topographic
feature-. Of special interest are the deep narrow

continental slope are steep-sided
canyons with depths up to several thousand feet and
features resembling suhareial stream canyons. Some
originated as broad valleys on the continental shelf
and extended onto the ocean basin floor. Some, such
as the Hudson Canyon, appear to be related to the
Hudson River of the North American continent (see
Figure 2.2). Others seem to have no relation to
present continental rivers. Three theories of origin
are currently being given serious consideration but
Cut into the

all have drawbacks.

1. They were cut subaerially when the shelves
and slopes stood hig,her, after which there was
subsidence of the miter edge of the continents.
Objection: This theory requires too much
subsidence.

2. They were cut suhaeriallv during lower periods
of sea level and connected with the trapping of
large quantities of water on the continents.
Objection: Sea level probably only fell 500
feet,

'I-hey were cut by submarine currents carrying
silt and clay turbidity currents.
Objection:

Silt and clay are weak cutting

tools.
(39

HUDSON RIVER

Why is the ocean blue?
CANYON

Not all

sea water

is

blue. Sea water may be

various shades of brown, green 01'
blme of the sea is caused by scattering of sunlight by
tiny particles suspended in the water. Blue light, of
;Mort wave length, is seattered more effectively.
Green water is m»monlv seen near coasts. This color
is caused by' yellow pigments, often from microscopic
Boating; plants. being mixed with blue water. Other

microscopic plants may color the water brown or
Imiwnish-red.
CONTINENTAL SHELF

Oceanographers record the color of the ocean by
comparison with a series of bottles of colored water
known as the Forel scale.

Figure 2.2

Submarine canyon cut into the continental
%hen* at the mouth of the Hudson Myer.
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PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF SEA WATER
Major Topics Explored
Nkasured properties
Temperature
Salinity

Pressure :uul color
Methods of measurement
Units

Range in the sea

70

Where is the hottest ocean or portion of ocean?
The hottest ocean area is the Persian Gulf, where
water temperatures at the surface exceed 90' E. in
the slimmer months.
unique hot, salty' area has
recently been discovered in the Red Sea, where
oceanographers of the \Voods Hole Oceanographic
Institution recorded a temperature of 1:32.5'E. at a
depth of 2,000 meters. The reason for these extreme
temperatures is unknown.

How salty are the oceans and which is the saltiest?
Salinity in the open ocean ranges from 3.3 to IN.
0,eanographers express salinity in parts per thousand.
The average is about :35 parts per thousand. The
Atlantic Ocean is the saltiest with :37.5 ppt in the
northern subtropical region. The Arctic and Antarctic
waters are the least salty.

U'hat is the pressure at the deepest part of the
ocean?
The pressure at the deepest part of the Ocean is
close

to seven tons per moan, inch,

almost 1,000

times the atmospheric pressure on the earth's surface.
At a depth of 3,00(1 feet a pressure of 1,350 pounds
per sylare inch is sufficient to squeeze a block of wood
to half its volume so that it will sink.
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THE CHEMISTRY OF SEA WATER AND
ITS IMPORTANCE TO MAN

FUCUS

ALARM
(NORTH

EUROPEAN

(ROCK WEED)
COASTS)

The chemical composition of sea water varies but
on the average 100 pounds of sea water yields when

dried approximately three and one-half pounds of
minerals. sonic of which are very useful to man. The
commonest dissolved substances are sodium chloride
( sources of table salt and a chemical compound for
chemical industries ), magnesium chloride, magnesium
sulfate source of much of the earth's supply of
magnesium 1, calcium sulfate ( source of gypsum or
.4

plaster"), calcium arbimate (source of lime) and

IRISH MOSS

CHORDARIA

(NORTH ATLANTIC COASTS)

magnesium bromide ( source of bromide).
Composition of sea water
Dissolved solids
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B IOLOG ICAL OCEANOGRAPHY
Major Topics Explored
Seaweed

Plankton
Bioluminescence
Deep Scattering Layer
Dangerous and Toxic Organisms

SEA LETTUCE

r "AO

Major 'llopics Explored
Figure 2.3

Types of seaweed.

What is plankton?
Plankton includes all sea animals and plants too
small or weak to attach themselves. They drift with
the currents. Thy plants are known as phytoplankton
and the animals as zooplankton. Both are important
food sources for other marine life (see Figure 2.4).
Phytoplankton, mostly diatoms, use the nutrient
salts and minerals in the sea water as food. They,

in tura, are food for many animals, which are themselves part of the "food chain".

Is a seaweed a weed? What is it and how does it
grow?
Plants as useful as seaweed can pot be considered
weeds because weeds are commor defined as wild
plants that are useless, unsightly and have no economic
value. Seaweed is used as a food by millions of

people, .ts fertilizers. medicines. source of iodine and
ingredients used in the preparation of bread, candy,
canned meat. ice cream, jellies and emulsions (see
Figure 2.3).

Attached seaweeds ,row only along the narrow
border near shore. Growth is depth limited to the
depth of penetration of natural sunlight.

ACTUAL SIZE

2.5 MM

RADIOLARIAN

Figure 2.4 Plankton.
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What are algae?
Alv,ie are primitive plants ringing in size from a
single cell to the giant kelps, which grow to a length
of 100 feet. Algae .ire dominant in the sea. Algae
do not need roots because they live in a solution

of nutrients and the whole plant can absorb water
and nutrients from this solution. Some algae have
blades that resemble leaves, but these arc extensions

of the plant body and are not the primary site of
photosvntheses as in land plants.

HATCHET FISH

ACTUAL SIZE

Algae in the open ocean are generally one-celled
forms and .ire limited to the lighted zone (surface
to approximately 600 feet), These algae are extremely
numerous and are referred to as the "grass of the sea"
because they are the very beginning of the food chain
in the sea.

What is green scum?
The green scum on ponds and slow-flowing rivers
is formed by floating green and blue-green algae and

a tiny flowering plant called duck weed. The duck

VIPER FISH

I/6 SIZE

weed and floating green algae do not live in sea
water. but the blue-green algae do. These blue-green
a1,2.ae have a sticky covering and form slimy films on
rocks and pilings. Mermaid's Hair, a large blue-green
algae, forms thick feathery coverings on rocks and
boat bottoms.

Is life found at all depths in the ocean?
This epiestion was settled for all time in 1960 when

Pittard and Walsh reported a flatfish at a depth of
:35.500 feet. From the porthole of the bathyscaph
TRIESTE they observed a fish about one foot long
and six inches wide swimming, away (See Figure 2.51.

What is bioluminescence?
Bioluminescence is light produced by living organisms. both animals and plants. Thousands of

Figure 2.5 Extremely deep-water forms of fish life.

Are there really sea monsters?
Although we discount the fabled sea monsters, we
have not yet explored the ocean thoroughly enough
to say with absolute certainty that there are no
monsters in the deep.

Scientific observations and records note that giant
squids with tentacles 40 feet long live at 1,500 feet
and that sizable objects have been detected by explosive echo sounding at greater depths (see Figure

species of marine animals produce bioluminescence.
Various jellyfish and related animals produce sonic
form of light. These displays are seen most commonly in warm surface waters. Although most of
the organisms are small. there are such immense
numbers present that brilliant displays Occur when

2.61.

the waters are disturbed by the passage of a ship

Have you ever heard of the DSL in the ocean?
The deep scattering layer (1)SL) is a widespread

at night.

At ocean depths where light does not penetrate.
there are strange looking Inminesent fishes. However, there is :III linallSWCred question concerning the
purpose' of lights cm marine ;inimals. Some creatures
leave well-developed eves hut no light to enable them
to see in the dark. Others have hrilli,uct light organs
but are too blind tee see. The exact purpose of these,
lights is unknown.

Oar fish 0 to 50 feet long also have been observed.
In recent years, Danish oceanographers have studied

large eel larvae that would grow to 90 feet if their
growth rate is the same as eels of other species.

Liver of living organisms that scatter or reflect sound
pulses. During, tin, day, this layer has been reported
at depths of 71)0 to 2,100 fee; bent most often behveen
depths of 1.000 and 1,500 fe t At night, the laver
moves tee or near the surface. i he types of organisms
making eup ;;i.. deep scattorin,!, ',.:yer are still not
known definitely. Attempts to ....ollect and photograph
the organisms have been inconclusive.
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Sr ietti iAl

hate not yet explored the ocean

thorough!
Rh to .ay eeith aliAolute ceret s in the
tain!. that there :err no

I.

It is nov believed that large quantities of
petroleum in stored in the sediments of the
continental shelves.

2

\oililles containin,, the important element, man-

I

drip.

is phalltitill bottom or echograms,
\\ liic h i,roh.ibly accounts for the charting of nonexistent shoals in the Lark (j.,\; of echo sulnnlers.

galleSt and small ;111101111k of cobalt, nickel and

silver are found oil sonic parts of the sea floor
it t xpected to be located by sailmiarine

and

illtt ty pes of organktns, other than sharks, are
lootrotiall dangerous to titan?
The ul 1st ,1,111.4cnni, sva animal other than sharks
prohabk the barracuda, Its usual length is only
tour to six feet. but it is a,gressive. last and armed
coinlimation of lini(r canines and small teeth.
\%itli
The killer \vital. is pots iCially more dan,_terous
than either sharks or harracuilis ;ilthough nu authentic'
iecords of delihc..ate Attacks on man exists. This
\\lde measures 15 to 2.0 feet and limits in packs.
It at t.tcl,, se,ds, \vt11.11.0: porpoise; and even other
%vhales.

pliotot.traphy
cleaners.
i.

and

by

mined

giant

vacuum

.1; processes for desalting sea water more economically become avilable. an nillimitet1
amount of fresh water will become availal)le for
coastal

1.

\itli the population of the world due to clini'bie
in th, next :;5 pars. Hcreasing efforts \\ll be
inad. to extract more food from tile sea. Only

fex of the edible fish are nox bein. consumed.

Consumption of fish in the

1_i.

S.

is

rather lo\v. averaging, only 1 pounds per person
per vear. In (1111t1'10, the C(111.011111/tinn of fish
in Japan is seven times is great per person.
Seaweed i, being increasingly (gathered and
pressed into a substance called -;i1g,iii which
1

The nlor,iy eel. v\ hick ,is 1,112: as ten feet. lurks
in holt', in coral rect. Anil 111.1V bite divers if disturbed.
a villain 1)eThe 14 topus is probably overrated
nevertheless, its bite is poisoncause of his evil lo(
The Portuguese
man-of -\\,u has tcWaeles up to 5() feet limit- with
stingin, k ll; whit I .re painful to a sviiiiiiier brushing

is used in cosmetics. textiles, paper ink, drugs,
chiwolate milk. jellies and jams.
The sea as a major ;tveniii, of transportation. a
soilia...e of recreation. aml a controller of climate on

Against them.

Earth should not he underestimated.

ous.

The HAW s(joid ha; been known to pull

beneath

the \vter

111,111

to his death.

'i lier,. Is a large g,roup of ;initials dangerous to
s\yinimers Iir \vailers \vim step on them. These inI',1V. stonefish, tebra fish, toadfidi and
clude the
ot
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1111
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ngfnl
:o tile student.
\Inch of th0 content
cannot he folu,1 :II a shede text and ,11/111. of 1110 1'00.Isu, much
X/it 1100, it .11)110 0. ill
it

the material is presented as backg.Jolind information tor the teat her and is not intended to he talight
m set ondal students unless they happen to he at a
cry advanted II vet and/or sliii\v an unusual interest
and aptitlide.
Tacheis
here\ er possible, to include
evenitng observing sessions in their instrintional prwrrani or to
II ast csplajil to their stildents
how they thcmselyes can orianiie their t\\'11 obseryint4 program. hi (inler to do this successfully the
te,i(lier must be ahle to 1)1,411(.1 \\lien. and \vhen
celestial object

1.*111

h('

Wattd.

Vie material

011

i, th0r0ilift' included for the
primary benefit of the teacher :mil it is not suggested
that this is suitable material for inclusion in :in astronomy ;inn at the secondary school It.vol. although the
above average student might be able independentl
to read and comprehend this material from this
guiih. or introductory astronomy texts \ritten on the
college level.
The coustrileiiiiii of ,t ,t,11'111111(11' is .1 It'11111V(11(' 51111
fill' in, '11'11 t11.0 1.111 be undertaken by studclits and
teach, alike and does not require a considerable WI1/111.(1/iLit01

l

(1121,,t,111(1111''' of coordinate systems. Thu use or setting

circles one tCICS(.01(' is another useful tool in locating
.' tial objects 5511ich does not require complete
.,Pliprelicitsion of coordinate systems. \Vith the situpIe and inexpensive starfinder described i11 this guide

it is possible to locate vitli onsideral)le acurac- any
objet t in the sky awl also to predict positions of objects at 51010, future time.

Few. teachers realize limy ninth ;istrontimy can he
taught
the use of a celestial globe.
of tvi) type, of celestial globes are included together
\vith instructions for l'it1111t. 111) .111(1 11S1111( them. St11delltS S}10111(1

1.1( encouraged to experiment with these

globes ou ti r \II.
Some of the simple shado\v stick experiments descri10'd herein may be carried mit by individual students and reported on in class. The more interested

.01I i'1111.trlIct

1111(11,11

1111.11' particular latitude.

10!'

\ssistante ill cal, illatilur .1411's can 10. obtained Iron,
mathematics teacher in the school; other\vise it is
1

not

,1

It is xital

arryitiv.: out the experiments and
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sO far as he is ion:
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hi tilt' leacher, liovi'Vcr. in either case the ;ictivity
sholild he performed 111 ,11151'1'
(1110,;tiMIS.
Since nnht ,(11(11)1s

11.15V
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telt'1,1111(.1,

01'

all'

111,111-

sill
list 111 )1111'CtS for 111'scopit. ()Iiservation is /1/(11/110/1. Brief histruc.tions are
also given for NC161112,. HP tool u,inlg till 11
11111:4 to .1(1 11111'1' 0111%
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ketviin_f, objects \vithin the field of vie.y. Since the
most tre(luclitly asked question in regard to it telescope is, 'AVliat is the po5ver of the telescipe?. a
section describes telescopic pmvcrs and gives hints
on \\1111 t1/ 100k 1.01.

The remainder of the guide includes reference material for teacher 111,('. it 111./(' he 1)1/Still/le to organize

01' part of. the couis around a central theme, or
problem. One Si

example height he the problem of
determination of stellar distances, both galactic and
extragalactic.. This has 10,en and still is one of the
major problems in astronomy. .111 approach sitch as
this leads naturally into the study of at)parent and
absolute magnitudes, stellar spectra, the 1 lertzsprung-

liussell diagram, the perioddinninosit relation, the
velocity-distant(' relation and finally cosmology and
cosmogony. It must again be emphasized that \\idle
not all of this material call be taught at the secondary

level \Yid' every group it is mntimwd here for the
to h-R.ro,,,,t, his 11,511
benefit of the tealu.r 551141
hat:kg:1:4mnd ktioNvIedge in this arca.

FIELDS OF sTuDENT iNvEsTIGAIoN
The Earth ill \lotion
The \loon
The Solar System

The Nearest StarOur Sun
Aspects of the Sky
The Stars

The \lilk \Vax
The l'iliverse

ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS OF EARTH
MOTION
Nlajor Topies Explored
The El !cuts of Flotation
Ili 1':Ifect, of licvolntion
The Son Centered Solar System
Cause, of the Seasons
The Pre,essional
feet

The Different Kinds of Das
Solar vs. Sidereal Time

Ilo is our environent affected Iii the motions
of the earth?
punaiv :notions of the earth which have a
dire,: ciieet upon our daily lives and our environment
wvolution. Precession and notation
rotaiti
c

ill be mentione,l for Hien. 14111(4 r,IM4(.. effects.

The Effects of Rotation
\\ hat is rotation and how does it affect us?
The card' rotates upon an axis which is inclined
from the vertical with respect to the plane of
This spinning, of the earth, at a speed of
,clout !000 miles per hour at the equator, results in
day and night wych gives us the time interval of a
day. The Foucault pendulum provides evidence for
this motion as opposed to the contrary assumption
that it is the sun and stars moving around the earth.
its orbit.

Star trail photographs ,dso show the effect of the rotation of the earth (See Plate 3.11.

prime factor hi the world climates.
The rotation of the earth also tends to hurl matter
into .pace. thereby eausimy, a reduction in gravity as
one ino es front the poles to the equator. This motion also ,,z,ies an increased boost to rockets launched

with the rotation of the earth .1nd were it not for
problem, of li4istics tlie ideal launch site would be at
the equator to utilize the 1000 miles per hour speed
boost of the earth's rotation.
The Equatorial hult.,,e is also attributed to the rota!bill of the earth and may he illustrated by rotating
"centribigAr hoop to note the oblate shape as speed
increases.

The Effects Of Revolution
NN hat is revolut
and how does it affect us?
liev()Intion is the orbital motion of the earth about
the sun. The journey of the earth around the sun, at
a speed of 75,000 miles per hour, is the basic time interval we know as a tropical year as 365 days 5 hours
1S minutes 16 seconds. For most purposes the year
can be expressed as :365li days.
Based on observable evidence it can be argued that

the sum is revolving around the earth. We can only
"prove'. that the earth revolved if we ar" willing to
accept certain postulates. If we accept Newton's laws
of motion then the earth must revolve around the sun.
The assumption that the earth is not revolving around
the sun becomes difficult to explain on the basis of
stellar parallax as the closer stars shift their position
among.; the more distant background of stars when we
observe them from different parts of the ca, 'b's orbit.

The aberration of starlight also indicates a moving
earth.
The skies also change from season to season as the

earth revolves around the sun: however, if the celestial sphere were rotating the same change would be
apparent.

THE SUN CENTERED SOLAR SYSTEM
Did man always believe the sun was the center of
1111111
Plate 3.1

Six hour time exposure showing the effect of
rotation of the- earth.
Another effect of the rotation of the earth is expressed in Ferrel's Law. Commonly known as the
Coriolis effect it describes the deflection of winds to
the right in our hemisphere and to the left in the
southern hemisphere. If it were not for this deflection, winds would blow directly into a low-pressure
region and not produce the cyclonic circulation which
results in hurricanes, tornadoes, and lesser storms.
The deflection caused by the rotation of the earth is
also responsible for the major wind belts which are a
TS

the solar system?

No. Ptolemy, in about 140 A.D. worked out a geometrical representation of the motions of the planets
with considerable accuracy. This was done with the
earth as the center of the solar system. To solve the
problem of retrograde planetary motion (where the
planet appears to reverse its direction temporarily)
lie devised a complicated system of epicycles in which
the planet revolved around its own orbit. This representation of the solar system lasted almost 1400 years
until Copernicus advanced his unorthodox and hereti-

cal idea that the sun was the center of the solar
system.

Causes of the Seasons
Does the revolution of the earth around the sun
cause the seasons?
No, not primarily, at least not seasons as we know
them. If the axis of the earth were vertical to the
plane of its orbit there would probably be seasonal
change only on the basis of latitude and not in connetimi with the revolution of the earth around the
sun.

The earth is nearly :3 million miles closer to the sun

in the winter so distance cannot be the reason for
seasonal change.
Without the
tilt of the earth's axis, seasons as
we know them wcmid hot exist.

How does the tilt of the earth's axis cause the
seasons?
Because of the tilt of the earth's axis there is a
positi,al along the orbital path when the north point
of the axis is inclined most toward the sun. This takes.
place on June 22nd (summer solstice, see Figure 3.1)

and the rays of the sun shine down on the northern
hemisphere most directly. To a person at latitude
231:2
N the sun appears directly overhead. The line
indicating this latitude on a map is called the Tropic
of Cancer. Figure 3.1 also shows that the rays of the
sun shine 2:3! s past the north pole so that all areas
within this area, that is 66t:2 N latitude or greater

have sunshine for 2-4 hours (Midnight sun) on June
22nd, the first day of summer in the Northern latitude.
On this date the sou i, ;ts far north as it will get. The
66'2 N latitude line is called the Arctic Circle.
Tlw summer situation is reversed six months later,
on December _22nd. when the earth is opposite the
slimmer solstice position. Now at the winter solstice
it is the Arctic Circle that has a 24 hour night and the
Antarctic Circle has the 24 hour day or midnight sun.
At latitude 231:2 S. the Tro Pie of Capricorn, the sun
is directly overlica1 at noon. The Northern Hemisphere is having winter while it is summer in the
Southern Hemisphere. Pefer to figure :3.2. At this
time we are having short days and long nights as less
than lull of the Northern Hemisphere is lighted. The
combination of short days and very oblique rays from
the sin] result in less heat being absorbed by the earth
and our cold winter season results.
As seen in figure :3.3 there are two positions of the
earth alon't its orbit, each midway between the summer and xyinter solstices, where the sun appears to
be in the direction of the equator. On these days the
axis of the earth is tilted neither toward nor away
from the sun. Every place on the earth receives 12
hours of sunlight and 12 hours of darkness because
exactly half of both the hemispheres are lighted by
the sun. These points, where the sun appears directly

THE PLANET EARTH

ARCTIC CIRCLE

ARCTIC CIRCLE

ws4,),,s.
TROPIC OF
CANCER

ANTARTIC CIRCLE
THE EARTH ON JUNE 22

ANTARTIC CIRCLE
THE EARTH ON DECEMBER 22
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SUMMER SOLSTICE

JUNE 21 OR 22

AUTUMNAL EQUINOX
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Figure :1.3

,,\t ilicad at the cquat,
and di,.

Ire called the Vernal I spring:
fall equinox. Equinox

the portions of the, earth that Lave the greatest effect
upon the climate of a rc,,ion have thaNved out as
ti

This warming tip con-

means -equal

much

if 1 are closest to the sun in %inter. mid 411 this
the Southern Ilemisplitre is having stimnitr.
t"

tinues pant the date 01 the slimmer solstice and usually occurs for Us
lake\vise. the coldest part of the year is not at the
\viliter solstice. ('Stn th(111,11 this iS the time of least
insulation. bcause' the land and ocean areas, having

this distance

IOC!.

fatior make their summer

Narmer than ours?
.11t1i,ne,11 one

splicne scasltli
r.

111C.410

eyect the Southern Ilemi-

lu lie more. ...i.vere. both summer and

arca ,ind other Iiipographical
tilt larger
.,rater
t nil their sas,;iis than the

icatiirc., 11 ivt.

Iron) the. suns

Since the earth receives a maxitoutn 1111101111i Of

solar 4Ittrg on June 22nd wily is this not the
hottest fla. of the so:inner?
ill, amount of brat 'vita\ cd bc the earth is called
t, insolatiun. \Itholczli the insolation is t4reatest nn
the first dav nl slut 'ler. and ilccre:ises thereafter. you

rianciliber that from the preceding winter the
NoJlicin Ilcii isplicre. has cooled onsiderAl and

t O.

retained ,tine heat from the previous summer, are
still «ioling elo\vn. They generally reach their lowest
temperatures h\ the end of January.

The PreiSS. al Effect
\\ hat effei
t has prtcess

(111011 our daily lives?

Precession Las virtually no effect upon us clue to

the evtrentelv loir, time, 2000 years, that it

takes

to complete one cycle. It is a motion comparable to
top. flu gyration of the
C.111,('S the north celestiai 1)1)1(' to describe'
earth's
This
.1 circle, on the celestial sphere. (see figure 3..1 1.

the vobble of .1

(1e-

\\ ill, in 12.000 years. cause the bright star Vega to
},,,;Ille the pole star. .\ cliale..ta, in our seasonal constellations \\ ill also result. Orion. .1 winter constella-

,rraduan\
Ilk 2-,r.t,111,11 kvarinilig up process continues until

lion !or the t\ventietli entlin.. 55 ill be visible in the
summer .k I3.00() years from no5v. This will not

ha, re, cik,I Tapia. amounts 111 sniAv :end ice. 1)itring

priti,

insoltititi in( rcses and
,,b)55

up.

\

the snt)\.

S1AR ON MERIDIAN

JAN. 2

ON MERIDIAN

JAN. 1
MERIDIAN

Figure 3.5

Diagram illustrating solar versus sidereal day.

local meridians for an observer at N. However, beFigure 3, t

l'reces,

of the Earth', axis.

cause the earth has moved along its orbit from point A

to B while it rotated, the sun is not yet on the observer meridian, but is still slightly to the east. At

affect our t

, 1 S 11 I

the constellrations Will Challo..:C.

flic cause of this motion k due to the gravitational
attraition of the sun and the 1111)011 111)011 the equatorial bulge of the earth, which is :27 miles greater
than its polar diameter. as they try to 1)1111 it into line

with the plane of the ecliptic. As you have seen the
earths equator and thus its equatorial bulge, is inclined 231.) to the plane of the earth's orbit.

The Different Kinds of Days
Although the day has keen defined as one rotat of the earth. aren't there different kinds of

days"?

There .ire different kinds of days: however, all are
based on the rotation of the earth. The difference results in what object you select as your reference point.
I.
the
.1; a reference point we have the "solar day" \vhich is the interval from one Noon (sun on
celestial meridian to the nest. or from one sunrise to

the ne\t. This unit of time proves to be of 111lillIal
alld din., not represent
complete rotation of
the earth. No \Y;itC11 Call keep solar time. A study of
figure :3.5 will show why this variation exist.. Let us

start our solar (lay when the earth N at position A,
with the .101 on the meridian ( noon I Of
observer
at point \ 110 the earth. Since celestial distances are
.1 gnat it can he assumed that all parallel lines will
point to the same spot on the celestial sphere: therefore, if lino . \S i; c\tended points to the same location
as line BC among a star on the celestial sphere.
After the earth has made (rie rotation in respect to
the star position B the same star will be On the

this point the earth has completed one "celestial day"
( sidereal day ), but to complete a solar day it must
turn one degree more to bring the sun again above
the saine meridian.
In other words, a solar day is slightly longer (approximately
degree) than a complete rotation of
the earth with respect to a star. A year having about
:305 days and a circle having :360 degrees the daily
motion of tli earth in its orbit is roughly one degree.
This one degree angle. ASH, is the same as the alternate interior angle. SBC, over and above the 360 degrees through which the earth must turn to complete
a solar day making its total solar revolution 361 degrees. Because it takes the earth about four minutes
to turn through one degree a solar day is, therefore,
1

about four minutes (3"' 56'1 longer than a sidereal
day.

A solar day is longer than a sidereal day by one
part in :365. In units of solar time, one sidereal day
is exactly 23 hours 56 minutes 1091 seconds. The pe-

riod of rotation of the earth with respect to the stars
is exactly 3 hours 23 minutes 4.099 seconds.
The sidereal clock, used by astronomers, is regulated to run 3 minutes 56 seconds faster per day than
an ordina-v clock. Thus the gain of sidereal clock in
the period of a 111all solar Year will amount to 24
hours. On about September 22nd. the sidereal clock
and .1 mean solar clock will be ill agreement. From
this date one can estimate his local sidereal time corresponding to a given time zone to within a few minutes. Local sidereal time is the local hour angle of
the vernal equinox.

Our (tail\ lives ,tre regulated by die sun, not the
"Iithit)v. therefore; for the vast majority of
pc,ple sidereal time is of little value
interest.
Sint ft' the 1)0,111011 01 a ,tar hi the sky \\ill' respect to
the observer's meridian is directly related to the
sidereal time. every observatory maintains clocks

\\hid) read sidereal tinit). For a further discussion
of its use in locating celestial objects see the section
ou 1)etermination of Local Sidereal Time and 1)ireeHons for l'sing the Starfiltder in the Teacher reference
section at the back Of tills 1.411ide.

Solar vs. Sidereal Tithe
If the orbital Nelocity of the earth varies in accord

at 5:00 p.m. standard time, it is light until 9:0() p.m.
davlig,ht saving time. It is not practit..ai to retain this
,s stem in \\ inter for if the clock rein.tined ahead one
hour in 1)ecembe it \voillt! still be dark in many parts
of the I onntry at 7::30 1.111. \\lien most people are on
their way to work.

Since there are solar and sidereal days it would
seem that there should be different months and
even years. Are there?
N'es, however. the term used tor a complete revolution of the moon about* the earth, with respect to the
sun, is 29'2 days and is called a synodic month.

The period of revolution of the moon about the

111f1.1 this affect the

earth with respect to the stars is 271:3 days and is the
sidereal month.

The 501ar (1aV (l0('S Vary ill it'11,q11 by a few seconds

In regard to years there are three kinds of years.
The period of revolution of the earth around the sun
with reference to the stars is called the sidereal year
and is :365 days 6 hours 9 minutes 1 seconds or

with Kepler's See1/1111 1.111. '{s

length of a solar day?
,ind these at cumulate to
eral minutes after a few
das. .11ter the invention of ;Lt.-curate tionpiees it
became necessary to abandon the apparent solar day
as the limilamental Wilt of time. Otherwise, all clocks

voolit have to be adjusted to rim at a different rate
every day.

()lir clocks today keep mean solar time \\nch is an
average length of the apparent solar day. In other
kvords. mean solar time is just apparent solar time
averaged out to be liniform.
The difference betkvecti the two can annuilafe to
about 17 minutes and is called the egnation of time.
1)iie to the irregaila rate of apparent solar time the
relation to meat) solar time may be alicad of or behind mean solar time. \\lien the equation of time is
positive it is ahead of inan solar time. The equation
of time is often plotted on globes of the earth as a
nomogram, shaped like a figure S and located in the
region of the South Pacific Ocean.

:36.5.2564 mean solar days.

The period of revolution of the earth with respect
to the VCrlial equinox, that is, in respect to the beginning of the various seasons, is called the tropical year.
Its length is 36.5 days 5 hours -IS minutes 46 seconds
or :365.2-121 19 mean solar days. Our calendar is based
upon this year so that it keeps in step with the seasons.

The anomalistic year is the third type of year and
consists of the interval between two successive perihelion passages of the earth. Its length is 365 days 6
hours 13 minutes 5:3 seconds or :365.2596 mean solar
days.

This differs from the sidereal year because the major axis of the earth's orbit revolves due to perturbations caliscd by the other planets.

Since each location along any east-west line would

Ilefereneet4

actually have a time that is unique to their It)ea-

Pollard, II. ( 1966). Alatliematical Intro. to Celestial

1 iort. how is this regulated?
The time We have on our watches is the local Mean
time of the central meridian of whatever time zone we
are located in. 1:-istern Standard time is tin' local

.1lechanis. Prentice-H.111.

liyabov, Y. (1961). Elementary Celestial Alrelianics.
1)oyer,

Smart, \ \',

S. (

Cchstia/ .1/ehattis. \Viley.

nicall time of the 75th meridian.

flow is daylight saving thne worked ()tit?

Ti IE MOON

So th.it we ohly make maximum use of the am000t
our \vorlsiuLt hours most states, as
\yell as many foreign nations. established the practice
of daylight saving time. \Ve simply agree ("hat on the

Ilajor 'Topics Explored
of the Morn
CliaraC1Criti11(5 nl 1111. \1001i
Hi\
Veasuring the Distance to the \loon

last Sunday in .\pril at 2:00 a.m. the clocks are set

\loon liri,litness

ahead one hour. This first day has only 2:3 hours; how-

Rotation 111(1 Bey() Aim)
Eclipses
Tides

ever. the -lost- hour is retained in a 25 hour day
%liell we set our clocks hack one hour. Thus, on a
summer eveitin,, when it would nOrinall: sZrow dark
52

Phases

What is the origin of the moon?
It?
'Ho' best estimate of the origin of the moon at the
present time. prior to the analysis of lunar material

brought back to earth by the Apollo 11 and 12 Missions, is that it formed from the condensation of the

same material that formed the earth and the other
planes.

What physical characteristics are known about the moon?
The following, table gives the physical characteristic's of tile moon:
Physical C:haracteristics

Compared to the Earth

size-2159.51 miles in dia.
b. shape---Polate spheroid (football)
axis pointed toward earth
c. shape of orbit-ellipse
a.

1.

\lass --S.I

x

long

ellipse

10I" tons

1,1 of 6.6 x 102' tons

r. surface gravity-1, of earth
f. velocity of escape-1,'1 miles per see.

1

atmosphere--trace
110',111 distance from earth-238,857 miles

h.

about
oblate spheroid

about 7 miles per second
abundant

from center Of earth to center of moon,
1

mile

Flow is the distance to the moon measured?
The most accurate distance determination has been
made by Hsi'', a laser. The interval of time between
the instant a laser beam is broadcast to the moon and
the instant it is reflected hack can be determined to
\\ Alin a few millionths of a second. "me distance is
the speed ul the laser i speed of light) multiplied 1))
half the time rl .(iiiirt .( 1 by the round till).
Student's max. do .1 simple experiment winch will

.(r.

Firsoff, V. A. ( 1959), Strange World of the Moon.
New York: Basic Books.
King, Henry C. ( 1966), The World of the Moon.
1'. H. Crowell Co.
Kuiper, C. P. (ed.) ( 1(X 2), The Moon, Meteorites
and Comets. University of Chicago Press.
7. P. (1954 ), Our Moon. Muller, London.
.

1..

(1958), Earth, Moon and Planets.

1:rosse..

lox them to calculate the diameter of the moor ai the
mean distance from the earth to 7,1(101.
wn. Hold

What are the basic motions of the moon?

.1 round pelted of diameter 11 1 inch,
x%itli the t,ao 111

The moon revolves around the earth from west fo
east in a period of 27'3 (lays. Since this takes place

diameter of the 11101111 in 1111ic.: the t.(plation

while the earth is revolving around the sun, the moon
also revolves around the sun. The plane of the moon's
orbit is inclined 5 degrees to the plane of the earth's

-.11 line of sight

aild measure the distance x (inches
Iron! the ee to the part of the pencil closest to the
ex e %Olen the moon's disk is just eclipsed. II I) is the

orbit around the sun. This Nvill be shown to be of
great importance later in explaining how eclipses

can be solved for I).

occur.

'11),(100

x

The period of rotation of the moon is the same as

Why does the moon Lipietir so bright?
NVIiilt the 111111111 is the brightest ol)ject in the skx
it absorb, most of the sunlight it receives, reflecting

its pe:iod of revolution-7' days. This is the same
as sayint.:= that it makes a complete rotation on its

iinly .1 small part toxvard the earth. if tilt' !MOM (1111(1
the
1.11111 t
it receives it svonld appeal 1-1
times
might as it does no's. The fact that it is the
closet 1iei'2,111Air we have makes it appear so bright.

earth. The result is to have the SallIC side of the moon

facing the earth at all times.
Actlially we call see approximatel 59 per cent of
the surface of the moon due to its rocking motions or
librations.

Itelerences
\Ittr.
T. II. ( :to
(:Corks
\.
11.11 per.

axis in Cie same time as it revolves once around the

l'ictorial (:nnle to the .11oon.

1'167 1.

(.

What part does the

play in producing

eclipses?
1').5 1

1,

vidoration

11'mm.

An eclipse occurs \\lin either the earth or moon
en( Holders the other's shadow in space. Usually the
88

shadow cast by the earth or moon falls upon no other
natural body in space, however, should the 1110011 pass

int.) the shadow of the earth .1 limar eclipse results
See figure :3.6). This takes place during the full moon
phase and to cause a total lunar eclipse tlw moon must
pass completely into the shadow of the earth.
The shadow cast by the earth or ;noon consists of a

completely dark inner cone called the umbra and a
semi-darkened surrounding cone called the penumbra. When the moon passes completely into either
the umbra or penumbra the eclipse is total. In this
case if the moon does not enter the umbra it is known
as a penumhral eclipse. If the moon does not completely enter the penumbra it is a partial lunar eclipse.

A lunar eclipse can be viewed by all persons who
are located On the night side of the earth. For this
reason a large number of people have seen eclipses
01 the moon.
Since the path of the moon around the earth is tilted
five degrees to the plane of the earth's orbit around the

sun the moon does not pass into the shadow of the
earth at each hill moon phase.
[low are solar eclipses caused?
During a total solar eclipse, the umbra! portion of
the shadow of the moon touches the earth. This can
happen only during the new 1110011 phase. The moon
completely covers the NW/. ( See figure 3.7 and Plate
:3.2.)

Only (hose people within the narrow hand of

MOON'S ORBIT
UMBRA

EARTH'S SHADOW

PENUMBRA

Figure

SUN

)

3.6

Lunar Eclipse.

859,000 MI.
MOON'S ORBIT

.

FULL MOON
ECLIPSED IN

EARTH'S UMBRA

Figure 3.7

St

Solar Eclipse.

PENUMBRA

A tidal Imlge is also produced on the opposite side

of the earth. This is generally explained as being
caused by the lessened gravitational pull on the water
on the far side which permits the force caused by the
rotation of the earth to move the water outward from
the surface. There are two tidal bulges: a direct tide
on the side facing the moon and On opposite title on
the side facing away from the moon.
These tidal bulges follow the moon as it moves
.nsonnd the earth and, combined with the rotation of
the earth, produce two high tides every 24 hours and
50 minutes.

Why doesn't the sun produce an affect upon the
l'Itue 3.2

Solar Eclipse of March 10, 1970.

the innbral ,diadow will see a total eclipse of the sun.
Thl LISt total solar eclipse visible from the continental
United States was \larch 7, 1970 and the next will not
be until 1 9 7 9 Only those people within the narrow
band of the umbral shadow which will cross the state
.

of \Vashington will be able to witness totality. Less
than 17 of the total population of the earth have seen
.1 total eclipse of the sun.
Those people outside of the path of the umbra, and
still within the path of the penumbra, would witness
a partial eclipse. The motion of the moon in its orbit
and the rotational speed of the earth combines to
move the shadow across the surface of the earth at a
speed such that totality never lasts more than 7 minutes at any given location.

oceans of the earth?
The gravitational attraction of the sun does raise
tidal bulges in the oceans of the earth. These titles
are very small because the gravitational attraction of
the sun is opiite weak because of its great distance
from the earth.
Twice cai month the sun and the moon are in a
direct line with the earth (at full 1110011 and new
111(1011 ) and their forces combine to produce unusually

high titles called spring tides. The word -spring- bears
no relation to the season of the year. (See figure 3.8.)
During the first and last quarter phases of the
11)0011,
and 11100/1 arts at right angles to each

other so that their gravitational forces are not combined. .\t this time their gravitational forces arc minimal and unusually low tides are produced which are
called neap titles. (Sets figure :3.9.)

affect the tides on the earth?
The mutual gravitational attraction between the
aloe': the

earth .oul the moon causes the water On the earth to

he pulled toward the moon. This tidal bulge is a
direct result of the moon's gravitational attraction.
See figure 3.8.)

MOON

Figure 3.8

Iligh Tides.

Figure 3.9

Neap Titles.
S5

How are the different phases of the moon pro-

two weeks and the amount of lighted half which we

duced?

see

If the moon produced light of its own if would
appear as a full moon at all times. Since the moon,
like the earth, produces no light of its own what we
see is the area lighted by the sun. Because it is approximately spherical in shape the sun can only illuminate one-half of the moon at any one time. The
revolution of the moon around the earth and its own
rotation serve to cause the lighted half to change constantly. The varying amount of the moon's light half

that' can be seen from the earth we have called its
phases. (See figure 3.10.)

From new moon to full moon takes approximately

is increasing. The moon is said to be waxing.
From full moon to new moon again takes approximately two weeks and the lighted half which we are

able to see is decreasing. The moon is said to be
waning.

At IleW moon the entire unlighted half of the moon

is facing the earth and we see nothing. At the crescent .phases only a small edge of the lighted half can
be seen. At the quarter phases the side of the moon
facing the earth is half lighted. At the gibbous phases
only a dark crescent remains unlighted. At full moon
the entire side facing the earth is lighted.

FIRST QUARTER

WAXING CRESCENT

WAXING GIBBOUS

C
-41

NEW

SUN'S RAYS

00
FULL
EARTH

4

Ar)
gIL)

WANING GIBBOUS

WANING CRESCENT

C
THIRD QUARTER
Figure 3.10 Phases of the Moon.
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THE SOLAR SYSTEM
Major Topics Explored

Members of the Solar System
Sun

Planets and Their Satellites
Comets
Asteroids
Meteoroids

Dust and Gas
Planetary Orbits
Life on Other Planet's
Origin of the Solar System

What termines whether an object is a member
of our solar system?
When one considers the mass of the sun compared

with the mass of the solar system, it practically is
the solar system. The sun comprises 99.86% of the
mass of the group of objects over which it has direct
gravitational control. All such objects are members
of the solar system.
Most of the material of the solar system which is
not part of the sun itself, 0.1:35% of the system's mass,

is concentrated in the planets. The nine known planets include Earth, the five planets known to the ancients: Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn:
together with the three which have been discovered
since the invention of the telescope: Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto.

In addition to the sun and planets, what else does
our solar system contain?
Other than the sun and the planes the next most
prominent members of the solar system are the satellites. Mercury, Venus, and Pluto have no known
satellites. Jupiter has twelve, Saturn ten, Uranus five,

Neptune and Mars each have two, and Earth one.
This gives a total of .32 tiny bodies which revolve
about their parent planets. They range in size from
roughly 5 miles in diameter ( Phobos of Mars) to
3000 or 3500 miles in diameter (Titan of Saturn).
They are all dead, airless worlds except Titan, which
has an atmosphere of the same poison gases found
on its parent planet, Saturn. The satellites comprise
0.0004% of the mass of the solar system.
Next in order of mass in the solar system are the
comets. More than a thousand have been observed
and an average of five to ten are discovered telescopically each year. Most of the newly discovered comets
have orbital periods of thousands and even millions
of years and have never been observed before in retory.
corded history.
The orbits of comets are very elongated ellipses and
they spend most of their time in the part of their orbit
that is very far from the sun. As a comet approaches

the sun, it warms up and some of the particles vaporize to form a cloud of gas or coma around the swarm
of particles.

The particles and surrounding coma

comprise the head of the comet. When within a few
astronomical units from the sun, the pressure of the
sun's radiation (solar wind) forces particles and gases
away from the head to form a tail which always points
away from the sun. The head of a comet may be from
10,000 to 100,000 miles across and the tail may extend

millions of miles. The mass of a typical comet is
thought to be less than a billionthperhaps less than
a trillionththat of the earth, therefore, they are extremely flimsy entities. Little is known about their
origin although it has been hypothesized that there
may be a vast cloud of a hundred billion or so comets
surrounding the sun at a distance of trillions of miles.
Comets are estimated to comprise 0.000:3% of the mass
of the solar system.

Next in order of decreasing mass are the minor
planets, also called either asteroids or planetoids,

which are orbiting the sun between the orbits of
Mars and Jupiter. Most of them are invisible to the
naked eve; however, tens of thousands of them are
probably large enough to observe with existing telescopes. Ceres, the largest minor planet, has a diameter

just under 500 miles. Most are only a mile or so in
diameter. These minor planets make up approximately 0.0000003% of the mass of the solar system.

Approximately of equal mass with the minor planets arc the meteoroids. These very tiny particles, too
small to observe as they travel in their orbits, only
make their presence known when they collide with
the earth's atmosphere, heat up by friction, and va-

porize. The luminous vapor produced looks like a
star moving across the sky, hence the name "shooting star". The correct term is meteor.
The total number of meteoroids that collide with
the earth's atmosphere has been estimated at 200 million during a 24 hr. period.

Should a meteoroid enter our atmosphere it becomes a meteor and shOld this meteor survive its
flight and land upon the earth's surface it is then
called a meteorite. The largest known meteorites have

masses of about 50 tons. Most are the size of small
pebbles. One of the most famous meteorite craters
in this country is the Barringer Crater in Arizona.
The final, and most tenuous part, of the solar system
is the interplanetary medium. It makes up less than
0.0000001% of the mass of the solar system and is the
part about which we know the least. The two components of the interplanetary medium are the interplanetary dust and the interplanetary gas.

The interplanetary dust might be considered as
87

a sparse general

distribution of micrometeorites

throughout the solar system, or at least throughout
the main disc that contains the orbits of the planets.
The effect of these particles can be seen on a dark,
clear night as a faint band of light circling the sky

Third Law: For any planet the ratio of the cube
of its mean distance from the sun to the square
of its period of revolution is equal to that ratio
for any other planet. This simple algebraic expression can be used to determine the period of

along the ecliptic. This band of light is brightest near
the sun and can be seen best in the west a few hours
after sunset or in the east a few hours before sunrise.
At times it can be seen as a comnitAe band across the

Jupiter if its distance is expressed in astronomical
units as t 5.6 A.U.:
Earth
Jupiter

southern sky and because it follows the ecliptic or

The cube of 5.2 being 140.6 the period of Jupiter should be the square root of 140.6, or just
under 12 years. This agrees with observational

zodiac it is called the Zodiacal light. Spectrographic

analysis indicates it to be reflected sunlight and on
this basis if is assumed to be due to the reflection
from microscopic solid particles.

Some of the Zodiacal light from regions near the
sun has characteristics which indicate it comes from
atoms or electrons of gas. This suggests the presence
of interplanetary gas spread throughout the solar system. Evidence in favor of this conclusion also comes
from space probes which have contained instruments
to measure rapidly moving atoms and charged atomic
particles. Further support comes from high altitude

rockets carrying cameras which can photograph in
the far ultraviolet region of the spectrum. These photographs show a point illumination apparently emitted
by hydrogen gas high in the atmosphere or in interplanetary space. Finally, the tails of comets indicate
the presence of a gaseous medium producing a drag
upon the tails as they move through space.
The density of the interplanetary medium is prob-

ably not less than a hundred or so atoms per cubic
inch and not in excess of a few thousand per cubic
inch. This is a much more nearly perfect vacuum
than can be produced in any terrestrial laboratory.
planetary Orbits
Why do planets in a solar system travel in orbits
about the sun?
Johannes Kepler-in 1619 first defined three rules,
based on the observation of Tycho Brahe, which describe planetary behavior. Kepler's three laws summarized are:

First Law: Each planet moves around the sun in
an orbit that is an ellipse with the sun at one
focus. (The planet's distance from the sun is,
therefore. changing constantly.)

Second Late: (The Law of Areas) A straight line
joining a planet and the sun sweeps out equal
areas in space in equal intervals of time. (This

(5.23/p2)

evidence.

What keeps the planets in their orbits?
Although Kepler's three laws describe planetary
motion they do not explain why planets maintain
relatively fixed orbits. It remained for Newton in
1687 to explain this question with the formulation of
his Law of Universal Gravitation which states: Every
molecule of matter in the universe attracts, and is at-

tracted by, every other molecule. The force of this
attraction depends upon the mass of the particles and
the distance between them.
I111

This is expressed mathematically as F = G

1110

(12

The force, F is between two bodies of masses m1
and tn.., and separated by a distance of d. G is a
number called the "constant of gravitation" whose
value has to be determined experimentally by the
laboratory measurement of the attractive force between two material bodies. Stated another way the
force of attraction between any two objects in space
varies directly as the product of their masses, and inversely as the square of the distance between them.
The gravitational attraction between the sun and
the planets results in the orbital motion of the planets
about the sun.
While it should be noted that Newtonian mechanics had to be corrected in relation to t' theory of

relativity and the quantum theory, we should not
jump to the conclusion that Newton .vas wrong.
Natural laws are the means by whic; science attempts to describe nature, not explain it. The laws
of Newton do an excellent job of des ribing a wide

stantly changing and when a planet is at perihelion ( point of its orbit closest to the sun ), it
travels fastest; when it is at aphelion (point of

range of phenomena; however, it is at mistake to apply them to situations that are ontsi, their range of
validity. The laws of science give ,; a model of the
universe and as long as their mo 4,.4 accurately describes nature, it is not an incorre, one. The simple
Principles of Newtonian mech. :Ls are within the
grasp of most high school Y'Aidents and give an

its orbit farthest from the sun ), it travels slowest.

amazingly accurate represen:ation of most natural

means- that the orbital velocity of a planet is con-
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phenomena to the degree that they serve their pur-
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Life on Other Planets
Is there life on other planets?
While we cannot rule out the possibility of

Planets and Satellites

life

processes which are unknown to its we have no evidence fur their existence and, therefore, must confine
our speculation to those conditions under which
known life forms can exist.
Only the planets Venus, Earth, and Mars have conditions under which we could even remotely imagine
life to exist.

Among the countless billions of stars in the universe we have no reason to assume that there are not
a large number of planets, and that some of these
planets would have conditions approximating those

on earth. We can only speculate on whether life
abounds in the universe, or is unique to the earth.

Origin of the Solar System
How did the solar system form?
A great many theories have been advanced to try
to explain the origin of the solar system. Most of
them can be classed into two general categories
(1) Chamberlin, Moulton, Jeans, and Jeffreys were
among those who postulated that a passing star
pulled material out of our sun from which the planets were formed; (2) Kant, and later Laplace, suggested that the sun and planets formed from the same
cloud of cosmic gas and dust.
Most modern theories favor the second mechanism
chiefly because of the expected rarity of such a close
stellar encounter and also because all the planets revolve in the same direction with orbits in nearly the
same plane.
One can speculate that the original cloud of matter

that formed the solar system was much larger than
the orbit of the' most distant planet. It also must have

had a slight rotation. As this cloud contracted, it
rotated faster and faster to conserve angular momen-

Most of the entire mass contracted to form a
dense core which became the sun. A small fraction
of the material, in the form of a disk, was left behind
to form the planets and their satellites.
A mechanism by which the planets were formed
was suggested by C. F. Von Weizsacker in the mid
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1940's, later modified by Kuiper, and is known as the
protoplanet hypothesis. According to this theory the

protoplanets were condensations that developed in
the rotating disk. The planets formed in the denser
portion of these condensations and the satellites from
smallor sub-condensations.
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THE NEAREST STAROUR SUN

is the photosphere. This is the level at which the sun
becomes opaqw. (See Figure 3.11.) As a precaution
one should not look directly at the sum at any time,
especially with binoculars or a telescope, even if

Major Topics Explored
Physical Characteristics
Composition

filters are used. The amount of heat absorbed by
filters has been known to crack them, and if this

Determination of Composition
Expected Life of Sun
Nuclear Energy Production

What does the sun look like to the astronomer?
Seen with the proper equipment many features of
the sun which are invisible to the naked eye are

should happen while observing, blindness could result. The only safe means of viewing the sun with
a telescope is by projecting the image upon a surface.
Dark blotches which appear on the photosphere
are severe "storms" called sunspots. The number of
sunspots seen varies regularly over a period of 11.1
years. At maximum sunspot activity streams of
charged particle's (probably protons) are ejected
which are believed to be responsible for the "magnetic storm" which interrupts radio transmission and
produces auroral displays here on earth.
The next layer outward is the chromosphere which
prior to the invention of the coronograph could be
seen only during a total solar eclipse. This reddish
colored zone is about 5000 miles thick with a rather
indistinct tipper boundary.
The outermost layer identified by astronomers as
part of the solar atmosphere is the corona which extends at least a million miles beyond the photosphere.
This pearly-greenish layer has a temperature of at
least a million degrees Kelvin; however, it must be

present. What appears to us as the surface of the sun

widerstood that because of the low density of the

how does it compare physically with other stars?
Essentially, our sun is a yellow star, average in all
characteristics. It is 860010 miles in diameter with

a mass of :333.490 earth-masses. The volume of the
sun is more than I million times the earth's volume.
The composition of the sun is approximately 90% hydrogen and 67 hellion with the remaining
being
made up of the remaining 64 of the 92 natural elements which astronomers have identified as existing
on the sun. Pressure' at the center readies millions
of tons \Odle the interior temperatures reach 95 million degrees Fahrenheit. The surface of the sun averages 10,000 degrees F. except for sunspots which are
approximately 7,000 degrees F.

CHROMOSPHERE
CORONA

ZONE OF RADIATION

1/4411tb

CENTRAL CORE

TEMPERATURE 15,000,000 C

Figure 3.11
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Layers of the Sun.

PHOTOSPHERE

corona it does not contain much active heat despite
the high temperature,

By what means does the astronomer determine the
composition of the sun?
The French philosopher, August Comte, published
a hook in 1835 in which he stated that while astronomers c,nlId determine "the shapes, distances, sizes,
and nmtions" of planets and stars, "whereas never, by
any means, will we be able to study their chemical
compositions (as) their mineralogic structure . . ."
Astronomers proved him wrong.
It had long been known that colors were produced

rotation, turbulence, the presence of magnetic fields,
and the existence of shells of ejected gases.
As a basic introduction to spectroscopy students
should observe various light sources, such as Geissler
tubes which show emission lines. A simple shoe box

spectroscope can be constructed for t:iis purpose.
(See figure 3.12.) Inexpensive hand spectroscopes are
available from scientific supply houses at low cost.
SPECTROSCOPE

when white light was passed through a prism but
prior to Newton it was thought that the glass produced the color. Newton used a prism to produce a
spectrum and then recombined the various colors by
reflecting them by mirrors u0on a screen. When recombined, die result was white light which indicated
that the glass prism had not caused the colors, but
had only separated them out from white light.
To Newton the solar *system appeared as a band
of colors; however, in 1802, William Wollaston observed several (lark lines running across the solar
spectrun. He explained these lines as boundaries between colors. Later, in 1814-15, Joseph Fratinhofer
made a more careful examination of the solar specrum and found 600 such dark lines. Of these 600
lines, he noted the specific positions, or the wavelengths, of 3.24 of them. To the more pronounced of
the lines he assigned letters of the alphabet increasing from the red to the violet end of the spectrum.
Today several of these lines in the solar spectrum
are still referred to by the letters assigned them by
Fraimhofer.

The full significance of the Frannhofer lines was
not understood until in 1862 several scientists, Sir
George Gabriel Stokes in Cambridge, Anders Jons
Angstnun in Upsala, and Bernard Leon Foucult in
Paris had noticed that the 1) line, which was an especially pronounced double line in the yellow section of

the solar spectrum, could be produced by heating
sodium. Did this mean that there is sodium in the
sun? In giving an affirmative answer to this question
an absolutely undreamed of possibility became a reality: chemical analysis of a body from a distance of
93 million miles.

The spectroscope, a device which separates white
light into various colors, was further refined and.development of special analysis was perfected by Gustav
Adolf Kirchoff and Hobert Wilhelm Bunsen,
The spectra of stars gives us such information as
temperature, pressure. the presence of particular elemenk and their relative abundance, radial velocity,

DEFRACTION GRATING TAPED
OVER ONE INCH EYEHOLE

TWO RAZOR BLADES TAPED EDGE TO

EDGE OVER 1" BY 1W' SLOT IN BOX

Figure 3.12

Shoe Box Spectroscope.

How long will the sun continue to provide the energy needed for life in our solar system?
Some astronomers place the age of the sun at 5
billion years and estimate that it will last approximately an equal length of time.
Our sun and the vast majority of other stars are in
a "steady state". This is to say that they are neither
expanding nor contracting. A Londitior of equilibrium exists so that all forces are balanced and at each
point within the star the temperature, pressure, den-

are being maintained at constant values.
Basically the tremendous gravitational force which
tends to collapse a star is exactly balanced by a force
sity, etc.

from within.

Nuclear Energy Production
The temperature which exists in stars are such that
all chemical elements are vaporized to gases. The energy production from within the sun, which serves to
support the weight of the surrounding gases, comes
from two different series of nuclear reactions. In
either, hydrogen is eventually changed to helium under the conditions prevailing in stellar interiors. The
carbon cycle involves collisions between the nuclei of
hydrogen and carbon. In successive collisions with
hydrogen nuclei (protons), a carbon nucleus is built
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up into nitrogen and then into oxygen, which in turn
disintegrates back into a carbon nucleus and a helium
nucleus.

The other nuclear reaction is the proton-proton
chain. Protons collide directly to form, first, deuterium nuclei (heavy hydrogen) which, after further
collisions with protons are transformed into nuclei of
it

light form of helium. These light helium nuclei

collide with each other to form ordinary helium.
It is believed that in the sun and other less luminous stars, the proton-proton chain accounts for most
of the nuclear energy, while in more luminous stars
the carbon cycle is the most effective means.
These nuclear reactions occur deep in the interior
of a star and produce mostly electromagnetic radiaCon at very short wavelengthsin the form of X-rays
and gamma rays. Before this energy reaches.the surface, it is absorbed and remitted by various atom_ a

great number of times. By the time the original
X-rays and gamma rays reach the surface of the sun
they have been converted to the photons of lower
energy and longer wavelength which we actually observe leaving the star.
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Locating Celestial Objects
To locate an object on the celestial sphere,, the astronomer must know his location, the local sidereal
time, right ascension and declination of the object.
It is probably not wise fo teach the intricacies of the
coordinate systems to the average student, but a

knowledge of sidereal time will enable the student
and teacher to use a starfinder and a celestial globe
in identifying stars and constellations. The use of the
setting circles on a telescope also requires some
knowledge of coordinate systems. Planetarium teachers must also be familiar with locating objects in order to set up their equipment properly. A complete
description of coordinate systems, celestial globe, and
starfinder follows.

COORDINATE SYSTEMS
Horizon Systems of Coordinates
(Refer to Celestial Sphere Diagram)
By the celestial sphere we mean the whole sky, or

the imaginary surface on which the stars, planets,
etc., seem to be located. The center of this sphere is
the center of the earth. Because the earth is so small

in proportion to the size of the sphere, we usually
consider the center of the earth to be at the same
point as the observer.
In the horizon system of coordinates, the point on
the celestial sphere directly overhead the observer is
the zenith. (See figure 3.13.) The point directly be-

low is the nadir. These points may be located precisely by means of a plumb line. The great circle on
the celestial sphere, midway between the zenith and
nadir with the observer at its center, is called the
astronomical horizon. A great circle starting at the
zenith, passing through an object and the nadir, is
called a vertical circle and is perpendicular to the
astronomical horizon.

The coordinates of an object in the horizon system
of coordinates are azimuth and altitude. The astronomer usually measures azimuth from the north point
on the horizon, eastward around the horizon circle,
to the point where the vertical circle through the star
meets the horizon. Thus the east point on the ho'izon

circle has an azimuth of 90', the west pop c, 270°.
The symbol for azimuth is Z,,. Starting on the horizon, the angular distance measured upward along the

vertical circle, passing through the star to the star
itself, is called the altitude of the star. Thus a star
midway between zenith and horizon would have altitude 45 . Objects below the horizon may be specified

to have negative altitudes. The symbol for altitude
is h,

Na

Figure 3..13

CELESTIAL SPHERE

Latitude of observer equals the elevation of P. or P.
L.S.T.

MmT

R.A.

TT

Dec.

TB

L.H.A.

Azimuth
Altitude

MmT
NR
RB

(Note: the arcs, as. indicated above, are for this sketch only)
Abbreviations
Na

E.
P.
P.

N
S

V.C.

H.C.
B

zenith
nadir

first point of Aries (vernal equinox)

north ecliptic pole
south ecliptic pole
north celestial pole
south celestial pole
north point of horizon
south point of horizon
vertical circle
hour circle
celestial body

P.G

Greenwich meridian

P.ZMP.

observer's meridian (upper branch)

Hor.

celestial horizon
ecliptic
celestial equator
local hour angle
local sidereal time

Ec.
C.E.
L.H.A.
L.S.T.

T
R

w
Figure 3.13

foot of hour circle through B
foot of vertical circle through B
westward direction along C.E.

Celestial Sphere.
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P

Since each person, in effect, carries his own zenith
and horizon around with him, altitudes and azimuths

of objects will not be the same at all points on the
earth's surface. This is a disadvantage; but when the
horizon system of coordinates is used in conjunction
with the equator system of coordinates, it will be very
useful in describing the position of an object.

Equator System of Coordinates
In the equator system of coordinates (refer to figure

3.13), those points where the earth's axis prolong
intersects the celestial sphere are called the north
and south celestial poles. The celestial equator, a
great circle on the celestial sphere, is midway between the poles and may be thought of as the projection of the earth's equator onto the celestial sphere.
Looking down on the celestial equator from the north
celestial pole, we shall define a clockwise direction to
be a westward direction. A great circle drawn on the
celestial sphere from pole to pole and passing through
an object is called an hour circle. This hour circle
intersects the celestial equator at right angles.

The apparent path of the sun, called the ecliptic,
intersects the celestial equator at two points, called
the vernal equinox and the autumnal equinox. The
plane of the ecliptic makes an angle approximately
23%° with the plane of the celestial equator. The
symbol

Observer's Horizon

Polar Axis

Figure 3.14 Diagram indicating that the altitude (in degrees) of the north celestial pole, Pn, above

the observer's horizon is equal to the observer's latitude.

on the diagram denotes the vernal equinox.
Location of the vernal equinox will be discussed under sidereal time.
The coordinates of an object in the equator system

Sidereal Time

of coordinates are right ascension and declination.
The right ascension of an object is the angular dis-

the celestial sphere, the upper branch is the arc
P.ZP.
The local hour angle (L.H.A.) of an object is mea-

tance or length of arc measured from the vernal equinox eastward along the celestial equator to the foot of

the hour circle passing through the star, from 0° to
:360° or, as usually expressed, in time units of 0" to
24". Here 1 hour corresponds to 15°. We shall denote right ascension by the letters R.A. Starting at
the celestial equator, the angular distance measured
along the hour circle passing through the object to
the object itself is called the declination of the object. Stars north of the celestial equator have their
declinations marked N or -1-; those south have their
declinations marked S or -. We shall abbreviate declination by dec.

The upper branch of the observer's meridian is that
half between the poles which contains the zenith; the
lower branch is the opposite half. In the diagram of

sured along the celestial equator from the upper
branch of the observer's meridian (M) westward to
the foot of the hour circle through the object.
The local sidereal time (L.S.T.) is the local hour
angle of the vernal equinox. Thus the local sidereal
time serves to determine the positicM of the vernal
equinox on the celestial equator. Refe\r to figure 3.13.

Determination of Local Sidereal Time
A.

Latitude of the Observer Equals the Elevation of

P or P.
L

i.e., latitude of the observer is equal

to the elevation of P. The polar axis and the line
of sight from the observer to P,, may be considered
to be parallel (intersecting at infinity). Refer to figure 3.14.
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B.

See table giving approximate L.S.T. for 75° W.
longitude at 7 p.m., E.S.T. (See "Directions
for Using the Starfinder.") Correct for your
longitude. If you are east of 75°, add the difference between your longitude and 75° to the
given figure.
west of 75°, subtract the
difference.
A sidereal clock gains approximately 3m56"

daily over an ordinary clock. When it is midnight, i.e., 0" for an observer on or about September 22, it is also 0" sidereal time since the

vernal equinox is on the observer's meridian.
From this data one can estimate the L.S.T. corresponding to a given time zone to within a

Almanac for the year in question, find the
G.S.T. corresponding to the G.M.T. of 0"

few minutes.
C.

Accurate determination of L.S.T. (to within 1
second)
1. Select your zone time so that Z.T, ± Z.D. =

G.M.T. = 0".
Note: G.M.T. = U.T. (Universal Time).
Add the Z.D. (the integer number of hours
the central meridian of your zone is from
the Greenwich meridian) if you are in west
longitude; otherwise, subtract.
In the American Ephemeris and Nautical

3,

and date. ( G.S.T.
Greenwich hour angle
of the vernal equinox, or H.A. of First Point
of Aries.)
From the G.S.T. subtract your precise longitude if yon are in west longitude; otherwise,
add. You now have the L.S.T. corresponding to the Z.T. in step 1. Correct for pas-

sage of time, and remember to add 10"
additional for each hour of time past the
given Z.T. The reason for this is that a
sidereal clock gains 3"56" each clay over an
ordinary clock.

Example: Location: F. & M. Observatory, Lancaster, Pa., Lat. 40' N., Longitude 5" 05" 20" W.
Date and Time: Nov. 10, 1969; Z.T. 19" 30" 00"
Z.T.
19" 00" 008
Nov. 10, 1969
Z.D.

U.T. = G.M.T.

5

Longitude

00" 00" 00"
03" 19" 5P
05 05 20

L.S.T.

22" 14" 31"

G.S.T.

Nov. 11, 1969

(From Ephemeris for Nov. 11, 1969)
(Subtract)
(Corresponds to Z.T. 19" in Lancaster on Nov. 10)

30r°

05°

L.S.T.

22" 44" 36"

(Gain of Sidereal clock in 301")
(Corresponds to Z.T. 19" 30" in Lancaster On Nov. 10)

To illustrate the use of coordinate systems in describing the position of an object, let us consider an
example. (See figure 3.15.)

Figure 3.15

z

Nadir
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Wadir

Figure 3.16

Example: Where would you look for the variable
star Mira at the F. & M. Observatory,
Lancaster, Pa., Lat. 40° N., Longitude
5" 05"' 20' W. on Nov. 10, 1969 at 19" 30r"
zone time?
We obtain the following information
R.A. ( Mira )

02" 17"'8

Dec. (Mira) -03' 07'L.S.T. (as previously
calculated)
22" 44r" 36"
20" 26T" 48"
L.H.A.
L.S.T. Estimated Azimuth (Zn) = 120°
Estimated Altitude (h) = 20°

Reasonable estimates of the azimuth and altitude of
the object may be made very quickly for a properly
oriented celestial globe. (See page 97.)
Much better estimates of Z and h may be made
from a diagram similar to Figure 3.16. Such diagrams are easily prepared and reproduced. First,
elevate the pole to your latitude. On this diagram
you are viewing the celestial equator and the celestial
horizon
Using the horizon line S-N as a
base line, then later the equator line M-Q, construct
angles at 15 and mark points on the circumference
of the cir.e. Connect points on opposite sides of the
zenith-nadir line with lines parallel to the horizon
line, then do the same for the equator line. Similarly,
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hour markings are obtained on the celestial equator.
Distances between parallel lines represent 15° of arc
in each case.
For estimation purposes, the same precision is now
obtained whether the object is on the front or on the
back of the sphere.
From this diagram we obtain Zn = 115°, h = 25';
our estimates are probably not in error by more than
a few degrees at most.
Franklin and Marshall College Observatory
Lat. 40° 03' .15 N. Long. 76° 19' .97 W.
Z.T.
Z.D.

G.M.T.
G.S.T.
(--)
L.S.T.
Corr.
L.S.T.
R.A.°
L.H.A.

Object: MIRA
-00 -00 Date: Nov. 10, 1969

19

05
00 -00 -00
3 -19 -51
05 -05 -20
22 -14 -31

Date: Nov. 11
(Ephemeris)

for 19"

30 -05
22 -44 -36

-17 -48
20 -26 -48
Dec.° (-)
03' 07'
2

Azimuth
Altitude

115° (Z)
25° (h)

USING A CELESTIAL GLOBE

A celestial globe is a small model of the celestial
sphere and can be oriented to show the sky as seen
by an observer at any point on the earth for any given

time. One must imagine that he is at the center of
the globe and looking out at the constellations and
the several thousand stars positioned on its surface.
The moon, planets and comets are not marked because their positions are not fixed in the sky pattern.
The celestial globe can show only the fixed stars.
Globes arc of two typesone is transparent showing the earth at the center and the stars on the larger
spherical surface; the other is opaque. The Farquhar

Transparent Globe (Plate 3.3) is made by the Farquhar Co., 5007 Warrington Avenue, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania 19143. The opaque model (Plate 3.4)
is made by the Denoyer-Geppert Co., 5235 Ravens-

wood Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.
The celestial globe is perhaps the most useful single
device ever devised for showing the apparent movements of the celestial objects. One can determine the

positions of objects (azimuth and altitude) by use of
it without becoming involved in complicated mathematics. Therefore, every science classroom should
have one or more models for study and demonstration purposes.

The globe (Plate 3.4) is mounted on an axis of
rotation which passes through the north and south
celestial poles. This axis is supported at its ends by
a bronze ring called the meridian ring.
The celestial equator is the great circle of the celestial sphere midway between the celestial poles and is
the projection of the earth's equator onto the celestial
sphere. Similarly the plane of the earth's orbit is pro-

ZSt

g
Plate 3.3

Trans narent Celestial Globe and Solar System Model.
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jected onto the celestial sphere and forms another
great circle called the ecliptic inclined 23)4° to the
plane of the celestial equator. (The earth's axis is
tilted from the vertical by this amount.) The ecliptic
marks the apparent path of the sun with respect to

(1) Because the elevation of the visible celestial
pole is numerically equal to the latitude of the

the background stars. As the sun moves on the eclip-

observer, turn the vertical bronze meridian ring
until the arc between the horizon of the globe
and the pole equals the latitude.
(2) For the given date and zone time 'calculate the

tic from south declination to north declination, the

local hour angle of the vernal equinox, i.e.,

intersection marks the position of the vernal equinox
( 0") indicated by the symbol for Aries or ) and occurs around March 21. The ecliptic is marked from
0' to 360° and the longitude of the sun may be read
directly on this circle.
Twenty-four circles of right ascension (R.A.) pass

the right ascension of the observer's meridian,

hence the globe may be rectified by merely
rotating it until the reading on the celestial
equator under the bronze meridian ring equals
the local sidereal time.
With the globe now oriented for latitude and

through the poles with right ascension increasing
along the celestial equator. Paraleastward from
lels of declination are drawn for every 10'; 0° to
to 90" S. Thus we can estimate the
90' N. and

time and also turned so that the north point

approximate right ascension and declination of a star
shown on the globe. The bright star Sirius (a Canis
Niajoris ) has R.A. = 6"44m, Dec. = 16 °41'.

circumpolar and therefore never set.
Celestial globes generally come with manuals and
detailed explanations. However, if one understands
the basic concepts of coordinate systems and the steps
taken in rectifying the globe for latitude and time, he
or she can write their own manual and develop simple,
but constructive exercises for students to perform. Or,
after having given a few basic instructions on the use
of a globe, the instructor might turn loose several of
the better students to discover for themselves facts

The meridian ring is supported in a horizontal
wooden ring ( Plate 3.3) which is graduated from 0°

at the north point, eastward to 360° or, from 0° at
the south point, westward to 360°. This is the horizon

circle. The azimuth Z (sometimes Z) of any object
on the globe is determined from the scale on the
horizon circle ring.
A graduated, flexible scale, when held at the zenith
and an edge allowed to pass through the star, repre-

sents a vertical circle and the altitude of the object
can be read directly from this scale. Where the flexible scale intersects the celestial horizon will be the
azimuth reading.
To rectify ( orient) the globe for latitude and time,
we do the following:

of the horizon is facing north, everything above

the horizon circle is in the observer's sky at
that instant. Rotating the globe will clearly
indicate which constellations and stars are

and principles about the objects in the sky from a
study of the globe.
Example: Where would you look for the star Sirius
on February 1, 1972 at 19h E.S.T. in latitude 40° N. and longitude 76° W.?
Answer:

Azimuth =

= 135° (Southeast)

Altitude = h = 22°
(L.S.T. = 3h42m).
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CONSTRUCTION OF A STARFINDER

the tripod. Any tripod used for photographic work
will do though other mounting arrangements may be

Starfinders, similar to that pictured in Plate 3.5
have been constructed by several hundred Earth

devised.
A hole

Science Teachers at NSF Institutes held at Franklin
and Marshall College in recent years. They are inexpensive to make (approximately 300 exclusive of
circular level) and they are simple to use in locating
rather precisely any celestial object at any given time.
Dimensions of the various components listed below
are not critical except for the triangular block where

the acute angle at the right (where the line is drawn

deep should be drilled at right angles
into the triangular block and a 34" dowel stick inserted and glued as shown. Shaving a flat on a
portion of the dowel stick will enable it to enter the
triangular piece more readily since air will not he
trapped. The part extending from the triangular piece
should remain round.
has a
The rectangular block 3", n" x °','-i,;" x
Ii" hole drilled 13.i" deep with center approximately

on the edge of the block) should be numerically

I!.;"

equal to your latitude. Thus if your latitude is 400N,
the triangular block will have angles 40', 50 °. 90°.

dowel should appear as in figure 3.18 with about W'
separation between the two blocks. If the hole in the
rectangular block is drilled about !1,;.1" larger than
the supposed !.i" dowel, the rectangular block will
likely turn about the dowel without binding or excess looseness. Otherwise it may be necessary to sand
lightly that portion of the dowel extending from the
triangular block.

For latitude 42°N, the appropriate angles are 42',
48', 90'. The base of the triangular block shown is
33. and is glued to the hardboard base piece which is
5" x 3" x !4". See figure 3.17.

The !.i" hole in the rectangular base piece is for
tripod mounting with a nut holding the Starfinder to

from the right end. This piece when on the

Figure 3.17 Construction of triangular block and base of starfindcr.
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Figure 3.18
Construction of rectangular block joined to triangular piece by 1/8" dowel.

The semicircular declination dial has the same
dimensions as the rectangular block above it and may
be made by laying a piece of stiff but thin cardboard

of appropriate size on the template provided and
marking off the divisions as shown on figure 3.19 with

a sharp #2 pencil.
The circular dial of similar material is 4" in diameter. Lightly draw two concentric circles near the rim

to simplify the task of making uniform markings.
Punch a 3.i" center hole, then place the cardboard
circle on the template and mark off the divisions with

a sharp #2 pencil. The use of a small amount of
Plasti-Tak to hold the cardboard pieces on the templates will simplify the marking process and the

plastic compound is easily removable afterwards. A

simple 1" centerpunch eau be made from a few
inches of 3.i" round steelyour shop teacher can do
this for you on a lathe in a few minutes.
The clear plastic piece is plexiglass and is 4%" x
%" x 3k" with a small crosspiece 1" x :Y1,;" glued
with Duco cement at right angles to the axis and
about 7," from the square end. Cut and drill the
plexiglass while the gummed paper is still on it. Then
peel and smooth the edges by rubbing on a piece of
sandpaper laid on a fiat surface. With a needle scribe
a 3.'2" central line on one side of the plexiglass about

P:" from the hole, i.e., opposite where you will he
reading declination on the semicircular dial. Fill in
with dark ink and wipe. The small plastic crosspiece
and this inked line will be on the same side of this
plexiglass viewing tube holder.

Figure 3.19
Template for declinat and right ascension dials.

The aluminum viewing tube, 4" long and 3/2" outside diameter, is held against the edge of the small
plastic piece by a rubber hand, as shown. At 0° declination, the viewing tube should be parallel to the
rectangular block immediately below it. To eliminate
internal reflections in the tube either coat the inside

of the aluminum tube with black paint or insert a
cylinder of black flock paper made by rolling a 4" x
15'," piece around a pencil and inserting into the aluminum tube.
A cardboard pointer 13Z" x %" is cemented to the
under surface of the declination block (see Plate 3.5)
and is used for reading right ascension on the circular
dial. A circular level may be purchased for less than
a dollar and may be cemented, if desired, at the front
left of the base piece.
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%" white pine or other wood is suitable for the
project and variations on the above design may easily

be made. The only critical measurements are the
angles on the triangular block. If the starfinder is
made with reasonable care and used according fo the
following instructions, the desired object will appear

near the center of the field of the viewing tube. Modern telescopes operate by the same set of principles as
this starfinder which will locate objects either visible
or invisible to the naked eye. See Plate 3.6 for Starfinder Parts and Plate 3.5 for the completed Starfinder.

Figure 3.19 is the template to be used for the right
ascension and declination dials.
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Plate 3.5 The Completed Star Finder Model.
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Plate 3.6 The Component Parts of the Star Finder Model.
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Directions For Using The Starfinder

hrs.

January

In using the Starfinder (and modern telescopes)
we need, in addition to right ascension and declination, local sidereal time (L.S.T.). The meaning of
L.S.T. and L.S.T. calculations have been treated in
detail in the section on Celestial Coordinates, but the
following table (for any year) may be used by any-

15

February

15

April

6 32

7 -39

1

8

34

10
11
12

32
39
35

15

May

see examples.

June

9 -37

1

15
1

15

46
42

5 -37

1

15

one whether or not he has a full understanding of
the subject. Longitude corrections are simply made
Approx. L.S.T. at 19" (7 p.m. E.S.T.) in Longitude
75' W.

3
4

1

March

min.

1 -44
2 -39

1

hrs.

July
August

1

13

15

1

14
15
16
17
18
19

15

20

1

15

September

1

15

October
November

December

15

21
22

1

23

1

15

L.S.T.

April 4

L.S.T.

7h 39m for 19", Long. 75° W.
12m

7h 51m for 19", Long. 75° W.

Hrs. past 19

10a 5P" for 00" Long. 75° W.
L.S.T.
Long. difference (3° 15') 13m (subtract)
10h 38m for 22", Long. 78' 30' W.
April 4
L.S.T.

April 4

Example 2

What is the approximate L.S.T. in longitude 73° 30' W. on June 6 when the zone time
is 22" 30"' (10:30 p.m.)?
1111 39m for 19", Long. 75° W.
June 1
L.S.T.
Correction (5 days)
59m for 19", Long. 75' W.
June 6
L.S.T.
Hrs. past 19
3" 30m
15" 29m for 22" 30m, Long. 75" W.
June 6
L.S.T.
Long. difference (1° 3(Y)
6m (add)
June 6
L.S.T.
15" 35 °' for 22" 30 °', Long. 73' 30' W.
1"

Conversion of Arc to Time
Arc
15°
1°
15'
1'
15"
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40
36
43
38
41

Because a sidereal clock gains nearly 4"' daily over
an ordinary clock, add 4"' for each day past the Pt
or 15th of the month.

What is the approximate L.S.T. in longitude 78° 15' W. on April 4 when the zone time
is 22h (E.S.T.)?
Correction (3 days)

37

0 -36

Example 1

April 1

min.
38
33
40
35
42

Time
4m

4a

la

\ !mint the Star finder on a tripod or base and adjust to level Position by use or circular level. Comcorresponding
puhe the loc:d sidereal time (
our standard time. Set the sidereal tioo on the
circular dial opposite the hoe drawn on the triangular
blok. Nut,. that each small division on the dial represents 20 minutes of time.
Select a bright star that you know. Obtain its right
ascension
1 and declination De.) from the list
(

of brightest stars on page 105 or from soot(' other
smirk e
;is a star chart, a celestial globe, or an
ephemeris. .\ plus sign ( or no sign 1 with the declination means north declination:. it minus sign denotes
mouth d(.lination.

Set the IL, of the star on the instrument by torning the pointer attached to the rectangular block to

the appropriate figure on the circular dial (the circular dial has already been set to the L.S.T.). \love the
plastic piece to the appropriate declination figure on
the semicircular dial.

Now turn the entire instillment (but not the tiuntil the star can he seen through the viewing
tube. Lock the instrument in this position. The Starfinder is now oriented and you have a true northsouth line. To locate other objects. set the sidereal
time, the right ascension and declination of the object on the instrument. \Vith a little practice, after
the finder is oriented, it will take only a few seconds
to locate an object. Note: Bright objects appearing
in the sky but which are not on the list of brightest
stars are probably planets.
pod )
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LIST OF BRIGHTEST STARS
Position
R.A.
h
m

STAR
a Andromedae
ft Cassiopeiae

00
00
00
00
00
00

a Phoenieis

a Cassiopeiae

# Ceti
y Cassiopeiae A
)3

Andromedae
Eridani
y Andromedae
a Ursae Minoris
a Arietis

( N brach )

a

( Achernar)

o Ceti A
6 Persei

( Mira)

a Persei
a Tauri A

13 Orionis A
a Aurigae
y Orionis

( Polaris )

( Algol )

( Aldebaran )

4

( Rigel )

5
5
5
5

( Capella )
( I3ellatrix )

5

5
5
( 13etelgei ise )

$ Aurigae
$ Canis Majoris
Carinae
y Geminorum
a Canis Majoris
e Cams Majoris
8 Canis Majoris
n Canis Majoris
a Geminorum A
a Canis Minoris
$ Geminorum
C Puppis
y Velorum A
e Carini
8 Velorum AB
A Velorum

( Canopus) )

(Sirius)

( Castor )
( Procyon )
(Pollux 1

6 Carinae
Carinae
Hydrae
a Leonis
(Regulus)
( A Igicba )
y Leonis AB
13 Ursae Majoris
a Ursae Majoris AB
a
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2
3
3

IC Orionis

a

2

2

8 Orionis
e Orionis
C Orionis AB
Orionis

1

2

$ Tauri

a

1

5
5
5
6
6
6
6
6

7
7
7

7
7
8

8
8
8
9

9
9
9
10
10
11
11

06.8
07.6
24.8
38.8
42.1
54.9
08.0
36.6
02.1
02.5
05.5
17.8
06.0
22.2
34.2
13.1
14.5

23.5
24.4
30.5
34.7
39.2
96.3
53.5
57.3
21.4
23.3
36.0
43.8
57.4
07.2
22.9
32.7
37.7
43.5
02.5
08.6
21.9
43.9
06.9
12.9
16.3
26.1
06.8
18.3
00.0
01.9

/970
Dec
0

.,

+28 55
+58 59
-42 28

+56 22
-18 09

+60 33
+35 28
-57 23

Mug (visual)
2.06
2.26
2.39
2.16
2.02
2.13 v
2.02

+89 08

0.51
2.14
1.99 v

+23

2.00

+42

11

19

- 3 07
+40 50
+49 45
+16 27
- 8 14
+45 58

+ 6 19
+28 35
- 0 19
-1
-1
-9

+7

13

57
41

24

+44 57

2.0 v
2.06 v
1.80
0.86 v
.14 v
0.05
1.64
1.85
2.20 v
1.70
1.79
2.06
.41 v
1.86
1.96

-17 56
-52 41

-0.72

+16 26
-16 41

-1.42

-28 56
-26 21
-29 14

+31 57

+5

!3

-39
-47
-59
-54
-43
-69
-59

55

+28 06
16
24

36
19

36
08

- 8 32
+12 07
+20 00
+56 33
+81 55

1.93
1.48
1.85

2.46
1.97
0.37
1.16
2.23
1.88
1.97
1.95

2.24
1.67
2.25

L98
1.36
1.99
2.37
1.81

Position
R.A.

STAR
1:1 Leonis

(Denebola)

y Ursae Majoris
a

Crucis

e

a

m

11
11

47.5
52.2
24.9
24.9
29.5
39.9
46.0
52.7
22.7
23.6
46.4
01.7
04.9

12
12
12
12
12

Crucis B
y Crucis
y Centauri AB
a

Crucis
Ursae Majoris
Ursae Majoris
Virginis
Ursae Majoris
Centauri AB

h

(Mizar)
(Spica)

12
13
13
13
14

6 Centauri

14

a Bootis

14
14
14
15
16
16
16
17
17
17

a
a
a

a

( Arcturus)
Centauri A
Ursae Minoris
Coronae Borealis (Cerium)
Scorpii A
(Antares)
Trianguli Australis

e Scorpii
A Scorpii
a Ophiuchi
6 Scorpii
K Scorpii

y Draconis
Sagittarii
a Lyrae
fr Sagittarii
a Aquilae
y Cygni
E

Pavonis
Cygni
Pegasi A
a Grids
Cruis
a Piscis Aristrini
a
a

(Vega)

(Altair)

(Deneb)

(Fomalhaut)

14.3

37.6
50.8
33.4
27.6
45.5
48.2
31.6
33.5
35.2
17 40.4
17 55.9
18 22.2
18 35.9
18 53.4
19 49.3
20 21.1
20 23.3
20 40.4
21 42.7
22 06.3
on 40.9
22 56.0

1970

Dec

'
+14 44
+53 52
-62 56
°

-62
-56
-48
-59

56
57
48
32

+56 07
+55 05
-11

00

+49 28
-60 13
-36 14

+19 20
-60 43
+74

16

4-26 49
-26 22
-68 59

-34 15

-37 05
+12 35
-42
-39
+51
-34

59
01
29
24

+38 45
-26 20

+ 8 47
+40 09
-56 50

+45 10
4- 9 45
-47 07
-47 02

-29 47

Mag (visual)
2.14
2.44
1.39
1.86

,1.69
2.17
1.28
1.79
2.26
.91 v
1.87
0.83
2.04

-0.06
0.01
2.04
2.23 v
0.92 v
1.93
2.28
1.60
2.09
1.86
2.39
2.21
1.81
0.04
2.12
.77
2.22
1.95
1.26
2.31
1.76

2.17 v
1.19
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1.

Useful Adjuncts to the Star-finder
The Observer's Handbook (1970). The Royal Astronomical Society of Canada, 252 College Street,
Toronto 211, Ontario, Canada. Price: $1.50. Excellent.

2. An excellent hook fur the amateur is Norton's Star
Atlas which includes maps and data on 9000 stars,
clusters, nebulae, etc.
:3. The American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac
(Government Printing Office) gives positions for
planets, stars, moon, sun, etc. for any particular
year.
1.

Interesting Starfinder Experiments
If your starfinder is aligned north-south, it is easy
to determine L.S.T. Pick a star that you recognize
in the sky. Set its declination on the instrument
and move the rectangular block until you can observe the star through the viewing tube. Now turn
the circular dial until the R.A. of the star is under
the cardboard pointer. Read the L.S.T. opposite
the line on the triangular block.
If your starfinder is aligned north-south and you
observe, for example, a star that is due south (on
the meridian), then at this instant, L.S.T. = R.A.

sun-shadow method described on page 110 under
"Shadow Stick Astronomy."

Set up the Starfinder in the north-south direc-

tio. Set L.S.T. = 0", R.A. = 0". Select a star
is slightly east of the
meridian, say a Lib (Zubenelgenubi) whose

that yon know which

= 1. 4"49'"128 and Dec. = 15°52', but do
not make these settings. Suppose a time signal is
received indicating that it is 22"40" Central Time
and that 48' later you judge that the star is on the
meridian, i.e. due south. You read the angle 0 =
26 °29' on the starfinder when the star is due south.
See figure 3.20.

A.

You have the R.A. of the star from your tables,
hence you know the L.S.I.
This is the principle of the transit instrument
such as is used by the U. S. Naval Observatory.
They obtain L.S.T. in this way, then convert it to
mean time. You can get the National Bureau of
Standards \MN' Fort Collins, Colorado time signals on 2.5, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 megahertz; CHU Ottawa, Canada time signals en 3330, 7335, 14670
kilohertz,

3. You can obtain approximate right ascensions and
declinations of visible objects. Align the instrument and set the L.S.T. Then for any object which
can be seen in the viewing tube, you can read off
its right ascension and declination on the appropriate scales. Indeed, you can identify a fairly
bright star in this way. In the List of Brightest
Stars, the stars are arranged in increasing order
of right ascension. Match with appropriate declination and magnitude, and your identification is

L +03 +90° +h =1800
230 31'

B.

complete.
.4.

You are somewhere in North America on June 8,
1972 with a Starfinder designed for use in Latitude .10 N., a copy of the American Ephemeris
and Nautical Almanac (or equivalent information)

and a radio capable of picking up time signals.
You wish to determine your latitude and longitude approximately. Assume that you have previously determined a north-south line by the
108

LATITUDE = 500 37' N

Figure 3.20

Calculation for Latitude.

Calculation for Longitude
When a star is on the meridian, R.A. = L.S.T.
From the Ephemeris we determine that the Greenwich Sidereal Time (G.S.T.) is 17"09"'424 correspond-

ing to 0" Greenwich Mean Time (G.NI.T.), June 9,
1968. Since Central Standard Time was mentioned,
we can calculate the Greenwich Mean Time.
22" 40"' 00"
Z.D.
G.M.T.
G.S.T.

June 8, 1968

In summary, our latitude is 50 °37' N. and our

longitude is 105'31' \V. We are at Moose Jaw,
Saskatchewan, Canada!
Note: Precise determination of longitude and latitude is somewhat more involved than the above

procedure suggests. The use of a Starfinder which
is a relatively crude instrument, does not justify
the high degree of precision indicated in the above
calculations.

4" 40"' 00"
June 9, 1968
17" 09"
for 0" C.M.T.
June 9, 1968

Correction for 4"40"'
and Sidereal Clock

4" 40"' 948 (includes 48")

gain
G.S.T.

R.A. = L.S.T.

21" 51T" 16" for 4"401" GALT.
14" 49in 12"

June 9, 1968

7" 02"' 04" = 105°31' W.
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line, is the instant of apparent noon. At apparent
noon the sun's altitude is maximum for that day.

SHADOW STICK ASTRONOMY
Introduction

Draw a triangle similar to triangle ABC in the

By observing the length and direction of the shadow
cast by a vertical stick of known length, we can make
some simple and also some rather sophisticated astro-

previous figure and measure angle A with a protractor. This is the maximum altitude of the sun
for that day. Indeed, the altitude of the sun at

nomical measureents during the course of a year or
part of a year.

What is a Shadow Stick?

any time during the day can be determined by
this method.
:3.

For our purposes a shadow stick is an object, say
a thin pole 3' to 6' in length and pointed or rounded
at the upper end, placed vertically in level ground.
Or we may use a board, say 16" x 8", on which is
erected an upright thin post :3" to 5" in height. The
post (gnomon) should be perpendicular to the board
and the board should be provided with screws for

Determination of Local Mean Time (L.M.T.)
and Zone Time (Z.T. ).

From the American Ephemeris and Nautical
Almanac one can obtain the Equation of Time

(Eq.T.) for each day of the yearor see the
Equation of Time sheet with the material in this
Guide on "Construction of a Sundial". The local
apparent time (L.A.T.) at apparent noon is 12b.

leveling. (Sec figure 3.21.)

Now L.A.T.

L.M.T. = Eq.T. and since we

have the Eq.T., we can solve for the local mean
time. Let .NA represent the difference between
your longitude and the longitude of the central
AA =
meridian of your time zone. Then Z.T.
L.M.T.

If you are west of the central meridian, subtract; otherwise add in order to solve for Zone
Time.
4.

Determination of the Summer and Winter Solstices.

The shortest noonday shadow occurs on June
21 when the sun has maximum altitude for the
year. This is the date of the summer solstice.

Figure 3.21

5.

Classroom construction of a shadow stick board.

along the east-west line, you have the dates of
the equinoxes. The vernal equinox occurs on
March 21 at which time the declination of the
sun is 0°.

What are some Shadow Stick experiments?
1.

Determination of a north-south line or the local
meridian.
At an hour or two before noon (no watch is

6.

required), mark the end of the shadow on the
ground. Using the distance from the base of the
the base of the stick. Some time past noon the
tip of the lengthening shadow will again be on
the circle. Bisect the angle formed by the two

110

Determination of Latitude.
At the time of the vernal equinox or

6 months

later at the time of the autumnal equinox, find
sun's noon altitude, i.e. measure angle A in the
figure. The complement of this angle is the latitude. If one knows the declination of the sun at

stick to this point as radius, draw a circle around

shadow points and the base of the stick to get the
north-south line. A perpendicular to this line will
mark the cast -west directions.
Determination of Local Apparent Noon (Noon
by the true Sun ).
When. during the day, the sun's shadow is the
shortest or the shadow falls along the north-south

The shadow, at noon, is longest on December 22,
the winter solstice.
Finding the Dates of the Equinoxes.
When the shadows at sunrise and at sunset lie

7.

other times, latitude is determined from the maximum altitude by the formula
Latitude = 90° (Altitude Dec. of Sun).
Finding the Declination of the Sun.

If we have a scale on which the zero point is
noon altitude of the sun at the time of an equinox, the measured angle each noon thereafter
will he the declination of the sun north or south
of the celestial equator.

S.

9.

10.

Finding the length of the Solar Year.
netermine the number of days from summer
solstice to summer solstice.

Measuring the Alg le Between the Planes of the
Ecliptic and they Celestial Equator (Obliquity ).
The value of the maximum or the minimum
declination is the obliquity of the ecliptic.
Approximate Longitude.

See example 4 on the use of a Starfinder.
L.A.T. at noon altitude of the sun is H.". With
Eq.i. one can get L.M.T. With the aid of the
radio time signal

we can calculate

G.M.T.
is longitude,

(Greenwich Mean Time). If A
L.M.T.
A = GALT. If L.m.T. is less than
G.NI.T., use the plus sign, indicating that ,A is
west longitude.

I I.

Determination of the Time of Day.

To determine the time of day (Zone time)
when the sun is not at noon altitude and using
a vertical stick is a rather involved problem; it is
much easier to use a sundial specially designed
for your particular latitude. (!..e Design of a
I lorizontal Sundial. )

Consider the following problem: On October
:20, 1966 a pointed 4" dowel stick was carefully
placed in a vertical position facing an east window in Stahr /Tall at Fraaklin and XIarshall Col-

lege. The shadow length cast by the Sun was
approximately 6.06". On that day the B.A. of
the Sun was approximately 131138'" and the decli-

nation approximately 10 '15'. What was the
time of day?

The calculated one time was 9"58m, the actual time at which th, shadow-length was measured was 10"001".
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THE USE OF TELESCOPES

about 50 times the aperture in inches because
of the spreading of light by magnification;
indeed one does not use high magnification
unless seeing is steady. Should there be appreciable turbulence in the atmosphere making
the image appear unsteady at low magnification, using higher magnification will only magnify the effects of turbulence as well. A power
less than :3 times the aperture in inches is unsuitable also because the beam of light enter-

Types

Optical telescopes are of two types, refractors and
reflectors. The refractor (lens type I was probably
invented ii) 1608 by flans Lippershey. In the follow-

ing year Galileo constructed a model that he used
for astronomical observations. The reflecting (mirror type) telescope was invented by Newton about
1670 and avoided the chromatic aberration that
plagued the single lens objective of the refractor.

ing the eye is then larger than the widest
opening of the lens of the eye. With a 6"

Power of a Telescope
The most frequently asked question at an observatory is -What is the power of the telescope?" A brief
but meaningful answer is difficult to give; there are
at least three powers of a telescope which are important to an observer. They are:
(1) Light Gathering Power (1..G.P.)
The brightness of an image is proportional
to

telescope, the useful magnifying powers range
from about 18 to 300, but one would seldom
use these extreme values. Probably 100 would

he a more useful figure for many purposes.
Magnification is useful when studying the
moon and certain of the planets, but no
amount of magnification with most instruments
will show the real disk of a star. Increased
magnification decreases the size of the field of
view and also diminishes somewhat the bright-

the area of the objective lens or mirror.

Thus the 200-inch mirror of the Hale telescope
on Mt. Palomar will give an image 400 times as

bright as a 10 -inch mirror. We sly that the

ness of the object. An astronomicai telescope
inverts and reverses from left to right, equivalent to a rotation of 180 in the plane. (See fig-

light gathering power of the 200 -inch is 400
times the light gathering power of the 10-inch
mirror. To see or photograph very faint stars
at large aperture is necessary.

L.G.P.( 200")
L.G.P. (10")

Area (200")
Area (10")

ure 3.22.)

7r.1002

10012_ 200)2=
5

10

400

(2 ) Magnification

This is the power that probably intrigues the
questioner. The magnifying power of a visual
telescope is the number of times the telescope
increases the apparent diameter of an object as
compared with the naked-eye view. To obtain
magnifying power, divide the focal length of
the Objective ( mirror or lens) by the focal
length of the eyepiece. Since telescopes frequently have a !mother of eyepieces to select

from, one can choose the magnification he
need; for his purpose. If the objective lens of

a telescope has a focal length of 10 ft. (120
the eyepiece i of focal length 3:6",
then the magnification will be 240 diameters.
inches )

There is a practical tipper and lower limit
to ina,mifiation which is a function of the diameter of the objective. The upper limit is
112

Figure as Seen with Naked Eye

The same Figure as seen

through on Astronomical Telescope

Figure 3.22
Diagram showing inversion and lateral reversal of
a telescopic image.

(3) Resolving Power
Images of stars are spread by diffraction

with disks surrounded by fainter concentric
Two stars which are closer together
than the diameter of the brighter portion of
the diffraction disk cannot be separated (resolved ) by any magnification. The resolving
power of a telescope is a function of the ap-

erture, a, in inches of the objective, also the
wavelength, A, of the light involved. The minimum angular separation, d, in seconds of arc,
of the stars which can just be resolved or seen

as two stars rather than one is given by

d (Seconds of arc) = 1.03 x 206,265 (secA ( inches
onds) x
For visual telescopes,
a (inches)
.

d=

-1.56

a

seconds. Thus a 10" telescope has
4.56

a resolving power or
= .456". For the
of
I()
eye alone the formula does not hold because of
the relatively coarse structure of the retina of
the eye. Resolving power is seriously limited
when seeing conditions are poor.

Limiting magnitudes for a given Instrument
The limit of brightness for the unaided eye is about
the 6th magilitude, i.e., under ideal seeing conditions

( time of new moon, clear sky, no city lights, etc.)
one can see stars of the 6th magnitude and brighter.
Note: The brighter the object, the lower the magnitude number,
The light gathering power of a telescope depends
upon the square of its aperture. It is generally assumed that under good conditions a 9th magnitude
star can be seen visually with a telescope of 1-inch
aperture. 1.t Dk be the diameter of a given objective and IA P,; the light gathering power of this objective. Then

Types of Mountings
Basically, telescope mountings are of two types;
equatorial and alt-azimuth. The former is preferable
in that tracking an object is much simpler since a
sidereal drive unit can be used; also locating an object is easier with setting circles.
With the equatorial instrument there are two axes
of rotation for the telescope tube: a polar axis which
is elevated to the latitude of the observer and about
which the telescope turns with the passage of time;
the other is the declination axis. Initially it takes
somewhat longer to set up the equatorial instrument,
but locating and observing objects is greatly facilitated. The alt-azimuth (generally less expensive)

instrument can be set up quickly. No leveling or
orientation is required, but objects may be difficult
to keep in the field of view.

Orienting an Equatorial Telescope
One orients an equatorial telescope as he would
a Starfinder (see section on Starfinder ). The Starfinder is designed for a particular latitude whereas
the polar axis of the equatorial instrument must be
elevated to the latitude angle of the observer. Leveling must be accomplished and orientation made on
Polaris (easiest) or on some other known star. Decli-

nation may be set directly, but rather than setting
local sidereal time (L.S.T.) and right ascension (R.A.)
separately, the difference between the two, L.S.T.

= LILA. (local hour angle), will probably be
the setting to use on the polar axis setting circle. Add

24" to the L.S.T. if necessary in order to make the
subtraction.

Purchasing an Instrument
I.G
_ _ (o 51opi 9
LGP,

,

where D, = 1, the
D

diameter of the I" objective. (See discussion of magnitudes in this Guide.)

Taking the logarithm of both sides of
(2.511)1"

,

1"

we have
and

.4(in
91
71u == 9

= 2 kg D1
5 log Dk

For a 10" objective, in = 14, i.e., the faintest stars
that can be seen visually are 14th magnitude objects.
for the 200" telescope, m = 20.5. Throughout we assume good seeing conditions.

For school use an equatorially mounted 6" portable

reflector with setting circles and sidereal drive unit
and costing $200-$300 would probably represent the
minimum in acceptable instruments. A 6" permanently mounted refractor with setting circles, sidereal
drive and other accessory equipment could cost $6000
or more. Generally, the larger the instrument the less
portable it becomes and setting up time will probably
be increased. Smaller, less expensive refractors, may
also be suitable for school use.
Questar, a small but excellent instrument is priced
from WO up. Other telescopes of various types, sizes,
and prices are regularly advertised in Sky and Telescope Magazineyour library should subscribe to this
popular, but excellent journal.
When choosing eyepieces for use with your instrument, it is better to choose those giving low or moderate magnification: those with high magnification are
seldom used.
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Some Celestial Objects For Telescopic Observation
11.A.

00-23.1
00-41.1
01-40.3
01-52.1
02-02.0
02-17.8
02-16.9
02-20.3
02-26.6
02-40.3
03-06.0
03-45.3
03-5:3.0

04-04.8
05-26.6
05-32.7
05-34.4
05-33.9
05-3:3.8

05-37.0
05-50.4
05-5:3.5

06-07.0
06-22.1
06-45.8
07-32.7
07-40.4
07-10.5
0S-38.4
OS -45.2

09-53.1
09-53.6
10-18.3
11-13.1
12-17.5
12-40.1
12-49.:3
12-54.6
12-55.3
1:3-22.7

13-28.6
1:3-40.8

11-43.7
15-17.0
16-27.6
16-40,6
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1970 Dec.
64 00
41 07
51 25
19 09
42 12
-03 07
57 01
56 59
67 16
42 37
40 50
24 02
-03 02
62 15
35 49
22 00
37 08
-05 57
-05 25
-02 35
32 32
07 24
24 21
04 36
-20 42
31 58
-14 45
-18 08
20 06
28 53
69 12
69 50
20 00
55 11
47 28
-01 18
8:3 34

38 29
21 51
55 05
47 21
28 32
27 1°
02 12

-06 0°
36 31

Nova 1572 Cassiopeiae (Brahe)
M31 Andromeda Nebula
M76-nebula
Gamma Arietis-double star
Gamma Andromeda-gold and blue double

Mira, o Ceti-variable star
H33-cluster
1134-cluster
Iota Cassiopeiae-triple
\134- loose cluster

Beta Persei-Algol ("The Demon Star"), variable
Pleiades cluster
:32 Eridaui -topaz and green double
485 Catuelopardalis-relatively fixed double
N138 Auriga-cluster

MI Crab Nebula in Taurus
M36-cluster
The trapezium in Orion, open cluster
M42 The Great Nebula
Sigma Orionis-multiple
\137 Auriga-cluster
Betelgeuse-Alpha Orionis, variable
M:35 Geminorum-open cluster
8 Monocerotis-yellow and blue double
\141 Canis Major-cluster
Castor-double

\116 Puppis-cluster
H64-planetary nebula
M44 Praesepe (The Bee-Hive), cluster
Iota Cancri-double
\1S1- spiral nebula
\1S2- spiral nebula
Gamma Leonis-double
\197 (The Owl Nebula), planetary
1143 spiral nebula

Gamma Virginis-binary double
1694 camelopardalis-pale yellow and lilac double
Corcaroli-double
\164 (Black-eye Nebula)
\lizar -naked eye pair with Alcor
Ni51 (Whirlpool Nebula)
\13- globular cluster
Epsilon 13ootis-yellow and blue double
MS-globular cluster
Antares-red and green double
\i 13 Hereulis-cluster

R.A.
17-13.3
17-16.2
17-38.1
18-00.6
18-01.8
18-19.1
18-23.3
18-34.5

1970 Dec.
14 26
43 11

32 12
23 02
24 23
16 12
58 47

23 57

18-4:3.6

39 37

18-49.5
18-52.5
19-29.5
19-58.3
20-44.9
21-02.5
21-04.5
21-28.6
21-31.9
22-13.8
22-28.1

06 19

2:3-24.5

42 '10

33 00
27 54
22 38
16 01

11 30
38 33
12 02

00 58
49 44
58 16

Alpha Herculisorange and green double variable
M92globular cluster

\l6 cluster
M20nebula
MS cluster and nebula
\117 (horseshoe or Omega Nebula)

39 Draconistriple
M22cluster
Epsilon Lyraedouble-double
M11fan shaped cluster
M57 (Ring Nebula)

Beta Cygniyellow and blue double
M27 (Dumb-bell Nebula)

Gamma Delphinidouble
Saturn Nebula, planetary

61 Cygnidouble
M15g' bnlar cluster
M2globular cluster
1175

cluster

Delta Cepheilong period variable
1418planetar nebula

DESIGN OF A SUNDIAL
If the instructor has included a unit on time in the
astronomy program, some members of his class may
he interested in constructing a horizontal sundial.
The construction of a sundial for a particular locality
is dependent on the latitude of the observer. The fundamental formula of spherical trigonometry together
with the latitude of the observer, 40' in the example,
are used in the design. (See figure 3.23.) The accompanying diagram ( figure 3.24) is self-explanatory.

GNOMON

Figure 3.24 (A)

DESIGN FOR AO N. LATITUDE

Figure 3.23
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The gnomon is mounted perpendicular to the plane of

the dial at the positions A ird B. The dial may be
c.mstructed of heavy cardboard, and small strips of
wood may he glued to the dial along the line AB to
support the gnomon in a vertical position.
When completed, the dial may be mounted on a
tripod, if desired, leveled with a circular level, and
oriented with the gnomon or XII o'clock on the dial
pointing true north. Orientation may be accomplished
in the following manner:
Suppose the Z.T. is 10" on September 25. The corresponding L.M.T. in Lancaster, for example, is 10"
111111115 5" , 9" 55"1, since we are approximately 5"' (ac-

tually 5"' 20") west of the 75th or central meridian on
which our zone time is based. From the table we find

that the Equation of Time is 8"' for the given date.
Then I,.A.T. = L.M.T. 4- Eq.T. or L.A.T. = 10" 03"'
corresponding to the given Z.T. and date. Turn the

dial on the tripod until the shadow cast by the

ference will be about 16"' for a few days in November, but on the average considerably less. Those days
on which the two agree are April 15, June 15, September 1, and December 24.
Calculations for construction
Sundial
From the equations

In using the dial, after it has been leveled and
oriented, read the dial time (L.A.T.). Now use the
formula L.A.T.
L.M.T. = Eq.T. to obtain L.M.T.,
which is the mean solar time for your particular
meridian. Compute the number of minutes between
your meridian and the central meridian of your time
zone. If you are west of the central meridian, add
this difference to the L.M.T. to get Z.T. or correct

it can be shown that

tan a = tan6sinL

a: Dial angles measured from XII o'clock, clockwise and counterclockwise.
0: Half hours and hours in degrees measured along
the celestial equator. Equal arcs on the celestial

equator do not project into equal arcs on the
celestial horizon.

L: Latitude of the observer.

sin L =
0

sin 400

7Y2°

.6428
.6428
.6428
.6428
.6428
.6428
.6428
.6428
.6428
.6428
.6428
.6428
.6428
.6428

15 °
22'4°

30 0

37M°

45 °
50140

60 °

watch time which is the time of the central meridian;
otherwise, subtract this quantity.
Four times a year the clock and the sundial agree

6734°

exactly; but the sundialnow going a little slower,
now a little fasterwill be sometimes behind, some-

90 °

times before the clock. The greatest accumulated dif-

105 °
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Horizontal

cos a = cos b cos L + sin b sin L cos 0
cos b = cos L cos a 4- sin L sin a cos 90°

gnomon shows approximately 10" 03m. The dial is
now oriented.

of a

75 0
82'4°
97312°

tan 0 sin L
.0847
.1722
.2662
.3712
.4932
.6428
.7797
1.113
1.552
2.399
4.88.3

not defined

4.883
2.399

....f a (see
diagram)

4° 50'
9° 46'
14° 55'
20° 22'
26° 15'
320 44'
37° 57'
48° 04'
57° 13'
67° 22'
78° 26'
90° 00'
101° 34'
112° 38'

The Equation of Time in Minutes

L.A.T. - L.C.T. = Eq.T.
Day of
Month
1

4
7
10
13
16
19

22
25
28

Jan.

-4
-5
-6
-8
9

-10
-11
-12
-12
-13

Feb.
-14

-14
-14
-14
-14
-14
-14
-14
-13
-13

Mar.

Apr.

May

June

July

-13
-12
-11
-10
-10

-4
-3
-2

3
3
3

2
2

-1
-1

4

1

-9
-8

0

4
4

0
0

4
4

-1
-2
-2
-3

-3
-4
-5
-5
-6
-6
-6
-6
-6
-6

1

-7
-6

2

-5

2

1

3
3

2

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

0

10
11
12
13

16
16
16
16
16
15
15
14
13
12

11

1

2

3
4
5
6

7
8
9

14
14
15
15
16
16

10

9
7
6
4

3
2

0

-2

Example: On Nov. 21 in Lancaster we place an upright stake in the ground; and, when the
shadow is due north, we decide to go home for lunch. At what time did we
leave? The answer is noon apparent time; but, if standard time is desired, we
proceed as follows:

L.A.T. - Eq.T. = L.M.T.
12h 00m - 00h 14m = 11" 46m

L.M.T. + AA. = Z.T.
11" 46m + 00" 05m =11" 51m (E.S.T.)
Alt

5" 05m 20°

5h 00m 00s (for Lancaster) AV A.= 05m.

Local Apparent Time. True sun time or sundial time.
L.M.T. Local Mean Time. Time by the mean sun.
Eq.T. Equation of time, given in minutes.
L.A.T.
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TELLING TIME BY THE STARS IN THE
NORTHERN HEMISPHERE
The star Polaris is near the North Celestial Pole,
and a line drawn from Polaris through # Cassiopeiae
(figure 3.25A1 very nearly passes through the vernal
equinox. If we take Polaris as the center of the 24

With a bit of practice, one can make a reasonable
estimate of the L.S.T. on any clear evening by observing Polaris and /I Cassiopeiae. If a better estimate is

desired, a dial approximately 7" in diameter with a
hole at the center may be cut out of cardboard
and calibrated, as shown in figure 3.26.

hour clock, # Cassiopeiae on the rim of the clock will
circle Polaris counterclockwise in a sidereal day of 24"
( figure 3.23B). We measure the local sidereal time

from the niver branch of the observer's meridian
westward

( counterclockwise)

to the line joining

Polaris with /3 Cassiopeiae. By definition, L.S.T. is
the local hour angle of the vernal equinox.

Figure 3.25

A)

The constellar
Cassiopeia with the
Melll her .tars named.

Figure 3.26

Din gram showing a dial which may be cut
f
cardboard to better estimate the posit'
of Beta Cassiopeiae in telling time by
the stars.

At the point P on the dial, a string somewhat longer

than the radius of the dial may be attached and a
small weight added at the free end; this serves as a
plumb line.

Holding the face of the dial toward you, sight
Polaris through the !::" hole. 0" should be at the top,
12" at the bottom directly behind the weighted string,

and the plane of the dial should lie in the plane of
the celestial equator. Now move the dial toward or
away from you until Cassiopeiae appears on the rim
of the dial. The position of # Cassiopeiae on the rim
gives the L.S.T.
We can now convert the observed L.S.T. to L.M.T.,
Vernal Equinox

It)

Diagram -bowing Beta Caiopciae a it would appear
to circle Polaris counterclockwise in a sidereal day of
I

and then to Z.T., if we know the date. On or about
;epteinher 22, the I..S.T. and the L.M.T. for the observer will he the same, but thereafter the sidereal
(lok will gain nearly
(3"' 56Vday, 2.1"/year) over
the ordinary clock. The following example will illustrate a method for finding the approximate Z.T.
( watch time I corresponding to the I..S.T. for a given
time and place.

I IS

.

Date:

1.ancaster, Pennsylvania (Longitude
55 05.
November 22

L.S.T.:

113" 30"' (estimated)

Location:

.\t the rate of :3"' 56 gain per day, the sidereal clock
will have gained roughly 4 hours over the ordinary
clock in the period of time between September 22
and November 22. Therefore, the L.M.T. will be approximately 1911 :UP', corresponding to the estimated
L.S.T. of 23" :30"'. In Lancaster we are about 5h west

of the standard meridian, hence the Z.T. will be approximately 19" 351" (7:35 p.m.).

ROLE OF THE PLANETARIUM
While there is no substitute for observing the sky
at night to learn the constellations and stars, a planetarium lesson, or series of lessons, provides a most
valuable means of interesting students in doing further observation. Should a school district have a
planetarium, many of the complicated concepts and
motions of astronomy can be graphically illustrated
to the students. Observations which would take
weeks, or perhaps months, can be recreated in a
matter of minntes and .zone motions which can be

observed only by plotting, data are continuously observable through the manipulation of the planetarium
ojector.

USING THE CLASSROOM AS A SUBSTITUTE PLANETARIUM
In the teaching of earth and space science today,
there ale astronomy concepts concerning motions of
celestial objects that are difficult to present without
some means of three-dimensional orientation. The
geocentrically (earth-centered ) oriented planetarium
available in some schools, colleges, and museums,
provides an excellent opportunity to illustrate these
concepts. Unfortunately, there are few installations
available for such use by many earth science classes
in Pennsylvania.

The importance of these concepts should not be
overlooked or treated in an insignificant manner.
Therefore, it is necessary to improvise by creating a
planetarium atmosphere in the classroom. Ideally,
the students should have had one planetarium experi-

ence for them to fill appreciate this improvisation.
The teacher should have had several hours of planetarium experience in order to see how to present
these. concepts in the classroom. One of the great
benefits from a planetarinm-oriented classroom is the
involvement of the students in creating problems in

motion and solving them by becoming part of the
motions themselves. In short, the students actually
walk out motions or change the position of planet,
moon, sons and star cutouts.

Prior to setting up the classroom as a planetarium,
the students should be introduced to the geocentric
view of the universe through the use of a celestial
sphere model with the earth at the center. From this
model, the projection of earth-bound coordinates
( longitude and latitude) and points of reference
(zenith, nadir, North Star) can be clearly explained.
This experience should be followed by a trip outside
in order to discuss the actual projection of the local
meridian onto the sky overhead (the celestial sphere),
the altitude of the North Celestial Pole, the projection
of the Equator onto the celestial sphere, and the ap-

parent motions of the sun, moon, planets, and stars

around the earth. Once students have a mental
image of the celestial sphere and the geocentric
earth, the classroom can be used to illustrate the seasons, moon motions, constellation relationships, and
planet motions in a detailed fashion.
To set up the classroom, it is essential that the com-

pass direction of SOUTH be located on the blackboard side of the room. Hopefully, the classroom is
oriented so that true SOUTH is in the direction of
the blackboard. If not, it may be necessary to close
out any view of the outdoors so that the students will
not become confused with the position of the real sun
outside and the imaginary sun in the classroom.

The following points and lines may be indicated
011 the walls and ceiling by colored tape (reflective
type if possible) Or cut paper mounted with a silicone, putty-like material that does not harm paint or
paper: zenith point, North Celestial Pole, celestial
meridian, ecliptic, and celestial equator. In order to
discuss the movement of any celestial object, it is
necessary to use the background of stars as a reference system. The use of dark-blue poster paper and
white dots for stars is quite effective. These constellation sheets can be moved as the seasons ehange.

Depending upon the grade level, the students
might move paper images of the sun, moon, and
planets around the moon from day to day or they
might actually use their bodies, with signs, to demonstrate celestial motions.
Below are listed some of the concepts adaptable to
the planetarium-oriented classroom:
1.

a.

:3.

The daily apparent motion of the sun, moon,
planet. and stars around the earth.
The true motion of the moon, planets.
The seasonal change in the noon altitude of the
SIII1 and the' background of stars,

4. The revolution of the moon around the earth.
5. The movement of the planets across the background of stars.
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6. The precession of the Vernal Equinox point
eastward across the background of stars.
7.

Definition of the YEAR (Tropical and Sidereal).

Phases of the moon and the inner planets.
9. Moon cycles (synodic and sidereal).
10. Eclipses (solar and lunar).
11. Retrograde motion of the planets.
S.

The planetarium-oriented classroom has one advantage over the planetarium chamber containing a fixed
projector in the center of the room. It is possible to
retain the celestial sphere concept but, in addition it
is possible to switch from the earth-centered view to
the sun-centered view by placing an orrery in the cen-

ter of the room. The orrery is a simple device that
demonstrates the revolution and rotation of the earth
about the sun and the revolution of the moon around
the earth utilizing gears and an arm connecting the

sun and earth. With this device, the students can
look at the solar system as though they were passive
observers in space, just outside the solar system. This
permits the teacher to move from the geocentric view
to the heliocentric view in order to explain the actual
relationship of celestial objects in motion. While

viewing the earth on this orrery, the student can
mentally project himself onto the surface of the earth

as it moves before his eyesk small toy figure stuck
on the earth will aid in making this mental transfer
of frames of reference.

An example of one demonstration that is easily
transferred from the geocentric to the heliocentric
view is the apparent eastward motion of the sun
across the background of stars as the earth revolves
around the sun. A yellow disc representing the sun
can he moved counterclockwise around the classroom

across the background of stars attached to the wall.
The signs of the zodiac can be explained as those
constellations that the sun is in front of from one
month to the next. At the end of the sidereal year
(20 minutes longer than the calendar year), the sun
will have moved completely around the walls (the
celestial sphere) and will have aligned itself with the
same star again.

With the orrery, a meter stick can be held above
the earth-sun line to point to the background of stars.
This alignment is maintained as the earth is revolved

around the sun; the stick pointing toward the constellations that the sun is in front of from one month
to the next.
Information on the positions of the planets and the
sun can be obtained from several different sources
listed in the astronomy bibliography.
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The Milky Way
Major Topics Explored
Appearance of the Nlilky Way
Composition

Star Clusters
Nebulae

What does the Milky Wav look like?
The Milky Way appears as a faint, luminous band
of light that completely encircles the sky. It shows
up best on a moonless night at a location which is
away from the glare of city lights.

Why does the Milky Way appear as a luminous
band of light across the sky?
To answer this question we must be aware that we

are a part of a galaxy of stars known as the milky
..vay galaxy and that we view this stellar system from
the inside. Figure 3.27 shows the location of our sun
within the galaxy as viewed edge on from the outside.

In these directions
see a scattering of stars. If we
look toward either C or 13; we see so many more stars

done; these lines of sight that we get the illusion of
a continuous band of light.
Since the greatest dimension of the galaxy extends
in all directions along its flat plane, the apparent

hand of light extends completely around the sky.
This band of light is commonly referred to as the
milky way and is the light from hundreds of billions
of stars that appear along our line of sight when we
look edge on through our lens shaped stellar system.

What does the Milky Way look like from above?
As seen in Figure :3.2S the center of the galaxy is
a huge hub or nucleus consisting of stars which arc
closer together than those in our stellar neighborhood; however, they arc still from light-months to
light-years apart. Extending out from the nucleus
and curved through the disc of the galaxy, are the
spiral arms which also contain vast amounts of gas
:old cosmic dust. Associated with this interstellar
medium are many young stars which are very hot and
extremely luminous. It is in these clouds of gas and

dust of the spiral arms that it is believed new stars
are forming. Our stun is thought to be in or near a
spiral arm.

Composition of the Milky Way
What is the Milky Way?
The problem of what the milky way actually is was
solved by Galileo when he first turned his telescope

on it and found the composition to be myriads of
faint stars. When the term milky way galaxy is used,
it includes all the stars in our star system.

Star Clusters
Does the Milky Way galaxy contain any other
groupings of stars?
Yes. It contains star clusters of two types. Open

Figure 3.27

Drawing of an edge view of the Milky Way
showing approximate position of our Solar
System.

With the sun located at Position X, if we look
toward either position A or B we will see all those
stars which lie between us and the edge of the galaxy.

or galactic clusters number in the thousands and are
the most common. Generally, these clusters are cornposed of a few hundred stars which are loosely held
together by mutual gravitation as they move through
space. These clusters arc located in the main disk of
the galaxy, usually in or near the spiral arms. One
example would he the Pleiades.
There are also globular clusters which number over

a hundred and contain hundreds of thousands of
stars. They are spherically symmetrical and are scat-

tered in a roughly spherical distribution about the
nucleus of the galaxy. They form sort of a halo surrounding the main body of the galaxy. NI 13 is a fine
example of a globular cluster.
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Figure 3.28

Top %1IW of the Milky Way showing the approximate position of our Solar System.

bright nebulae which consist of clouds of gas

:Nebulae

also

Are the dark patches in the Milky Way areas

which are close enough to hot stars to become ionized
by ultraviolet radiation causing the gas to fluoresce.
An excellent example of this type of bright nebulae
would be the Orion nebulae. In some cases dust

where no stars exist?
No. These dark areas exist where nebulae obscure
the stars behind. The dark nebulae are opaque clouds
of dust whose ,grains are thought to he smaller than
ten thousandth of an inch in diameter. An example

of a dark nebulae Nvolild be the florsehead Nebulae
hi Orion.

Are all nebulae dark clouds of dust?
All nebular are not dark clouds of dust. There are

clouds which are near hot stars appear as bright
nebulae clue to reflected light from their particles.
References
Bok, B. J., and Bok, P. F. (1957), The Milky Way.
Harvard University Press.

THE STARS
An understanding of the general composition and
characteristics of stars is vital to an understanding of
the determination of stellar distances, evolution of
stars, and cosmology.

5. A/assThe mass of stars ranges from 10% of the
sun's mass to 100 times the sun's mass.
6. GroupingsStars are always found within galaxies and most are grouped into various kinds
of clusters inside the galaxy.

Major Topics Explored
General Characteristics of Stars
Apparent Nlagnitudes
Absolute Nlagnitude
Spectral Classes
\lass-luminosity Relation
Period-luminosity Relation
Other Types of 'Variable Stars
Stellar Nlotions

Radial velocity
The Constellations: Yesterday, Today, and
Tomorrow

General Characteristics of Stars
What are some of the chief differences among
stars?
While it is difficult to generalize about the stars, the
following characteristics will help to point out their
vast diversity.

1. SizeSome very small stars (neutron stars) may
exist which have diameters of ten miles or less.
Super giants such as Epsilon Aurigae have a diameter of 2,500 times the sun's diameter.
Comp.:it/ionWhile the composition of stars
varies,
:3.

1.

they consist mainly of hydrogen and

helium and a few metals.
Temprraittre.s.Sorlie...e temperature ranges arc
from a few thousand degrees to fifty thousand
degrees or more.
DensitiesStellar density varies from 10 billion

tons per cubic inch (neutron stars) to a rarity

Apparent Magnitudes
This topic is vital to an understanding of determina-

tion of stellar distances, stellar evolution, and cosmology. The apparent brightness of a star refers to
the way a star appears to us and is independent of
the distance to the star. The absolute brightness (intrinsic brightness) of a star refers to the way a star
would appear if it were at some standard distance
ham us, say 10 parsecs.

Stellar magnitudes can, with the aid of photoelectric Photometers, he measured to the hundredth of a
magnitude; the eye detects differences of magnitudes
to about one-tenth, assuming the stars are of the same

color. We determine the apparent brightness of a
star by introducing a scale in which the given star
is compared with a standard star or stars. Hipparchus,
about 120 I3.C., catalogued approximately 1000 stars

into classes using the term magnitude to designate
how bright a star appeared. The British astronomer
Pogson in 185-1, observing that the average 1st magnitude star under the old system was about 100 times

brighter than the average 6th magnitude star, proposed that the scale he made precise by defining a
1st magnitude star as being exactly 100 times brighter
than a 6th magnitude star. Pogson suggested that the
ratio of light flux corresponding to a step of one magnitmle be the fifth root of 100, i.e., approximately

better than the best laboratory vacuum.
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Magnitude Data
Object

Magnitude (apparent)

26.5
12.5

Sun

Moon (full)
Venus (brightest)
Jupiter (brightest)
Mars (brightest)

4
2

2

Sirius

1.4

Naked-eye limit
Binocular limit

8
10
20
23.5

100" (visual) limit
200" (photographic) limit
Let LI, L2, L3, L4 represent the brightness of stars of the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th magnitudes
respectively. Then
L2

= 2.512;

= 2.512;

L3

L2

L3

= 2.512
L4

L1

L2

L3

L1

L2

L3

L4

L4

= (2.512)4-1 = (2.512)8.

and

This suggests the general relation

LT.

= (2.512)^-m where 1,n, and L., represent the brightness

Lo

of stars of magnitudes m and n respectively.
Since (2.512)5 = 100, it follows that
Lm

log 2.512 = .4 and log

= .4(nm).

Lo

Sample Problems

(a) The eclipsing variable Algol ($ Persei) declines from a magnitude of 2.2 at maximum
to a magnitude of 3.4 at minimum. What is the ratio of brightness at maximum to that
at minimum?
Solution:

L2.2

log

= .4(3.4

2.2) = .48

L3.4
1,2.2

-3.02

L3.4

( b ) The bright star Castor can be resolved by a small telescope into two stars of magnitudes
1.99 and 2.85. What is the combined magnitude?
log

L1.99

= .4(2.85

1.99) = .344

1,2.85

L1.99

2.21
L2.85
99

- 1 = 2.21 + 1
L2 R5

log

1,1.28 + 1,2.85
1,2.85

Li

= log

= .507 = .4(2.85
1,2.85

X = 1.58, the combined magnitude
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Absolute Magnitude
Definition

Stellar parallax is the angle subtended by 1 astronomical unit at the distance of a particular star. (See

Figure 3.29
Diagram showing stellar parallax determination.

figure 3.29.)

STAR

ORBIT OF EARTH

Definition

The parsec is the distance to a point whose parallax

is 1" of arc.
Definition

The absolute magnitude of a star is the apparent
magnitude that star would have if it were at a standard distance of 10 parsecs.
If OE = 1 A.U. and p = 1", then d = 1 parsec (by
definition). Since d is very much greater than

Distance Modulus (for possible teacher use)
The apparent brightness of an object varies inversely as the square of the distance while parallax
varies inversely with distance. Letting in and M represent the apparent and absolute magnitudes respectively, we have
Liu

ki

=

d2

OE

1 A.U., we may consider OE for practical purposes to be arc of a circle of very large radius. Using

radian measure and the relation

arc

= central

radius
1(A.U.)

1

7r

360()

180

p=

k2

1111(1

1°

(radians ). Note 1"
36(X)

and 1' =

102

LM

=

d

k2

p2

10

.01

P2

.01

=
=

102

d2
102

d2

(2.512)"
Lm

7r

radians.

5-

M

180

Solving for d, we get (1 '= 206265 A.U. = 1 parsec.
:3.26 light years.) The nearest star has
(1 parsec
.76". The known stellar population
a parallax p
within -1 parsecs of the sun averages about one star
to 32(1 cubic light years.

LM

and p = .1 =

angle in radians, we have
d(A.U.)

k1

Lm = -

or

\i

7=::: m H- 5

5 log

5 log d

1

since (1 =
p
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"Fire difference 111M depends ouly on the distance
of the star and

called its

is

distance modulus.

.5 log p is one of the
most important relationships in astionomy. It has
The formula NI

1- 5

in

--:

t-

important uses, as we shall sec.
The absolute magnitude Of the sun is determined
as follows:
1

The distance of the sun is

parsecs, hence
206265
1

NI = -26.7 -1- 5

5 log

and NI

4.9

306365

Sample Problems

(a) If the parallax of Altair is .205", what is

1

4.88 parsecs.
.205

apparent magnitude is 4.99.

direct measurement of parallax (and therefore not to
he found on the diagram) are similar in characteristics
to stars which appear on the diagram. We obtain a
classify it by spectral
spectrogram of the star
class and whether or not it is on the main sequence.
For example, Altair is an A5 main sequence star (be-

luminosity and at the same distance from us do not
have the same apparent visual magnitudes. The red
star has the smaller visual magnitude. We define the

1

= 25 parsecs
.04

color index of a star to be I = in - mr. The redder

- 5 log 25

a star, the larger the value of I. The eye and the photographic plate respond equally to a white star (class
AO), hen,:e in this case I = 0. The approximate sur-

I=3

face temperature (Kelvin) of a star may be found

Star Counts (visual)

7200

Number brighter
0

:n

-1

1

5
6

0

4

7

1

14

10

3

diagram. We assume that stars too far away for a

Thus a blue and a red star of the same instrinsic

What is its absolute magnitude?

Ill

parallax in seconds gives the distance in parsecs.

Trigonometric parallaxes are reasonably good down
to .01"; smaller values are unreliable. For stars at a
distance greater than 100 parsecs, we obtain what is
known as spectroscopic parallaxes by use of the H-R

diagram
Occasionally the horizontal scale in the
is given in color index units. The eye and the photographic plate react differently to different colors. The
eye is more sensitive to reds and yellows than to blue.

(1) A star has parallax .04" and its

NI = 4.99

The above diagram (figure 3.30) is for stars for
which the trigonometric parallax has been found, i.e.,
for stars of known distance since the reciprocal of the

tween spectral classes A and F). Reading up from
A5 to the main sequence, then reading across to the
absolute magnitude scale, we find that the absolute photographic magnitude is approximately 2.5.

its distance in parsecs?
Solution

Hertzsprung-Russell Diagram (MK diagram)

40

15

150

20

Number brighter
1,700

4,900
15,000
350,000

from the formula

.

I

The range for color in-

.64

dex is usually between -0.6 and 2.0 although there
are some extreme values.

:37,000.000
1.200,000,000

540

Spectral Classes
(1) Harvard System: 0, 13, A, F, G, K, NI, R, N, S
and subclasses. Early classes are hot, blue
stars: later classes cooler, reddish stars.
(21 Morgan-Keenan sysiern: adds a Roman numeral to the Harvard letter indicating the type
(Ia, lb, II, III, IX', V).
12.6

Figure 3.30 The IlertzsprungRussell diagram.

The apparent magnitude of a star is easily obtainable and if we get its absolute magnitude from the

Mass-laninosity Relations

II-11 diagram, we can use the formula

Luminosity is approximately proportional to the
mass raised to the 3.5 power. Most stars have masses
somewhere between .1 and 50 times that of the sun.

= in

5 log p
to solve for parallax p, and then obtain the distance
-4- 5

1

in the tabular values, the table can he extended if

The mass luminosity diagram is made from plots of
binary stars; it is not possible to get the mass of a
single star directly. Assuming that most single stars
obey the same relation, we can obtain their masses if
we know their absolute magnitudes. These we may

desired.

obtain from the f1-11 diagram (figure :3.30).

d=

parsecs.

Figure 3.31 gives the distance to objects if we
NI. Since a pattern is evident

know the quantity 111

DISTANCE MODULUS
Distance Modulus
21/

-4
-3
-2

Distance
Parsecs

0

1.6
2.5
4.0
6.3
10.0

1

16

2
3
4

25
40
63
100
160
250

-1

5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21

22
23
24
25

400
630
1,000
1,600
2,500
4,000
6,300
10,000
16,000
:)5,000

40,000
63,000
100,000
160.000
250,000
400,000
630,000
1,000,000

Distance (light years)
Parsecs x 3.26
5.2
8.0
13
21

33
52
80
130

210
330
520
800
1,300
2,100
3,300
5,200
8,000
13,000
21,000
33,000
52,000
80,000
130,000
210,000
330,000
520,000
800,000
1,300,000
2,100,000
3.300,000

Figure 3.31
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Period-Luminosity Relation
(1) Cepheid variables and nature of cepheid variation.
(3 )

:Magellanic Clouds and Cepheid variables.
Determination of absolute magnitudes from
periods. Graph.

(4) Determination of distance by use of the for+ 5 5 log p.
mula NI =
In 1(152 the revision of about 1.5 magnitudes in the
absolute magnitudes of certain class of cepheids
brought about a revision of the extragalactic distance
scale. About 1952 the extragalactic distance scale was
doubled, i.e., these f.xtragalactic objects are twice as
far away as previously thought.

The Constellations: Yesterday, Today, and
Tomorrow
Because the stars are in motion, their present arrangement is temporary. They seem to change position slowly only because they are at great distances.
The constellations we know have existed only some
thousands of years. See Figure 3.32 of Big Dipper
showing the change in position of the stars in this
constellation.

10x

4-*
4- *

Other types of variable stars
(1) Eclipsing binary systems
(2) Irregular variables (Intrinsic)
(a) Completely irregular variables
(b) Semiregular variables
(c) Explosive variables (Novae)
(3) Regular or periodic variables
(a) Long-period variables (60-4- days)
(b) Short-period variables (a few hours up fo
60 days).

Stellar motions
If One has the parallax of a star, its proper motion
and its radial velocity (calculated from the Doppler

Figure 3.32

Diagrams showing the change in Stellar positions with the passage of time.

formula below ), the space velocity of the star can be
calculated.

References

Evolution of Stars
Radial Velocity
Veloc itv of approach Or recession along the line of
sight navy be calculated from the formula
AA

=

V

(Doppler formula)

A

where A = laboratory wavelength of a spectrum line
AA. = shift of spectral line
c = velocity of light
v = velocity Of approach or recession along
the line of sight.
f(mtilila holds when v is very much less
than c: otherwise a relativistic formuli, must be used.
1)ifferential rotation of the sun is indicated by Doppler shifts. A proof of revolution of the earth about
above
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Stellar Atmospheres
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Variable Stars
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Appearance of galaxiesHow do they differ?

THE UNIVERSE
INTRoDUcTioti

They arc either elliptical, spiral, barred spiral, or

Man's conception of the universe began with the
anthropocentric view in which he was the central
figure. Surrminding, him was a flat earth over which
was a sky of stars that rose and set daily and moved
westward with the change of seasons.
A stationary earth was the dominant feature of the
geocentric view of the earth which the early Greek
scholars held. The still. planets, and moon revolved
around the earth within the rotating sphere of "fixed
stars ".

From the time of Copernicus the heliocentric viewpoint provided a more realistic picture. The stars

were brought to rest and the planetary system was
established out a more nearly correct basis. The idea
that the stars are other suns emerged and the thought
developed that perhaps many of them had planetary
systems of their own.
The invention of the telescope resulted in the first
attempts to determine the structure of the universe.
This ultimately led to the picture of our galaxy as a
spiral

structure, with our sun not at

the center,

through which we must view the celestial scene. The
mysterious spirals and other "extragalactic nebulaehave been established as galaxies outside our own.

Major Topics Explored
The Extent of the Universe
Appearance of Galaxies
Grouping of Galaxies
The Local Group
Cosmology and Cosmogony Differences
Origin of the Universe
Pulsars

The Neutron Star

What is the extent of the universe?
As far as man has been able to see with his largest
telescopes he finds additional galaxies. On properly

exposed photographic plates the images of distant
galaxies are more numerous than the images of the
foreground stars which are part of our galaxy when
telescopes are pointed away from the Milky Way. It
has been estimated that there may be a billion gal-

irregular.

The elliptical, range in appearance from nearly eir-

colar to greatly flattened and have no spiral arms.
The spirals have a central nucleus or hub around
\Odell stars seem to spiral out in long arms. The
barred spirals are of the ..iane general appearance but
lily have only two spiral arms. There arc some galaxies which have no central huh and no definite shape
and are called irregular.
Are there any groupings of galaxies?
Galaxies are grouped into two categories: regular

clusters and irregular clusters. The regular clusters
resemble ,lobular star clusters and are almost entirely
of elliptical type galaxies. The irregular clusters have
little or no spherical symmetry or central concentration. They contain all kinds of galaxies and are more
numerous than regular clusters. The number of galaxies involved ranges from over a thousand to small
groups of a few dozen or less.
Does our galaxy belong to a cluster?
The Milky Way Galaxy is part of an irregular cluster -,vhich consists of 1fi other galaxies. The two

largest members are our own and the Andromeda
Galaxy t \C31 ). Altogether there are :3 spirals, 4
irregulars, and 10 ellipticals in what is called the Local Group all of which have a mutual attraction and
a common space motion.

What is the difference between cosmology and
cosmogony?

Cosmology deals with the organization and evolution of the universe while cosmogony is concerned
with the origin of the universe. Modern usage tends
to combine the two terms into one; that of cosmology.
The researchers in the field of modern cosmology try
to piece together the observable properties of the universe into a hypothesis which will also account for its
structure and evolution.

What are the main theories of the origin of the
universe?

axies within the range of the 2G1 inch Palomar tele-

The theory receiving the most attention today is

scope. At the farthest depths of space that we can

the big-bang theory, the basis of which was put forth
by Abbe Lemaitre in the 192.0's. Lemaitre's theory of
the "primeval atom" gave the universe a start from an
original single chunk of matter. George Gamow used
this idea to postulate the origin of all chemical ele-

observe we see only the giants among galaxies. The
best guess at the distances involved would be between
5 and 10 billion light years away. Some of the unidentified sources of radio signals may be galaxies at
even greater distances which are beyond the range of
the largest optical telescopes.

ments as the result of a gigantic explosion. As the
electrons, protons, and neutrons combined to form
I 19

helium. and all tile lica%ier elements, these

atoin, \vele being propelled through space b the
Intce ni die initial explosion. .1s the material e.xpaildc,I olit\\ ard and tall hot gases cooled. ,ondensa
lions formed \\
galaxy (ondenstions smaller scuunda v (.ondensations
formed the stars, sh,.111,1 this theory prove to lm valid,
and it all ni.tI(cr \v,i, in Ow limn of separate subtonlie parti, ICs prior to tilt' initial l'51)1()SiMI, then 55
1,1111,

55,(5 tl)
Cr 1)5 10)\(.1.Vati()I1 \dial
1)1,111' prior to the explosion. Slimild this he the

ease the universe \vas Ind\ -created- at the time of
this explosion.
\
mid themy, the oscillating universe theory, ac.«pts tin same kginiling as the big-hang theory: 110\v-

\er,

Janie, that there is a periodic repetition of
thi, theot.,
ittraction het\\ cell all ni the
\v,11 eventliall
cause them to stop moviir..;
u'd. .\t this point
they \vill reverse their motion and fall bae.k together
it

again to\yard the point from \\inch they originall.
started. As th .111 collide ;it (Ilk point. there \vill he
another ,rreat explosion and the cycle \\a11 begin again
in 111,111,, repetition.

.\ third theory needs neither explosions nor osillation, and is the simplest of all elkinologial 1.1.liot11eses. The steady-state theoryk proposed by
Cold. and (,thers. rests 111)011 a single assump-

tion. This assumption k that the universe is not otily
except for minor local variathe same evcr
tion,. hut the same for all time. Since nothing, ellanges

with time. it is (ailed the steady-state hypothesis. The
creation or the imi\.erse it a liarticidar time is ruled
mit and matter is beim". (Trite(' equititiiimisly in spa(e
at a rat/. sufficient to replace \\-hat is leaving, due to
the relession of g,,11.ixies. The theory is sometimes
tailed the -(..ontiniions theory. This picture of the
universe is one in Nvhich it is infinitely large and infinitely old. with no beginning and no end.

Is there any real evidence %Iyll faviirs title theory
irt-er the other?
here is nothing, in either the big -Bang theory or
the oscillating universe theory \\11i(11 \\ould obviously
rule thew nut at this present state of our knowledge:
((piasi-stellar radio
lio.\eyer, the discovery of

sou(e,
theory.

tlin)w, serious doubt upon the stead -state
the universe is in a steady-state, all por-

If

tion, of it should appear the same. \\-hen vie\yed as a
\\-hole. This 'Vol ld hold trite reg,adless of the time
of 5'0'551112.... ,t

Car, ,V4() or a Who!) \vat-, front

\\.e can, in effect. look back 1)illions of ye:irs
ago by observing 'galaxies \\-pleb are billions (if lig,lit
\e,-, away. If there should be any (lifferenc.e.s beno\v.

1.30

t\\i't'n these distant galaxies and nearby ones serious
doubt \\-ill be cast tipoti the steady-state theory.

Should these Iloaar, be as far from us as their red
Ohlit.tte, toin. than a billion light-yeas away.,
they are the kind of evidence \vhich sho\vs a differeine between \\ hat \yas happening, a long time ago
.111(1 51"1 is 11(11)1)(11111'j, "my.
The implication is that the

ste.ad-state theor). is
\\Tong. One unresolved problem is that if the quasars
are as far :l\\-,ay as their red shifts indicate, their
\\Delhi have (o be calked by some physical
Prot e iiiiktio\vil to science. . \t the distances inch,ateO It their red shifts. these sources \You'd have to

he Illatly time, brighter than the. brightest galaxies.
It is difficult to imagine how an object which appears
is a pinpoint of light could outshine a galaxy of over
100 billion stars. The qiiasars occupy volumes on the
order of :3 light-years in diameter as opposed to galaxies \vlio have diameters of tens of thousands of light
years. The process of producing 511(41 vast amounts
of energy from such a small volume is unknown.

What have astronomers learned about the mysterious pulsars?
Pulsars are unusual star-like objects that radiate
energy at radio fre(piencies in pulses at very precise
regular intervals, some slightly over a second and
,lams' slightly less than a second. 'The 111115e itself
Lists front I/51) to 1/0 second, followed by roughly
one second of silence. The short duration of the pulse
is of great importance in determining the size of the
sonrce. .\ general rule in physics is that no source

railiatimi can turn on or off in less time than it
takes light to (TOtiti the source. The reasoning is that
no physical process, in the case of the pulsar the order
to flange omission, can move faster than the speed
.\ pulse of 1/_'0 of a second \vould mean that
;ht. source of the pulse
have to he smaller than
10.000 miles in diameter.
Normal stars :ere far too large to meet the size criteria fur pulsars. Since planets could not possess an
energy source equal to that of our sun, they could be
ruled out. The power of the transmission from pulsars
equals about 10 billion times the total power produc1

tion of :ill the electric generators on the earth. This
makes it difficult to believe that it conld come from
:mother planet as a Sit;Ilal 1111111 intelligent life forms.

This \\-until appear to leave two possible sources:
\\-bite dwarf stars and neutron stars. Calculations indicated that it \vould be possible to obtain pulses
Iron) \\-kite d\varl stars as fast as once a secincl, but
no faster. 1:roni \\at scientists predict as to the characteristics of a neutron star. it c.ould pulsate from 10
to 10.000 times a second. In the Spring of 1968 only

four pulsars had been discovered and they could have

could account for the energy source without the

been either white dwarf stars or neutron stars from
the infonnation gathered up to that time.

requirement of unreasonable amounts of thermal
energy.

:Itt about the time the fifth pulsar was found in May,

1965, a discovery Wati Made that showed what was
thought to he single pulses of 1/20 second duration

What is a neutron star?

were a random scattering of many shorter bursts.
Some of these shorter bursts had a duration of
1/10M00 second. Since an object cannot change its

at the center of the star rise so high that energy escapes in the form of neutrons. The core of the star
collapses to a ball of nuclear matter. This core is
called a neutron star because most of the electrons
have been crushed into the positively charged nuclei
to become neutrons. The star may have a diameter
of only ten miles and a density of 10 billion tons per

emission in less time than light can cross it, the radiat-

ing region would have to be no more than 20 miles
across. This is much smaller than a white dwarf star
but it could still be possible that the source might be
a small radii) flare on the surface of a spinning white
dwarf. ht cht.cking this idea, it was calculated that
to achieve the necessary brightness the flare area
would have to have a temperature of 10 million billion
billion degrees.
unlikely possibility.

The brightness of pulsars must be due to a process
that is not a function of temperature. Only one
known astronomical object remains to be examined,
the neutron star. First. it must be know n whether the
pulses are due to ,ctual pulsation or rotation. Fortu-

'lately. this is rather easy to determine. If a star is
pulsating. it twist give up energy and become cooler
and more dense. Its pulse will then become faster.
If the star is rotating, it will spin more slowly as it
loses energy. When a pulsar was examined closely to
determine whether it was speeding up or slowing
down, it was found that the interval grew longer at
the rate of :36.-48 billionths of a second per day. Other

pulsars were found to be slowing down, some at

a

rate of less than a billionth of a second per day. Since
a lengthening period was the case with pulsars, their
pulses are associated with rotation. Only one known

astronomical object could rotate so rapidlythe neutron star. Thus, the identity of the pulsar was
revealed.

How floes the neutron star produce its energy
pulses?
The mystery is not solved but theory would indicate that neutron stars have a magnetic field as much

as a million million times as strong as the earth's.
This magnetic field rotates with the star and acts as
a particle accelerator. .1 he particles move faster as
they are swept outward along the magnetic lines of
force until a point is reached where the magnetic field

is moving at nearly the speed of light. Since no
particle can attain the speed of light, they begin to
dissipate some of their energy as radio waves, in the
direction they are traveling. The production of radio
waves creates an opposing force on the particle and
prevents it from reaching the speed of light. This

During the exploSion of a supernova, temperatures

cubic inch. It could rotate as fast as 10,000 times per

second before it would be torn apart. Even though
it may have a surface temperature of millions of degrees, it could not be seen through the most powerful
telescopes on earth, even if it were relatively close,
because the small surface area would not produce
enough light.
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The Atmosphere

INTRODUCTION
The studs of the atmosphere presents a unique opportunity for students to learn sonic interesting scientific techniques and to apply physical principles
encountered in other science courses. While many
students 11.1VC a natural curiosity about the weather,
carefull made meteorological observations can stimulate them to even greater awareness of their environment. Every class shook! initiate a systematic program
of weather observations early to the school year; the

resonant data will then be available for discussion
and interpretation when meteorology is taken up.
A few simple instruments will suffice. Instrument
catalogs for all level; of sophistication are available
from many companies. I lowcver. many instruments
can be constructed very simply and inexpensively
with readily available materials: some of these instruments are described. Under no circumstances should

teachers or students attempt to make a mercurial
barometer, because mercury vapor is extremely toxic
and, moreover, the construction of a satisfactory
barometer is only possible in specialized factories.
The following instruments are particuarly useful:
1. A maximinn-minimum thermometer set to be
read once a day, preferably in the early morn-

It is probably not useful to involve every class in
the study of weather maps and especially of weatherman codes. However, the Daily Weather Map can
be obtained from the Superintendent of Documents,
Government Printing (Mice, Washington, D. C. for
three cents per day. It is well worth subscribing to

this

ence books and films are given at the end of each
section.

Fields of Student Investigation
1.

Temperature
Humidity
13. Precipitation
E. Wind
C.

F.
G.

structed for next to nothing. A meteorologic
slide rule, from which relative humidity and

$2.00.
:3.

4.

Bain gauges: one will do, but several inexpensive ones for loan to interested students to take
to their homes provides an interesting basis for
discussion of the natural variation of rainfall.
Students can easily make them.
Snow Illeatilliernentti may be obtained with a
yardstick.

5.

Aneroid barometer should be read at regular

6.

times daily and readings recorded.
\Vind observations can be made visually or with

S.

Clouds
Visibility

II. Upper atmosphere observations
2.

Basic principles and concepts
A. The earth's energy supply
13.
Water in the atmosphere
C. Hydrologic cycle
D. Heat transfer processes
E. Air masses and fronts: Air motion
F. Atmospheric stability and instability, and
G.

pollution effects
Severe weather

If funds are available, a recording, barograph

Students should already have considerable background :about the atmosphere. A brief review of its
physical and chemical characteristics should suffice.
We live at the bottom of a sea of air which sur-

and a hygrothermograph provide wonderful op-

rounds the earth, and our lives are profoundly af-

portunities to study (lie variation of pressure,
temperature and humidity with time.
Observation forms can be made up and dupli-

fected by changes in the air. The atmosphere protects
us from most of the meteors and meteorites (except
the largest ones), cosmic rays and lethal portions of
sun's radiation (N-rays, short-wave ultraviolet).

simple devices.
7.

Pressure

B.

Sling psychrometers for dry- and wet-bulb temperatures can be purchased for $13.50 or con-

dew point temperattoes can he determined
from wet and dry bulb readings, costs about

Weather elements and their observation
A.

ing. (About $12.00.1
2.

service for the minimum three month period

( $2.101, for there is much that can be learned from
comparing it to the students' observations and from
its day to day changes.
There are numerous demonstration experiments described for illustrating physical principles applied to
the atmosphere. The magazine Weatherwise published by the American Meteorological Society, 45
Beacon Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02108, is a useful addition to any school library. Suggested refer-

cated in schools.
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WEATHER ELEMENTS AND THEIR

timi of the

hmvever, smaller-scale flows (such

OBSERVATION

as

sea breezes)
differences.

illustrate

What is air?
The alt is a mixture Of gases--invisible, colorless,
tasteless and odorless. Oxygen and nitrogen are its
principal constituents. Ozone, in infinite amounts, is
an important constituent at 15-30 miles height, as it
absorbs deadly ultraviolet radiation.
Although amounting to less than
by volume,
xyater vapor is responsible for most of the phenomena
we commonly call weather, It varies greatly from

place to place and from time to time, but 957 of it
occurs below 7 miles height, half of it below 6,000
feet.

Air polIntion consists of dust, smoke. [nines. and
other domestic and industrial wastes. However, certain types of dust provide nuclei around which water
vapor condenses, forming clouds.
The atmosphere consists of several layerstroposphere. stratosphere, and ionosphere ( subdivided into
mesophere, thermosphere and exosphere )each of
which has distinct characteristics. In studying the
weather, we are most concerned with the troposphere.

Why do meteorologists measure air pressure?
Pressure

The pressure of the air is a measure of its weight

per unit area, measured by balancing its weight
against the weight of it column of mercury. Pressure
is expressed in units of millibar (abbr. tub ), the average sea-level pressure being 1013 nib (corresponding
to the weight of a mercury column of 29.92 inches
length under standard conditions). Horizontal pressure differences cause winds.

Film
Solar Radiation IAmerican Meteorological Society, distributed by United Films, Inc., 221 Park
Avenue South, New York. N. Y. 1(1003.

When people speak Of "the temperature'', they
are referring to the temperature of what?
Temperature
Most temperature measurements are based on the
fact that substances expand when the temperature
rises.

)ensit difference between hot and cold air
Circulations of air are related to differences in
density occasioned by temperature differences. Mostatmospheric circulations are complicated by the rota136

Density of air

is

the effects

of density

a function of temperature and

pressure. To show the effect of temperature, we keep
the pressure of a volume of air constant and the same
as that of the ambient air.

a 1 By means of scotch tape (see Figure 4.1) we
hang two paper bags of the same size upside
down on a balance .(see Balance Construction).
To keep the bags open, we fold the rims of the
open ends outward. After we established equi-

librium by means of a rider, we hold a small
candle for half a minute under the middle of
one of the bags, :3 to .4" away from it, being

very careful not to set the bag on fire. We
note almost immediately that this bag aparently becomes lighter than the other one. By
watching the flame, we see a strong updraft
rising from it. 1) Could the observed effect be

due to the bag being lifted by the updraft?
(Yes) Inflate a toy balloon, hold the nozzle
under the bag, and let a jet of air into it.
2 ) What is the difference between the effect of

the candle and that of the air jet? (With hot
air the bag stays up longer.)
The combustion products of the candle are
chiefly carbon dioxide and water vapor. 3) Which
of these gases is lighter (less dense) than air?

(Water vapor) 4) Could it be that the lighter
gas makes the bag buoyant? (Yes) 5) How can
we modify the experiment to eliminate this possibility? ( flint: !fold a sheet of aluminum foil
tinder bag to prevent gases from getting into it.)
6) Does the result of the modified experiment
warrant the conclusion that hot air is less dense
than cold air? (Yes)

I)) Turn on a 150 watt bulb and hold it about 2"
from the bag for two minutes. 7) Does the bag
with the warm air become lighter? (Yes) Does
it make much difference how the air is warmed?

(No)
Material:

One balance, two medium sized paper
bags, one toy balloon, one candle, one
sheet of aluminum foil, about 12" x 12",
150 watt 1)1111), scotch tape.

Balance Construction
Household scales or analytical balances are not
((sable for the foregoing experiment. Good balances
can be made as follows:

a ) Drill or burn a small hole through the middle
of any light stick of wood of 2 to 3 feet in length.

1 4" DOWEL ROD, 30" LONG
ifgerz.

NAIL AS PIVOT

EMPTY
YARN
SPOOL
RIDER

1 8"

DOWEL
ROD,

PAPER

LONG

CLIP
RIDERS

. -7,- .--

,

.,- ,

..---

,

-r,
Mr

1"

-7.-

WOOD SLAT

12"

3 4 x 1': x 16"

Figure 4.1

Put a straightened paper clip, bent into an "L "hook, through the hole as a pivot ( Fig. 1); the
wire which should sit loosely in the hole is taped
over the edge of a table.
b) From Plate 1 it is evident how the balance can
be refined to include a wooden stand and a balance indicator; however, these features are not
necessary.

For fine adjustment of the balance, a rider is made
from a 3" piece of drinking straw (see Figure 4.2).
Riders can also be made from wire or an empty spool
of thread ( see Figure 4.1).
Material. One !4" dowel rod, 30" long, one N" dowel
rod, 14" long. wood board I" x 5" x 12".
wood slat
x 16", paper clips, glue,
and nails.

c) A very good balance can be made entirely of
cardboard and paper as shown in Figure 4.2.
The construction of the base and the support
post is evident. The beam is made of two sheets
of S1::" x 11" writing paper, each rolled diagonally Over a pencil: the ends are taped and the

is removed. The paper tubes arc then
rolled tightly into another sheet of paper and
the end taped. For reinforcement the ends of
1)(11(.0

the beam are scotchtaped; paper-clip hooks are

then put through the tape.

An

indicator can be

made of two drinking straws, but this is not
necessary. The beam is attached to the support
post by a wire paper clip.
lateriab One heavy cardboard M." x 11", one mail-

ing tube 15" long, 2" diameter, three
sheets of good paper 83." x 11", two
drinking straws, paper clips, glue, scotch
tape.

Air temperature measurements can provide many
projects for interested students. As long as the thermometer is in thermal equilibrium with the air, even
an inexpensive one will give sufficiently accurate
readings. This can usually be accomplished by avoiding sunlight and body heat. Early morning readings
at different locations can show the effect of air drainage in producing lower temperatures in low places.
Readings over, or near, water bodies contrasted with
those a short distance away can illustrate the thermal
effect of water.
For many kinds of problems, temperatures exceed-

ing, or falling below, a certain level are decisive in
the solution. For example, buildings need to be heated

when the daily avtsrage temperature is below 65'F;
peas grow when the temperature exceeds 42'17, corn
it 50 F or more. Air conditioning is used when the
average temperature exceeds 72°F; snow melt for
137

DRINKING
STRAW

RIDER
ROk-k-E2

P APE"

105ES
.X.IP'`

ARER.CLIP

%volt.'"

WIRE

TDRINKINO
STRAWS

-- Wu--

MAILING
TUBE

ER

oGE1"

CARD BOARD

Figure 4.2
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is bard on telOperahlre above
Usually, the number of degrees above or
low a certain base temperature ;ie accumulated each

flood calculations
F.

:32

EVSIlltS. The following
day, so that It degree-day
is a degree-day calculation for home heating using a
65

base:

Maximum
Temp.

Minimum
Ten,p.

Mean Temp.

1)t.gret.

\ionday
Tuesday

70

-16

58

7

62

49

51

14

Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

60
75
78
72
64

:39

50

15

43

GO

5

61

70
58

0

52

13

Day of the
Week

5

Weekly Sum

The total heating degree -clays for this week would
be 61. The class could keep running totals of degree-

days and compare them with those reported by the
U. S. Weather Bureau. Departures from normal
could be compared to the consumption of fuel at the

uracies in calibration, there may be slight differences
in the readings. Then we expose all thermometers to
simshine for it few minutes and read again. A 150 to
200 watt light bulb can be used as a radiation source
as in Figure 4.3. We take readings before turning on
the light and again 5 minutes after turning it on.
L.

Are the temperature changes of the shaded
and illuminated thermometers the same? (No)
2. Would ventilation reduce these differences?

61

Yes) Try it by repeating the experiment while
equally fanning the thermometers with a piece
of cardboard or an electric fan.
Material: Two or more thermometers of different

types, one 150 to 200 watt light bulb,
piece of cardboard or electric fan.

school or elsewhere.

The air temperature in sunshine is practically the
same as that in the shade because very little radiation is directly absorbed by the carbon dioxide gases.
The thermometers with which we measure the air
temperature most be carefully protected from direct
radiation, because thermonters absorb a considerable amount of radiation. flow temperature readings
taken under the influence of direct radiation vary
with the thermometers themselves can be demonstrated as follows.
We take two or more thermometers of different
types, such as a dial thermometer (bimetal), an ordinary thermometer mounted on metal or plastic, etc.,
and a window thermometer in a glass or plastic tube.
We first expose the thermometers in the shade and
record the temperatures of each. Because of inac-

7

Humidity

!tumidity refers to the water vapor content of the
air: its measurements are based On the cooling asso-

ciated vitli evaporation, on the expansion of materials, such as human hair, as they absorb water vapor,
and on condensation taking place when air becomes
saturated with water vapor.
Retatire Humidity (in %) is the ratio of the amount
of water Yap* present to the maximum amount that
would he present at saturation, multiplied by 100.
"Fin' Wet-Bulb Temperature is the lowest temperature
to which it thermometer can he cooled by evaporating
water f11/111

a wet wick around its bulb. The Dew-

Point is the temperature to which the air would have
to he lowered ill order for condensation (dew) to
occur; the higher the dew-point, the more water vapor
is in the air.

Dry- and \Vet-Bulb Temperature Measuretnents
An instrument that consists of a dry-bulb and a wet-

bulb thermometer mounted together is called a psychromter. Th, rate of evaporation of water from the
wet-bulb and, therefore, its cooling, depends on the
relative humidity. lw eonstruction of a psychrometer should be clear from Figure 1.. It' is important
139

150 TO 200 WATT

LIGHT BULB

ONE FOOT ABOVE THERMOMETER
BULBS

THE THERMOMETER
BULBS ARE 2"

ABOVE TABLE

1/

Figure 4.3
1.10
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to cot away the lower cial of the backings Of two
identical thermometers kit fine saw blade an he
used 1, so that the bulbs and about 'i" of the capillaries above the bulbs are free, Be sure not to disturb
the mountings of the capillaries on the scales.
For outdoor measurements select an open place in
the shade; wet the wick of the wet-bulb with clean
\vater. Hold the sling psychrometer at arm's length
and sling the thermometers around the handle three
times per second; after a minute or so quickly read
without touching the fhermometers) first the wetbulb, then the dry-bulb thermometer. Repeat the procedure until two successive readings show no more
temperature changes.

The relative humidity and the dew point can be
determined from dry- and wet-bulb temperatures
with the aid of Psychrometric Tables; these are found
in many elementary texts on meteorology or can be

purchased from the Superintendent of Documents,
Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C., for
25e. The relative humidity can also be determined
bv the formula:
11.11.

100

:300 (T.W.)/T

where T is the dry-bulb reading, \V the wet-bulb
70'F and W = 63°F, R.H. =
reading; thus, if T
100 30t) (70-63)/70
100 ^ 300 x 7/70
100 30 =
70'1. l'he wick should always be thoroughly wet; in
dry weather use very cold water so that the wick does
not dry out during ventilation.
Niaterials: Two identical thermometers; wooden
board approximately S" x 4" x %", wire
15" long, dowel rod 6" long,
diameter,
three screws, two washers, thin white cotton material one inch square for wick and

thread for fastening it to bulb, two rubber bands.

Dew-Point Measurement
In nature, the formation of dew, or frost if the temperature is low enough, occurs when the air is cooled
by radiational heat loss at night. \Ve can obtain a
rough measure of the dew-point temperature by
taping a thermometer bulb to the outside of a small
tin can of shiny metal (see Figut e 4.5); then we fill
the can with a slush made of crushed ice, water, and

a teaspoon of salt. We read the temperature the
moment dew begins to form. Then we empty the

Figure 4.4

can, being, careful not to wipe the dew off, and read
the temperature again as soon as the dew disappears.
The average between the two temperatures is the approximate dew-point temperature.
Material: One thermometer, one small shiny tin can,
tape, crushed ice, water, salt.
141

Relationship between Temperature, Dew-Point,
and Relative Humidity
Temperature, dew-point, and relative humidity are
not independent elements. The relationship between

1(120
71_

:-100

90
80

these elements can he demonstrated by the model
shown in Figure .1.6. To make this model, cut four
pieces of heavy white cardboard, each 3'1;" x 11";
three of them are cut out and colored as shown by
panels 2, :3, and .1 in Figure 4.7, which also gives the
proper dimensions. After assembling the four panels
is in Figure 4.8, we mark off a temperature scale on

the left side of panel 4 as shown in Figure 4.6. 'Ile
apart, starting Y' from the top edge.
divisions are
Note that the scale is not linear as on a thermometer.) On the right side we mark divisions at the same
level as on the left, but label them with the even
numerals from 2 to 14; this is the scale of water vapor
amounts in arbitrary units.

The black margin of panel 3, together with the
black line on panel .1, appears as a beaker which represents the "capacity" of the air to hold water in vapor

form. The water vapor is represented by the blue
panel 2. The upper edge of the beaker is set at a
given air temperature (on the left) and then indicates on the right side the maximum number of water
vapor units that the air could hold at that temperature.
As an example, let us pull the water-vapor panel 2
by its tongue downward until no more blue shows in
the "beaker". Then we set the top edge of the beaker
by manipulating its tongue, to 70 'F and hold it there.

The beaker is empty, i.e., the air is dry. We now
evaporate some water into this air by sliding the
water panel up until the water edge is even with the

"2" on the right scale; this be the existing water
vapor amount. 1) What is the relative humidity?
2) If we evaporate more water into the air so that
the existing amount of water vapor is 4 units, what is

the relative humidity? 3) Keeping the water vapor
constant at 4 units, we raise the temperature to 75°F
( by pushing the beaker panel zip); what is now the
relative humidity? 4) If we lower the temperature to
60' without changing the water vapor content, what
is the relative humidity? 5) How does the relative
humidity change, when the temperature changes with-

out any change in water vapor? 6) If the air temperature is 75 'F and the relative humidity is 80%, to
what temperature would we have to cool the air to
reach the dew point?
It is evident that the water level in the beaker indicates the dew point on the temperature scale. If we
lower the temperature below the dew point, the water
Figure 4.5
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above the beaker condenses out in form of fog or
cloud, until the beaker is just full (we lower the

85
80

14

75

10

70

8

60

6

water level to the top of the beaker). 7 What is the
relative humidity? If we lower the temperature to
dew point?

12

5(1`;;

101ri

x

31 (VW s

40`,C;

07`i'; 5, \Olen temperature rises,
(4/61
falls;
when
temperature falls. B. 11. rises;
the l. II.
F on left side which is
S
units
ItJ
x
807
(i
Then
the
beaker
is full, the R. 11. =
dew point. 7
1001; Note, that all these values are very rough approximations, because the scales are greatly simplified.
2 STRIPS OF 3'2 x 3 8"
CARDBOARD GLUED OR
STAPLED BETWEEN PANELS
1 AND 4

50
38'

30
°F

23 ;

(thou,' (/uesti(Pns: 1) (2/S) x 100t

nsiecr.,

_

.

,

I

I";01'," I"-,

COLOR

BLACK

PANEL 4

PANEL 1

3'2"

-Ow

COLOR

COLOR
BLUE

1

BLACK

3

34".

1

SLIDING

SLIDING

PANEL 3

PANEL 2

Figure 4.6

4

Figure 4.7
14:3

N1aterials:

Four pieces of white cardboard, 3Y' x
I1" ach, blaci, ink, blue ink. glue or
stapler, rubber hand.

STAPLES

The main forms of precipitation .ire: rain; drizzle
is rain consisting of very small droplets: snow consists of single ice crystals or of crystal aggregates
snow flakes); sleet is rain that has frozen while falllog through a very cold
layer; hail forms in thunderclouds by the collision and freezing together of
water and ice particles. When rain freezes on contact with the ground, the resulting ice coating is called
:daze.

04.

Rain Measurements
The amount of rainfall is measured as the depth of
water on level, impermeable ground. Any cylindrical
can can be used to catch precipitation, but it is desir-

able to determine the depth of water with an acedASSEMBLY

PANEL 4
PANEL 3
PANEL 2
PANEL 1

racy of 1 /lilt) inch, so that it is necessary to magnify
the depth of the raincatch. hi addition, evaporation
of water prior to measurement must be minimized;
this is achieved by placing a funnel over the can.
The raingauge is constructed as illustrated in Figure 4.9. Two large tin cans from which the tops have
been removed as well as the bottom of one of them,
are soldered together ( with hot or cold solder ). A
disk that fits loosely inside the can is made of wood or
stiff foam plastic, in the center of which a hole is made

ti

RUBBER BAND

ALUMINUM

FUNNEL

PLASTIC SHIELD
GLUED TO
FUNNEL RIM
DISK OF
STIFF FOAM
PLASTIC
1

TWO TIN CANS
Figure 4.8

is the difference between "shower" and
"rain"? What is a "snow flurry"? Preriitation?
What

7"

A knowledge of past and prediction of future rainfall in a region is not only important in agriculture

and forestry, but also in industiies, such as mining
and paper manufacture, as well as in soil and waterresources management, in municipal znaintenanc, in
sports, shipping, transportation, and many other human endeavors.

Figure 4.9

into which the funnel neck is glued. A sheet of tincan metal or plastic 2" x 15" is cemented around the
funnel rim to prevent driving rain from getting into
the can Nvithout going through the funnel. The finished gauge is mounted on a post as suggested in Figure 4.10, and should be positioned so that it is as far
away from any objects as these objects are high.

nel is removed. 'Flu' snow caught in the can is melted
prior to transfer into the measuring tube. This is best

clone by adding a known depth of warm water and
subtracting that amount from the measured value.
Materials: Two large tin cans, at least 7" high and
4" diameter, one metal funnel about 5"
diameter, wooden post 1 x 11/2" cross

section, 3 to 4 ft. long, 5' x 5' x 3/4"
wooden board, 1" x 4" x 4" wood or stiff
foam plastic, strip of sheet metal or plastic 2" x 15", 18" stiff wire, redwood stick
x

" x 12", two or three tin cans

of very small diameter, nails, glue, liquid
or hot solder.

If six inches of snow falls in your neighborhood,
does the same amount fall all over town? All over
Pennsylvania?
Snow Measurements

In case of snowfall, two measurements are of
ir terest: the depth of the snowcover and the water

the water content
content of the snow;
can vary from 1/," to '/:no ", but is usually assumed

to be '4 o". The depth of the accumulated snow
cover is measured by simply pushing a yardstick

Figure 4.10

For measurement the contents of the can are poured
into another cylindrical can of much smaller diameter,

preferably not more than 2". Several such small tin
cans can be soldered together in the same manner
as the raingauge itself.
a very slender redwood stick, which shows water marks well, we
measure the height of the water column in the measuring tube. The depth of precipitation, P, is com-

puted from the relationship P = H (d/D)2, where
D the inner diameter of the funnel fop. For example, let D be 5";:', d = 1 :s "; thus the factor
(d/D)2

(0.21)2 = 0.044. So if the length

of the watermark was H =

o, the precipitation
amount. was P = 1.19 x 0.044 = 0.05".
When precipitation falls in form of snow, the fun-

vertically through the snow to the ground and reading. For this we must select a spot where the snow
has not drifted and make several measurements, taking as the final result the average of the various readings. For measuring the water content of the snow,
we use the raingauge, without the funnel, because
otherwise the snow quickly clogs the funnel and is
blown out by the wind. At the time of observation,
we pour a measured amount of hot water into the
snow and after melting, pour out the same amount
before measuring the snow water in the same manner as we measure rain water. However, we need
another conversion factor, because the inner diameter
of the can rim is different from that of the funnel rim.
Snow crystal imprints can be obtained by exposing
for a short time during a snowfall a small sheet of

white cardboard or glass which has been lightly
smoked over a candle flame. Care should he taken
that the cardboard or glass surface does not become
hot during the smoking process, because then the
smoke clings to the surface and is not easily disturbed
by the snow crystals falling on it. The imprints can
be fixed by clipping the sheet into a thin solution of
shellac.

Material: One yardstick, one tin

can, the top of

which has been removed, a sheet of white
cardboard or glass, shellac, candle.
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What is wind?
Wind is the most important weather element in indstrial and metropolitan areas, because it helps to
dilute air pollution and to remove it from the area.
In the absence of wind, serious air - pollution episodes
may develop. Wind is also vital for the pollination of

certain plants, such as corn, and is a factor in the
spread of air-borne plant and animal diseases.
Wind observations are best made in the middle of
an oivn field; the wind direction, i.e., the direction
FROM which wind blows according to eight points

titi

of the compass, N, NE, E, SE, etc., can be ascertained by "feeling the wind with one's face, by noting
smoke drifts, flags, etc." The wind speed can be estimated according to the Beaufort Scale.

NAILS

Wind Measurements
A wind vane can be constructed with the material
listed under a) below according to the dimensions in
Figure 4.11. Before drilling the hole in the vane shaft,
the assembled vane is balanced on a knife edge to find
the center of gravity. A nail that fits loosely through
the shaft is then hammered into the handle. If a piece
of soldering wire is wound around and fastened to the

12" DOWELIf

front end of the vane, the center of gravity shifts
closer to the' middle of the shaft.

ROD HANDLE
20" LONG

24"

3"

Figure 4.11

Beaufort Wind Scale
Description of Wind Effect

No.

0
1

2

3
4

5

Smoke rises vertically

Wind direction shown by smoke drift but not by wind vane
Wind felt on face; leaves rustle; vane moved by wind
Leaves and small hvigs in constant motion; wind extends light flag
Raises dust and loose paper; small branches are moved
Small trees in leaf begin to sway; crested wavelets form on inland
water

less than 1
1-3

4-6
7-10
11-16
17-21

6

Large branches in motion; whistling heard in telegraph wires:
22-27

7

umbrellas used with difficulty
Whole trees in motion; inconvenience felt in walking against wind
Breaks hvigs off trees; generally impedes progress in walking against
wind

34-40

Slight structural damage occurs; chimney pots and slate removed
Seldom experienced inland; trees uprooted; considerable damage

41-47

occurs

48-55

Very rarely experienced; widespread damage
Hurricane for,e

56-65

8
9
10
11

12
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Equivalent in Knots
(1 knot = 1.15 mph.)

28-33

above 65

For wind-speed measurements, a cup anemometer
can be built from three small aluminum funnels and
the other materials listed under I)) below. The funnel spouts are cut away as shown in Figure 4.12 and
the funnel opening folded over and closed off with
liquid solder. The remaining construction and assembly an be seen in Figure 4.13. Finally, one cup
is painted flat-black for easier revolution counting.

In order to calibrate the anemometer, it is mounted
on a broomstick so that it can be held out of a car
window well above the car top. While the driver
drives at a constant speed along a straight stretch of
road on a calm day, the observer holds the instrument out of the window and counts the revolutions
per minute; this is done for speeds of 5, 10, 15, 25,
and 40 mph. A calibration graph is then constructed
by plotting revolutions per minute versus speed in

PENCIL

2

CAP
3

16" DOWEL
CEMENT

CEMENT

LID FROM INK BOTTLE
WASHER

3" NAIL

CEMENTED

SHARPENED
AT BOTH ENDS

TO PENCIL
CAP

2" DOWEL-ROD

HANDLE 20" LONG

mph. The wind speed can also be converted into
knots (1 knot = 1.15 mph) which are the commonly
used units in meteorology.

Figure 4.13

CUT AND
FOLD OVER

How do you measure the cold in cold?
If some days seem colder than others, even though

the reading on the thermometer may be the same,
or even higher, it is not just your imagination. Arctic
studies done by the U. S. Army have found the an-

swerthe Chill Index.
1 '16" HOLES
212"

Figure 4.12

This "chill factor" takes into account both temperahire and wind velocity. In combination they effect
the rate of heat loss from your body. Should the temperature be zero degrees F, and the wind calm, the
chill

factor and the thermometer reading are the

same. However, if the temperature is zero degrees F
and the wind velocity 10 mph the chili factor now
becomes minus 21 degrees. This is the same as say-

ing that with a temperature of zero degrees and a
wind velocity of 10 mph the combined effect is
equivalent to the heat loss you would expect from a
Materials:

a) Sheet of tin-can metal, 4" x 15", sheet
of tin-can metal 43i" x 5", strip of tincan metal !:;" x 4", one 'A" dowel rod
20" long, one stick of wood 24" long,
glue, nails, one glass bead.

I)) Three aluminum funnels 2' :" wide,
three :!'1,1" dowel rods, 7" long, one.
metal (or plastic) pencil cap, one
metal lid
to 2" diameter (such as
from ink bottle), one 3" nail, one
small metal washer, %" diameter, one

stick of wood 24" long (%" dowel
rod), glue, flat-black paint.

temperature of niinus 21 degrees.

During the winter months many weather reports
give the chill index for that particular day. This
should he taken into consideration when deciding
upon the proper dress for winter activities such as
skating; sledding, or snowmobiling.

The following chart (Figure 4.14) gives the chill
index For various temperatures from 50 degrees to
minus 60 degrees and wind velocities up to 40 mph.
Wind speeds greater than 40 mph produce little additimial effect upon the lowering of the chill index.
Particular attention should be paid to wind and temperature combinations indicated as those which will
produce danger from the freezing of exposed skin.
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ESTIMATED

WIND SPEED
IN MPH

50

40

ACTUAL THERMOMETER READING ( °F.)
-30
-40
30
20
0
-10
-20
10

50

40

30

5

48

37

27

10

40

28

16

15

36

22

9

20

32

18

4

25

30

16

0

30

28

13

-2

35

27

11

40

26

10

(wind speeds
greater than
40 mph have
little additional

4
6

EQUIVALENT TEMPERATURE ( °F)
20
10
0
10 - 20 -30
15 - 26 -36
16
6
-33
- 58
-21
-9
4
-36
-45
-5
-18
-58
- 72
- 82
-25
-39
-53
-67
-10
-59
- 88
-29
-44
-74
-15
-63
-48
- 79
- 94
-18
-33
20 35 49 67 -82
98
21 37 53 69 -85 -100

5

LITTLE
DANGER
(for properly
clothed person)

INCREASING
DANGER

Figure 4.14

- 40

-50

- 60

-47

- 57

-68

- 70

- 83

- 95

- 85

- 99

-96

- 110

- 104

- 118

- 109

-125

-112
-124
-133
-140

- 113

- 129

- 116

-132

-145
-148

GREAT
DANGER

The WindChill Index.

Reference
Edinger, James G. (1967), Watching For The Wind,
Anchor Book, Doubleday & Co., Inc., Garden City,
New York ($1.25).
Clouds

Clouds, apart from their aesthetic aspects utilized
by photographers, determine to a large extent the
brightness of a day. Therefore, prediction of cloudiness is important for power plants who can then
anticipate peak loads of electricity used in various
sectors of their networks. Such predictions also enable resort areas and transportation systems leading
to such areas to anticipate customer "load"; State
police also use them for anticipating traffic volume on

highways. Clouds also give the meteorologist much
information on the states of the atmosphere and furnish clues to impending weather changes.

We can distinguish ten major cloud types; their
names and their abbreviations in ( ) will be given
here; for photographs and descriptions of clouds, consult elementary texts on meteorology or write to the
Superintendent of Documents, U. S. Government
Printing Office, Washington 25. D. C., for the "Manna' of Cloud Forms and Codes for States of the Sky,"
CIRCULAR S, U. S. Department of Commerce,

Weather Bureau (30e), or for the U. S. Weather
148

-80

Danger from freezing of exposed flesh

effect)

Bureau "Climd Code Chart" (I0e).

-50

HIGH CLOUDS,
at heights above 20,000 feet.
1. Cirrus (Ci)
2. Cirrostratus (Cs)
:3. Cirrocumulus (Cc)
Family B: MIDDLE CLOUDS,
at heights between 6,500 and 20,000 feet.
4. Altostratus (As)
5. Altocumulus (Ac)
Family C: LOW CLOUDS,
at heights close to the ground up to 6,500 feet.
6. Stratus (St)
7. Stratocumulus (Se)
S. Nimbostratus (Ns)
Family I): CLOUDS WITH VERTICAL DEVELOPMENT, ranging from 1,500 feet to level of high
Family A:

clouds.

9. Cumulus (Cu)
10. Cumulonimbus (Cb)
Cloudiness, i.e., the relative amount of sky covered
by clouds, is most easily estimated according to the
aviation weather code:
CLEAR,

represented by the symbol 0. denotes that no clouds
are present.

SCATTERED, 4
means clouds cover only half of the sky or less.

BROKEN,

,

means clouds cover inure than half of the sky, but
some blue area is still visible.
OVERCAST,

,

is the sky shows no blue area.
OBSCU BED, ®

,

is the ease of the sky not being visible on account
of dense fog, smoke, etc.
Large-scale collections of clouds are monitored by
weather satellites which have revealed considerable
organization in cloud patterns (bands, streaks, eddies,
etc.).
Visibility
Visibility in meteorology as a measure of the transparency of the air is an important element for aircraft
landings, for land and sea traffic, for rescue operations
and aircraft reconnaissance, for aerial spraying operations in agriculture, alpine sports, etc. It is defined
as the largest horizontal distance (in miles) at which
prominent dark objects such as hills, large buildings,
tree groves, etc. can be seen against the horizon sky.

For this observation, a place with an unobstructed
a rough qualitative
horizon is necessary; lu
estimate of the transparency of the air is often sufficient, especially, when the degree of air pollution is
judged by the transparency of the air. An example of
a four-step scale is as follows:
1. "poor visibility" for hazy or foggy conditions.
2. "fair visibility" for average conditions.
3. "good visibility" for clear-air conditions.
4. "excellent visibility" for extremely clear air.

The last step can be omitted at places where such a
condition is too rare to be included.
References
Battan, Louis J. (1962), Cloud Physics and Cloud
Seeding, Anchor Books, Doubleday & Co., Inc.,
Garden City, New York ($0.95).
Clausse, Roger, and Facy, Leopold (1961), The
Clouds (Evergreen Profile Book 30), Grove Press,
Inc., New York ($1.35).

Upper-Air Observations
Temperatures, pressures, humidities, and winds
aloft are measured by balloon-borne instrument

packages called radiosondes that send out radio sig-

nals of the various weather elements at different
heights up to roughly 100,000 feet. Radar is used for
tracking tropical storms, thunderstorms, tornadoes,
and precipitation regions. as well as for the study of
clouds. The most recently developed tools for observations are the weather satellites that give information on the worldwide distribution of clouds,

occurrences and positions of storms, particularly hurricanes, and surface temperatures.

Reference
Reiter, Elmar R. (1907), Jet Streams, Anchor Book,
Doubleday & Co., Inc., Garden City, New York
($1.25).

BASIC PRINCIPLES AND CONCEPTS
The explanations of most weather processes and
phenomena can be derived from relatively few basic
principles. These, together with diligent observations
of the actual weather and its changes, should provide
sufficient background for the understanding of the
fundamental concepts of meteorology.

Major Topics Discussed In This Section
1.

Earth Rotationdaily changes
Earth Revolution and Axis Tiltseasonal changes

3.
4.
5.

Changing Solar Angles
Earth Radiation

Clouds and Water Vapor as Radiation Controls.

Can anyone explain what causes our seasons?
The Atmosphere's Energy Supply
1. The distribution of various climates, the daily
and seasonal variations of weather elements are caused

by the motions of the earth in its orbit around the
sun which is the energy source for all atmospheric
and life processes. The earth's rotation about its axis
causes day and night and diurnal variations in temperature, cloudiness, etc. The tilt of the earth's axis,
making an angle to the orbital plane of 66V, together
with the earth's revolution around the sun, causes the
seasons from the lower middle latitudes to the poles
in both hemispheres. Near the equator, seasonal vari-

ations are slight. The output of radiational energy
from the sun is constant for all practical purposes,
and the slight variation of distance between earth
and sun is also negligible as compared to other
variables.

The greatest variable is the amount of energy received in different regions of the earth. The higher
the sun is above the horizon; the greater the concentration of radiative energy on a unit surface area
(Figure 4.15). The length of daytime, which varies
with latitude and season, is also important. Clouds
reflect a large portion of radiation and, therefore, con-

trol energy in this way. The cloud-free atmosphere
lets most of the sun's radiation pass through, but the
infrared radiation emitted by the earth's surface (all
bodies radiate energy, the nature of which depends
on the temperature of the radiating body) is blocked
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of either spring or autumn equinoxes, and the
right-hand side of the earth disk shows the noon

position of the sun. We see that the sun is
straight overhead (at the zenith) at the equator.

1. How high (in degrees of angle) above the
horizon is the sun at the North and South Poles?
At :30 , 60 latitudes? 2. How does the path
length of the sun's rays through the atmosphere
change with latitude? 3. How many latitude de-

grees does a bundle of sun's rays of V width
cover at the equator? At 45 latitude? Near
the pole? 4. What can you state about the solar
radiation intensity at low, middle, and high latitudes, considering the answers to questions 2
and 3?
Figure .15

to a large extent by the water vapor and carbon dioxide in the air, especially in the lowermost layers.
This is sometimes called -greenhouse effect"; however, the parallel is not perfect, because in a real
greenhouse there is a roof that keeps the warm air
inside. Without the roof, the air inside would be the
saint' as outside.
Clouds are even more powerful barriers to outgoing
earth's radiation. Thus, the state of the atmosphere
determines the heat balance between incoming solar
radiation and outgoing terrestrial radiation. For these
reasons, the maimum daily temperature is high when
the sky is clear; at night, under the same conditions,
the minimum temperature drops to a low level, espe-

cially when the air contains a little water vapor. On

b) Now we turn the earth disk to the position it
has during the summer solstices, i.e., we line
tip
N latitude with the center ray. 5. How
high is the sun above the horizon at the equator?
Is the sine thene in the northern or southern sky?

6. How high is the sun at the N-pole? 7. What
can you say about the length of daylight north
of the Arctic Circle? South of the Antarctic
Cirk? S. Where is the sun at the zenith? 9. What
can you say about the radiation intensity at

43 N and S latitudes as compared to that during the equinoxes?
c)

I finally, we turn the earth disk to the position
it has during the winter solstices and answer
again the questions 5 through 9, for this condition.

the other hand, cloudy skies keep the diurnal temperature variation small by diminishing the maximum and
raising the minimum temperature.

Material: One piece of white cardboard 10" x 12",

The Sun and the Seasons

Answers: 1) Zero degrees at both poles; 600 at
:30 degree latitude, :30 at 60 degree latitude. 2) The

The effects of the varying position of the earth rela-

tive to the sun's rays can be demonstrated by the
model shown in Figure .16. On a 10" x 12" sheet
of xvhite cardboard, a circle of 4N" radius representing the atmosphere is drawn as well as the sun's rays

at V intervals as shown. Out of another sheet of
cardboard a disk of 4" radius is cut out and marked,
as in Figure 15, to represent the earth's cross section,
which is fastened with a paper fastener concentric

with the atmosphere circle and so that it can be
rotated. The angles on the earth disk represent latitude at ten degree intervals.
a) If we line up the equator with the heavy center
ray as in Figure 4.16, the earth is in the position
150

one piece of grey (or other color) cardboard 8" x 8", one paper fastener.

path length increases with increase in latitude. 3) At
the equator about S latitude, at 45' latitude about
It) degrees. near the pole about 28 degrees. 4) Solar
radiation intensities decrease from low to high latitudes. 5 ) At the equator the sun is 66!::"' above northern horizon. 6) 23!..: above the horizon at north pole;
23!:2
below the horizon at south pole. 7) North Arctic Circle day length is 24 hours; south of the Ant-

arctic (:irle the day length is zero hours. 8) Sun is
at the zenith a noon along 2:33:P north latitude. 9) At
15 north latitude solar radiation intensity is greater,
at 43 south latitude it is less than during equinoxes.
Answers for c) are same as for b) except that "north"
:ind "south" arc exchanged.

ATMOSPHERE

___

N -POLE

?.0

600

SO
EARTH'S AXIS

vo,

EQU ATOR

TROPIC OF
CAPRICORN

ANTARCTIC
CIRCLE

Oc")

0c)

S-POLE

Figure 4.16

Water in the Atmosphere
Major Topics Discussed in the Section
1.

Condensation Nuclei
Hydrologic Cycle

The Three Phases of Water; precipitation processes

2.

3.
4.

Phase Changes: bleat Transfer
a. Evaporation: liquid to vapor-600 calories
per gram required.
b. Melting: ice to liquid-80 calories per gram
required.
e. Evaporation: ice to vapor-680 calories per
gram required.

d. Condensation: vapor to liquid-600 calories
per grant released.
e. Freezing: liquid to ice SO calories per gram
f.

released.
Sublimation: vapor to ice-680 calories per

gram released.

What are the three phases of water?
Water, the basic ingredient of life, occurs in all
three states of matter. The oceans are the major
sources of atmospheric water.
a) Water vapor is invisible; the maximum amount

that can be present is greater, the higher the
temperature. A lowering of temperature leads
eventually to the saturation of the air which, in
turn, leads to condensation.
b) Liquid water in tiny droplets makes up fogs and
clouds. The very low fall velocity of the droplets is usually compensated for by the slight upward motion of the air so that clouds do not sink
toward the earth. When droplets grow by colli151

sion, they may fall out of the clouds and reach
the surface as rain. Condensation alone does
not lead to precipitation; certain other conditions must be fulfilled also, e.g., the collision of
ice crystals and supercooled water droplets produces large enough ice particles to fall out of
the clouds, usually melting to rain drops in the
warmer air below the clouds. Rain may also be
caused by collision of different sizes of water
droplets. It takes a million to a billion cloud
elements to make one medium-sized raindrop.

Most current attempts at rain-making involve
the conversion of some supercooled cloud droplets into ice particles; this not only improves the
possibility for the aggregation of cloud elements,

but also increases the buoyant lifting of the
cloud air by the release of the heat of fusion.
c) Ice in the form of tiny crystals is found in clouds
whose temperatures are far below the melting
point of ice (32 .F). Usually, clouds, even at

temperatures of 15 F, consist of liquid water
droplets, which are :ailed "supercooled"; their
natural freezing point is well below :32°F, depending on their size. Ice always melts at 32°F,
but water requires much lower temperatures to
freeze.

2. Why is it possible for laundry to freeze out-

doors, although the air temperature is above
32 'F? (The rate of evaporation may be fast
enough to lower the temperature of the laundry
below freezing; this happens when the wet-bulb
temperature is well below :32 'F.)
b) Ice to water vapor, Evaporation, can take place
without the ice melting first; a snow cover can
disappear even when the temperatures are far

below 32'F. Again, heat is required for this
phase change and more than for the previous
one, because ice has a hexagonal crystal structure in which the electrical bonding is stronger.

e) Ice to liquid water, Melting, requires heat to
loosen the bonds between ice molecules; melting is a cooling process; when ice is heated, its
temperature rises to 32 'F and remains there until all ice is melted. Only then will continued
heating raise the temperature of the water.
d) Liquid water to ice, Freezing (or Fusion), can
only take place if heat is removed from the
water. The same amount of heat (SO calories

per gram) required

for melting is released

when water freezes. Thus freezing is a warming process!

e) Water vapor to ice, Sublimation, releases the
same amount of heat as was required for the

Phase Changes of Water

reverse process; it, too, warms the air in which

Can you name some phase changes in the

sublimation is different in meteorology from that
in chemistry.

atmosphere?
The phase changes are not only all-important for
weather processes, but also for life processes (transpi-

ration by plants, perspiration and water loss by the
breathing of animals and man ). All phase changes
are connected with heat transactions.
a) Liquid water to water vapor, Evaporation, requires heat ( roughly 600 calories for evapo-

rating one gram of water), because water
molecules are held together by electrical bonds
that must be separated. Thus, evaporation is a
cooling process. Other conditions being the
same, the drier the air, the greater the evapora-

tion rate, and the colder the water and its environment become.
The wet-bulb effect

is

a manifestation

of

evaporational cooling and can be demonstrated
as follows: First, feel the sensible temperature
of a piece of cotton cloth: then dip it into water,
wave it through the air a few times and feel it
again. 1. What is the difference between the
sensible temperatures of the cotton in the dry
and the wet state? ( Colder in the wet state.)
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it takes place.

Note that the use of the term

f) Water vapor to liquid water, Condensation, releases the same amount of heat (called latent
heat) as was required to evaporate the water.
Thus, condensation warms the air; it constitutes
an important source of heat for the atmosphere.
Cooling of air is the primary cause for conden-

sation by which clouds and fogs are formed,
but, paradoxically, the heat released by condensation partially offsets the cooling of the air.
In addition to the heat release attending the forma-

tion of clouds and fog (which is a cloud on the
ground ), these have further consequences on the tem-

perature, because they reflect sunlight away during
daytime and trap the earth's heat at night. Where air
pollution is a problem, fog formation can worsen the
pollution by reducing sunlight that would heat and
thereby stir the air. Fogs also have other economic
significance in that they have been found to result
in the loss of about 7 million dollars annually by airline companies ;done. not counting- the disruption of
other transportation systems and the loss of lives on
highways.

The condensation of water vapor cannot take place

without the presence of certain types of submicroscopic particles, called condensation nuclei. These
ate produced by all combustion processes, whether or
not sm 0_0 is visible; tl spray from the ocean also
produces condensation nuclei when the droplets
evaporate leaving minute salt particles suspended in
the air.
Take a gallon glass jug, paint the back-half black
or tape a piece of black paper to it. Close the jug air-

tight with a stopper through which a hole has been
punched; put a short piece of copper or glass tubing
(e.g. eye-dropper or plastic tube) through the stopper
and fasten a 6" to 10" piece of rubber tubing to it.
If the jug has a screw cap (see Figure 4.17), punch
a hole from the inside through the middle of the cap
including the cardboard disk inside. Widen the hole
until the elongated rubber bulb from an eye dropper
can just be squeezed through the hole, with the open
end on the inside. slake a small hole in the closed
tip of the rubber bulb and push the glass (or plastic)
tubing from the inside through the rubber bulb (see
Figure .18). If the assembly is not airtight, close the
leaks with candle wax.
For a demonstration model of this hydrologic cycle

(see Figure 4.19), we make a wooden stand as in
Figure .20. Between the nails we put a can top or
large jar lid as a trivet on which we fasten a short
piece of candle or set a sterna-heat can.
Into ;mother coffee can lid, we punch holes on opposite sides near the rim. Through one hole we stick
a metal funnel that has a rim diameter of about 3"
to 4". The other hole we widen to a diameter of V.
Then we roll a sheet of tin-can metal, 3" x 6", into
a tithe of 6" length and about %" diameter and tie it
near the top and bottom with wire. The tube is fastened with liquid (or hot) solder on top of the hole,
and the funnel, too, is soldered into the can lid (Figure 4.211. From a tin can, 7" to 8" long, with a diameter of 3Y2", we remove the fop and punch a small
hole through the rim of the bottom. With a 10" piece
of stiff wire we hang this can front the dowel so that
it is

tilted at an angle of about 20' from the hori-

zontal with the bottom Over the middle of the funnel,
as shown in Figure -1.22.
Fill the coffee can about half full of boiling water
and put several pieces of ice in the hanging can and
light the candle or sterno. After a few minutes the
hydrologic cycle will start. I. \Vhat do you observe?
2. What does the water in the can represent? 3. \Vhat

does the suspended can represent? What the ice in
it? 4. What does the funnel represent? 5. \Vhat does
the candle or stern() represent?

Figure 4.17
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RUBBER
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Figure 4.18

Figure 4.19
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COFFEE TIN LID

3" -NAILS
COFFEE-CAN

TOP-

/
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Figure 4.20
Nlaterial:

/

CLOSED
END

3"

()lie piece of wood, N" x 6" x 7", one stick

of wood, 1" x I" x 20", a 6" piece of
dowel not, font' 3'' nails, a tin-can lid or
lane jar lid, a short candle or st(rn()
canned heat, a piece of tin-can metal
3" x 6''. one coffee tin can, 3%" high, 5"

r"

ciiameter, one tin can 7" to 8" high, 3!..'!"

diameter, one metal funnel 3" to 4" diameter, two I." pieces of thin wire. one
10" piece of heavy wire. liquid (or other)
solder, glue, boiling water and a few ice
cubes.

LID OF
COFFEE
TIN CAN
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Answers:

1) Steam condenses 011 suspended can
with ice, rims :limn; the bottom and drips
off into the funnel. 2) The water represents the occaos, lakes, rivers, etc. :3) Essentially a cloud; the ice in it represents

the expansional cooling that the rising

moist air experiences. ) The funnel is
the earth's surface along which the precipitation runs off. 5) The candle or stern()

represents the sun's energy used for the
evaporation of the water.
Reference
Kenneth S. and Day, John A. (1961), IVater:
The Mirror of Science, Anchor Books, Doubleday &
Co., Garden City, New York (8.95).
Ellin

The RainmakerAvailable from Australian Embassy,
17:35 Eve St. N. W., Washington, 1). C.

HEAT TRANSFER
Major Topics Discussed In This Section
1.

Heat Transfer Processes
Solar Radiation
b. Conduction
c. Cotivection (by air and ocean currents)
a.

d. Latent Heat
Effect of Surface Reflectivity on Air Temperature

Can anyone name one or more heat transfer
processes?
1. \'arious /teat transfer processes are involved in
changiog the temperature of the atmosphere. Because
,tir is essentially transparent to solar radiation, it is

not directly heated by sunshine. Most of the airtemperature changes observed near the ground are
due to heat transfer between the ground and the air
above it. Beeause air is ,1 poor heat conductor, Con-

dution nic,,;ves only art air layer a few inches thick
and in direct contact with the surface. Vlwri the all
temperature has been sufficiently raised, Convection
will set in: the warmed air rises and is replaced by
cooler air from :Wove. Turbulent wind increases the
efficiency of this process. \Alien the ground is colder
than the air, the heat transfer is to the surface, and
the
so that there is no tendency for
vertical currents
heat exchange with air aloft.

But turbulent wind will produce mixing with the
relatively warmer air above and slow down the cool011 ;( Windy (lay the temperature does
h..;
not rist. :IS 1111411 (101'01,4 daytime nor drop as low at
night.
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The circulation established by convection can be
demonstrated in the following manner: Take a cardboard box (shoe box ) of dimensions similar to those
in Figure 4.2:3, cut a window into the box top and
cover the Opening with transparent plastic. Cut out
two holes in One side and tape or glue two cardboard
tubes over them and otherwise make the box airtight.
A box can also be made from two sheets of 831:" x 11"

cardboard; one bent to form the bottom (3" x 11")
and the back
x 11") of the box. Out of the
other sheet, cut two pieces 3" x
and one 3" x 11"
and then tape than into a box as shown in Figure 4.23,

the front being covered by a sheet of plastic. Cut
two holes in the top into which two cardboard tubes
are fastened to complete the model. Wind the end
of a stiff piece of 12" wire around a candle, make a
hook of the other end, and hang it over the rim of
one of the chimneys. Light the candle and be careful
to hang it so that the box does not catch fire (have a
beaker with water handy). Hold a piece of smoldering string over the other chimney, watch the smoke
travel, and draw a picture of the circulation.
Material: Two sheets of 8!:." x 11" cardboard, two

cardboard tubes 5V long, II;" diameter,
a sheet of transparent plastic
x 11",
12" of stiff wire, a small birthday candle,
and tape.
Latent heat is contributed to the air by the evaporation of water into it; this heat is released and
converted to sensible heat when the water vapor
condenses. 13y this process large amounts of beat can
be transported by the air over large distances; much

of the difference between the energy received in
eyiatorial regions and that received in polar regions
is equalized by the transport of water vapor, originating [nun tropical oceans.
Ocean currents also help to equalize the uneven
heat distribution on the earth. An example is the
Gulf Stream that flows from the Gulf of Mexico northeastward across the Atlantic and makes the climate of

northern Europe considerably warmer than that at
similar latitudes in North America. For example,
Trondheim in Norway, 63 N and 10'E, has an average animal temperature 23 F higher than Frobisher,
Canada, 63 N and 68 W.

Does the refleetiity of surfaces affect air temperature? Dow?
The radiational /u
of different kinds of stirfa«!s is important for its influence on the air temperature. This hvatiog depends on the reflectivity of the
various surfaces, because the energy reflected cannot
contribute to raising the temperature of the surface.

.

5'2"

=

ari

CARDBOARD
TUBE

3"
BIRTHDAY

CANDLE
SUSPENDED
/ BY WIRE FROM
CHIMNEY.

I1"

Figure 4.23
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Land and water reflect roughly the same amount of
radiation ( less than 30%1, but ice and snow surfaces
reflect considerably more radiation (50% and more).
Yet, water surfaces show quite a different response to
radiation than does land, as is easily verified on a
sunny summer day by stepping from the hot beach
sand into the cool water. Water requires more heat
to warm up to the same temperature as land, because
water is mobile so that the warmed water at the stirface is readily mixed with the cooler water below the
surface. 01 secondary importance is the fact that
some of the heat is used up in evaporating water. that
radiation penetrates the water to some depth, and that
the heat capacity ( specific heat) of water is somewhat greater than that of land.
Water stays relatively cool under the same radiation conditions that land gets very hot. In turn, water
retains its heat longer, so that it cools much more
slowly than does land.

The differences in temperature of water and land
under the same radiation conditions can be demonstrated as follows; Fill one of two shallow containers
( cut-down tin cans) with water, the other with sifted

soil and insert the bulb of a thermometer just under
the scAlace of each ( see Figure 4.24). The thermometers arc propped up so that the bulbs remain
fixed. After the temperatures have stabilized, take
the readings and record them. Then place a 150 to
200 watt boll) about 10" above the middle between
the two containers, turn the light on and take readings of each thermometer every minute for about 5
minutes. I. What is the rate of temperature change
in water as compared to that in soil? (It is slower.)

Repeat the experiment but this time wet the soil,
2. Is the temperature change of wet soil slower or
faster than that of dry soil? (Slower.) Why? (Beause some of the radiational heat is used to evaporate the water from the soil.)
Material: Two tin cans, two thermometers, one 150
to 200 watt bulb, soil and water.
The difference in thermal properties between water
and land is responsible for the large differences between continental and maritime climates. Maritime
climates have smaller animal temperature ranges (difference between the mean monthly temperatures of
the %rarmest and coldest month of the year), smaller
diurnal temperature ranges (difference between daily
maximum and minimum temperatures), and smaller
day-to-day changes of temperature. For example
Eureka, California has ant average annual temperature of 52 F, the same as Omaha, Nebraska; the (mutual range at Eureka is only 10 F, while it is 56'F
at Omaha.
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The temperature differences between land and sea
produce the monsoons and land-and-sea breezes, revectively. In summer and during daytime, the land
is warmer than the adjacent sea so that the wanner
air rises over the lamed and is replaced by cooler air
from the sea. The subsequent heating and lifting of
the moist air from the ocean tends to produce rainfall. In winter, and at night, the circulation is reversed,
Reference
Baum], Louis J, (1966), The Unclean Sky, Anchor
Books, Doubleday and Company, Inc., Garden
City, New York ($1.25).

AIR MASSES AND FRONTS; AIR MOTION
Major Topics Discussed In This Section

4.
5,

Air Masses and Fronts
Pressure Gradient as Cause of Wind
Angular Momentum and Coriolis Effect
Convergence and Divergence
Winds around Pressure Systems

6.

Vertical Motion and CloudsAdiabatic Tem-

1.

2.
3.

perature Changes

How are air masses formed?
The relative deficiency of sunlight at high latitudes
produces cold ground therefore cold air. This effect
is especially marked over continents in winter where

there is very little water vapor to act as a blanket.
Therefore, large volumes of air at high latitudes and
over the continents take on the cold, dry characteristics of the underlying surfaces. At the same time,
still
large volumes of air at low latitudes
warm and relatively moist. These air masses move
out of their source regions on occasion and produce
marked changes in the weather. The boundary zones
between different air masses are called fronts and are
often regions of bad weather. The motion of the air
masses constitutes an important mechanism for equalo..i
izing the temperature differences that w...
ill otherwise

be found between the equator and the poles. The
contrast of air masses is less pronounced in summer,
when the polar regions also receive a considerable
amount of radiation.

Eat) anyone explain what causes wind?
Horizontal air flowflw wimlsare caused by horizontal differences in pressure so that the air tends to
move from higher to lower pressure. The greater the
pressure differences per unit of horizontal distance,
called prc.vsure gradient, the stronger is the wind.
When the nozzle of an inflated balloon is opened, the
air flows out: the greater the pressure difference be-

7
1".T.nr
-

,\

,--,31M1Mem1.1

Figure 4.2:.
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txveen the inside and the outside. the faster the air

b)

hose, from the h;tlluon.
Ott a large scale. the air does not llox straight from
regions of high to low pressitre, called Highs and
1.oxvs or anticyclones anti cyclones, respectively, be-

Sprinkle some dust into the water to make its
motion visible. Stir the water in a circular motion until the entire water assumes a fairly
steady rotation. Insert a glass tube vertically
(prepared as in Figure 4.26) into the water to
a depth of about two inches and slowly suck a

cause the rotation of the earth imparts :in angular
momentum to all air masses. The angular momentum
oil .1 Wilt of 111,1.6 is the 1/1'0(111Ct Of the spin radius

6" to 10" column of water up into the tube.

tliStallt.t. 1Ft/111 the earth's axis 1 and the angular
velocity tangle sxxept through in unit time, or spin
rate 1. III tilt' absence of 0011.'1' forces, the

Fill a large round bowl (see Figure .26) to
within all inch or so front the tin) with water.

What do you observe? (Water column in tube
rotates faster.) Does it matter whether you insert the 01be at the center of the rotating fluid
or near the periphery? (No.)

mo-

mentum kill he conserved so that if the spin radius
k increased, the angular velocity must decrease in
order tit kt't'i) the product constant.
The princip/,. of conservation of angular momentum can he demonstrated in two ways:
a To a stout string. tit' a robber stopper or any
small object weighing about one-half ounce;
this is the mass. The string is pulled through a
hollow handle. The rout of the handle should
be smooth so that the string will not be frayed
or cut. .1 stick of wood, pencil or the like, is

STOPPER

- I" TO 2"
GLASS TUBE
12
SAW DUST OR

CHALK DUST OR
CORK DUST SPRINKLED
INTO WATER

knotted to the other end of the string so that the
mass cannot fly off (see Figure 4.25).

OPEN GLASS OR

PLASTIC TUBE

36" OF VERY
STRONG STRING

4 TO 6"

^

_

el

RUBBER
STOPPER
(NO. 6 OR SO)

ROUND BOWL

4

12" TO 24"

Figure 4.26

PACKAGE

The solid earth and still air have the same angular
velocity everywhere because they rotate as a unit,

HANDLE
STICK

once in 24 hours. liecause the distances of the earth's

OR

surface from the axis vary with latitude, the angular
momentinn is a maximum at the equator (largest spin
radius) and diminishes to zero at the poles (zero spin
radius). When a mass of air moves polexvarcl from a
given latitude, its spin radius decreases and therefore

PENCIL

Figure .25

Sting tlii
0111'
in 0 horizontal
irele ,ftnitild the handle until the mass has a subaround, pull the string by the stick to make the spill

its spin rate must increase to conserve its angular momentum. Therefore, it will spin faster than the earth's
surface underneath; i.e., it \dil aiptire an eastward
motion. In the northern hemisphere, this means that

N1tor!er. \VItat do you observe? i Spit becomes
taster.. lit peat the eyperiment. but let the mass spin
somewhat taster with milk hall the ;pin radius by
Intl doe:. the ,tick .tt ,10 .1111/1Th/11 ttr Ili,talice belmv the

.air moyisig froni south to north (a south wind) will
turn toxard the east to become a westerly wind. On
the other hand. a \vimd from the north \di] increase
its spin radius And therefore diminish its angular

st 1:010! momentum. Then. while the mass is coasting

11.tiolle.

111010

let

tlu

Ntrilrz,

to make the spill

radios larger. \Vliat happens luny?
,lower.
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Spin becomes

xelocitv about the axis so that the air NVill 1110VC west5ard relative to the ei.rth's surface. 111 other words,
.111

moving, masses on the northern hemisphere will

be deflected to the right of their motion regardless of
their direction; in the southern hemisphere, they will
he deflected to the /eft of their motion. This effect is
called the Coriolis deflection.
Because of the Coriolis deflection, winds do not flow
directly into a 1mw or out of a High, but circle around
these pressure systems, clockwise around Highs,

counterclockwise around Lows in the northern hemisphere; in the southern hemisphere the rotations
are reversed. Near the earth's surface, however, friction with the ground makes the air turn slightly into
a Low and out of a High in both hemispheres. This
causes convergence of the air in the case of a Low.
divergence in the case of a high. This can be shown
by the model in Figure 4.37. It consists hf a sheet of
S!2'" x 11" cardboard with a 7" diameter circle drawn

PAPER FASTENERS

i

direction of the pressure gradient force.) 1. Is the
resulting circulation a clockwise or counterclockwise
spiral for the HIGH? (Clockwise.) For the Low?
(Counterclockwise.)

To show the circulation patterns for the southern
hemisphere, we return the arrows to their initial position and then turn each about 30' to the left (counterclockwise). 2. What arc the resulting circulations for

the 111G11 and the LOW? (Counterclockwise for
HIGH, clockwise for LOW.)

The Buys Ballot rule ( pronounced: boys-ballot)
states that, in the northern hemisphere, if a person
stands with his back to the wind, low pressure lies
to the left; high pressure lies to the right. 3. What is
the Buys Ballot rule for the southern hemisphere?
(Same, but "right" and "left" are exchanged.) 4. In

PAPER
FASTENERS

3

BACK

FRONT

Figure 4.27

with the same center on each side of the cardboard.
Sixteen
x 3" arrows of black cardboard are fas-

which direction is the LOW relative to an observer
who notes a south wind a ) in the northern hemi-

tened with paper Listeners, eight on each side as

sphere, b) in the southern hemisphere? (a) W to
the NW; (b) E to the NE.
Material: One sheet of cardboard, 814" x 11" or

shown, the arrows showing the winds straight out of
the HIGH and straight into the LOW.
In the northern hemisphere, the Coriolis deflection

is to the right; so we turn each arrow about 30° to
the right, i.e., clockwise. (In the absence of friction,
the Coriolis force would turn the flow 90° from the

larger, sixteen strips of black cardboard,
x 3" each, eight small paper fasteners.
Convergence and divergence near the surface produce vertical air motion in the central regions of pres161

sure systems.

In Lows, (lie convergence forces the
air upwards; in I lighs, divergence causes sinking of
air I see Figure .281. Ascending air experiences
eN palisiOn because the pressure decreases with increasing height, while descending air experiences
compression. Expansion of the air lowers the temperature, even though no heat is lost. Conversely,
compression raises the temperature. Such temperature changes are said to be adiabatic and occur with
vertical motion only, because the pressure decrease
upward is 10,000 times as great as in the horizontal

References
Rattan, Louis J. (19621, Radar Observes the Weather,
Anchor Books, Doubleday tx Co., Inc., Garden City,
New York
I fare, F. K. ( 1961 ), The Resties Atmosphere, Harper

& Bow, Publishers, New York ($1.45).

The Inconstant AirMcCraw-Hill Films, 330 West
42nd St., New York, N. Y. 200:36,
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ATMOSPHERIC STABILITY
Major Topics Discussed In This Section
Stable Air: potentially warm aloftno vertical
motion; fog, haze, stratus-type clouds, steady

1

precipitation.
Unstable Air: potentially cold aloftvertical motion; good visibility, cumidus-type clouds, showers, thunderstorms.
Pollution: temperature stratification effects upon
air pollution.

L
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CONVERGENCE

Stable and Unstable Air
'the vertical decrease of pressure does not usually
produce an upward wind because of the counterbalancing influence of gravity. However, occasionally

DIVERGENCE

Figure 4.28

beatiog, can be demonstrated with a bicycle or car tire pump. Holding a finger airtight over
the pump nozzle., we rapidly pump 5 to 10 times and
note how the pump cylinder gets warm. The cooling
of expanling .air can be shown by feeling the air let
out from an inflated football, bicycle tire, etc.; this
cooling is usoally sufficient to indicate a temperature

drop on a thermometer held into the escaping air
stream.

\\hen the temperature drop of ascending air

the ground, because if we bring that
air down to the ground its temperature would be
the air at
43

is

large enough to (-Jose saturation, clouds will form.
Thus clonds and precipitation are always connected
with upward motion of air. liv contrast, the temperatore of subsiding air increases. and therefore its relative humidity decreases, so that any clouds present
will evaporate. 'Phis explains the generally "had..
weather connected with Lows and the "good" weather
connected with Highs.
I62

the-re are relatively strong !upward and downward
motions which are governed by the temperature distribution in the vertical, rather titan by the pressure
distribution. Because vertically moving air changes
temperature adiabatically, we must compare air at the
same level in order to determine whether the air aloft
is warmer and therefore lighter, or colder and therefore heavier than the air below. In other words, we
most bring two air samples to the smile height; this
is done by increasing the temperature of the higher
air by 5.1:2 F. for every 1,000 ft. altitude difference.
For example, if the air temperature at the ground is
50 F and the air at ,000 ft. height is 43 °F, the
air at 2,000 ft. height is potentially warmer than
(2 x 5!:!)

:54

F.

If the potentially warmer (lighter) air lies above
potentially colder (heavier) air, the air is said to be
stable. If. however, the air aloft is potentially colder

than the air beneath it, the air is said to be unstable.
The difference between these two conditions is the
fact that' vertical motion of air is suppressed under
stable, but facilitated; under unstable, temperature
distributions. When the temperature aloft is actually
not only potentially ) warmer than the air beneath it,

as, e.g., %viten the temperature at the ground is 50'F
and 200 ft. it is 5 F, a yery stable. condition, called
in rer.sion, (gists,

Stability or instability of the air is au important
characteristic that determines xvIrat kind of weather
phenomena may occur. For example, eninuliforni
clouds. thundel dorms and shrAver-type precipitation
riecor in unstable air, whereas stratiform clouds, steady
precipilali(111 .111(1 fOtr, mall(' in Stable air. lpwad

PAPER CLIP

motion in stable a,r, caused by convergence or upslope flocs:, is very s',i)\v and operates Over large areas.

In unstable air, rip\vard irmtion is rapid and localized.

Iffeet of 'Temperature Stratifictititin an Air
In illhislrial 01 metropolitan areas, air pollution

may 1)(.(,11111 quite 'serious under stable conditions,
inver.,H11s,

because vertical currents are

[rider 'instable conditions, these currents
mix the polluted air near the ground with cleaner
absent.

air from aloft. The conditions of stable and unstable
temp( ;Alic stratifications can be demonstrated \yid'
the follo\vinir model (see Figure 4.2) ).
Ve crit Hi: top out of a -1- diameter tin can, then
cut a rim)) about 2" wide from the can wall. The rest
of the Cali should be trimmed to a height of !.:" to
3". Into this we fit a transparent sheet of plastic
rolled into a (Minder. 2-I- long. The cylinder is
tightly taped to the tin can, and the ring is taped .o
the top of the cylinder for reinforcement. The seam
of the cylinder is also taped together. About 10"
from the bottom of tin cylinder we punch a hole
through the seam and insert an IS" piece of rubber
tithing. the end of whii.),
within
inn( -11 from the inside bottr)111 of the tin can. The tubimy, is taped to die (A tinder at the entrance hole.
Nmv we fasten tcyo thermometers to
dmvel

rod about 30" tom; so that y hen the rod rests on
the bottom of the ran. the 1. cer thernimneter bulb
is .(hunt 2- froin tlie bottiall Ow upper thermometer
brilb 2- from the trip rho I the cylinder. The rod
with the thermometers is held in the middle of the
cylinder by ,t 7- piece of Will wound around the rod
anti hooked and taped over the c:, tinder edge. The
entire assembly is their placed in .1 larger tin can and

held in pla«. h .16104. rlibber !Mikis, paper clip and
nail,
shricri in Figure 1.ti.
kVe 11(155 poor .1 shish of crushed ice and xvater
betcycen the miter ;mil the inner can and read the
thirinnilictcr, at (4 r about
minutes. I. 1111at is this
.tr.itifikation (-ailed?
I
er.ion.. 2. Is it staid( or
unstable? t Stable.

We gently Nov( some smoke through the rubber

hose into the bottom of the c\lindler Mail

it fills

STRING

OUTSIDE
END OF
RUBBER

RUBBER
BANDS

HOSE

INNER
TIN CAN
OUTER
TIN CAN

NAIL

6"

Figure 4.29

about 13 of the cylinder. This smoke will stay there.

3. \l'h? (Because the air is Very Stable.) Now we
empty the rioter can %%Allow disturbing the cylinder
and pour very hot water into the outer can. Head the
temperatores every minute and observe carefully the
development of instability and the attendant behavior
of the smoke. Note how columns of heated air inter163

mittently push upward, until the smoke emerges from
the top of the cylinder.
Material: Two equal thermoun tars, a sheet of trans-

parent plastic 13" x 24", %" dowel rod,
:30" long, one tin can 4" diameter, 6" high,

MAILING TUBE
3
DIAMETER,
3 FT LONG

one tin can 5" diameter or more, 2" to
:3" high, still. wire, 7" long, two paper
clips, 4 ft. Of string, two rubber bands,
x 6" x 7", six nails, tape,
18" of thin rubber hose, ice water and hot
piece of wood
water.

Any process that warms the air near the ground
promotes instability; thus radiational heating of the
ground during daytime tends to make the air unstable and to produce vertical currents. On the other
hand, it night when the ground cools by radiational
heat loss the air becomes cold near the ground, while
the air aloft remains relatively warm, producing stable

conditions. For this reason, air pollution is more noticeable at night and early mourning than in daytime.

/*i

SEVERE WEATHER
Major Topics Discussed In This Section

BAKING PAN

STERNO STOVE

Thunderstorms and Thunderstorm Electricity

OR OTHER HEAT
SOURCE

Tornadoes
Hurricanes

Can you describe a thunderstorm? Tornado?
Hurricanes?
\lost severe weather phenomena are a manifesta-

tion of atmospheric instability of great magnitude,
especially when the air in the low levels is very warm
and moist.
Tornadoes (Twisters) are the most violent and destructive storms. These whirlwinds have a diameter
that rarely exceeds
mile, but the wind speeds are
on the order of several hundred miles per hour. \lore

tornadoes occur in the U. S. A. than in all other
countries combined. Great instability of the lower
atmospheric layers is one of the prerequisites of the
formation of tornadoes. l3v imitating natural conditions, we can make a working model of a miniature
tornado ( see Figure 4.30 ). For this we must provide

the following: I. A system of very unstable air, i.e.,
one in which the air is very warm at the bottom and
relatively cold at the top. This is achieved by heating

the air from below: the resulting convection is increased by having the heated air rise through a chimmi.-. 2. A means of imposing a rotating motion on the

rising air; this is done by guiding the cold air entering the system to force the hot air up the chimney.
:3. A source of steam to make the whirl visible as the
cloud-funnel does in nature.
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Figure 4.30

The model consists of a square pan (in which water

is heated) and a cubic box (without a bottom) on
top of it. Two adjacent sides of the box have windows, one through which light shines, the other for
observing. On the right-hand side of each of the four
box sides are slots; the width of the slots is about 1/16

of the side length of the box. The top of the box is
as large as the top of the pan and has in the center a
hole, the diameter of which is
of the side length.
Over this hole a chimney, 2.!:! to :3 feet long is placed,
having a diameter slightly larger than that of the hole.
The model described here is built around a square

baking pan 5" x 8" and 2" deep. The box is made
of inasonite, sheet metal or thin plywood. Needed
are the five sheets shown with their dimensions in
Figure 2. To attach the sides to the top, glue, nail,
or screw four strips of wood about 94" x ',14" x 6" to

the underside of the top sheet (bottom of Figure
4.31). Paint the inside surfaces of the box with flat-

black paint. The sides are fastened to the top so that
the two windows are next to each other and that there
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tightly against the box sides and pull them while
bending, so that the box sits fast on the pan. Then

INSIDE

3 4x3'4x6"

WOOD, TO
WHICH SIDES ARE GLUED OR

NAILED

between the box and the pan, so that the air can

Figure 4.31

U'

2'

,lot (III the ri,..dit-Mail/ side of each of the four

side, ,ts ,tuna itt Figure 1.32. Ilmut
above the bottom edge tl eat ft side. punch or drill a small Bole
alptHt 1" front the lett end and mother hole aliottt
1,1"5 from the rit_dtt end. Foul picc.es of stiff.

glue or tape sheets of transparent plastic or thin glass
over the cut-out area of the window frames.
The chimney is fastened to the box top with glue
or tape. There should be no air leaks between chimney and box, between sides and top of the box, and

each
each

!on,. are polled thonetli the /if olcs
t.ortler a, ,town it! Figure 4.32. Set the box on the
pall so that the ri111 of the pan is inside the box and
the %Ores rest on the pan corners. Press the wire ends

enter the box only through the slots.
Fill the pan through a slot with hot water to within
':.!" from the rim and place the model on a hot plate,
sterno hurter, or other heat source. A small electric
immersion heater can also be used. The water should
be heated until ample steam develops, but it should
not boil. Ilave a bright light shine through one of the

windows and observe through the other. We can
make the steam better risible by blowing smoke into
box.

1. Vhat do you observe? 2. What are the directions of the motions? 3. \liy does smoke make the
steam inure easily visible? -I. What motion do you ob165

serve on the water surface? Why? (The motion of
the water can be made better visible by blowing a
small amount of fine ashes or chalk dust onto the
water.)
Answers:

1) A miniature tornado forms. 2) The

whirl is counterclockwise. :3) Smoke furnishes condensation nuclei on which more steam can condense.
4) The water surface slowly develops a counterclock-

wise motion also, because the whirling air drags it
along.
Material:

Four sheets of masonite 714" x 8" one
sheet of masonite 8" x 8", one baking pan
8" x 8" x 2", two sheets of clear plastic
6" x 6!:2", one 3" x 36" mailing tube, four
pieces of stiff wire, each 2," long ( paper
clips), four strips of wood (molding)
x
x 6", flat-black paint, glue
( waterproof ), short nails or screws, tape,
a light source and a heat source.

about 3,i"

Explain what causes a hurricane. A thunderstorm.
Hurricanes. are tropical storms that can be thought
of as large collections of showers and thundershowers,
usually arranged in bands spiraling about a central

The he ting from below is accomplished by
warm seas and a substantial amount of latent heat
of condensation released in the atmosphere. Hence,
eye.

hurricanes form over the tropical oceans in late summer and fall when the seas are wannest. The eye is
usually a few miles in diameter, and winds from 50

to 200 miles per hour may extend over a radius of
100 miles or so.

Electric discharges connected with thunderstorms
are the result of production of electric charges by
collision of cloud elements and subsequent separation

in the strong vertical currents within the thundercloud. When the electrical potential is sufficiently
great, a giant spark, having a current of thousands of

amperes, occurs within the cloud or between the
cloud and the ground. This current heats the air to
some 30,000 degrees; the explosive expansion of the
air column through which the lightning passes causes
a shockwave that we call thunder.
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The

Exploration

of
Space

INTRODUCTIONTHE IMPORTANCE OF
SPACE SCIENCE INFORMATION IN
SCHOOL CURRICULA
The exploration of space affects your life today. It

will continue to affect your life more and more as
time goes on. Man's activities in space affect your
thinking, your reading, your conversation and many

is at hand. However, viewed in man's terms of time
and distance, the challenge of space exploration might
seem insurmountable. Yet one has only to review the
technological accomplishments of mankind in the

20th century and the "impossible- becomes merely
''difficult ''.

Space does not submit readily to conquest. The

facets of everyday life.

exploration of space is following the pattern by which
man mastered flight within the atmosphere, each new

Space exploration is a consideration in national and
world politics and has also affected the trends of science. It is rewriting today's textbooks.

development providing a platform from which to

It is probable that you' conic into almost daily contact with some product or byproduct which is the result of space research. Untwing, broadly from all
fields of science and engineering, space technology
offers promise of uncovering a flood of new benefits
for mankind.

"If there has hecn a tingle factor responsible for
our success over the past two hundred years, it has
been the characteristic American confidence in the
future. America's comni.tment to the exploration of

space for peaceful plirrises is a firm commitment.
We Will not retreat front our national purpose.
will not be turned aside in our national effort by those

who would attempt to divert us. Our national purpose in space is peacenot just prestige."President
Lyndon B. Johnson.

The U.'S. Space Prouram, undertaken in 1958, was
accelerated because three Presidents and the Congress
considered it basic to our national strength and essential

take the next step and each step an increment of scientific knowledge and technological skill.

The first goal is the exploration of our own solar
system. This in itself is an assignment of awesome
dimensions There are no plans at present for ex-

pliwation bevond--our solar system. Perhaps only
dreams exist. Tomorrow, who is to say these dreams
of today will not be reali:ed.

The youth of America are enthusiastically interested and vitally concerned in aeronautics and the
exploration of space. It is Cie responsibility of our
schools to transmit the new knowledge flowing from
the space program to ow' students. Their excitement
and interest in this unique national research effort
should be used to motivate teaching. We hope teachers will also be stimulated to explore the many avenues available to them.
Our space programs are far reaching in their effect
upon our world. The educational "fallout- from the
programs has signifi:ant implications for our schools
and for all of our st:idents.

to our continued leadership of the free world.

Some of the major reasons why we entered the space
program are the necessity that we retain unquestioned
preeminence in all areas of science and technology,
including space. the demands of national security, the
potential economic benefits of space technology, the
anticipated new scientific knowledge which exploration of space would yield. and finally, the stimulating
effects of this challenging national enterprise on all
segments of Ain.gicai: society.
For the first
in the history of Mall the opportunity to have !.lie ..rth and explore the solar system

FIELDS OF STLIDIENT INVESTIGATION
The Early Ilistor: of Space Flight
Satellites and Space Probes
\ fanned Space E ;1. 'oration
Problems of NL ei Space
Project Nfercur)
Project Gemini
Project Apollo

The Next Decade in Space
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TILE EARLY HISTORY OF SPACE FLIGIFF
The idea of traveling to a distant world developed
as ail understandite, of the universe and the solar system evolved, In 160 13.C.1 part of -(:icerp's lichuhlit' entitled -Scipio's Dream-, presented a conception

of the whole universe. Lucian of Greece wrote his

Vera Ilistore in 1(i0 Al). This was the story of a
flight to the moon. tith the renaissance of science
and the work of (:opernius. Kepler, Newton, and
Galileo, men's minds turned once again to\vard the
thought that traveling to other worlds might be possible. Such writers as Voltaire, IThainas, Jules Verne,
Edgar .then Poe. and II. (:. \Veils filled books \\..11
talcs of space travel. Today one has only to pick )ip
;my magazine or newspaper to find similar stories.
The histor\ of rocket development is also interwoven with e\olying ideas of the universe and space
travel. It is only with the evolution of the rocket that
t)Ivci ...is Possible) The following chronological events lead to our present state-of-the-art:
! Ve k 110 \ t Ile rocket is
ancient device and
when the first rocket was fashioned remains a
secret of the past.
2) The earliest known direct ancestor of our present day rockets teas ;t C:Iiinese invention. In
12:32 AD.. at Kai-fling-fit, China, the Chinese

repelled attacking NIongols with the aid of
-arrows of flying fire-. This was the first re.)

ti

coded use of rockets.
13y 15S rockets had traveled to Europe. They
are mentioned in several 1:3th and 14th century European chronicles.

In 139, a crude powder rocket destroyed a
defending. tower in the battle for the Isle of
(:hiozza. This was during the third and last

c"('11'1"-Genovese \var of the 14th century.
5 ) The early Wilt century brought ;1 period of in-

tens interest

the military rocket. Great
Britain's Sir \'illiain (:oligreve developed a
solid-propellant rocket which was used extensivly in the Napoleonic \ars and the War of
1S12. The -rocket's red glare- in the "Star
in

Spangled 13.tiiik.r- \v as created by Congreve's

rockets fired by the 13ritish during, their siege
in ISI 1 of Fort McHenry near Baltimore.
(3; The most useful onto.rowth of the Congrevc
rocket during the 19th century was a lifesaving
rocket first patented in Britain in 18:1S. This
device carried a line from shore to a stranded
vessel, enalnIng the distressed re\vmen to be
pulled back to shore on a bri..eclies fume.
7) Almost ,t century passed before rocketry advanced further. In 190:3, a Russian school-

teacher, Constantin siolkovsky, published the
first treatise on space travel advocating the
use of liquid fuel rockets. This paper remained imknowit outside Russia, ;tild for many
)).trs was ignored by the Iltissians.
liobert II. (:odtlad. an American, ;mil Ilermann ()berth, a Ilumanian-German, working
separately laid the foundation for modern
rocketry. Professor ()berth provided the chief
impetus for experimental rocket work in Germany when, in 192:1. he published his book,
-The 'locket Into Interplanetary Space." Professor ()berth discussed many problems still
faced by rocket scientists and explained the
theories and mathematics involved in lifting an
object from earth and sending it to another

world. The inspiration for the formation of
the German Society for Space Travel (Verdi)
fur liatunsehiffahrt ) came from Ilerniann
()berth's book. Both ()berth and Goddard
favored the liquid-fuel rocket. 1.). Goddard,
a professor at Clark University in Nlassachu-

.setts, sent a finished copy of a (i9-page manuscript to the Smithsonian Institution in W19 as
a report on the investigations and calculations

that had occupied him for several vears. This
paper entitled, "A Method of Reaching Extreme Altitudes," caught the attention of the
press becanse of ;t small paragraph on the pos-

sibility of shooting, a rocket to the moon and
exploding a load of powder on its surface.
Almost simultaneously with the publication of
this paper. 1)r. Goddard concluded that a
lignid-fuel rocket would overcome some of the
difficulties lie had encountered with pellets of
powder,

I'm the next 6 years, 1)r. Goddard worked to
perle\ t his ideas, By 19(i he was ready, for an
actual test flight, and On \larch 16 launched the
world's first liquid -feel rocket. The flight to an

altitude of 1St feet proved that this type of
rocket \yould perform as predicted.
1)r. Goddard launched the first instrumented

rocket on July 17, 1929, with a barometer, a
thermometer, and a small camera focused to
record the instromnt readings at maximum
allihnie

11,1)011;2:11 (.olitinital improvement, his

rockets by 19:35 reached 7,50(1 feet ;tild speeds
of over 701) mph. lie the late 1):30's Dr. God-

dad \vas recognized as probable the world's
must forcinost rocket sell ttist.

9) Alter \\*odd \\*ar 11, the United States experimented with (apturcd (:ernian V- rockets to
1 69

a
-

r)

,
Oa

1.
4

advance its knowledge of liquid rocker technology. On Februar 29, 1949, United States
esPerimentes at \Vint() sands, New Mexico,
launched a V-2 \yid), an American- developed
\VAC-Corporal second stage to a record 244mile .dtitude. The Aerobee and Viking sound-

first successful Vanguard (1) weighed three pounds
and went into orbit on March 17, 1958. Data from
Vanguard I showed that the earth was slightly pear
shaped and provided information on the composition
of the upper atmosphere. It transmitted radio signals from a 2010 mile orbit for more than six years.

were also developed for high
.dtittide scientific experiments. The post-war
development of missiles produced several types

Though silent today, Vanguard I will continue to orbit

ing rockets

he adapted to space missions.
Among these were Jupiter, Thor, Atlas, and

that

could

Redstone.
1955,

10 1

the United States and the Soviet

Union had initiated programs to launch satellites for the International Geophysical Year

(IGY to take place from July 1957 through
Deiviober 1958. In the ICY, the world's scientists cooperated to learn more about the
I

I

earth, sun. .ina solar-terrestrial relationships.
On October 4. If157, tlic Soviet rnio» launched
the world's first artificial satellite, Sputnik I,
i'ito orbit. On lannary :31, 1958. the United
States launched its first satellite, Explorer I.
And the space age had started.

SATELLITES AND SPACE PROBES
Tht.ru. are three main types of satellites: scientific,
appli( ation. and unmanned lunar and interplanetary.
Space probes, slid( as sounding rockets, are not satellites because they JO not attain earth orbit, however.
they arc included here since they usually carry onboard experiments which parallel those found On

the earth every 134 minutes for an estimated 200
ears, making it the oldest satellite in orbit.

Vanguard II, a 20 -pound device designed to ex:Wink' weather conditions, was launched on February
17, 1959, The last of the series, 'Vanguard Ill, was
orbited September 18, 1959 and mapped the earth's
magnetic field. Although plagued by failure this
pioneering effort set the stage for future satellite
resear.1 and development.

()AO-- The Orbiting Astronomical Observatory carries a telescope to view the universe unhampered by
the earth's atmosphere. Tliv :36(1(1 -pound satellite mea-

sures 9 feet high by 16 feet wide.

OSO-AOSO-The Orbiting Solar Observatory
weighs 540 pounds and permits study of the sun and
its activity from a \ mtagi point above our hazy atmosphere. 'Iwo OSO satellites launched March 7, 1962
and February 3, 1965 provided data abort solar X-ray
and gamma rays as well as solar Hare activity. The
Advanced Orbiting Solar Observatory is a more relined version of the OS() and will continue the program of gathering information about the sm.

satellites.

Scientific Satellites
These satellites are designed to gather scientific
data about such things
cosmic rays, air density,
mete4)roids, radiation fields, temperatures, and other
information about the earth's upper atmosphere and
outer space.
EXPLORERS-Explorer 1, launched February I
1958, was this nation's first satellite. This series com-

priss the largest group of satellites in the United
States program. Explorer 1 made one of the most significant contributions to the Space Age when its, data
confirmed the existence of the previously theorized
Van :Mien Radiation Region.

VANGUARD-Project Vanguard was inaugurated
as part Of the American program for the ICY. Van-

griaH bad more than its share of problems. The
launch vehicle- also known as Vanguard-had not
been perfected prior to the start of the program and
often blew up oe the pad or shortly after liftoff. The

OCO -The first Orbiting Geophysical Observatory
was launched Septemb( r 4, 1964 and discovered that

the solar wind makes lup a large percentage of the
Van Allen radiation belts. All on-board experiments
are related to the gathering of data about the e.:,./a..(:).r...

mental conditions of the upper atmosphere and ()Cyr
space.

1\1P-The Interplanetary 1\lonitori.ig
sometimes called the Interplanetary Explo
lites, provide data on radiation and
lie E,
between the earth and moon. The first of 1.) seri( cE
seven, named Explorer XVIII and launr..hec
).r -f.n
her 26, 1963, discovered a high-energy
beyond the Van Allen belt.

PEGASUS-The Pegasus series of s..,1 lites gath.
(Ted information on the number and 5(1
metor
()ids in near-earth orbit, data vital fur
design of
manned spacecraft.
171
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Operated by (:()\IS.V1i
Corporation , whitili is o\sined
and the kiiimmin carriers, Eady

Bird can accommodate 240 trans-Atlantic telephone
conversations or at single television transmission. This
is the first commercially-owned communications satellite and it was orbited April 6, 1965. Its first public
television demonstration was held on May 2, 1965,
and commercial service began on June 2.8, 1965.

LESThe Lincoln Experimental Satellite

tests

equipment ;end techniques which may be adapted
for Department of Defense communications satellites.
Built by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology's
Lincoln Laboratory LES is carried as a "bonus" payload aboard the Titan III-C booster whose third stage

has start, ,top, and restart capabilities which permit
changes in orbital altitude. (These satellites orbit
from 1,706 to 1j.UiXl miles above the earth.) Two of
these satellites were launched on February 11, 1965,
and \jay 6, ,o5. respectively.
The NUT satellite transmits voice communications
while a separate I.CS ( Lincoln Calibration Sphere ),
orbited with LES II, is being, used to calibrate radio
i

astronomy measurements.

TIROSThe Television Infrared Observation Satellite program has saved countless lives and millions
of dollars' property damage through advanced warnings of hurricanes and other weather disturbances.
Tiros Satellites now provide almost global coverage
of weather conditions as compared to the coverage of

about 25 per cent of the earth's surface at the start
of the program. The first Tiros satellite was launched
April 1, 1960. Since then, Tiros I and the subsequent
satellites have proven to be the most effective storm
detection system known.
In addition to contributing significantly to the discovery and tracking of hurricanes and other weather
phenomena, Tiros satellites are providing valuable
data for meteorological research which may eventually lead to long-range weather forecasts and perhaps

greater understanding of how hurricanes and other
destructive storms breed and how their development
may be curbed. Tiros photographs are also proving
useful in geology and geography, in showing the magnitude of river and sea ice, and in furnishing information on snowcover for use in predicting the extent of
spring floods.

NIMBUSAdvanced equipment intended for use
in future operiAional weather satellites is tested in
Nimbus which is a research and development project.
Nimbus I was launched August 28, 1964, and was the

first satellite to provide both day and night pictures
of the earth. Cameras provided the day pictures
while a high resolution infrared observation system
enabled the night photographs to be taken. Nimbus

II, launched \lay 13, 1966, contained equipment not

only for providing day and night pictures of the
earth and its clouds but also for measuring the earth's
heat lialane.e. !feat balance refers to how much of the

sun's radiation the earth absorbs and how much it
reflects back into the atmosphere. This was the first
time such information was obtained on a global basis.

Study of heat balance may provide data to increase
our understanding of how storms are born, develop,
and die.
TOS and ESSA --The work of NASA's research and
development program with meteorological satellites
has led to the world's first operational weather satellite system, called TOS (for TIROS Operational Satellite ). Financed by the Weather Bureau, a part' of
the Environmental Science Services Administration of
the United States Department of Commerce the system is furnishing weathermen with daily pictures of
the weather over nearly the entire earth. A TOS satellite is named ESSA for Environmental Survey Satellite. ESSA I was launched on February 3, 1966;
ESSA 11, on February 28, 1966; and ESSA III, on
October 2, 1966.

ATSThe Applications Technology Satellite is designed to test promising techniques and equipment
for use in future meteorological, navigation, and communications satellite systems.

TRANSITThe Department of Defense experimental navigation satellite program e a'1,.d TRANSIT

is designed to lead to a worldwide opera ional navigation-satellite system for American military ships.
The operational system will position four satellites

which will provide accurate data for navigational
fixes on the average of once every one and threefourths hours. Ships will know their exact position on

the earth regardless of weather or time of day. The
first Transit satellite was launched April 13, 1960.
Several additional Transits were launched prior to
July 1964, when the system was declared operational.

NAVIGATION AND AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
SATELLITENASA is studying a satellite system
which would aid aircraft and ships in determining
their exact locations regardless of weather. In operation the ship or aircraft would radio a signal to iiuc
satellite which would relay it to the ground. Cc:wlputers at the ground station utilizing the satellite as a

reference point would calculate the position of the
plane or ship and Hash this information via the satellite to the ship or aircraft. The operation would take
less than a second.
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NtDF,TS-Nuelear 1)etection Satellites are designed to detect initientatle nuclear explosions detonated in space and distinguish them from natural
pliononlna such as solar radiation. he Air Force (Ievelop, launches. and controls NUI)ETS in cooperation \yid, the 1)epartnient of Defense and the .\tomic
Commission. Neutron and Camilla radiation
detector, are sensitive enough to detect a nuclear test
conducted more than ten million miles out in space.

I.nmanned I.unar and laterilant.ary Spacecraft
the c\ccption of manned landings, unmanned

instrumentril spacecraft are the best means of obtaining information about the !noon and other planknowledge obtained from these
ets. ;Hie ns
probes led the \vii for maimed lunar
1,UN.111 011101 :1i lamar Orbiter I, launched
\liglist 10, 196(i, was the first of a series of spacecraft ileskoied to orbit the moon and retur closeup
pit tlirrs And other information .!bunt the califs only

Lamar Orbiter 11, lamichtg November 6, 1'166, continued the study of the moon ;n propitiation for the manned landing.

13 \NGI.:11- Prior to the niamicil landinics on the
moon. Projet t Banger made the greatest sit gle ad-

y una c in Inn.0 knowledge since Galileo first studied

1 .1,
1962, Mariner II flew to within 21,6-18 miles of
Venus, giving man his first relatively close-ap study
of the cloud-covered
n't. Contaet with Mariner II,
flow in solar orbit, was lost On January 3, 1963, when
the craft was 5:3.9 million miles from earth.
On July 1.1, 1965, \Lulin. IV sent back the first
t lose-up pictures ever taken of another planet as it
sped by Mars at distances ranging from 10,500 to
100 miles. It actually ;.une as close at 6,118 miles
\lars but took no pictures as it was on the night
ide. Interplanetary data :. was received from Mariner
IV until October I. 1165, when the spacecraft was
about NI million nii!es from the earth. Attempts
have been made to track the craft as it orbits the sun.
\Loiner IV tar exceeded design expectations and es-

tablished new records f;,r space communications. The

following information .e as provided by N1ariners
IV:
The solar wind consisting of very hot electrified
1

gases, rushes constantly from the sun's turbulent
surface.

' I The density, velocity, and temperature of the
wind fluctuate with the solar cycle.
:3; Solar flares increase the magnitude of the wind.
1, The wind influences the amount of cosmic radiation in interplanetary space.
5; Interplanetary magnetic fields vary directly with

the magnitude of the solar wind. The wind
modifies and distorts both the interplanetary

the moon more than three centuries ago. Ranger
to earth 17..255 close-nt.'s of the
moon. Features as small AN ten inches across on the
space, Taft telecast

lunar surface %vert visible to 111,111

and earth's magnetic fields. The wind creates
interplanetary fields.
\licrOilieteOrOlds are far less numerous in interplanetary space than around the earth. How-

for the firit time.

., a means of comparison. loan can (liscern lunar objects no smaller than a Kali: mile in size through the
hest telescope, on earth. Rangers VIII through IX.
the last of the series, began transniittina pictures
Olen they were only
minlites away front the noon
and continued to transmit until crashing into the
limar surface.

5UBVEVO13-1)esiirned to land on the moon. Surveyor decelerates from a lunar approach velocity of
6.000 miles per hour to a touchdown speed of 3 and
one-hall miles per hour. The first landings were designed to test soft landing techniques. Each carried
a single scanning telcyision camera. Their legs were
instrumente:1 to return information On the hardness
I if the moon, sin-face. Surveyor I soft-landed on the
na son's suri,1« June
1966, and telecast thousands of
close-ups of its surroundings.

ever,

no

comparable

concentrations

around

Venus and \tars are reported.
Reliable radio communication is possible between the earth and spacecraft over interplanetary distances.
ti

Tracking data contributed to the refinement of
the Astronomical Unit (AU) which is the distance from the earth to the sun.

PIONEER-Pioneer was the NASA designation of
the first series of long-distance spacecraft. The most
notable of the early craft was Pioneer V, launched on
\larch
1960. Radio communication was maintained until June 26, 1960, when the spacecraft was
about 22 5 million miles from earth, a record for the
time. Pioneer \ is still in orbit around the sun.
I

designed

.1
111W Series of experiments was begun with
Pioneer VI on December 16, 1965. The series is

to fly in the vicinities of \tars and Venus and return
information to earth. Of tin.. first four launched, two
successfully tumpleted their mission. On December

designiil to monitor, opt a continuing basis, such
1,110110'11,1a as radiation, magnetic fields, and the
solar wind.

\HINER-Tins writ.; of spacecraft is
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)1.1(;Ell
series of spaiti.ratt c,t1led
1111111 1)11' lied
\\ill t11,1 \LIrs /1.111» 01.1111S
1)111111 Anti 1l11111 111,1 1 11111c1licti p.11 'sages landed on its

,hilt, e.

I Ins IS lit,
sp,o It rat t ,tries.

mo,t re, cot of the unmanned

(:l't,\ NI) T( )1.1i N,\S \ plans call for the first
with an Iii
sp.i«. f.tl l V isitire4 Jupiter. Saturn and Pluto. The trip
won!.' take 11 \ 1..o, ii leAll 1)1 the 10 eArs it \\timid
int.; in time \%.0111d
take to go direi
to Pluto. The
he A,
111
Aiming first for Jordter, \vhose
eilormiius
attr,ostion \vill fling, the (ral t
to\\
Coe ne\t plaliet At a greatly increased \.elocity.
)11, 'Aka \ I 77) \,.tr, the planets are lined np rela11 1

Coand T,111. to take plAk.i. in 1977

ti\el

k lose and Aline.; An ark. \vhich enables

flit

space

billiards ,.1111, to he
If lainwheil in September of 1977, the spat ecraft \yawn! reach Jupiter 1)y
Saturn 1)\. September of 19SO, and
Februark

Pluto in \LIill of

19Sti.

.\ second Grand Tour \vonhl start in 1979, and

\vould aim for 111piter. [rano. and Neptune. Assuming .1 launch in November of 1979. Jupiter world be
reaLlied by April V)S1. lranlis in July NS5, an(1 Neptune in November 19SS. completing the 111110 year
trip.
These plait, tar\ rowing, robots \vitt take pictures.
Anal-iii the
1.., determine tenweratiires. measure radiation, and .,,,ignetic fields, anti--in the case

of \lars--look for i\ fence of life. Starting, in
\larincr spacecraft

1971.

g,111 to e\plore \lars and \'t1111,

111 ,realer

IIANNEI)

EXI)11.4)14.,"I'IRIN
Sptice
Stine Almost the III 2.,11111ing of civilization mail has
been fa, nattckl 1)\ the thmedit of 51),Rft travel. .Not

I'rohlents

until this de( ade did the dream become a reality.
In order that man can live in space lit' must resolve
k.ert.iiii major problem, posed by the space environment. (tilter ,pate i, .Ill e\ Ovine!). hostile environment to -,,1\ Cie least. fit ease there is practically no
atmosphere there is no dispersion of light and the
celestial b dies shine brightly against it black backgroud. 1 he heat of the sill] bakes one side of the
raft \\ hire the irk ,ide freeze, in iibiero cold.
\Icteeroids ATV 101111(1111is in tilt' !war space around

the earth. Simi" one,
pierce the hull of a space(raft or the ma'
a space snit. Comic radiation
streamirez, from the
and other sources ill the tIlliVrst ple,clit (1.01g1l to man. It !nay modify matea, to int fete \\ ith proper functioning, of
equipment and ,trot !Ire, titraviidet and X-rays,
unabsorbed b
ati,iii,phere. (an rapitll
1

rate and degrade materials. NII these sources of radiation can be lethal ni man \vitlimit siiital)le protection
Tile very high \ Actium of space t an produce unusual
iange, in kliklinar :11,1telials, for c\ample,

rubber brittle and \\ (tiding toiretlier certain separate
items. It C.111 kill A man \vith a damaged space snit
in less than

set onds,

Zero g , weightlessness

causes liquids to cra\v1
Atm., the \vans of their containers, causint.; problems
ill st"ra'4,' and the 1"imPi104 of 5vator liynid 0\Y'-;cn.
and nitrogen Itir cabin atmosphere. ;Ind liquid propellants. It
he 1.1111\\ 11 \\ nether prolonged
condition, of weightlessness will iii)set delieat(t
proiesses. impair the Imictimi of vital organi,
and 11.i\ e air\ ,iilverse ellet, 111)011

111.1115 C.1.1).11)0.1COS

\Vitt' relati)itly
short flight, that have been made to the moon Ind
11K peri11111111'4 III,

ill

si).1C(.`.

these have not proven to be major problems.
Support of life in space poses certain problem..
which hear .1 reseitiblamc to those of sul)marines desigaled for loin.: sobnierg,ed periods. Tests must be
1).11

made to determine 1111W 110111 will react to the isolation of lung ,pace 11i01k. SVS1C111 1111151 he (li'Vel0r1cd
11/ 1)111.11
1V,Itt'l ,11111 sir for reuse, provide food, kind
\\ ask. disposal. Studies are helot; conducted to develop food
is compact, lig,ht\veight, nutritious,
palatable. and oll/ritlesupporting \vhile requiring

neither heating nor refrigeratimi.
Spat' 1111t1 and spacecraft lia,1 to he developed
that would protect 111,111 from the high vacuum, fentperatura c\tremes, small meteoroids, radiation, and
other spot, hazards.
The reason lor man in space is relatively sinwle,
no eo11 pliter 1.1:1 be programmed to report on the
1111k110\kn. They can only be programmed to report
on \\ILO \ye 1.1111\\* iii C\pet. 1(1 1111(1. The ill(114111ellt
111(i ()11scIA..lt11/11 of 111.111

is Ile('(Itql to .111(4111CW, inter-

pret, and enrich the data allicre(1 Ii instrum('nts. It
has also been slio\vit that man increases the reliability
of spacecraft. \\lien koitimiatie instruments malfunctioned the 1111.11 in tontrol inanatged to "Ave the si)ace( raft. tliemsci\ es. And '2,i-10'r:illy the 111k,1tM.

Project Iercury
This pioneering effort \vas organized on t/ctoher 5,
1'6'1. (I) orbit

111.11111lll 1;1,1(11.01%111, 111VCS1.1'.1,:ltC 110111'5

,11111111t 's stud reaction to spine flight, :old recover both
.(11(1 spa( c( ralt. This \\ as Project \lercurv.
()me of the mit(iiim.s if Project \lercury was that
it \vas shown 111,11 the 111,11 g,ravitt forces of hoot h
and reentry ,11111 \\ Hu:Idle-0,in,, in orbit for its 11111(.11
as :it nom., did not impair man',
to control a
It proved ILI' 111,111 Wit enlw .11'11111'111s
111.111

the 1.C)i,thility of .p.tt

t

lint that he C.111
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also conduct scientific. experiments and observations

Project Gemini

that expand and chi IIy information obtained from

'Hie Gemini Project extended Ow technology and
c\perience gained through Project Mercury and vastly
increased oo knowledge about space, earth, and man.
The last of the series, Gemini XII, was completed on
November 15, 19(i(i. In achieving all of its major objectives the project has demonstrated that man can:

umcnt,.

\len itry ills confirmed that man can consume food
and he\ er.e.2,cs \%hile weightless, if the). art. in suitable

containers such as s(piee/e tubes. The project also
laid

firm foundation for the technology of manned

\lawgiver the craft in space,
21 Leave the spacecraft, survive, and do useful
work in space provided he is properly clothed

space flight.

The first .kinrican rocketed into space was Astronaut .Maii B. Shepard. Jr., on \fay 5, 1961. Atop a
liedstone rocket launched froth Cape (:anaveral (now
the John F. Kennedy Space (:enter!, Florida, his
Mck
spat{' Lilt reached an :altitude of almost 115
miles ..old a top speed of approximately 73000 miles
per Matti r durite4 a suborbital Hight of slightly more
than 15 minutes.

()very wac: math. about 302 miles

t Itt\\ mange from the (:ape. The first American to
orbit the Earth \vas stron.tot Iolui 11. Glenn, Jr.
1-witched by an .\tlas booster his Nlercury craft
orbited the earth three times on February ''(1, 1962.
1)uring the flight his orbital altitude ranged from 56
to 1.11 miles at a speed of about 17.500 miles per hour.

Table 5.1 gives some features of these and other
Nlercurx. flights.

and equipped.
liendezvons and dock his craft with another vehicle in space.
Function effectively in space for a period of two
weeks and return to earth in good physical

Control the .spacecraft during its descent from
orbit and Lunt it within a selected area.
Photographs of earth and its cloud cover taken from
the orbiting Gemini craft have provided a wealth of
information for oceanographers, meteorologists, geologists, and geographers. Medical data on the astro5

nauts, taken before, during, and after the Gemini
flights has advanced medical knowledge on how the
human body functions.
Table 5.2 gives information on the Gemini Flights.

OF \1ANNED N1E11(11111' FLIGHTS

Astronaut

Date

Flight
Time°

Orbits

Spacecraft
Name

5./5 '61

00:15:'/2

Suborbital

Freedom 7

7 /21 '61

(10:15:37

Suborbital

Liberty Bell 7

2 '20 '62

04:55:23

3

Friendship 7

5 '24 '62

0.1:36:05

3

Aurora 7

10'3/62

09:13: 11

6

Sigma 7

5 15, 16 63

34:19:9

on

Faith 7

53:55:27

3.1

Alan B.

Shepard, Jr.
Virgil I.
Grissom

John 11.

Glenn, Jr.
M. Scott
Carpenter
Walter M.
Schirra, Jr.
I,. Gordon
Cooper, Jr.
Totals

° flours:Minutes:Seconds

J/177

MANNED GEMINI ruGirrs
Spacecraft

Gemini III
(:einini IN'
Gemini \'
Gemini \'I

Pilots

Date( sl

Grissom-Voting

Mar. 23, '65
June 3-7, '65
Aug. 21-29. '65
Dee. 15-16, '65
Dec. 4-18, '65
Mar. 16, '66
June 3-6, '66
July 18-21, '66
Sept. 12-15, '66
Nov. 11-15, '66

MeDivitt-\1'hite
Cooper-Conrad
Sehirra-Stafford
Borman-Lovell
Armstrong-Scott
Staffotil-Cernan

Gemini VIII
Gemini IX
Gemini X
Gemini XI
Gemini XII

Conrad4;ordon
Lovell-Aldrin

Flight
Tinie°

04:53:00
97:56:11
190:56:01

25:51:24
330:35:13
10:42:06
72:20:56
70:46:45
71:17:08
94:34:30

° IlmarsiNtinntes:Sevonas

l'r(Jjel Apollo
The .\ polio proo_vain is the largest a11(1 most coiniilex of the manned space flight iirojcets. Its goals are
to lam' astronauts 011 the S1111.11_' Of till' 1110011 and
10111(4 thcn> 1).1(k SAC]

.111(1 (1) establish the technology

to meet other National interests in sj)ace.
The Apollo 1)roi4r,tin consisted of immanned flights,
manned flights in earth orbit, a lunar orbital flight and

filially, lunar finding missions.
The first manned launch of the Apollo program
took place on September 26. 196,5. Astronauts \Valter
Schirra, 1)011 Eisele, ind \Valter Cunningham were
placed
earth orbit by ;1 Sabin' Ili rocket. Apollo 7

in the .1tlantic south of Bermda. ((Ii October 2, ItHiS, the crew being picked

insertion occurred at approximately 69 miles above
the moon. ()11 the 12th revolution Stafford and
(:ernaii. in the lunar module, separated from the command module and achieved 'a new orbit around the
inoon of 9.7 by 70.5 miles simulating the Apollo 11
lunar landing mission.
\\ien the descent stage was jettisoned, in preparation for the return to the commarRI module, an uncontrolled gyration of the ascent stage occurred. This
was later attributed to an error in the flight plan
checklist, resulting in all incorrect switch position.
The lunar module entered all intercept trajectory and
;ichieyed stationkeeping on the 16th lunar orbit. On

splasholon%ii took 1)111 1)

the :31st lunar orbit the service propulsion system was

lip .0y the Carrier Essex.
1pollo S \Vas tilt' first manned flight for the Saturn
rocket ;111,1 (yas launched 1)ecember 21, 1965. Asfro-

restarted %%sidle o the back side of the moon and
Apollo 111 :vas on its \va home. The 192 hour, 3 ntin;Ito. -23 second flight; one minute 2.1 st)contls longer
than planned. ended yith splashdown on \lay 26,

ik(ns Frank liorman. James Lovell, and \illiam An-

19(i9.

ders orbited the moon ten times and rturoed to earth

The historic voyage of .Npollo 11 began with liftoff
from the Kennedy Space (:enter at 9:32 a.m. July 16,
1969, from Pad :39A. On schedule to within less than
a second the trip to tile 1110011 111.q4.111. The primary
objective of Apollo 11 was simply stated: perform a

1)ceember 27, 196S.

\larch :1, 19((9. the \poll() () mission began with the
Satan) V liftino( .1strolialits Jamrs McDivitt, 1).11..1(1 I.

!..)t1. and Russell L. Selo\ eickart Mk) earth orbit Ito
a ten (la\ mission. One of the principal objectives of
the Ilio.2:11t %vas to) test the 11111;11- landin), moduli.) in
space. \t the soccssful ( ompletion of the mission
the (a1)side splashed dooyn on `.Each

1:3.

19((9,

1po'olo) 1() %%as .111 eight (1,1y mission i0 ClIC01111).1SS
,0;
t, (II au .(1
matint lunar landing except
too. lauo'n(i... hilm(11 took plon ),11 \lav IS. 1969, and
i'.011.1'!
I 1.1-0111('
orbit was ACIIICVC(1.
)11('
011( -11,111 01111is late.
'Fans-lunar injection
)o ro
The trajc( tory wa, S0 satisfactory that

111.11111(1 1(111:11' 1.1111.1111,4 and return to earth. This would

complete the national goal set by President John 1'.
Kennedy on \lay 25. 1961, when he stated, ". . this
nation should commit itself to achieving the goal,
bel(re ',his decade is out, of landing a man on the
.

\loon 11111 returning him safely to Earth.-

Strapped to their couches in the command module
;(top the :36:3-foot, 7.6 million pound thrust Saturn N'
rocket-

fliree astronants, each of them born in

on!y one of lour scheduled midcourse ( on-cc:ions \vas

19:30, each weighing 165 poninds, all %vithin an inch of
the same height five feet, 1 inches. The Commander

About 76 hours into the mission lunar-orbit

is Neil .1. ;Armstrong, eivilian ;old ex-test pilot; Com-

net c.ed.

ITS

1

inand \111(1111(' Pilot \lichael (:ollins. and lama!: \lodIt:,I\vio
\ ir

nlc
of the

.11(han. Jr.. art, 1)(01.1 ollit ers

(
July 29th .1rilistroty:, and .\111:in entered the
hamar \lodule, made a (M.11 check. and at I'
040 hours and 12 minutes into the
the
toolock'd
sc.p.trated tront
One how
and 22 minutes !,titer, (Ill 111('
1111)I1 of the 1111)1)1.

l'"'

1110

1011,11*

\.1,

111,$.1111('

Mid the

tolitalt,\ tee the surlace eel the moon lteg,an. The landit:.

\vas not an eas\ one. tiering; that the\ are pproachnu4
a large I rater. \ruistroty, takes over n1,111(1.11 control
and steers die t rat t to a smoother spot. Ili, heattlteat

rise', holm a nointl 77 to

15(i.

\\lien three of

the

rit inch probes he tyatli the four spacecrafts four footpads ',welt the lunar surlace, flashily:, .1 light on the
instrument

\ rttistrong, shuts off the ship's engine

the rata stttles
\lititi1011 Control: -.1.111'

.1

kilt as he raeli(IS

nine-step ladder. On reaching, the second step, he
1)11115 '1 -1)4111'-` \Od' del)1"Yed :1 television camera
so arranged that it \vill transmit to Earth his progress
from that point. II(' p;yises on the List step to report:
"I'm at the foot of the ladder. The I.\ I footpads are
only depressed in the surface ahout one or t\o inches
the surface appears to be very, very finegrained,
as von get close to it. its almost like a po\der.- At
19:5(i p.m., about 109 hours and -12 minutes into the
mission, \rmstrong puts his left foot on the moon as
ile announces: -That's one small step fur a man, one
.

.

.

giant leap for mankind.-

This event marked the first time in history that
his ever stepped on anything that has not existed
on or originated from the earth. The first print made
by a 111,111 011 the 1110011 is that of a lunar boot resem-

bling a galosh. The soles are made of silicon rubber
and the I-I layer side\yalls of aluminized plastic.

11.1s l,tillded. Toll(11(10\VII
.eel HIT, el it L IS 11.111..111011t 102
,tied 13 miltlites

Specially designed as a super insulator, it ills() protects

Pitn.

ounces: on the moon. 12 ounces.
After lowering a Hasselblad camera to 1111titr01114,
11drin emerges from the Lunching craft at 1 1:1 1 p.m.

21).

:11.:.11!.

At

sIte. 2. At

15"

()

and 2.; (i" I.:. 1.011g,-. (ut the south\vestern
'Cl the tiea of Tranquility.

N. 1..t!

\LI; , looking

out 1)1 11'
.'et tee the details atolintl here, but it looks lst' .1

IIt
eel just alHytt ever\ varlet\ of shapcstty:til.trities and ...,,ranylatitiys, evt ry variety of rock \ on could
'I 11,

4"L!

1)1.cM 111'1,11 11'1)c"11"c2: oll 1""`

\

.

:if

The:, doesn't appear to lit'

general ( olor at all; lio\ve\ yr. it looks a--

soll of the rock, and boulders of
quite .1 te\v in du, near ar,
s, ell

t

flirt(' ale
tO )1,1\1'

.

it interystity, c'd"" t"

t,i( r, lir said: "It's pretty much
and it's a very \\ hitt'. chalky
as ton look into the 1(111 phase line, and it',
onsideraltl) darker ':ray, mon' like ashen gray as
\
look up
t!,',..11:(es tee the sun. Soto(' of the
, H),1,,, I I, III h. II* !ILI!
Ii.tr 'mud or
distorLy'd hr th,. rocket engine are coated \vith this
on the outside, lent \diet, tlicy'ye !teen
broken thy\ display a dark. N. t'ry (1,trk tiray interior,
and it
like it could he country
111,'ir first task
ter landing \vas to prepare the'
s., !II e: all \\ mild be in ry,rli. (
slop
orbiting
for the aseYnt and reti(1(./vons \\011
In JCS(

iiieirlg !hi'

',la

,

1111.11

dt,tv.
\lore !bin five hours ally it of the ()riginal scludule,
at 19:30 pin \flostrolig op.!), the hatc.), of fht, Illnar
module and stpleczes thr(uigli the opening,. Strapped
to Ilk back Is .1 portaltle
support and c(unintutications system \\ eighint2,- 'SI 1)01111d, 011 E.1011,

on

the \loon.

III' 1110Th, NIOVIV tI(1\VII

I

from abrasion. On earth it weighs four pounds, nine

and backs down the ladder while his companion takes
photographs. Armstrong then trains a TV camera on
.1 small stainless steel plaque on one of tilt' legs of the

ship and reads: -Here men from the planet

1::::trth

foot on the \loot), Jillv 1969 .-1.1). \Ve came in
',.1.tcc for all mankind.- lielmv the inscription are
the agn:ttures of the .1pollo crew and President Nixon.
Next the first of three experiments is set up. From
ft.-.

au outside storage compartment Aldrin removes a
loot -long tube containing, a roll of aluminum foil
inside of which is a telescoped pole that is to he
lriceu into the 11111,11..111.1ml% The 1.()11 is suspended
Iron) it', \yid' the side marked "Sim- facing the Sun.
l it tuyi is bt collet t partii It's of the ...01111. \\ incl"
I ts l
u

l

)chichi blo\vs constantly through space s., that they
caul be brought back and analyzed in tine hope that

they \in provide information on how the Sun and
`ccre 1"1.1111.11. \ three hr live loot !lam flag
1)1.1111
of the United States is removed from a leg, of the
craft at I : II 1).!11. Its top (.,c1c2,.t.' is braced by
a spring- \vire to keep it extended on the \indless
sin:face of the \Ioon. The astronauts erect the flag
on .t staff pressed into the lunar surface. Taken to
the \loon are t\o other I'. S. flags which will be
spat

1

brought back to fly over the houses of Congress and
the flags of the 5(1 states, the District of Colinitl\itt and
U. S. Territories, the lnited. Nations and those of
110 foreign conntries.

I p011:1(1ti

.\t 1 1:-IS p.m. the astronauts received a message

I11.10Ot,

from President Nixon speaking from the ()\' lloom
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,lt the Whitt'

I 1011se.

.\ t

crs,Iti,)11 they sallItli
\ims11,m2

the conclnsiun of Ow
\\,11'd the television camera.
moan rot k. and soil

while Altirin sets 111 the t \vo rcittainity2, tsperitnnk.
( hie ,t seismic devict to record ntoontinakes. meteorite
impact or volt:atilt.. eruption :it'd the other ,t laser
reflector to make precise Earth- \ loon distance measurements.

\11....Si1/11 (:011t1.01 to
1/0,11 completed, .11driti
starts hack no) the ladder to reenter the 1.111tar \Iodide

.11ter

Make SIM' ,dl
aj

15 p ni.

11(.(1111.:,

L'Il'QVS

\Vit11

11.11C

1t LIM wit. \

the Cooling craft. The hatch is closed at I:11 and they
begin renloyittg tilt' lift' support systems on ,hide
11(11(.11(1"i for t
hours and It mfullfes
(III or about s1\ hour,, ind after
"yr .1
t total time on thy surface of the moon of :21 hours :111(1
1

alutulc,. flu ,tst cot nine is fired t 1:31 p.nt. )illy
I. The Lunar \Iodide, using the descent stat4t. as
1,11111k pin, p eel.

.1

11.tyes

flit

sl'11,11.1'

return ,t11,1 dock
\\ Rile t irt lily, the back
to

of the \lt,nn
it :35 p.m.

side of the moon. The
docking ttt.,k place on the 27th orbit of the \loon

by the (:onittland \iodide and 128 hours and three
minutes into the mission. Four hours later the Lunar

dropped the entire load on the backup battery system.

\vithin three miwitts

low,' all

(let,

ircuit breakers and overload detectors. ..\11 circuits
were back in operation and the fuel cells were again
1111-l'lle. The all-Navy t rt.\\. of Apollo 11 had escaped
disaster.

\fission commander Charles (:01trad, Yo111-

[nand module pilot I lankYY (:lipper i Iiiellard
Gordon. and 11111,11'

\VCIV on

.teat

11140111c

1',I

to flit' \IOOTI.

mt. course
of Apello 12 \vas a departure front that !plowed by
all p rov.ons manned lnna missions. The three prior
tilissi.111, Ltd 110\\11
Inc,' return trajector\ so that
if the spacecraft failed to achiev:. a lunar orbit it
1111.'11'

.1

\void(' loop around the \loon and return to Earth.
The location of the landing. site lit the ()ceati of
Storms made a free return trajectory impossiblt..
Bean and (:onrad land on the surface of the \loon

in the Lunar \Iodide Intrepid on November 19, at
1:51 p.m.

1)11ritet the landing_ (:ottratl manipulated

the onboard computer to correct for errors \vhich
vvottld have landed the craft five miles north of its
target. A precision landing \vas made just 600 feet
from Surveyor :3 ( an utimatitit.d spacecraft \\inh
landed on the moon in .1pril, 1967 1 in the Ocean of
:3
I l' 51" S. I.at. and .2:3 .2:3' 7.5" \\'.
Limit._ about 12)) feet northeast of (lead Critter. This
site was ;hunt 1)5)) miles west of \\lien. Apollo I I had

\ lodttle \vas jettisoned and at 12:56 a.m. the Service
Propulsion System \vas fired \vhile the Command Service Nlothtle \vas behind the \loon, in its 59th hour
of lunar orbit. .1pollo I IS Oil its V,ly hotoe :Ind till'

Storms ,t1

AstrO11,111tS sh.cp for about 1(1 hours.

niajor obiectivt of k,pol1.1 12 \vas to deploy the
1pollo Lunar Service Experiments l'ackage ( ALSE1))
which consisted of a maigtetometer, seismometer, lunar

1

The \loon trey: splashes do\n about 13 miles front
S S.

Ile rnet

it

.1111\

21. 1969.

So ends man's first mission to the \loon. It lasted
115 hours. 18 minutes anti :1.5 seconds, or a little more

than eight days. The entire mission lasted almost 36
minutes longer than planned and \vas considered the
most trouble-free mission to date. :\ success in every
respect.

landed.

atmosphere detector and a SNAP 7 nuclear power
generator. (:onrad \vas the third man to walk on the
\loon with lican follo\ving, shortly after. Ire their first
lunar exploration Conrad spent three hours :31) minutes
outside Intrepid \\Aide Bean logged two hours 55
minutes. Is intrestt..(1 TV viewers \vatelied, Ilea!)

tried to mount the '1"1' camera on a tripod and in-

iollo 12

advertentl pointed it at the Stun. It ceased to function

.1s Ow time approached it tt. the lift -off of .\ polio 12
,1 low overcast moved in and rain began to fall. When
a search plane reported that there \V,IN 110 litdalii1112,
V.1:11111 20 11111C. it HIV I),111 111('
al was 111.:(le tit
Linn it
\t I I .22 a in.. Novetubt r I
1

19(19.

.4i,tio Saturn V rocket left for the seond trip

to land 111111 011 the \10(111. 1.1111.tV-`Nix
and
.1".1111 at 5:2 ,,1(..1)11,1, .11 111' Ill I-Off tlic \Alit TV was strut k

and as one reporter put

it

-Never have so many

\vattlied so ft.\\ to see so little.11ter a five hour sleep antl'a conference \vith Ifuus-

ton they \\sere ready to rctint to the lunar surface.
long traverse \vas piano, d for the second \loon
\valk. It was on this valk that they ,,basted pieces
of tubing cable, trenching scoop and the camera
ironi Surveyor .3. ',lin. second' \loon \valk lasted three

by lightning-. For ,t lt.\', hat,tolyint! seconds
\ ;east .1 awl thcit details startud to come bat 1.

hours ;Ind ,I1) minutes.

from the Command \iodide. The vital inertial plat-

\Iodide ,ascent stage \vas fired and the Intrepid docked
\vith dn. Yankee Clipper three and onehalt hours
Wet-. In prior lunar missions the I .tmar \Iodide \vas
lyttistmed and placed into .111 orbit which \votild pre

form, 11,111 of the sp,i( r(T.11 t 1.4111(1,111cc
\Vas
lost as all cirtitit breakers and overload detectors

were triggered into an automatic disconnect.
ISO

This

\ Itcr a total of 31 6 li.tHrs on the \loon. the Lunar

vent its interference with future ini,;ions. This time
Intrepid would be sent from orbit to impact On the
Moon. Traveling, at about 5.000 mph, the 5,50( lb.
Earth weight i craft striwk the \loon about 15 miles
Iron) the Al.SEP seismometer. The force of inpat t
was about :10,000,000 footpounds. On Ealth such an
event would register A minor tremor for perhaps tWO
1111111Itt'S.
,hock \\ ayes re,istered on the lunar

check a helium tank that had shown a slightly high
pressure on the launch pad. Lovell found that the
pressure in the tank was showing a normal rise.

seisttlOinch'r for 715

Odyssey.

111111dO114 tilt tit A
at the eight minute mark and then slo\l declining.

The result astimiided the geopli\ sicists ,l` the 1)111.110W011011 \Vati completely outside any Earth experience.

1)iiring the 15th revolution. after 89 hours of lunar

orbit by the (:oinniand Service \Iodide, and while
on the far side of the Moen. the Service Propulsion

l

Sy-stein ignited to place Apollo 12 into a trans-earth
trait:1 ',of\
return flight \as line\ ent fill except
for the vie of the 1:.arth's eclipse of the sun. The
Command \Iodide hit the \\ Ater 3.5 miles from the
prime r.:covery ship Hornet at :3:5S p.m., November
2 1, 11109.
The total Iligltt time was -1-1 hours 36
minutes 5 second; -62 seconds longer than planned.

twain I:i
.1t :13 p.m., Saturday, .11iril 11, 1970, Apollo 13
James
Lovell, Commander; feed \V.
(Luise, Jr., Citinmand \Iodide l'ilot; and John
Swigert, Command \Iodide Pilot t were launched
from Kennedy Spase Center. 'Hie premature cut -oil

and its erc\v

Ott

t111(' of the second stAk,2,"1.

tdr'11111.'s

11,1(1

to he C0111-

lor by longer burn; of the remaining engines
.111.1 th
cir2,1fit' (ti the th:f'd st,CZ.C. Earth (whit \\
a.lne\ e,1 at 2. 26 P.m. with no lumber' diffnulty.
I he landea.z. site 01 \p,11,,,
; \\ a., to he ddh.rent
that; t h a t ill \polio I I and 12 in that it \vas to he
I

lo the

logh terrain of the Era Mauro region

of the \loon. Itte,iiise of the lot ation of the site the

had l tIttl\v a tt

cotnse l

return.' titcytory that \\

poi('

hist tio\it on the Apollo
;

k,t, , (AA. i

thAl

sc1101-

olt.,1 tonrse correction WAS lAtIll'Iltkl. At ,..51 p.m..
Sunday,
course cla,tn,e \vas avutoPlished which
rerouted the craft to sweep within 70 miles f the
\loon rather than the 1.-1.5 mile altitude of the earlier
oursc.

At a point about 205,000 miles from Earth an
explosion within the Service Module started to drain
all

electrical power from the Command Module,

\,..,,en from a fuel cell tank, which was Also part of
the life support system, was venting into space.
An hour-and-a-half after the explosion, and with
only 15 minutes of electrical power left and the oxygen

supply at a dangerous level, liaise and Lovell are
ordered to activate the systems of the Aquarius which
will serve Is their space "lifeboat-. The first major
problem was to maintain the integrity of the inertial
guidance platform AWL trAOSICV this alignment from
Odyssey to Aquarius. Ilad the gnidance platform
been lost their exact position in space would not be
known and course corrections for the return trip home
impossible. Swigert used battery power to maintain

the alignment in Odyssey alive until the alignment
transfer could be made to Aquarius. It had to he
clone fast and it was.

There was enouith water, power, oxygen and rocket

crew home safely, but the I,N1 had to function pertectI\

I

put the Imnar \Iodide

.\11".otit, itt ;Ire Ix,t}n'r l'"'i`01% tat the
site Aid Also IntAld that HWY lost the

Suddenly they were startled by a loud

bang,. At first, Lovell and Swigert thought that liaise
"AM`, as planned, in Aquarius. But
had released
II
now
in the Command \Iodide, and scanning, the instruments, saw that one of the main eketrical systems of Apollo 13 was deteriorating. At about
10:07 p.m., Nionday, Swigert radioed the words that
were to unite all mankind in a common concern: "Hey,
we've got a problem here.-

thrust available in the Lunar \Iodide to bring the

mission.
In

The two spent about an hour inside the Lunar
\ Iodide telecasting their activities to Earth. liaise
was still in the LN1, Lovell in the tunnel between
Aquarius and Odyssey holding a camera and making
his way between the TV wires, and Swigert was in

Inv return

tf

.heir pre\ icus trate( ttftv and
only return to
l:.utIi by urakiu, aliother oin se correction.
\Imdav e, eilite, at 9:1.5 p.m. Lovell and liaise left
!lie command Module ()(1\ ssev and entered \qoilis
for the first time. \fission Control asked them to

T!i

A' lICsii2:11C(1 to take two astronauts

to the surface Of the
return them to a rendezvous with the Command \Iodide, It now had to
return three astronauts close enough, and accurately
(limed). to Earth SO that they could again enter the
crippled Command \Iodide for the fiery reentry
through the atmosphere. The
descent engine
had to at vomplish the emirs,. correction, as Ole craft

swings around the \loon, or Ihey woold enter deep
space and be be:.,nd any !lope of survival. Fortunately
the use of the 1 \I descent engine had been paiced
in space by the crew of Apollo 9 and by the present
crew in simulations at the Kennedy Space Center.
.kt 3:12 a.m., Tuesday, April 11, the critical burn was
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accomplished and the crew of Apollo 13 was on their
way home. The prayers of the whole world rode with
them and offers of assistance and best wishes came
from friendly and hostile nations alike. Tuesday,
April 14, the U. S. Senate adopted a resolution which

emergency battery. Also added were five one-gallon
bags to hold an extra supply of drinking water. These
extra facilities would be enough to see the astronauts
through a three-day return trip to Earth if their

urged all businesses and communications media to
pause at 9 p.m., their local time, to "permit persons
to join in prayer for the safety of the astronauts."
The only successful lunar experiment of the flight
took place at 8:09 pan., April 14, as the 15-ton spent
third stage of the Saturn \' rocket struck the Nloon
with a force equal to IP:: tons of TNT. It hit 85
miles west northwest of the site where the Apollo 12

Moon.

astronauts had set up their seismometer. Scientists on
Earth said, "the Moon rang like a bell."

The Odyssey splashed down in a routine landing
at LOS p.m., April 17, 1970, within four miles of the
U.S.S. Iwo Jima, 142 hours 54 minutes 41 seconds
after launch.

Thus, the ill-fated Apollo 13 came home and the

words of the President of the United States summarized the feelings of many when he said, "The
three astronauts did not reach the Moon, hilt they
reached the hearts of millions of people in America
and in the world."

Apollo

1,1.

The crew of Apollo 14, Alan 13. Shepard, Jr., John

L. Swigert, Jr., and Fred W. liaise, Jr., had been
chosen in August, 1969 just after the first successful
manned Moon landing by Apollo II in July, 1969.
The launch of Apollo 14 wle: tentatively scheduled
for October 1970. Its destination was to be the
Moon's Littrow region.

The outcome of the Apollo 1.3 mission had a profound effect on the plans for Apollo 14. A board of
inquiry into Apollo 1:3's onboard explosion called for
several alterations in the Apollo spacecraft which
necessitated several postponements in the launch of
Apollo 14.

To lessen the chance that an explosion such as
Apollo 13's could happen again, the teflon insulation
covering the wiring in the service module's Oxygen
tanks was replaced with less flammable stainless steel
sheaths. Experience with the behavior of fluids under
zero: conditions during earlier Apollo flights showed

that fans to stir the oxygen in the tanks were not
needed so they were removed. To insure the craft's
ability to return the astronauts safely to Earth should

a similar mishap take place, an extra oxygen tank
was installed, plus an extra 135 pound silver-zinc
182

prime supplies should again be destroyed near the
An estimated half million persons were in or near

the John F. Kennedy Space Center to watch the
launch of Apollo 14. As the countdown reached its
final minutes, the sky which had been slightly clouded

soddenly became overcast and rain began to fall.
Launch officials, obeying rules laid down after Apollo
12 was struck by lightning, called a hold in the
countdown until weather conditions were more favorable. It was the first launch delay in the Apollo
program. The countdown clock stopped at eight

minutes and two seconds and staved at that point
for 40 minutes before the countdown resumed. The
sky was still overcast but weather experts circling the
launch site in airplanes said the danger of lightning
had passed.
Just seconds before liftoff at 4:30 pan. Eastern
Standard Time, Jan nary 31, 1971. ;1 second gust of
rain carrying wind swept the la..uch site. Thirty-six
seconds after Apollo 14 left its launch pad, it disappeared into the elmuls.
As is standard procedure, time moment the spacecraft and rocket cleared the lit1111d1 tower, responsibility for monitoring time flight and contact with the

crew passed from Kennedy Space Center to Mission
Control at the Manned Spacecraft Center in Houston,
Texas.

By coincidence, the launch of Apollo 14 fell on the
13th Anniversary of time launching of America's first
Earth satellite. It was on January 31, 1958 that the
30.8 pound Explorer I Satellite was put into orbit by a
Jupiter-C rocket.
In contrast, Apollo 14 went into Earth orbit weighing about :300,000 pounds, tints becoming time heaviest

man-made object in Earth orbitnearly 10,000 times
as much as Explorer 1.

Apollo 14 Commander Shepard was also the first
Annsrican to fly through space. That first flight of the

Mercury project on Nfay 5, 1961nearly ten years
before Apollo 14lasted only 15 minutes and 22 seconds. The flight was suborbital because Shepard's
craft, freedom
111
7, was not boosted into Earth orbit.
The flight was an are-like path that reached an altitude

of 116.5 miles before beginning its descent and reentry. Shepard's top speed was 5,15(1 miles an hour and
he was weightless for only five minutes.
Commander Shepard, LaMar Module Pilot Mitchell
and Command Module Pilot Roosa were on their way

to the Moon to conduct the most scientifically oriented

mission thus far. The command module had been
named Kitty Hawk and the lunar module was named

Antares after the star on which the landing craft

Antares made its successful Moon landing on Februay 5, at 1:17 a.m. after 111 hours, 17 minutes into the
mission.

The first of several problems began when Roosa

The astronauts were further plagued with several
minor problems. As Shepard and Mitchell were
ready to leave Antares for the first tune, Shepard
noticed that the radio in his backpack was not operat-

detached the command module, turned it 180 degrees

ing properly. The problem was traced to a circuit

and tried to dock with the lunar module. This

breaker which had been left in the wrong position.

in,tncitvcr had been performed nine times before in
space with no problems. lint the crew of Apollo 1.1
had their first problem. Roosa made five attempts
to dock without success. On the sixth attempt the
docking latches sprang into place solving the prob-

failed to stand properly, Moon dust was an annoyance
as it clung to clothing and equipment and apparently
clogged a fastener of the Supra thermal Ion Detector,
and the Cold Cathode Ionization Gauge kept falling

Of the

over as Mitchell tried to steady it on the uneven

oriented itself as if headed down to the 1.."ra Mauro
region of the Moon.

lm for the moment, but leaving the rest

On the surface of the Moon, the S-band antenna

mission in doubt.

lunar surface.

Docking would have to be done once more at the
critical time when Shepard and Mitchell would re-.

Undaunted by these events, the astronauts were
able to complete all of their assigned' tasks before

turn from the Moon and 1'011110A with Roosa in the
command module. Should the docking mechanism
fail at this time, Shepard and Mitchell would have to
-space walk- to enter Kitty Hawk. A Itho ligl) astro-

they crawled back into Antares.
In two separate Moon walks, Shepard and Mitchell

nauts have -walked" through space, such a transfer

pull-cart known as the modularized equipment transporter ( N1ET) containing tools, cameras and scientific

has IllVi.;* 1)11'0 made in Moon orbit.

The second problem arose when Shepard and
Nlithell powered up Antares in a final check before
the Moon landing, A battery hi the ascent stage was
reading three-tenths of it volt below normal. The

battery was one of two and although one battery
would be sufficient, \fission Control would not permit

a Moon landing without the backup battery also
functioning properly. Ten hours later another check
showed titat the battery had deteriorated no further
and would be able to provide the required power.

The third problem arose just after Shepard :Ind
Mitchell separated from the command module, in
preparation for the N10(01 landing. Antares' guidance

computer was receiving a warning signal front the
craft's abort mechanism. The computer would react
to this signal upon the firing of the descent engine
and would boost the spacecraft back into Moon orbit

to reunite with Kitty Hawk. The defect was traced
to a faulty switch and corrected.

The fourth problem was encountered as Antares
swooped closer and closer to the Moon. The on-board

landing radar, which controls the descent rate by
continuously measuring the decreasing altitude, failed
to lock on the lunar surface. Mitchell kept flicking
the circuit breaker on and off when finally, at 22,713
feet, the radar came to life.

Incidents such as these serve to illustrate the advantage of manned spacecraft. Men can monitor
and supersede machine decisions,

spent a total of nine hours, 25 minutes setting up
scientific experiments and exploring the Moon. A

instruments proved to be of great benefit to the
astronauts.

A complete accounting of the many scientific experiments performed by the crew of Apollo 14 may
be found in Science at Era Mauro, 1971.
At 1:49 p.m., on February 6, 1971, Antares' rockets
departed from the Nloon to join with Roosa in Kitty
I I aWk.

Apollo 15
Apollo 15 was launched from Cape Kennedy at
9:34 a.m. EDT, July 26, 1971. The all air force crew
was made tip of Col. David II. Scott, Commander;
Major Alfred NI. \Vorden, Command Module Pilot;
and 1,t. Col. James B. Irwin, Lunar Module Pilot.
This mission took Scott and Irwin to the Hadley
Bilk area of the Moon named for John Hadley (168217.1-1) the British scientist-mathematician who improved reflector telesmpe design and invented the
reflecting quadrant which was the forerunner of the
mariner's sextant*.

The command ship Endeavour was named after the
scientific rocket ship commanded by Captain James
Cook, English explorer. In the Endeavour Captain
Cook explored the Pacific and also discovered Australia. The lunar landing craft was named Falcon for
the U. S. Air Force mascot.

The lunar landing craft touched down at 6:15 p.m.
EDT on July 30, 1971 and Commander Scott radioed
183

Mission Control "Falcon is on the plain at Hadley".
Falcon was located on the lunar plain called Pains

formation of the original crust and of the seas are two
of the major events in selenological (lunar geological)

Putredinis ( Marsh of Decay ) at 20" 5' North Latitude

history. Altogether, Scott and Irwin gathered about

and 30 39' East Longitude, on the half of the Moon

170 pounds of lunar rock samples, many pf which are
unlike any brought back by previous missions.

facing Earth.

The landing site was chosen so the Apollo 15 mission could study three different types of lunar topographya more basin ( plain ), lunar rifle ( gorge), and
a mountain front. Nearby the lunar Apennine Moun-

tains towered 15,000 feet above the plain and the

Perhaps of equal importance are the abundant
photographs taken on the Moon by Scott and Irwin
and from orbit by Worden, pilot of the command
module Endeavour.

Some observations which, with further data and

mile-wide Hadley Rille, 6(X) to 12(X) feet in depth.

study, may result i» new cfmclusions about the Moon

The purpose of the expedition was to gather information winch would tell us not only more about
the Moon but also more about the Earth, the Sun,

are:

and the solar system. Because the Moon cooled earlier
than the Earth and has not been eroded by wind and

water, it contains on and near its surface a record
of the past that has been obliterated on Earth.
Scott and Irwin were able to cover the necessary
distance by the use of the Lunar Roving Vehicle
( LRV ). During three separate motor trips they explored the rim of Hadley Rille, the edges of deep

1.

The absence of the anticipated boulder fields

below the Apennines.
2. The gently rolling, uniformly smooth (but craterscarred) surface of the Marsh of Decay.
:3. The well - defined layers, strata, and fracture lines
marking. the walls of the Rille and the Apennine
mountainsides.

4. The rounded contours of the Apennines and
surrounding areas.

craters, and the slopes of the Apennine Mountains. At
a number of scientific stops the astronauts turned on
the LRV color television camera so viewers throughout

5. The large number of completely clean, rather
than dusty, or partially buried, rock fragments.
6. The different directions of rock layers in the
walls of Hadley Rifle and on the Apennine

the world could observe such spectacular scenes as
the canyon depths of Hadley, the crater-scarred plain
of the Marsh of Decay, and the rounded peaks of the

fountain slopes. fladley's were horizontal; the
Apennine's, diagonal. This information suggests
they were formed at different times.

towering Apennines.
On their second lunar trip the astronauts discovered

a unique crystalline stone perched on a rock that
was lying on an Apennine slope. They noticed a
crystalline structure characteristic of plagioclase, a
mineral that is a primary component of the rock
anorthosite. Anorthosite is believed by many scientists

to be the main component of the primordial lunar
crust, thought to have been formed some <I% billion
years ago.

This possible discovery of anorthosite also is important in that it. or some other material of comparable

The Apennines are believed to be composed of
material which was thrust up from below the surface
by tremendous internal pressures built up when an

object the size of Rhode Island impacted on the
Moon and created the Sea of Rains. Hadley Rifle is
believed to have originated as the result of lava flows
or by fracturing. The layering observed by both the
Rifle and mountains confirms that the Moon's surface
was built tip in stages by Many lava flows or ejector
bla»kets ( showers of rocks thrown up by impacts).
Each layer covers a different time period in the history
of the Moon and can give details On its formation and

density, is needed to explain apparent discrepancies
between calculations of the total man of the Moon

evolution.

and the densities of rocks collected by previous Apollo

plain as deep as 7 feet 9 inches. Preliminary analysis

All of the latter samples collected were
denser than the Moon's average density. (A more

indicates 44 layers in the core tube, indicating at
least 44 separate volcanic or impact events at this
site. One of the things scientists are studying in the
core samples are trapped solar particles. Such a

missions.

familiar example of a plagioclase rock is the gem with
the name of Moonstone.)
Another important find is the limar bedrock dis-

covered in the rim of Hadley Rille. This is the rock
that is believed to underlie the lunar seas which were
formed by lava flows. Analysis of such rocks can
give the time when the flows originated, some 3i to
4 billion years ago at the Apollo 11 and 12 sites. The
184

The astronauts drove core tubes into the lunar

study could provide details on the history of the Sun

during the past billion or more years and increase
our knowledge of how it influences Earth's climate.
Scott and Irwin also placed heat sensors down two
of the holes they bored. The purpose is to determine
the internal temperature of the Moon, a fundamental

measurement needed to understand the history and
evolution of a planetary body.
While Scott and Irwin were on the Moon's surface
Worden was collecting a wealth of photographs and
other scientific data from orbit.
An X-ray detector aboard Endeavour picked up
secondary X-rays which result when solar X-rays strike

materials on the Moon. The device indicated the
distribution of minerals and found high concentration
of aluminum and sparse amounts of magnesium in the

highlands and the opposite in the plains. The study
of how minerals are distributed on the Moon may
give new clues to their distribution on Earth, helping
mankind to inventory its limited mineral resources.
A magnetometer on the command ship also detected

launch front the Moon that all mankind could see.
The TV camera on the Lunar Roving Vehicle, which
was left behind, telecast the lift-off of Falcon.

Leff behind on the Moon was the Apollo Lunar

Surface Experiment Package Niiid contained instruments which will return to Earth data on moonquakes,
meteorite impacts, the lunar atagnetie field, the solar

wind, the nearby nonexistent wisps of lunar atmosphere, and heat escap;ng from beneath the surface
of the Moon.
After Scott and !Mill docked and transferred to
Endeavour, Falcon was cast adrift and impacted on

the \loon. The vibrations were picked up by the
seismmnelers at hoth Apollo 12 and 14 sites which are

Worden described small dark conical mounds which
he recognized as cinder cones (dead volcanic craters)

nearly 70(1 miles away. On Earth a comparable impact would be sensed no farther than 100 miles away.
Analysis of the data from the earlier impact of the
Saturn tipper stage indicated a lunar crust of at least
20 nudes thick. Earth's crust varies from 3 to 30 miles
with the thinnest part being under the sea.
While still in lunar orbit the crew of Endeavour
!mulched a 7S"::-ponumi scientific subsatell:te. It is
l' aiding new details on lunar gravity, particularly

on the Moon's Littrow area which is on the south-

the

a very weak Innar magneti field. .1 gamma ray
spectrometer detected radioative hotspots on the
Moon which indicate concentration of elements such
as potassium. thorium, and uranium. The heat from
such deposits could have caused rocks to melt producing local volcanic eruptions in the past.

;light

gravitational areas called maseons; the

eastern border of the Sea of Serenity. Carefully

\Imm's space environment, including the effect of

rechecking the area on subsequent orbits, Worden
found no evidence of current activity of any kind.
The cones irdicate to some scientists that volcanic
activity had lasted up to 1!.:t billion years ago. This

solar flares, and on the Earth's magnetic field through
which the Moon regularly passes and also information on the weak localized lunar magnetic fields.
On August 5, about 1,7,000 miles from the Earth,

could mean that the Moon was hof at least until then.
Other scientists regard the cinder cones as indica-

Worden performed the first deep space walk. The

tors (kit carbon dioxide and water may have been

Seim:it-die Instrument

briefly present on the \hum. On Earth large amounts
of these two compounds are needed to bring the volcanic cinders to the surface and spread them around.
Volanic activity on the Moon could originate from
two possible main sources: 1) a former molten core,
although ill;MV scientists say the NIoon's core was
never molten: 21 gravitational compression of material on which more scientists agree). Rocks can also
be melted and volcanic flows created by radioactive
heating and by impact of another body. The pull of
the Earth's gravity could also crack thin crustal areas,
releasing gases. Current moonquakes are thought to
be due to Earth's gravity pull on the Moon.
The mass spectrometer aboard Endeavour identified

them into the cabin. Otherwise the film would have
been lost as the service module, in which the SIM
bay
located, was discarded as Endeavour neared
Earth. Only the i1':- foot -long command module of
the 363-foot-long Apollo/Saturn V space vehicle, that
takes off from Cape Kennedy, returned to Earth.
The crew of Endeavour was in for a rougher than
normal landing as only two of the three parachutes
were open at splashdown at 4:46 p.m. EDT, August
7. Endeavour submerged briefly and then bobbed up
in an upright position. Although the increase in landing speed from 19 m.p.h. to 22 m.p.h. did not significantly affect the crew, it pointed out again that no
mission vet has been without its hazards regardless of

walk was necessary to pick imp film cassettes from the

Iodide (SIM) bay and bring

pockets of neon, argon, and carbon dioxide in the

the care and precautions that are taken in the assembly

hmar environment. If these are lunar emissions, they

of the nearly nine million parts that make up the

\void(' indicate the presence of a tenuous and transitory lunar atmosphere.
Scott and Irwin completed their work on the Moon's
surface and at 1:11 p.m. E.D.T., August 2, they
launched Falcon from the Moon. This was the first

Apollo/Saturn \' space vehicle.
The Apollo 16 mission began with lift-off at 9:34

a.. EDT, jol 26, and lasted for 295 hours and 12
minutes or it ended at splashdown at 4:46 p.m. EDT,
August 7, 1971.
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THE NEXT DECADE IN SPACE
The manned space Night programs have been priconccrucd with learning how to operate efmal
fectivity and safely in the space environment while
accomplishing missions of increased complexity and
importance.

The astrotialits have been space test

pilots undertaking experimental flights. The chief objective of the \lercuy. Gemini and Apollo programs

has been to build a manned space flight capability.
The success of these programs attests to growth of
that capability.
NA'ith maimed space Hight capability, developed,
more attention can be paid
scientific objectives
that can be achieved through 'the employment of men

at the scene of the activity. The capabilities developed in the Apollo Program can lie used by scientifi-

cally trained astronatas in programs oriented more
toward scientific experimentation.

Such a program is the Skylab Program in which
the third stage
stage) of the Saturn launch
\Thiele will be fitted out as an orbital workshop to
be the forerunner of the Space :nation. This Earth
orbiting laboratory will be occupied by three astronauts for as long as two months. The ciplipment will
be used to conduct scientific cycriments, make solar
observations and determine the effects of long space
missions on the health of the crew. Skylab is the first
step in maimed utilization of space.

To realize the full potential of space stations Operating costs must be reduced and workers ..with vari-

ous skill, and normal physical condition most be aianmodated. In a near Earth orbit station a new,

!ow cost. surface to orbit unit return transportation
vehicle is niggled. These vehicles will be the building
blocks in the system to be employed in future space

ously to determine trends in large-scale phenomena
such as changes in snow pack, crop concltion, air
and water pollution and relationships between the sea
and the atmosphere. Instruments can detect changes
as they occur and will observe areas where surface
observations are infrequent, such as the broad ocean
areas, the Arctic and Antarctic.

IIE ROLE OF \IAN-Nlan should lie sent into
space and maintained there only to perform tasks
which require human judgment. Initially he would
develop the systems and techniques best suited to the
tasks involved and what useful phenomena can best
be observed from space. When the techniques become established routine automated equipment can
be introduced and humans freed to maintain, redirect
and supervise the machines. The e.ommimications
fuuetion can also he reduced by having man analyze
and interpret the raw data to select that which will
be sent to Earth. flew man's role would he to recognize the formation of patterns-a task very difficult to
program into it computer.
The Earth Applications aspect would itiVOIVC the
following areas:

NIETEOROLOGY-This is one of the areas where
space application has already been of benefit to the
world. Equipment operated by men on the space
station would tillpplenlent the observations of the
automated satellites. Nlitintenance and repair of these
complex satellites would be possible and would result
in significantly extending their useful lifetimes.
MINERAL PROSPECTING-Another area of great

potential whir» is prospecting for mineral resources.
Simultantinis photography' with films sensitive to radi-

May be tisd as living cplarters iu various Earth orbits,
in intia orbit or On a planetary mission. 'File very
long lifetime of the Space Station permits major reductions in utilization costs.

ations in different parts of the spectra» give promise
of revealing much new information.
(1
CONDITIONS- Infrared sensitive color film
would allow crop condition identification on a worldwide basis. Air photos can detect certain crop diseases before they are discernible on the ground.
IIVI)ROLOGY-Alicrowave imagery can record the
distribution of water both on the Earth's surface and

Areas of Exploration

in the groomd near the surface of the Earth. This
hydrological mapping can be accomplished even

ittivities of continuing the exploration of the Moon
inn! the planets. 'flu. Space Station module design

The Space Station will be a Nl lelltifie laboratory and

a site for applying the new environment of space to
the direct benefit of man. Of the number of promising

through a thick cloud cover. Areas of subterranean
seepage can be detected which is not discernible in

visible light tither from high altitude or from the

areas of exploration turee broad areas seem most

surface.

promising: Earth Applications, \laterials Processing
and Science.
KAIITII APPLICATIONS-Direct economic re-

following processes:

turns can be foresee» through the use of Earth orbiting space platforms. Only from such a space station
can broad areas Of the Earth be observed til11111Ralle-

The Materials Processing aspect would involve the
METAL FOANI-The weightless environment in an
orbiting space station would permit the production of

a foamed steel with the weight of balsa wood but
with many cif the properties of solid steel. This
187

process cannot be done on earth because the weight
of the liquid metal causes the gas foam bubbles to
float to the surface of the metal before cooling can
take place. In space the gases would remain entrapped, producing a porous spongelike material. Uder zero G it would also be possible to mix materials
of vastly different properties and densities. For example, steel and glass. These composite and foamed
materials should result in lighter and stronger materials for basic study, industrial applications and the
construction of future spacecraft.

CRYSTAL GROWTIIThe size of Earth grown
crystals is limited by gravity and the introduction of
contamina nts. In a very clean zero gravity space environment there are no such limits to growth and crystals of a very large size can he grown. These space

grown crystals could he used as very large power
transistor; or optical blanks for lenses of near perfect
quality. It would also be possible to produce very
large dislocation free crystals.

LEVITATION MELTINGThe suspension of a
material levitation ) is important because it offers
the possibility of melting and shaping materials with-

out contamination from any type of mechanical restraint or cnicible. Nletallic materials and structures
may be shaped by the manipulation of surrounding

Einstein's Special and General Laws of Relativity that
cannot 1w tested on Earth.

LIFE SCIENCES The space station offers life
scientists the opportunity to study life processes nder conditions that cannot be duplicated on Earth.
These conditions include a zero gravity environment
of any desired length and the lack of periodicities
associated with the rotation and revolution of the
Earth. Perhaps other factors which are not yet recognized as affecting life will also be discovered as they
are removed.

The Future
The history of our scientific and technological
progress indicates that many uses will be made of
space which are not yet envisioned. With this in
mind it is important to try and build today what
will be able to continue to serve in the future. Eventually we should have in space a national research
facility called Space Base. The Space Station would
serve as a part of this facility, to be retained and used
as the Space Base grows. Space Stations will grow by
the addition of Space Station modules, experiment
modules, utility mokiules and storage units for liquid
fuels, oxidizers and any other consumable supplies.
The Space Base will provide both artificial gravity
areas, used in those operations which are enhanced by

By such a method perfect

the presence of gravity, and zero gravity areas in

spheres could be produced for use as ball bearings.
Alloys could be formed with uniformity resulting
from maximum intermixing, of the constituents and

which to conduct experiments where this condition is
desirable. It would serve as a supply depot, launch site
and mission control facility for deep space spacecraft.

electromagnetic fields.

refinement of metals to a high degree of purity should
also he possible.
Another use of the space station is to conduct sci-

entific investigations to extend man's knowledge of
the universe. Probably the following areas would be
investigated first:
ASTRONOMY Astronomical observations from the

Earth have always been limited by the atmosphere.
Astronomers have long wanted to get their instruments into space where atmospheric turbulence,

light-ray scattering. sky brightness, cloud cover and
pollution would no longer be problems which limit
the resolving power of their telescopes.
PHYSICS The study of cosmic rays, which are
charged particles such as protons and electrons that
originate outside the solar system and travel at very
high speeds, may well hold the answers to some basic
questions about the natiire of matter. Physicists would
like to place machinery in orbit which would detect
cosmic rays of much higher energies and possibly
prove that -anti-matter- (wcurs naturally in the universe. Other experiments would test those aspects of
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